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Abstract
Michael Philip Jackson
Evaluating the use of a theory-based intervention to improve
medication-taking behaviours: A Longitudinal mixed-methods study in
patients with Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension
Applying Health Belief Model theory to understand patients’ medication
and disease beliefs and using this to develop and evaluate targeted
interventions delivered by a pharmacist to improve medication
adherence
Keywords: Belief, Adherence, Medication, Compliance, Health Belief Model,
Behaviour, intervention, Education, Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension,
Pharmacist
Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PAH) is a rare incurable condition affecting
both the cardiac and respiratory systems. Patients living with PAH face the
burden of both intensive medication regimens and debilitating disease
symptoms. This study’s primary aim was to identify patients’ medicationtaking behaviours and beliefs using a framework derived from the extended
health belief model (EHBM), and to use this information to deliver
personalised interventions to improve medication-taking behaviours. A
mixed-methodology longitudinal study design recorded patients’ parameters
over a 12-month period. Thirteen participants from Northern Ireland
completed the study. The results showed that the level of high-adherence to
PAH medicines, as assessed using the MARS questionnaire was 80%, but
this value differed when assessed via pill counting and interview data. There
was a trend to improvement in observed and predicted medication
adherence over the study duration. Participants’ beliefs showed a nonstatistical increase in the specific-necessity beliefs and a reduction in
general-overuse belief. This study added to the EHBM new constructs of
trust and support in being able to better predict nonadherent behaviours. Key
medication-taking themes were self-confidence, perceived ranking of
medicines, uncertainty and knowledge. This study developed important
learning that can be applied to future research on behavioural health studies.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background to study
The lead researcher is a specialist clinical pharmacist and a member of the
multidisciplinary team looking after the care of patients with a form of
Pulmonary Hypertension (PH) termed Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension
(PAH). The lead researcher has shared responsibility with other specialist
team members for initiating and continuing prescribing of disease-modifying
therapies and review of adverse drug reactions (ADRs). Patients are
reviewed three-monthly at a pharmacist/nurse-led clinic.
Patients living with PAH face the burden of both medication and disease
symptoms. For example, regimens for medications such as epoprostenol can
be complex; requiring manual dexterity to operate the infusion pumps (Hall et
al. 2012). The frequent side effects associated with several therapies
necessitate monthly monitoring by the clinical team. These factors are known
to reduce the level of adherence to medicines. Three studies have reported
high-adherence to PAH medicines as being 41% (Yorke 2016), 47.9%
(Grady et al. 2018) and 94% (Shah et al. 2019), which varies from the World
Health Organisation reported average level of medication adherence for
chronic diseases as being 50% (WHO 2003). Due to the complexity of
factors that influence medication adherence, the reported level of adherence
will vary depending upon the population being measured, scale of
measurement used and disease being assessed (Mathes et al. 2012).
There is currently a lack of published literature on medication adherence in
PAH and factors that may improve adherence. There is also a paucity of
literature on the repercussions of poor adherence on PAH disease
outcomes; patients’ PAH medication-taking beliefs, and whether adherence
varies between specific PAH treatments and over time.
The study title refers to the application of a theory-based approach to
personalise interventions to improve patients’ ability to take medicines.
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1.2 Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension
PAH is a rare, debilitating and often fatal condition of the cardiac and
respiratory system. The reported prevalence of PAH is estimated between 15
to 50 cases per million (Peacock et al. 2007). Data from European registries
show that approximately half of these PAH cases arise from unknown
causes, termed idiopathic PAH (IPAH) (Galiè et al. 2016). PAH occurs in
individuals of all ages, races and ethnic backgrounds. It is characterised by
increasing resistance to blood flow through the lungs leading to the
development of compensatory re-modelling and thickening or hypertrophy of
the vasculature (Galiè et al. 2016). The resistance to flow can be measured
as an increase in mean pulmonary arterial pressure (mPAP) ≥25mmHg at
rest when assessed by right heart cardiac catheterisation. Over time this
raised pressure causes strain on the heart leading to progressive heart
failure and death (Barst 2008). Although available pharmacological
treatments prolong and improve quality of life, there is no cure except for
heart and/or lung transplantation which is often outside the reach of patients
due to organ shortage.

PAH is a heterogenous incurable condition
PAH is a heterogeneous condition, classified depending on the specific
cause of the raised pulmonary pressure. The current study centre uses the
classification of PAH as described in the European Society of Cardiology
(ESC) 2015 clinical guidelines on the diagnosis and treatment of PAH (Galiè
et al. 2016). Appendix 1 shows the condensed clinical classification of PH.
PAH is fundamentally caused by three conditions: restriction of blood flow
through the lungs; increase in the viscosity of blood flowing through the
lungs; heart becoming too weak to pump the blood arriving from the lungs to
the left ventricle. The heterogeneous nature of PAH requires treatments that
not only reduce the common feature of a raised mPAP, but also treat specific
causes and symptoms. Therefore, many patients with PAH will be taking a
variety of treatments, thus increasing medication burden.
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1.2.1 Specific causes for PAH
The majority of PAH originates from unknown causes, however certain
underlying factors are known to increase its prevalence. Firstly, there are
conditions that have a much higher incidence of PAH than the background
population. These include connective tissue diseases, such as scleroderma
(Yang et al. 2013), and those with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
infection (Speich et al. 1991; Sitbon et al. 2008; Degano et al. 2010; Cicalini
et al. 2011). A hereditable predisposition to developing PAH is thought to
occur in only 6% of IPAH (Loscalzo 2001) due to mutations in the
transforming growth factor (TGF)-β receptor superfamily (Ma and Chung
2017). Heritable IPAH leads to worse clinical outcomes compared to nonheritable (Sztrymf et al. 2008).
The is correlation between lung injury from Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD) and interstitial lung disease, and the development of PAH
(Singh et al. 2016). The mechanism is thought to be the diseased lung’s
inability to control pulmonary vascular resistance and blood flow through a
variety of mechanisms. Patients with COPD with a progressing rise in mPAP
have a poorer outcome (Andersen et al. 2012; Seeger et al. 2013). A study
reported 5-year survival rate of only 36% for COPD patients with mPAP
values>25 mmHg (Oswald-Mammosser et al. 1995).
Epidemiological studies have shown a causal link between developing PAH
and taking certain medicines (Appendix 2). Several of these drugs came to
light in the 1960s due to their use as anorexigens in weight loss, leading to
an increased prevalence of PAH at that time. For example, aminorex which
is an amphetamine-like substance was shown to increase the risk of
developing PAH by approximately 30-times above the normal prevalence
when used for longer than 3-months (Kay et al. 1971; Simonneau et al. 1998;
Savale et al. 2012).
Whatever has triggered the process, there is associated vascular injury to
the pulmonary arterioles that induces endothelial dysfunction,
vasoconstriction, thrombosis and remodelling which progresses over time.
This remodelling of the pulmonary vasculature is irreversible and results in
the formation of thick plaques termed plexiform lesions, which are a
3

characteristic pathological feature of PAH (Olschewski et al. 2001; MacIver
et al. 2016). Figure 1 simplifies this initiation, progression and establishment
of plaques that ultimately lead to reduced lumen of the artery, increased
mPAP and right ventricular failure.

Figure 1. Initiation, progression and remodelling for PAH. Image from
article by (Chelladurai et al. 2016).

1.3 Need for research
It is acknowledged within current European guidelines on the diagnosis and
management of PH (Galiè et al. 2016) and Consensus statement UK (NHS
2014) that there are limitations in the care of patients with PAH, in particular
the need to understand medication-behaviours to improve adherence. The
reasons for undertaking research in this rare population is due to several
factors:
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•

Lack of published literature on medication adherence in PAH

•

Lack of any representation of the Northern Ireland PAH population in
published literature

•

Lack of any literature on the success of adherence interventions in
PAH

•

High costs of drugs required to treat PAH patients

•

Prevalence of significant ADRs with some medicines

•

High frequency of psychosocial issues (Löwe et al. 2004; Tartavoulle
2015)

•

A need to obtain the best outcomes from available PAH medicines

Although research in the psychological aspects of medication taking has
become more prevalent within the literature, little published research has
been undertaken in PAH. At the point of study proposal, this is the first study
to examine interventions derived from patients’ health-beliefs aimed at
improving medication-taking behaviours in PAH.
The proposed outputs from this study are to add to the growing body of
knowledge on health-belief models, and to assess the effectiveness of
interventions derived from such models. The study has merit in that it aims to
not just assess medication-taking behaviours, but to enhance them. Although
the focus is on the health-beliefs pertaining to the PAH medicines, there may
be influence on other medication beliefs thereby benefiting patients
holistically.
To understand how PAH patients’ beliefs may lead to changes in adherence,
it is necessary to first describe the burden of the disease and treatment.
Chapter one will describe the PAH population, the burden of the current
pharmacological treatments and the likely consequences of poor medication
adherence based on other conditions with similar impact on health. Chapter
two will further explore these themes in light of published literature and justify
the aims and objectives of the study.
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1.4 Symptom burden from PAH
Symptoms from PAH result from increasing mPAP over time. Initially the
slow rise in mPAP may not elicit noticeable symptoms. However further
increase in pressure and physiological response triggers the commonly
reported symptoms of shortness of breath, dizziness and palpitations. These
symptoms are often initially diagnosed as other respiratory or cardiac
conditions, delaying the diagnoses of PAH. The similarities of patient
symptoms to those of COPD and Heart Failure (HF) will be useful in this
study when comparing related studies on disease burden and quality of life
(QoL). Later symptoms which impact on daily living are angina and syncope
which are experienced by one-third of PAH patients (McGoon and Kane
2009), in addition to hoarseness, nausea and vomiting. When these
symptoms are alleviated through life-style changes and through fine
adjustments in medications PAH is termed compensated. Sustained elevated
heart and lung pressures, as well as noncompliance with medications and
triggers such as infections, will lead to worsening of the symptoms with risk
to life and PAH decompensation.
The management of PAH focuses on improving symptoms, exercise
tolerance, long term outcomes and quality of life using disease-modifying
therapies in conjunction with lifestyle advice (see Appendix 3 for measures of
PAH disease status). These remain core outcome measures in assessing
the impact of interventions on disease control.

1.5 Uncertainty of the condition
Following diagnosis, the clinical symptoms can fluctuate, with periods of
relatively stable disease alternating with decompensated episodes.
Decompensation can result from factors such as seasonal illness (e.g.
influenza), excessive stress or abrupt medication withdrawal. The
consequence of decompensation is that fluctuations in state of health may
contribute to changes in medication-taking behaviours independent of the
action of any study interventions, influencing the results of this research.
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The association between psychological stressors and symptoms has not
been studied in PAH and will be described in later sections. Uncertainty
poses difficulty in patients attempting to live as normal as possible, where
each decompensated episode can increase the risk of death. Nevertheless,
deteriorating disease leads to worsening of symptoms over time, and more
frequent decompensation episodes. The clinical course varies depending on
the cause of PAH as described from the ASPIRE registry, which was set up
in a UK PAH centre (Hurdman et al. 2012).
Although PAH is an incurable illness, other registry data has shown an
improvement in overall survival since the introduction of the first diseasemodifying medicines in 1995:
•

Pre-targeted treatment registry data from 1991 showed three-year
survival from diagnosis to be 50% (D'Alonzo et al. 1991).

•

Following the introduction of targeted treatments, the Registry to
Evaluate Early and Long-term PAH disease Management (REVEAL
Registry) in the United States reported 5-year survival for newly
diagnosed patients at 61% (Farber et al. 2015).

The implications of the change in prognosis due to new therapies will be felt
more by those participants who have lived with PAH for much of their life. It
is unknown whether beliefs about PAH vary dependent upon the decade that
information was provided.

1.6 Living with PAH
PAH has already been described as an unpredictable condition that will
eventually worsen over months or years. Most patients will experience
progressive symptoms that impact on daily functioning. The prescribed
medication that will reduce symptoms and prolong life also leads to burden
due to multiple medicines and significant toxicities. Monitoring patients’
wellbeing is important to ensure their views and opinions remain central to
treatment decisions. This is assessed as patient reported Quality of Life
(QoL).
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Several studies have reported on the QoL in adult and paediatric patients
with PAH, and of their prognostic value (Sastry et al. 2004; McCabe et al.
2013; Fernandes et al. 2014).
Three qualitative studies identified main themes on coping with PAH from
both patients’ and caregivers’ perspectives:
•

Hall et al stated the following themes: Initial shock; figuring it out;
giving life and ongoing struggles; their life is in my hands; pressure to
perform; continuation of my [carer] role. These themes related to
patients and caregivers learning of new skills in the manipulation and
administration of IV therapies. (Hall et al. 2012)

•

Flattery et al used individual case studies to identify the following
themes: coping with uncertainty; information seeking; life with
treatment; adjustment to treatment; resuming activities of life (Flattery
et al. 2005).

•

Ivarsson et al stated the themes: Usefulness of information; handling
of information; lack of information to relatives; unspoken about
prognosis; struggling with feelings; fear of hereditary disease; failing
healthcare organisation; self-blame (Ivarsson et al. 2014).

It is clear from these studies that there are many psychosocial issues
experienced by patients and caregivers, which revolve around the reliance
on complex medication regimens. Assessing QoL informs healthcare
professionals of the daily struggles with the illness that will impact on
treatment decisions. However, it is unknown whether there is a relationship
between changes in QoL and medication adherence in this population.

1.7 Treatment for PAH
The current body of knowledge supports the development of PAH as a
dysfunction of the pulmonary endothelium and platelets, leading to
imbalances between the production and release of vasodilators (e.g. nitric
oxide, prostacyclin) and vasoconstrictors (e.g. endothelin-1 and serotonin)
(Rhodes et al. 2009). Thus, the aims of targeted drugs are to prevent or
reverse excessive cell proliferation in the lumen of the arteries, reverse
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excessive vasoconstriction of blood vessels, and prevent the associated
risks of thrombosis.
There are five main classes of drugs used to treat PAH: endothelin-1
receptor antagonists (ERA) such as ambrisentan, bosentan and macitentan;
phosphodiesterase-type 5 (PDE5) inhibitors such as sildenafil and tadalafil;
guanylate cyclase stimulators such as riociguat; prostacyclin analogues such
as epoprostenol and iloprost; and IP receptor agonists such as selexipag.
Patients will often require combination therapies to target the three signalling
pathways (endothelin-1, nitric oxide, or prostacyclin). Each agent can impose
significant burden to patients’ QoL. Table 1 lists the targeted treatments
available in the United Kingdom (UK).
Due to the high cost of therapies to treat PAH, the choice of agent is
governed by local commissioning guidelines, derived from pooled clinical trial
evidence (Galiè et al. 2016). A summary is provided here and Appendices 4
and 5 detailing the initial choice of therapy based on UK guidelines and the
clinical evidence supporting initial monotherapy. Patients may require ‘dual’
and triple therapy to gain further clinical benefit (Lajoie et al. 2017) by
altering other signalling pathways, at the expense of exposure to increased
side effects and medication-related burden. Treatments for PAH are
escalated from oral to inhaled to injectable formulations, with each step
increasing the likelihood of side effects and greater impact on QoL based on
each drug’s side effect profile. The relative complexity of treatment and
relative impact on QoL has yet to be calculated in this population.
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Table 1. PAH medicines used in current practice – route, dosage
frequency, patient and caregiver burden and cost (average cost per
patient per year) (BNF 2019)

Medicine

Route of
administration

Sildenafil
(Revatio)

Oral

Three
times daily

Tadalafil

Oral

Once daily

Ambrisentan

Oral

Once daily

Bosentan

Oral

Twice daily

Macitentan

Oral

Once daily

Riociguat

Iloprost

Iloprost or
Epoprostinol

Oral

Nebulised

Infusion

Dosage
frequency

Patient and caregiver burden
High frequency of
administration.
No need for monitoring.
Simple once daily dosage.
No need for monitoring.

Medication Cost
(£/year/patient /
average dose)
(BNF 2019)
£5430
£4,850

Requires monthly liver blood
tests. Supplied through
hospitals.
Minimal side effects.

£2716 - £28000

Three
times daily

Requires frequent blood
pressure monitoring.
Supplied through hospitals.
Dose escalation schedule using
multiple strengths.
Notable side effects.

£26000
(excludes local
discount)

Up to 9
times a day

Significant burden due to high
frequency of administration.
Supplied through hospitals.
Daily Nebuliser set up and
cleaning.
Dexterity and good inhaler
technique.
Notable side effects.

~£34000
(excludes local
discount)

Continuous

Significant burden due to need
for continuous infusion through
central venous line (Hickman).
Requires manual dexterity to
aseptically prepare syringes
and manipulate infusion pump

~£40000
Price varies
depending upon
local contract
and type of
pump with
consumables

Initial therapies include the oral phosphodiesterase type 5 (PDE5) inhibitors
such as sildenafil and tadalafil which target the nitric oxide pathway, resulting
in vasodilation (Barnett and Machado 2006). They are not specific for the
pulmonary system, leading to minor systemic effects depending upon the
required dose (headache, flushing, nose bleeds and fluid retention). Clinical
evidence is stronger for sildenafil (Sastry et al. 2004; Galie et al. 2005; Singh
et al. 2006) than tadalafil (Galie et al. 2009), demonstrating an improvement
in exercise capacity, clinical symptoms and improved heart haemodynamics.
However, as a class they have not shown a reduction in mortality. The thrice
daily dosing for sildenafil may lead to additional medication burden and
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reduced adherence, based on older studies in other diseases that examined
the taking of multiple daily dosing regimens (Ingersoll and Cohen 2008;
Srivastava et al. 2013).
Second line oral therapies include the ERAs, which target the
vasoconstrictive and mitogenic effects of enthothelin-1 on pulmonary
endothelial cells (Giaid et al. 1993; Miyagawa and Emoto 2014). These
agents (e.g. bosentan, ambrisentan and macitentan) have been shown to
improve haemodynamics, exercise capacity and disease symptoms (Rubin
et al. 2002; Galiè et al. 2008; Pulido et al. 2013), but only macitentan has
shown mortality benefit in a clinical trial (Said 2014).
Side effects from ERAs are usually well tolerated, and comprise of
headache, nasopharyngitis and peripheral oedema (Rubin et al. 2002; Pulido
et al. 2013; Said 2014). Bosentan causes a dose dependent increase in
transaminase levels (Rubin et al. 2002). Although this increase was not
statistically significant for ambrisentan and macitentan, all three drugs
require patients to provide a monthly blood test for liver function monitoring,
which may impact on patients’ treatment acceptance. A recent meta-analysis
examining 24 randomised ERA trials showed that the main adverse drug
reactions were raised hepatic transaminases (with bosentan), peripheral
oedema (reported mainly with bosentan and ambrisentan), and anaemia
(reported more with bosentan and macitentan) (Wei et al. 2016). Despite the
side effects, the overall impact of these drugs on QoL has been reported as
being mainly positive (although not always statistically significant), driven by
a reduction in symptom score, and increase in physical activity (Galiè et al.
2008; Galiè et al. 2015).
Treatment failure with PDE5 inhibitors and/or ERA requires the use of drugs
that target the prostacyclin pathway available as oral, inhaled and injectable
agents (prostacyclin analogues). They are reserved for patients with
progressive disease due to high cost, requirement for significant training to
be able to self-administer, and the need to individually titrate doses to
minimise dose-dependent adverse drug reactions. The pharmacology behind
the titration based on prostacyclin (PGI2), produced predominantly by the
endothelium of all blood vessels, exerting its effects on cell surface
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receptors. The preferred receptor for prostacyclin is termed the IP receptor
and is located on smooth muscle cells within the vasculature. Once
stimulated this causes smooth muscle cell relaxation, reduced smooth
muscle cell proliferation, and a reduced ability of platelets to induce
thrombosis. Prostacyclin can also act on other receptors such as
thromboxane TP receptors leading to an opposing action (vasoconstriction)
that reduces clinical efficacy (Mubarak 2010). It is both the availability of
different receptors and balance of opposing systems that governs the overall
action on vessels and platelets (Mitchell et al. 2014). For this reason, drug
doses targeting the prostacyclin pathway require the balancing of therapeutic
response against severe toxicities, such as flushing, headache, jaw pain,
diarrhoea, nausea, systemic hypotension and leg pain.
As a group, prostacyclin analogues have demonstrated improvement in
clinical outcomes and are reserved for those with worsening disease.
Epoprostenol is the only agent that has demonstrated both improvement in
QoL and reduced morality in functional class IV (Barst et al. 1996). Iloprost,
administered either intravenously or nebulised, has not shown the same
mortality benefit as epoprostenol, however, its improved chemical stability
reduces the need for daily infusion pump change. Where the risk of line
sepsis is high, patients can be changed to a less effective nebulised iloprost
given up to nine times a day. It is well tolerated, and has been shown to
maintain long-term clinical benefit (Olschewski et al. 2002; Olschewski et al.
2010), but has significant burden in the number of administrations, each
lasting 10-15mins.
The use of continuous intravenous infusion devices places greater burden on
recipients. Patients have to cope with the maintenance of a central indwelling
catheter, the risk of line infections, and the need to aseptically reconstitute
the drug once or twice a day (Hall et al. 2012). Any disruption in the flow of
intravenous prostacyclin analogue can lead to serious consequences for the
recipient.
In the last few years two new therapies have been made available to treat
the symptoms of PAH. Both are given orally as third line therapies.
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Riociguat is the first of a new class of guanylate cyclase stimulators
(Khaybullina et al. 2014) that targets the nitric oxide pathway. Given orally
three times a day, riociguat has been shown to increase exercise capacity,
improve functional class and delay time to clinical worsening (Ghofrani et al.
2013). In routine clinical practice the most troublesome serious side effect of
this drug is syncope. Episodes of hypotension during dose titration are also
common requiring careful monitoring (Halank et al. 2019).
Selexipag is a recently developed oral non-prostacyclin drug that directly and
selectively activates only the IP receptor. By doing so it promotes
vasodilation (Bruderer et al. 2017; Honorato Perez 2017), whilst negating
negative effects such as vasoconstriction or altered gastric motility due to
stimulation of other prostanoid receptors (e.g. EP1, EP3, FP and TP receptor
activation). Selexipag has been shown to reduce clinical deterioration and
PAH-related hospitalisations, but did not reduce mortality (Sitbon et al.
2015). Despite being selective for IP receptors, in clinical practice side
effects of selexipag are similar to other drugs targeting the prostacyclin
pathway and are managed with adjuvant therapies.
Selexipag is an orally administered formulation versus injectable or nebulised
prostacyclin treatments, therefore likely to aid treatment compliance.
In clinical practice there are varying patient responses to each of these
treatments, necessitating close monitoring by the specialist clinical teams.

1.8 Medication burden and medication adherence in PAH
It should be noted that there are other terms often associated with
adherence: compliance and concordance.
Compliance is the oldest of these terms and describes the ability of the
patient to match the directions of the prescriber. It does not include patients’
views and beliefs, and denotes a one-sided process described by other
researchers as a paternalistic conceptualization of medication-taking
behaviours (Chakrabarti 2014). Patients can therefore be compliant or
noncompliant with their medications.
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Understanding patients’ beliefs and needs as a critical component of the
consultation led to the use of the term concordance, where there is an
agreed strategy between patient and prescriber. Adherence replaced the
word compliance within this active process and is defined as the extent to
which patients’ behaviours match agreed recommendations from the
prescriber, with the goal to be adherent. However, patients’ response to
therapy, their beliefs, and the persistence of side effects may lead to them
not taking the medicine as prescribed. This is referred to as being
nonadherent. Within PAH there are limited medication regimens which may
not align with patients’ ideal medications or beliefs. The purpose of this study
is to understand the beliefs that influence PAH patients’ ability or willingness
to take medication (medication adherence), and whether interventions that
specifically target these beliefs improve medication adherence. It is clear
from published literature that medication adherence is multifactorial, often
requiring a series of interventions to impact on patient care.

1.8.1 Medication burden or medication-related burden
Medication burden (also referred to as treatment burden or medicationrelated burden) describes the total effects of medicines on a patient’s daily
life. Factors known to increase burden include: increasing the number of
daily medicines/doses; use of complex regimens; use of injectable
medicines; frequent monitoring and adjustment in dosage; significant side
effects; and care of medication delivery devices (Sav et al. 2015; Mohammed
et al. 2016).
Patients with PAH possess significant medication burden in the form of
targeted therapies in addition to adjuvant therapies (e.g. oral
anticoagulation). Supplementary oxygen therapy is often required in patients
with more advanced disease. The reliance on mobile oxygen therapy whilst
undertaking less physically intensive activities such as washing, dressing
and cooking pose increasing burden on living with the disease. Often a
caregiver will be required to help with everyday activities.
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There is a fine balance between clinical improvements and the negative cost
of side-effects and complexity of medication regimens (Baker and Hockman
2005; Galiè et al. 2008). This represents the patients’ perception of treatment
benefits versus baring the negative consequences. There are few studies
that have captured this burden in PAH (Flattery et al., 2005, Hall et al., 2012,
Ivarsson et al., 2014).
In addition to the effects of medication burden on adherence, the ESC
guidelines (Galiè et al. 2016) acknowledge the significant impact of PAH on
psychological, social, emotional and spiritual functioning of patients and their
families.
Depression has been significantly associated with medication nonadherence
in various long-term conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis (Brandstetter et
al. 2018), cardiovascular diseases (Tang et al. 2014; Goldstein et al. 2017b),
and cancer (Markovitz et al. 2017). Thus, there is a need to account for
depression while conducting studies in medication adherence.
A high proportion of patients with PAH will have other conditions that also
impact on overall health (comorbidities). Although there is a body of literature
demonstrating the link between the compounding of comorbidities and
subsequent medication burden on the ability of patients to take medication
(Benner et al. 2009), this has not been addressed in published PAH
research.

1.8.2 Medication adherence
Medicines need to be taken at their prescribed regular intervals to ensure
their pharmacological effects are optimal (WHO 2003). However, patients
may choose to take some medicines more diligently than others depending
on how important they believe the medicines are and what they perceive
they will gain from them. Faced with an incurable illness it would seem
logical that PAH patients would adhere to their targeted medicines, however
adherence has been shown to be variable in PAH research (Yorke 2016;
Grady et al. 2018; Shah et al. 2019).
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If the patient feels that the consequences of intentionally omitting doses are
low, then this may lead to a habit of nonadherence to these medicines.
Providing patients with a basic understanding of their PAH therapies may
help to consolidate the need for therapies and the consequences of not
taking these medicines correctly.
The healthcare team are usually unaware of nonadherence in a patient and
may assume low clinical efficacy as a failure of the medicine. The
consequence of unidentified nonadherence to PAH medicines may lead to
escalation in existing therapy at the risk of further exposure to toxicity or
changing therapies.

1.9 Measuring the effectiveness of treatment
PAH medicines must be carefully titrated dependent upon patients’
responsiveness and the presence of dose limiting side effects. The goal is to
reduce mPAP and improve patients’ daily physical function. Clinical
assessment during routine PAH clinic visits is therefore a key part of
evaluating the success of treatment strategies. The tools used to assess
disease severity have been validated in PAH and endorsed by clinical
guidelines (Galiè et al. 2016), but are sometimes subject to intra-patient and
inter-rater variability. It is important to understand their use as surrogate
markers of disease severity, because they are important to the current study
as outcome measures. In many PAH clinical trials markers of disease were
assessed by a change in exercise capacity, internal heart pressures and
limitations on physical functions (Appendix 3). Table 2 shows the most
common investigations that are undertaken routinely during the course of the
patient’s condition. Cardiac catheterisation to measure right and left heart
pressures is undertaken at diagnosis and to periodically assess success of
therapies.
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Table 2. Outcome measures used in PAH clinical trials (Parikh et al.
2015)
Primary and secondary markers

Commonly used outcome measures

Exercise capacity

•

Six-minute walk test (6MWT)

Haemodynamic/blood marker

•

Heart pressures as measured by right heart

changes

catheterisation
•

mPAP

•

Biomarkers, e.g. B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP),
N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide (NTproBNP)

Functional status

•

Liver function tests

•

PaCO2 and O2 saturation

•

Time to clinical worsening

•

Change in WHO functional classification

•

Borg dyspnoea score

•

QoL health questionnaire

The utility of surrogate measures of disease progression is reported to be
poorly understood, yet represents 95% of primary endpoints in PAH clinical
trials (Parikh et al. 2015). Due to the heterogeneity of PAH a single abnormal
score of a measure may not provide prognostic value, but serial changes in a
measure over time may be more appropriate in clinical management (Nickel
et al. 2012). Many of the PAH trials are of short duration (mean of 24 weeks
for Phase III-IV trials), with primary outcome measures influenced by
confounding factors. A recent analysis of clinical outcomes in PAH trials
showed that only 2% used survival as a primary endpoint (Parikh et al.
2015). Instead it is common for clinical trials to use composite outcomes
which may overestimate the value of the overall outcome and clinical
relevance (Fleming and Powers 2012).
Clinically useful markers of progressive disease have been provided by the
ESC guidelines on PAH (Table 3). Although based on expert opinion the
categorisation of patients into low, intermediate or high risk is useful in
guiding treatment choices. The PAH risk assessment system has clinical
context during patient consultations. The goal at each clinic appointment is to
ensure patients remain in the low risk zones. The utility of this visual system
to enhance patients’ understanding of their disease status.
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Table 3. Risk assessment in PAH chart (Galiè et al. 2016)
Determinants of

Low risk <5%

Intermediate risk 5–

prognosis

High risk >10%

10%

(estimated 1-year
mortality)
Clinical signs of right

Absent

Absent

Present

No

Slow

Rapid

Syncope

No

Occasional syncope

Repeated syncope

WHO functional class

I, II

III

IV

>440m

165-440m

<165m

Peak VO2 >15

Peak VO2 11–15

Peak VO2 <11

ml/min/kg

ml/min/kg

ml/min/kg

(>65% pred.)

(35–65% pred.)

(<35% pred.)

VE/VCO2 slope <36

VE/VCO2 slope 36–

VE/VCO2 slope ≥45

heart failure
Progression of
symptoms

6MWD
Cardiopulmonary
exercise testing

44.9
NT-proBNP plasma
levels

Imaging
(echocardiography, CMR
imaging
Haemodynamics

BNP <50 ng/l

BNP 50–300 ng/l

BNP >300 ng/l

NT-proBNP <300

NT-proBNP 300–1400

NT-proBNP >1400

ng/l

ng/l

ng/l

RA area <18 cm2

RA area 18–26 cm2

RA area >26 cm2

No pericardial

No or minimal,

Pericardial effusion

effusion

pericardial effusion

RAP <8 mmHg

RAP 8–14 mmHg

RAP >14 mmHg

CI ≥2.5 l/min/m2

CI 2.0–2.4 l/min/m2

CI <2.0 l/min/m2

SvO2 >65%

SvO2 60–65%

SvO2 <60%

6MWD = 6-minute walking distance; BNP = brain natriuretic peptide; CI = cardiac index; CMR =
cardiac magnetic resonance; NT-proBNP = N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide; pred. =
predicted; RA = right atrium; RAP = right atrial pressure; SvO2 = mixed venous oxygen saturation;
VE/VCO2 = ventilatory equivalents for carbon dioxide; VO2 = oxygen consumption; WHO = World
Health Organization

1.10 Proposed relationships between study factors
Literature review prior to designing this study showed that medication
adherence can be influenced by many factors. Figure 2 shows some of the
known relationships between measurable factors and medication adherence
for other conditions taken from a wide body of literature sources. One critical
element is the influence of beliefs on medication adherence which sparked
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the interest of the researcher to understand and explore this component.
This study is set out to evaluate the proposed relationships in Figure 2 in a
PAH population. Having an understanding of their inter-connections can be
achieved by examining studies undertaken in closely related conditions such
as heart failure and COPD.
The central theme of this study was a link between behavioural theories on
health beliefs and medication-taking behaviours, which may then affect
clinical outcomes. Recent guidelines on PAH (Galiè et al. 2016) highlight the
need to clarify patients’ ability to take medicines and to address psychosocial
issues. These recommendations are not descriptive, due to a lack of
evidence as to which interventions in PAH may optimise adherence.
This chapter has highlighted the unpredictable nature of this heterogenous
disease. Undertaking research to explore themes in Figure 2 will have
significant design challenges. In order to minimise the diversity of treatment
options but retain sufficient participants, this study focused on the most
common forms of PAH, namely class 1 conditions and Chronic
Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension (CTEPH). CTEPH can be cured
by surgical intervention in a minority of patients, however as patients share
similar medicines and symptoms as class 1, they have been included.
The following chapter will further explore relationships between medication
adherence and the following factors: psychosocial issues; health beliefs;
QoL; and medication burden.
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Figure 2. Proposed relationships between study key factors by lead
researcher (Most important factors are in Bold).
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Chapter 2: Literature review
2.1 Introduction to literature review
The following section will review applicable research to highlight the main
study themes, and to justify the direction of the research methodology. This
section begins by introducing the literature search methods, before defining
medication adherence and stating the importance of adherence within PAH.
The remaining sections of the chapter focus on the factors that can affect
medication adherence and the growing importance of medication beliefs
within current adherence research.

2.2 Overview of methods used to search and review literature
Prior to initiating the structured investigation into PAH, the researcher had
acknowledged a paucity of adherence studies in PAH, and that patient’s
ability to take medicines was a critical factor to obtain the full effect from PAH
medicines. At this stage the research questions were not fully defined, yet
were underpinned by the concept that changing a patient’s belief in their
medication may enhance their ability to take the medicine and ultimately gain
positive clinical outcomes. Three main questions directed the literature
review, which were designed to be answered using a broad search strategy
that included other long-term conditions, with continuous check for
applicability to the PAH population. These were:
•

What is the current direction of medication adherence research, and
the success of applied interventions?

•

What factors influence medication adherence in PAH and how these
could be improved?

•

What interventions are within the skill of the researcher and available
research budget?

The skill of the researcher and study budget were an important consideration
to any identified intervention, to ensure that these could be applied and
replicated in clinical practice if found to be beneficial.
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The researcher took a pragmatic stance towards considering a wide variety
of literature in multiple paradigms. It was through this lens that the literature
searches were undertaken. Figure 2 was developed early in the research
process and became a conceptual framework to guide focussed literature
searches and develop research questions. The following literature review
aims and objectives were directed by the initial questions and conceptual
framework. These were:
•

To identify and evaluate available literature on medication adherence
in cardiovascular and pulmonary conditions. The most recent data
was reviewed first and broadened to include other long-term
conditions

•

To identify current themes, debates and research gaps in managing
medication adherence

•

To analyse, synthesise and critically evaluate studies that applied
interventions to enhance medication adherence. The complexity of
interventions was evaluated

•

To identify and critically evaluate methodologies and research tools to
answer the study questions that evolved throughout the literature
review process

•

To identify and explore compatible frameworks for use in the mixedmethods study design. Specifically, the utility of the expanded health
belief model and its constructs

An initial literature review undertaken in 2017 was to understand the
frameworks used by researchers reporting on medication adherence. Limited
studies conducted in cardiovascular and respiratory populations on
medication beliefs resulted in the use of a ‘broad-brush’ approach to gain
knowledge on underlying theories and study methodologies in other longterm conditions. The multiple lines of inquiry led towards exploring belief
models and medication adherence, which became exploratory frameworks to
build further focussed literature reviews. Figure 3 shows that from the initial
literature search (shaded) there were initially two different literature lines of
inquiry being undertaken (i.e. qualitative and quantitative), to consider and
explore in both positivist and interpretivist paradigms.
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Figure 3. Literature search strategy (initial research enquiry in bold)

Belief models spanned a wide timeline requiring thorough chronological
searches from belief model conception to current applicability against
competing theories. At various stages of the literature search strategy there
was reflection to consider the feasibility of different research designs within
resource limitations.
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As drug therapies in PAH have only been developed in the last 15 years, the
initial literature searches in PAH concentrated on this period. Searches on
behavioural theories were not limited as many pre-date search databases.
Prior to the literature search, each of the terms of interest was expanded to
increase retrieval of appropriate articles. Table 4 lists the specific terms used
to narrow the literature search.
Initial searches on PAH identified only a small number of articles where
adherence or psychosocial terms were used. As PAH involves both the
cardiovascular and respiratory systems, secondary literature searches
expanded to include certain cardiovascular conditions (HF, hypertension)
and COPD. All literature searches were limited to English publications.
Additional studies were then identified through examining references of
retrieved articles.

Table 4. Search terms used in focused literature searches
Main concept

Search terms

Behavioural Theories

Behaviours; Behavioural theories; Health Belief Model; Theory of
Reasoned Action, Theory of Planned Behaviour, Trans-theoretical
Model, and Self-Regulatory Model

Medication-taking

Beliefs about medicines; Adherence; Concordance; Compliance;

behaviours

Medication-taking behaviours; medicines burden, medication
burden

Interventions

Intervention

Pulmonary Arterial

PAH; Pulmonary Hypertension

Hypertension
Psychosocial

Depression; Anxiety; Stress; worry; Quality of life

Heart Failure

Heart failure; Chronic heart failure

Chronic Obstructive

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; COPD

Pulmonary Disease

With the aid of the University librarian, broad literature searches on
medication adherence and health belief theories generated the relevant
articles described in this chapter. Repeat literature searches were
undertaken at key stages throughout the project to gather current articles.
The search strategy used mixed databases (composite of Medline, CINAHL
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Plus, PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, Psychology and Behavioural Sciences
Collection) in addition to Grey literature to ensure coverage of search terms.
Members of the Pulmonary Hypertension Nurse and Pharmacist National
Group helped to locate UK unpublished research within this area.
Many of the literature searches confirmed the paucity of studies conducted in
PAH. One example was searching for PAH articles that contained any
measurement or statement of adherence (Table 5). The initial search
conducted on 6/4/2017 listed 49 references of which 1 article was relevant to
the current study. Repeating the search on 8/11/19 listed 97 references of
which 5 were of interest to this study demonstrating the growing interest in
QoL, patient beliefs and adherence in PAH. The flow diagram for this later
search is shown in Figure 4. These studies have been critiqued within this
chapter.

Table 5. An example of a focused literature search conducted on
6/4/2017, and repeated on 8/11/2019
Number of

Number of hits

hits (6/4/17)

(8/11/19)

Pulmonary Hypertension

50,747

64,467

Mixed

Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

10,944

15,816

3

Mixed

1 or 2

50,760

64,483

4

Mixed

40,160

61,824

5

Mixed

Patient adherence

16,381

78,370

6

Mixed

4 or 5

50,464

119,930

7

Mixed

3 and 6

49

97

No

Database

Search term

1

Mixed

2

Medication compliance or
medication adherence
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Figure 4. Flow diagram for a literature search.

Published qualitative research within PAH is scarce. A repeat literature
search on 8/11/19 using the indexing terms ‘pulmonary hypertension’,
‘pulmonary arterial hypertension’ and ‘qualitative research’ generated only 20
references, or which 4 articles were of relevance to the current study. These
studies explored participants’ experiences of living with PH (Hall et al. 2012;
Kingman et al. 2014; Yorke et al. 2014a; Armstrong et al. 2019).

2.3 The importance of medication adherence in PAH
The literature searches identified five studies that described patient factors
associated with adherence to PAH targeted therapies (Waxman et al. 2013;
Yorke 2016; Grady et al. 2018; Ivarsson et al. 2018; Shah et al. 2019). Three
other PAH articles that had stated in their abstract to describe adherence
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were discounted due to their content not being informative (Housten-Harris
2007; Strange et al. 2011; Copher et al. 2012).
The oldest of the relevant articles showed high-adherence to PDE-5
inhibitors at 46.8% (Waxman et al. 2013). The study showed a difference in
adherence between once daily tadalafil (65.6%) versus thrice daily sildenafil
(44.3%). Higher measures of adherence were found to be associated with
use of a speciality pharmacy, a lower financial barrier and when prescribed
by a hospital consultant. This study recommended the need to understand
barriers that PAH patients face in order to design interventions to improve
their adherence.
The study by Grady et al., (2018) showed that 47.9% of patients reported
high-adherence to medication (using a self-reported Morisky Medicines
Adherence Score scale (MMAS-8)), 40.3% moderate adherence, and 11.8%
low-adherence. The high-adherence was similar to that reported by Waxman
et al., 2013. Although Grady et al stated negative associations with
adherence to higher administration frequency, longer time taking medicines
and the use of a compliance aid, the consequences of poor medication
adherence were not addressed. The author’s conclusion was that although
the actual medication acquisition data demonstrated relatively highadherence, the patients’ self-reported adherence was sub-optimal, thus
highlighting the need to further explore medication-taking behaviours.
A higher level of self-reported adherence to PAH medicines of 57% was
recorded in a recent study in participants with PAH and CTEPH (Ivarsson et
al. 2018). The study assessed adherence using the MMAS-8 questionnaire
and patients medication beliefs using the Beliefs about Medicines
Questionnaire (BMQ) delivered via post. Patients’ concerns with side effects
to PAH medicines were significantly associated with poorer adherence. Most
participants (98%) valued the necessity of their medicines (i.e. a necessity
score above the median value). Interestingly those taking single therapies
had lower necessity scores than those on combination treatments.
The highest medication adherence to PDE-5 inhibitors (94%) was reported in
a retrospective study (Shah et al. 2019) using proportion of day covered
(PDC) as the primary measure of adherence (≥80%). Participants in the
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study who had experienced a medication adverse event to PAH medication
were less adherent, thereby confirming the relationship between side effects
and adherence as seen in study by Ivarsson et al.
The imPHact UK study conducted in 2014 assessed 185 patients over 18months (Yorke 2016). Participants were assessed for medication adherence
(MMAS-8), beliefs about medicines (BMQ) and mood. The results of the
study reported medication adherence (quoted as 100% medication taking) at
41%. Anxiety and depression were significantly associated with reduced
adherence levels. A limitation of this study is that only one measurement of
adherence was used. Considering the limitations of all adherence scales,
multiple techniques of measuring adherence are recommended (Ho et al.,
2009). This study did not recruit any patients from Northern Ireland;
therefore, this population remains unstudied.
None of the above PAH studies addressed the consequences of
nonadherence on disease outcomes. However, these have been addressed
in other cardiovascular studies. Literature showed correlations between
medication adherence with biological outcomes such as changes in blood
pressure (Yue et al. 2015; Schmieder et al. 2016), incidence of
cardiovascular events (Horwitz et al. 1990; Mazzaglia et al. 2009), and heart
failure hospitalisations (Riegel and Knafl 2013). As medication is a key
element of treatment for most chronic illnesses, its effectiveness is the
product of its efficacy and the ability of the patient to take the medicine as
prescribed. The magnitude of the effect of medication adherence on
outcomes is illustrated by the following examples:
•

High levels of adherence to antihypertensive medicines were reported
to be associated with a 38% reduced risk of cardiovascular events
(defined as composite endpoint of first acute coronary syndrome such
as myocardial infraction and angina pectoris, or cerebrovascular
events such as acute stroke and transient ischaemic attack)
(Mazzaglia et al., 2009).

•

Nonadherence to medication was shown to increase mortality,
morbidity and admission to hospital after a myocardial infarction
(Horwitz et al. 1990). In the study patients who did not adhere well to
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beta-blocker treatment (i.e. who took ≤75% of prescribed medication)
were 2.6 times more likely than good adherers to die within a year of
follow-up after an MI (95% confidence interval, 1.2, 5.6). The authors
acknowledge that this magnitude cannot solely be attributed to taking
the beta-blocker, but rather to nonadherent behaviours to all
medicines. This is an interesting observation relevant to the current
study, due to the influence of comorbidities on QoL and study
outcomes.
•

Nonadherence to medication in patients with heart failure was shown
to play a major role in preventable rehospitalisation (Wu et al. 2008;
Murray et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2015). Due to the similarities between
PAH and heart failure these studies are of importance and will be
further discussed below.

The study by Murray et al. (2009) reported a modest 65.5% of patients as
adherent (defined as >80% of medicine taken) to heart failure medications,
with more frequent hospitalisation in the low-adherence group. The annual
rate of hospitalisations was three-fold higher in those patients whose
medication adherence was <40% as compared with those patients whose
adherence was >80% (p=0.002). This study identified poor literacy skills and
periods of depression as independent risk factors for hospitalisations. The
incidence rate ratio for heart failure-specific emergency visits was 64% lower
among those who could accurately read and interpret prescription labels
relative to those who had an error in label interpretation (incidence rate ratio
0.36; 95% CI 0.19–0.69). The authors comment that self-management of
heart failure places heavy demands on patients’ literacy skills. This American
study included mixed ethnic groups but did not state whether English was
their first language. In clinical practice the ability of a patient to read a label
on a tablet bottle is rarely tested, except for those whose first language is not
English. This observation will be relevant to the current study design.
The study by Lee et al., (2015) was a retrospective analysis of admissions to
hospital with heart failure. A major criticism of the study is that the analysis
was conducted between two groups identified as adherent or nonadherent to
medication as judged by the clinician identified in the medical notes. The
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study did not use any recognised method to measure adherence. The
primary outcome did not show a difference in mortality, however the time to
re-admission was significantly shorter for the nonadherent group (HR, 0.45;
95% CI 0.25-0.52, p<0.05).
Although the effect of low medication adherence on PAH disease outcomes
is unknown, the anticipated clinical response based on studies in heart
failure may be less than expected, depending upon the type and duration of
nonadherence. Treatment guidelines for PAH (Galiè et al 2016) recommend
a staged approach to PAH, commencing with low doses of more easily
tolerated medicines. If patient benefit is minimal, then strategies of dose
escalation and use of additional therapeutic agents are pursued. A
consequence of nonadherence may thus expose the patient to more
powerful medicines and/or doses of medicines that can result in more severe
adverse drug reactions.

The issue of high medication adherence in clinical trials
There is an acceptance in the literature that maintaining a high level of
medication adherence ensures optimal gain from the targeted medicine by
maintaining regular interaction between medication and target receptor. If
one analyses a drug’s pivotal clinical trial, the level of medication adherence
achieved to gain the outcome benefit of that drug is often not stated.
However, it is generally known that the participants included in trials are
closely monitored and usually attain high levels of medicines adherence (van
Onzenoort et al. 2011). Therefore, it is uncertain whether the results of the
study are only achievable to those who have high levels of medication
adherence. The methodology used in the trial may provide a clue to likely
adherence. Most clinical trials analyse data using an intention-to treat (ITT)
methodology where all participants (regardless of duration of treatment) have
been included in outcomes, expressed as a variation in treatment durations.
The results of the trial may differ from an on-treatment protocol where only
those who took the study medication were included. A difference in study
outcomes may provide an indication to the consequences of partially taking
medication. The current literature search did not identify a pivotal PAH
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clinical trial that reported on the degree of medicines adherence; therefore,
this remains an unanswered question.

2.3.1 Defining intentional and unintentional adherence
Most literature sources categorise nonadherence as either unintentional or
intentional:
•

Unintentional nonadherence can be due to forgetfulness,
carelessness, and social-economic factors. The patient may even be
unaware that they have been nonadherent.

•

Intentional nonadherence is a conscious decision made by the patient
or caregiver based on beliefs and the advantages versus
disadvantages of medication-taking behaviours. It is strongly
influenced by health beliefs (Gatti et al. 2009)

Most adherence studies focus on one type of nonadherence with limited
success. One reason for limited success is that the two forms of
nonadherence may occur simultaneously or at various stages in medicationtaking, resulting in fluctuating levels of adherence over time due to several
mechanisms. Many researchers only ascertain a snapshot of adherence in
their study population and therefore may not capture this change in
behaviour. Changes in psychological wellbeing and disease severity can
impact on adherence over time. To ensure this dimension is captured, a
study should monitor compliance, psychological wellbeing and disease
parameters over several months.

2.3.2 Defining an acceptable level of adherence
Acceptable percentage levels of adherence to PAH medicines are currently
unknown in published literature. An acceptable level of adherence may be
defined as the percentage of medication taken, above which there are no
additional gains in disease outcomes. The percentage level of adherence
may be different for PAH medicines compared to other chronic disease
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medicines (Garfield et al. 2011). Attaining 100% adherence may be
unrealistic for long-term conditions and indeed unnecessary in some. In
many trials high-adherence to medication is assumed when >80% of
medicines are taken over an observed time period (Nguyen et al. 2014). As
no study has been published showing the acceptable level of adherence in a
PAH population, >80% cut-off score will be used to define high-adherence.

2.3.3 Measuring medication adherence
Adherence to medication is the core behaviour being assessed in this study.
As there is no universal measure of adherence the choice of available tool(s)
is determined by the study methods, population and resources. Different
adherence measures can be subjective and identify different components of
medication-taking behaviours. There can be intra-patient variation
determined by various factors and time. In addition, adherence rates can
vary between measurements, with self-reported adherence rates being
generally scored higher than objectively measured adherence rates (Krueger
et al. 2005; Cooper et al. 2009; Tedla and Bautista 2017). Faced with no
universal measure, the literature was examined for advantages and
disadvantages of various methods. Adherence measures are classified as
direct and indirect and will be described in the sections below.

2.3.4 Direct measures of medication adherence
Direct measures determine if the patient has swallowed the medicine (by an
observer) or has consumed the medicine (i.e. the drug or its metabolites are
detectable in blood plasma). Although these methods are used clinically to
detect the presence of medication, for example in psychiatric patients, they
are too cumbersome for routine practice. A criticism of such methods is that
patients under observation may not adopt their usual behaviour as this is
intrusive, often improving medicines taking prior to testing (Lam and Fresco
2015). However, they have a place in certain contexts to validate indirect
methods (McRae-Clark et al. 2015). A different method under development is
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in the form of a small microchip inside the capsule. On passing through the
stomach the microchip alerts a sensor worn by the patient (DiCarlo 2012).
There has been no PAH study that has used a direct method to measure
adherence, nor has there been a correlation between PAH target drug
metabolites and drug taking behaviours. Although direct methods may be
accurate, they have significant limitations described above as well as high
cost. As a result, indirect measures are often used to infer medication taking
(Lehmann et al. 2014).

2.3.5 Indirect measures of medication adherence
Most of the studies examined used an indirect measure of medication
adherence. The current gold standard method used in numerous clinical
trials is medication events monitoring system (MEMS). This system is also
known as electronic medication packaging (EMP) devices (Checchi et al.
2014), which contains a microprocessor embedded into the packaging,
recording the time and date when opened. This assumes that the patient has
taken the correct dose each time the package is opened (Lehmann et al.
2014). Although this method has been found to be highly accurate enabling
periods of nonadherence to be identified, a review article questioned the
quality of studies supporting these claims (Checchi et al. 2014). Another
article also highlighted device error as being an issue, leading to both over
and under-estimation of adherence (De Bleser et al. 2010). The main
reasons for not using MEMS/EMP in the current study are: it reduces the
possibility of recommending compliance aids and other means of decanting
medicines to help adherence, thus limiting interventions; the current study
aims to assess inhaled, oral and intravenous medicines, some of which
would be difficult or impossible to measure in this way; the high cost and
additional researcher time in setting up the system.
Another means of recording adherence is through medication pill counts.
This simple to administer method works on the premise that the quantity of
tablets the patient possesses reflects consumption. Knowing how many
tablets a patient has and assessing this over at least two dates provides a
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measure of adherence. This method has similar disadvantages to MEMS, as
it does not determine if the medicine was lost or whether removing a dose
from a container always results in its consumption. The main advantage is
that frequency of measurement can be over an extended period of time and
it is relatively inexpensive, therefore suited for longer term studies (Vrijens et
al. 2012). As PAH medicines are mostly supplied by the study hospital, this
method is very attractive and could be administered relatively easily, albeit
with known limitations.
Whereas MEMS and pill counts provide a numerical value for adherence,
they do not inform the researcher of patients’ behaviours and beliefs, and
reasons for nonadherence. Patient self-reported questionnaires are the most
common means of assessing medication adherence in the literature, due to
their ease of use, low cost and that they enable focussed questions on
adherence behaviours. Literature highlighted that they are neither sensitive
to missed doses beyond the recall period nor whether the patient took the
medicine at the prescribed time. Those with memory problems may not be
able to recall medication taking beyond the past few weeks or if they are
unaware of missing doses. It is therefore recommended that a recall period
of one week is used (Lu et al. 2008). As they ask patients to self-report their
behaviour, there is a tendency to overestimate medication adherence
(Nguyen et al. 2014). The wording of questions was listed as a consideration
to their use, as these may be more suited to certain patient groups, therefore
requiring validation in each new condition.
The literature search identified different self-report adherence measures with
no one measure appearing to be ideal. A review article in 2014 noted over 30
validated adherence scales that are routinely used to measure medicationtaking behaviours (Nguyen et al. 2014). The most reported and validated
scales are the medication adherence report scale (MARS) (Mahler et al.
2010) and the Morisky scale (MMAS) (Morisky et al. 2008). The literature
search was focussed on these two scales to determine which would be most
suited to the current study population.
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Medication Adherence Report Scale (MARS)
MARS was initially developed as a ten-question questionnaire, and validated
in patients with psychosis (Jaeger et al. 2012). Later versions of the scale
range from a five-question scale (MARS-5) to a nine-question scale (MARS9).
MARS has been used in several long-term illnesses, including chronic pain
(Jacobsen et al. 2009; Nicklas 2010), COPD (George et al. 2005), asthma
(Menckeberg et al.; Horne and Weinman 2002), bipolar disorders (Clatworthy
et al. 2009), inflammatory bowel disease (Ediger et al. 2007), secondary
prevention of coronary heart disease (Byrne et al. 2005; Mårdby et al. 2007)
and stroke (O’Carroll et al. 2011; Sjölander et al. 2013). The stroke study
was of interest as the MARS-5 questionnaire demonstrated a correlation with
a medication belief tool (BMQ) which was also utilised in the current PAH
study, thereby providing a reference to how the two tools are used
simultaneously in the same study. A cholesterol study identified during the
literature search compared and validated a Czech version of MARS against
MMAS showing close correlation between the scales (Ladova et al. 2014).
The prime benefit of MARS-5 is that it facilitates identification of problems
and barriers to good adherence. Its emphasis is to understand the reasons
for intentional nonadherence which is underpinned by beliefs. However, the
reliance on one question to identify unintentional nonadherence is a quoted
limitation of its use.

Morisky medicines adherence score (MMAS-8)
MMAS is one of the most popular adherence scales and has been validated
in a wide range of conditions, including hypertension (Morisky et al. 2008;
Fernandez-Arias et al. 2014; Yue et al. 2015), diabetes (Xin et al. 2015), and
depression (Aljumah and Hassali 2015). As with other self-reported scales,
MMAS has been found to have only low to moderate reliability (Garfield et al.
2011). License to use the paper-based questionnaire is no longer granted by
the original author. The new Morisky widget is accessed via the internet and
is claimed to offer several advantages, which include easy availability to
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patients and the ability to provide an instant adherence score. However, after
contacting the license owner at study conception the high cost of the app
placed this well beyond the available research budget.

Use of self-report adherence scales in PAH studies
Two UK PAH studies (Yorke 2016; Grady et al. 2018) and one Swedish PAH
study (Ivarsson et al. 2018) all used the MMAS paper-based questionnaire to
assess medication adherence. Only the Swedish study reported internal
reliability of the scale to be acceptable (Cronbach’s alpha=0.7). None of
these studies were able to fully justify the reason for using MMAS or able to
validate the tool against a second method of measuring adherence.
There are some differences between MARS-5 and MMAS-8 as shown in
Appendix 6. Both scales have their strengths and weaknesses and are
suitable for the current study. MARS-5 was chosen for the current study as it
has greater specificity on medication-behaviours. The delivery of MARS as a
paper-based questionnaire would appeal to many of the elderly PAH
patients, whereas MMAS is no longer available in this format. The fact that
MARS is free to use with the authors permission is consideration given the
limited research budget. The currently study recognises that combining two
different methods of assessing adherence offers elements of triangulation
and validity that is critical to fully evaluate medication-taking behaviours (Lam
and Fresco 2015), and therefore used pill counts and MARS.

2.4 Factors influencing medication adherence
Medication adherence can be described as a cluster of behaviours that
govern a patient’s ability and willingness to follow instructions. Improving
these medication-taking behaviours may therefore lead to improved
adherence. There have been various intervention trials that change individual
adherence factors, but due to a wide variation in the quality of methodology
within studies, their impact on overall adherence is uncertain (Kardas et al.
2013). Researchers have also attempted to categorise factors into themes. A
study by Garcia et al (Garcia et al. 2003) categorised factors into patient36

centred and medication-centred (Table 6). Patient-centred factors included
physical, social and cognitive issues that can be addressed in individual
patients, thus are modifiable through interventions.
The World Health Organisation (WHO 2003) publication on medication
adherence divided factors influencing medication adherence into five
dimensions: socio-economic; health system/healthcare team-related;
therapy-related; condition or illness-related and patient-related factors (Table
7). These dimensions include social support and the influence of caregiver
as important aspects related to medication adherence.
Knowing the most common factors that influence medication adherence
provides the backbone to interventions. However, choosing which factor(s) to
intervene in an individual patient can be trial and error. There is a need to
develop a screening tool that assesses which interventions will result in a
change in adherence. This study proposed to use a novel method of
identifying medication beliefs and behaviours, so that appropriate
interventions can be applied. The following section will examine the factors
that are highlighted within Table 7.
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Table 6. Factors influencing medication adherence. Adapted from article
by (Garcia et al. 2003)
Patient-centred factors
•

Misunderstanding of medication

•

Inability to afford medication

•

Frequent changes to drug regimen / doses

•

Physical difficulties limiting use of the

•

Multiple clinicians prescribing or controlling a

•
•

medicine (e.g. swallowing, dexterity)

medicine (confusion)

•

Issues with getting prescription

Limited faith in the effectiveness of the

•

Inability to distinguish between tablets

medicine or the healthcare provider

•

Prior history of nonadherence

Inability to read written instructions

•

Inability to gain help (lack of family /

(legibility/language)

domiciliary support).

•

Cognition (confusion or forgetfulness)

•

Concurrent substance abuse

•

Denial of illness or its significance

•

Limited education about the illness or the

•

Anger about the illness

•

Depression, psychiatric condition or

need for the medicine.
•

heightened stress

Reduction, disappearance or fluctuation in
disease symptoms

•

Fear of taking medicines

Medication-centred factors
•

Adverse side effects (real or imagined)

•

Medicines that look and sound similar

•

Complex regimens

•

Inconvenience to own lifestyle (exclusion of

•

Unpleasant administration (e.g. injections or

alcohol, exclusion of certain foods, timing of

suppositories)

medicine in relation to meals)

•

Unpleasant taste or smell of medicine

Table 7. The World Health Organisation (WHO 2003) five dimensions
influencing medication adherence
Social and

Health system-

Therapy-related

Illness-related

Patient-related

economic factors

related factors

factors

factors

factors

•

•

• Social-

•

Level of

•

education

Cost of
treatments

experienced

cognitive

Availability of

by patient

variables

Demographics

•

Living

patient

medication

conditions

relationship

supplies

versus

Adverse drug

preventions

Social support

•

Use of a carer

Professional-

•

Symptoms

burden

•

•

•

Medication

•

reactions
•

•

•

Treatment

Perceived

Therapy

severity of

monitoring

illness

requirements
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• Attitudes and
beliefs
• Coping
mechanisms

2.4.1 Social and economic factors
Faced with an aging population, the proportion of the population receiving
medication will increase, placing greater demand on healthcare systems
(Gao et al. 2017). Older people are also more likely to require medication
compliance aids both in the form of various devices as well as help of
caregivers. Several studies have reported on the level of family/caregiver
support and medication adherence in patients with tuberculosis (Munro et al.
2007b) and HIV (Beals et al. 2006), as well as in elderly population (GeorgeLevi et al. 2016), and in those receiving psychotropic medicines (Lanouette
et al. 2009). Increasing social support does not always lead to greater
medication adherence. Literature has demonstrated that it is not the
presence of support that is important, it is its quality, influenced by the
educational level, beliefs and personality of the caregiver (George-Levi et al.
2016). This was reported much earlier by John Bowlby (Bowlby 1982), who
classified two distinct styles of caregivers: sensitive (which consists of the
ability to be attuned, responsive and in harmony) and compulsive (which
consists of the tendency to provide intrusive, poorly timed and forced care).
The recent study by George-Levi et al used a 32-item Adult Caregiving
questionnaire (Kunce 1994) to assess the type of care provided by a
caregiver. As predicted, higher levels of compulsive support had a negative
effect on medication taking. A higher educational level of the caregiver was
shown to be a factor enhancing adherence, but it was not statistically
significant. A review article on adherence to antiretroviral medication in
youths also showed that higher caregiver education increased medication
adherence (Reisner et al. 2009).
There is a paucity of literature in this area and this could be an important
area for future study given the anticipated growth of an aging population. It is
therefore crucial to consider the role of the caregiver in medication
adherence in the current study. However, the beliefs of the caregiver,
although important, are outside the aims and objectives of this current study.
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2.4.2 Health system-related factors
PAH patients living in the United Kingdom have access to free healthcare
and the use of targeted therapies as per commissioning guidelines. PAH
medication regimens in the UK can cost over £70,000 per patient per year
(NHS 2014). The literature search did not identify any studies examining the
correlation between NHS patients’ perceived monetary value of medication
with adherence. This leads to a research question as to the impact of
patients cost-awareness of high cost medicines on medication adherence. In
other parts of the world where patients are required to pay for treatments,
there is a reduction in adherence with increasing medication cost, due to
unaffordability (Kardas et al. 2013).
Another important factor is the interaction between patient and healthcare
professional as described in a qualitative study in older patients receiving
new medicines (Vandermause et al. 2016). A good clinician-patient
relationship has been shown to have a positive influence on adherence to
antihypertensive medicines (Kressin et al. 2007) although the important
components in this relationship are not fully understood. The impact of this
relationship on patient’s medication-taking beliefs has not been assessed in
PAH.

2.4.3 Therapy-related factors
The term medication burden was included in the literature search and
describes the impact of medication on patients’ lives. The volume and
complexity of some treatment strategies can have a profound effect on
adherence (Benner et al. 2009; Coleman et al. 2012b) and patients’ QoL
(Mohammed et al. 2018). This can be from a single treatment with various
stages of administration (e.g. infusion of an intravenous medicine), or from a
medicine that has strict times of administration (e.g. insulin, anti-Parkinson’s
medicines). However, there are few articles identified in the literature that
have measured this fully. Medication complexity has been quantified using a
Medication Regimen Complexity Index (George et al. 2004). The 65-item
scale ranked medicines by several researchers using a common-sense
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approach. Although there was good agreement between the authors there
has been limited application of this scale in the literature (Ferrari et al. 2011;
Stange et al. 2012; Libby et al. 2013; Okuyan et al. 2016; Lepelley et al.
2018; Pantuzza et al. 2018). The complexity of the scale ironically makes it
impractical to use, unless embedded into an automated system (McDonald
et al. 2013; Lepelley et al. 2018). One component of this scale was the
frequency of medication changes, which is important in HF and PAH patients
to control their symptoms. Recording the time from last changed dose to
when adherence is measured is relevant to this planned study, as beliefs are
affected by the stage of change, or readiness of change behaviours.
A study on antiretroviral therapy demonstrated that what healthcare
professionals expect as being complex (as measured using a complexity
index) closely correlated with what patients perceived as complex (CalvoCidoncha et al. 2014). However, personal experience has shown that this
may not always be true, as one patient may find one tablet complex to take,
whereas another patient may perceive multiple tablets as being acceptable.
In a study of oral diabetic medication, simplifying medication regimens by
switching from individual product doses to a daily combination tablet
increased medication adherence by 9% (Barner 2011). Qualitative studies
occasionally use the theme complexity of medication to denote pill burden,
tablet size and dose frequency (Beusterien et al. 2008) without specifically
quantifying the term.
There is a paucity of literature on the relationship between perceived
importance of medication and adherence. A recent study has attempted to
answer this question in a cohort of 1268 patients attending an accident and
emergency department (Coyne et al. 2017). There was a statistically
significant association between knowledge of medication and perceived
importance (p<0.001), with patients more likely to rank a medication as very
important if they had even a general understanding of what that medicine
was for. The study also showed higher rates of adherence when patients
rated medication as very important versus not important (p<0.001).
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Given the association between medication adherence, complexity and
perceived importance, it is justified to include these elements into the current
study by asking patients to rank their most important medication.

2.4.4 Illness-related factors
The type of illness and goal of treatment can directly affect adherence to a
defined treatment strategy. It is known that medication adherence is
relatively low in asymptomatic and chronic illnesses (Vrijens et al. 2008;
Kardas et al. 2013). This will be further discussed in Section 2.4.
There is a link between advancing age, comorbidities, and associated
treatment burden. The impact of these factors is generally accepted to
worsen medication adherence. However, a recent study in PAH found that
advancing age and comorbidities actually improved adherence (Grady et al.
2018). The authors acknowledge this may be a chance finding, but also that
those with pre-existing medical problems were more likely to have
established medication-taking routines which aided the ability to take
medicines as prescribed. There is a need to factor in comorbidities when
comparing medication adherence within the current study. For the purposes
of this study comorbidities were defined as an illness/condition that requires
medical treatment.
An often-taboo illness is mental health, which has implications not only on
physical health but also on ability of patients to comply with medical
treatments. The literature search identified complex relationships between
mental health problems (e.g. anxiety and depression) and medication
adherence in patients with diabetes and hypertension (Chao et al. 2005;
Gentil et al. 2012). Other studies looked into how mental health influences
patients’ overall beliefs regarding treatments (Allen LaPointe et al. 2010;
Hilliard et al. 2015; Brandstetter et al. 2018). Hilliard et al showed that
depressive symptoms distorted patients’ treatment perspective leading to
negative beliefs towards medication taking (Hilliard et al. 2015). Having
depression was also shown to have a negative effect on medication
adherence due to patients’ low motivation to comply with treatment and the
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tendency to over exaggerate the incidence and severity of medication side
effects (Chao et al., 2005). A study in rheumatoid arthritis patients with
depression showed that strong necessity beliefs are required to enable
positive change. However, there is a reluctance of severely depressed
individuals to change behaviours even if concerns were also high
(Brandstetter et al. 2018). The ability of depressed individuals to change
behaviour was also shown to require a strong focus on motivational
interventions to achieve the desired outcomes (Elderon and Whooley 2013).
Applying a motivational style intervention to a PAH population with mental
health problems would seem a suitable strategy.
Anxiety and depression are common in PAH patients, with prevalence
increasing as the disease deteriorates (Löwe et al. 2004). Moderate to
severe mental disorders were shown to affect 22.8% of patients with PAH
(Harzheim et al. 2013), with major depression affecting 15% (McCollister et
al. 2010). Another study in PAH identified 32.5% of patients having
depression (Tartavoulle 2015). The effect on both patient and caregiver
wellbeing is considerable (Looper et al. 2009; Doyle-Cox et al. 2016).
Consideration of mental health problems on PAH disease outcomes is
therefore a confounding factor and was examined in the present study. No
published study was identified demonstrating fluctuations in mental health in
cardiovascular disease over several measured periods.
Measuring psychological status is also a challenge, as literature highlights
screening tools used predominantly in psychiatry, with many having
demonstrated strong psychometric properties in different populations.
Common tools include the centre for epidemiologic studies depression scale
(CES-D-10: (Radloff 1977; Andresen et al. 1994; Bradley et al. 2010), quick
inventory of depressive symptomatology self-report version (QIDS-SR: (Rush
et al. 2003; Trivedi et al. 2004) and depression, anxiety and stress scale
(DASS-21: (Osman et al. 2012).
A comparison of the three scales demonstrated DASS-21 as having
excellent internal consistency and performance (Weiss et al. 2015). This
scale was chosen in the current study as it is the standard screening form
used in the BHSCT, it demonstrated good sensitivity and reliability in
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published research (Mahmoud et al. 2010; Osman et al. 2012; Ronk et al.
2013; Weiss et al. 2015), and is able to be interpreted by non-psychologists.
QoL assessment tools incorporate elements of psychological wellbeing and
therefore there is an expected correlation with measured psychological tools
such as DASS-21. The literature search identified several QoL tools used in
PAH studies. Most cited were Chronic Heart Failure Questionnaire (Barst et
al. 1996; Sastry et al. 2004), EuroQol-5D and SF-36 questionnaires (Galie et
al. 2009), EQ-5D and Living with Pulmonary Hypertension Questionnaire
(Ghofrani et al. 2013), EuroQol visual analog scale (EQ-VAS) (Olschewski et
al. 2010), EQ-VAS and 12-item Medical Outcomes Study short-form General
Health Survey (Olschewski et al. 2002), emPHasis-10 (Yorke et al. 2014b),
and Short-form 36 (SF-36) questionnaire (Galiè et al. 2008; Galiè et al. 2015;
Mathai et al. 2016). The current study centre routinely uses the emPHasis-10
and SF-36 questionnaires, and there are no quoted advantages in the
literature for changing from this routine practice. The use of a disease
specific QoL questionnaire (emPHasis-10) with a non-disease specific QoL
questionnaire (SF-36) increases rigor and are suitable tools for the current
study.

2.4.5 Patient-related factors
The attitudes and beliefs of patients towards their illness and treatment
strategy is a common theme in adherence literature, and one which may
provide an important target for intervention as they may be modifiable
(Richardson et al. 2013). Across different illnesses, there is evidence that
negative attitudes to treatments and lower illness insights lead to lower levels
of medication adherence (Viswanathan et al. 2005; Levin et al. 2014). Most
patients will have a preconception of their own illness and that of treatments,
which will govern their acceptance of the treatment strategy against
perceived or experienced side effects. This is one reason why, when faced
with identical illnesses and treatments, two patients may have different
understanding and adherence to medication. The cornerstone of this is
patient beliefs which will be explored in the next section.
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A study by Shiyanbola et al demonstrated that prior experiences of specific
medicines influence future adherence to similar medicines (Shiyanbola et al.
2013). This is particularly important with regards to the significance of
experienced side effects. This article therefore supports the need to include
the number of self-reported adverse drug events as an outcome measure
over the duration of the current study.
The ability of patients to establish robust medication routines can be a critical
adherence factor which may be independent of the number of medicines
taken per day. For example, where poor adherence is unintentional there
may be the intention and willpower to comply, but the lack of routine
becomes a barrier to adherence. Establishing a robust medication routine
would appear to be a goal from study interventions. The ability of patients to
undertake changes in their routines requires high self-efficacy and
motivation. One study showed that patients with higher degrees of motivation
succeeded in change processes (Zogg et al. 2012). A study by Schűz et al
stated that motivation is influenced by patient’s own medication beliefs which
are amenable to change (Schüz et al. 2011). The ability to positively
influence patients’ medication beliefs to improve medication-taking
behaviours is central to this study’s aims and will be further explored in later
sections.

2.4.6 Summary of factors influencing medication adherence
In summary, medication adherence can be influenced by the level to which
PAH symptoms are experienced, the perceived severity of the PAH, the
duration and perceived toxicity of treatments. The evidence from published
studies shows the interplay of many factors in an individual patient. This
poses questions on how to influence enough factors to lead to a significant
change in medication adherence. One strategy is to apply interventions
aimed at core patient beliefs so that they influence and affect other factors.
This requires an understanding of assessing and quantifying beliefs. Key to
this was the study methodology and specifically the use of a health belief
framework to ensure there is clarity to why certain interventions are chosen.
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2.5 Health beliefs and medication-taking behaviour
A substantial body of literature supports the understanding that health beliefs
govern human behaviours and, once formed, can shape attitudes in
medication taking (Gatti et al. 2009). These beliefs can be influenced by a
variety of past experiences resulting in general beliefs about medicines and
illnesses (Horne and Weinman 1999b). When a patient decides whether or
not to take a medicine, they are likely influenced not only by their views on
medicines but also their self-perceived sensitivity to the medicines’ effects
and their beliefs about whether the medicines might do harm or good
(Andersson Sundell and Jönsson 2016). This can be defined as the
necessity to continue taking medicines (necessity beliefs) versus the
concerns of taking medicines (concern beliefs), often numerically described
in studies as a necessity-concerns differential (Clifford et al. 2008). Studies
have reported high necessity and low concerns beliefs as factors for
increasing medication adherence in the following groups: older age Chinese
population with mental health problems (Lu et al. 2016), asthma patients on
inhaler medications (Byer and Myers 2000), patients receiving secondary
preventative heart medications (Allen LaPointe et al. 2011), heart failure
patients (Turrise 2016), and a group receiving multiple chronically prescribed
medications (Phatak and Thomas 2006).
It is generally assumed that beliefs govern intentional nonadherence,
whereas unintentional nonadherence is a passive forgetfulness that uses
little cognitive processing. The relationship of beliefs with the two types of
nonadherence (unintentional and intentional) was studied in a USA
population of older patients with multiple comorbidities (n=1220) (Unni and
Farris 2011). The study used online questionnaires (BMQ and MMAS).
Patients displaying unintentional nonadherence showed strong correlation
with concerns beliefs, thereby changing the previously believed perception of
carelessness and forgetfulness being passive. This observation requires
further exploration and may point to patients subconsciously accepting
forgetfulness as a means of deliberately omitting medicines. This may be just
one explanation why providing a single intervention to prevent missed doses
due to forgetfulness (e.g. phone reminders or alarms) may not always be an
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effective strategy as they may not address patients’ beliefs (Gadkari and
McHorney 2012).

2.5.1 Understanding negative beliefs
Any of the commonly described beliefs relating to medication taking (e.g.
perceived susceptibility/severity of disease; perceived threat of disease;
perceived benefits versus barriers; perceived necessity; perceived concerns)
can be positive (increases the actions to improve medication adherence) or
negative. Negative beliefs are those that reduce the patients’ ability to
comply with therapy and can be influenced by various factors that have
already been mentioned. A common example in the literature stems from the
development of negative beliefs due to prescribing of suboptimal doses of
medicines, which leads to inadequate clinical response, further perpetuating
negative beliefs in the need to take medicines (Chummun and Bolan 2013).
Therefore, ensuring that drug doses are titrated appropriately by healthcare
teams is important in minimising this belief.
Patients may also display negative beliefs on the perceived susceptibility and
severity of the illness, and the need to initiate and continue with medication
(Horne et al. 2013). This is more common when the illness is asymptomatic,
often in the early stages of chronic diseases. It is therefore generally
regarded that adherence is higher in acute than chronic illnesses (Horne
2010). This observation that there may be various competing beliefs is
relevant to PAH, as symptoms will change over time with frequent
exacerbations and periods of ill-health interwoven with periods of relative
stability. It is unknown if patients’ individual beliefs may change in PAH over
time and whether the net effect of these beliefs may lead to fluctuations in
medication adherence.
Another observation in the literature is that most studies on health beliefs
capture and correlate beliefs from a single time point using validated
questionnaires to capture patients’ beliefs and medication adherence
(Chapman et al. 2014; Lu et al. 2016; Roy et al. 2016). There are few studies
that have examined whether beliefs change over time and whether this leads
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to changes in medication adherence (Unni et al. 2016). A study by Vrijens et
al. (Vrijens et al. 2012) suggested that medication adherence is time
dependent and should be divided into three steps: initiation, implementation,
and persistence for any one medicine, as these stages are influenced by
different beliefs. For an individual to be deemed adherent, they must take the
medicine as prescribed at each step. Initiation and implementation are
strongly influenced by beliefs about acceptance of benefits versus risks;
whereas persistence requires the belief that failure to take the medicine
would lead to consequences.
It is known that some individuals may be more likely to display certain
tendencies towards medication taking. The article by Roy et al, suggested
that there are certain personality types that affect medication taking, and that
all patients should receive assessment of all psychosocial parameters
(personality, education, and beliefs regarding health and illness) when
determining medication-taking behaviours (Roy et al. 2016). In practice this
will be difficult to achieve because of time constraints. Several studies have
investigated the association of type D personality with worsening medication
adherence (Williams et al. 2011; Wu and Moser 2014). Type D personality is
regarded as a distressed personality that includes two traits: negative
affectivity (experiencing negative emotions and poor self-concept) and social
inhibition. These tie in with the association between psychosocial wellbeing
and medication adherence. Hence it was important to monitor psychosocial
wellbeing throughout the current medication adherence study.
The wealth of literature which appears mainly in peer-reviewed journals
within the psychology field, demonstrate a correlation between a trilogy of
health beliefs, behaviours and medication adherence. The interaction is
highly complex and dynamic which reduces the success of single
interventions in improving medication-taking behaviours when applied to a
population. The foundation of this trilogy is health beliefs which are
suggested as a target for most interventions. Assessment and quantification
of beliefs require the use of theoretical / behavioural models.
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2.6 Behavioural (theoretical) models
Several behavioural models have been used to describe and predict the
relationship between health related beliefs and medication adherence
(Hagger 2009). The Health Belief Model (Rosenstock 1974), Theory of
Reasoned Action (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980), Theory of Planned Behaviour
(Ajzen 1985), Trans-theoretical Model (Prochaska and DiClemente 1983;
Prochaska and Velicer 1997), and Self-Regulatory Model (Leventhal 1980)
are examples of such models (see Appendix 7 for further details).
All behavioural models have limitations in how fully they describe behaviour.
One crucial limitation of all models is that they fail when the impact of past
behaviour or previous experience is considered (Hagger et al. 2002).
Therefore, they are mainly used to predict the behaviour at population rather
than individual level. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
did not find evidence to support any model used in driving change (NICE
2007). However, the body of literature refuting and supporting a behavioural
model must be examined in the context of their use. Most models are used to
predict a behaviour with relatively low predictive power, whereas the current
study sets out to use a model to uncover negative beliefs (or constructs) in
individuals where prior experience and behaviours are considered, to then
guide tailored interventions.
Literature provides examples of using tailored interventions that target
behaviours which are hypothesised to be causally related to the medication
taking (Hardeman et al. 2005; Noar et al. 2007). In addition, the reporting of
theoretical models and subsequent interventions within studies were
examined in an overview article on physical activity and healthy eating
(Michie and Prestwich 2010). The study by Michie and Prestwich provided
relevant advice on the utility of theory to derive interventions and how these
should be reported. Recommendations from the article were that the chosen
theoretical background should be clearly stated and provide the reader with
an understanding of how interventions were generated. Clearly stating the
theory provides other researchers with a structure to further confirm or refute
the findings. The authors state that the research findings may also develop
the theoretical model leading to theory revisions. Another advantage of
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applying a theoretical model is that it provides a systematic way (i.e.
framework) of understanding events or situations (Michie and Prestwich
2010), thereby understanding why the intervention was successful or not
(Gwadry-Sridhar et al. 2013). This last point is very important for other
researchers who are using previous studies to inform future methodology. A
meta-analysis on medication adherence in bipolar disorders recommended
that future studies should use published taxonomies of evidence-based
behaviour change techniques in planning, delivery and reporting the
intervention (MacDonald et al. 2016).
The literature search did not identify any studies in PAH that used belief
models to identify interventions to improve medication adherence. This
confirms a gap in published research that will be addressed in the current
study. Studies in other conditions applied mainly single interventions such as
providing patient information, automated pill reminders, simplified dosing
instructions to improve medication-taking behaviours, and as a result
produce small effect sizes, as noted by a Cochrane database article (Haynes
et al. 2008). The Cochrane database article included 92 intervention studies
of various study sizes, and reported that outcomes could be hidden because
of low participant size, and that simple interventions may be beneficial for
short-term medication use, but multiple interventions are needed for chronic
management. Indeed, the complexity of medication adherence may require
many separate interventions which can be unique to that patient. Most of the
studies identified in the literature reviews that report the use of theoryderived interventions have occurred in patients with hypertension, human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or psychological issues. Variations of theorybased models and interventions have been used with no one model proving
to be most effective (Munro et al. 2007a).

2.6.1 Applying a behavioural model to medication-taking behaviours
It is recommended that the chosen behavioural model must be able to fully
describe a behaviour by identifying key constructs that are hypothesised to
be causally related to this behaviour, and which are appropriate targets for
the intervention (Michie and Prestwich 2010). This is a key point and failure
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to fully describe the behaviour will lead to failure to improve adherence
(Kardas et al., 2013). Although there are unique aspects to certain models,
they share many components (constructs) that describe behaviours.
A review article by Garfield et al also highlighted that many behavioural
models only predicted intentional nonadherence (Garfield et al. 2011).
However, unintentional nonadherence is also influenced by beliefs, therefore
may be captured by these models. Literature on theoretical models was
reviewed before choosing the most appropriate model. While the transtheoretical model was considered a useful model, the Expanded Health
Belief Model (Rosenstock et al. 1988) was ultimately chosen due to its broad
use and clear explanation of constructs, which would suit the exploration of
beliefs for both intentional and unintentional nonadherence.

2.6.2 Expanded Health-Belief Model (EHBM)
The original Health-belief model (HBM) (Rosenstock 1974) suggested that
behaviour arises as a consequence of the individual weighing the benefits
versus risks. The HBM has been widely used as a theoretical framework for
interventions that attempt to influence behaviours (Rosenstock et al. 1988).
In many of the studies, the behaviour is the uptake of an intervention (e.g.
medication, lifestyle or preventative strategy). The model examines the
overall subjective value of mixed beliefs. Its initial purpose was to predict and
explain behaviour.
Components of the original HBM are: susceptibility; severity; benefits;
barriers; and cues to action. Self-efficacy was added as an additional
component (i.e. expanded HBM) to explain the person’s perceived ability (or
conviction) to successfully change the behaviour. This can be thought of as
the degree of effort invested by the patient (Rosenstock et al. 1988). Patients
with higher self-efficacy beliefs have been shown to have higher levels of
medication adherence (Kardas et al. 2013). The inclusion of self-efficacy is
also important in the ability to drive change through motivational interviewing
techniques.
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The EHBM (Figure 5) provides a structured framework for developing the
interventions required to change and reinforce each patient’s medicationtaking behaviour. To overcome the poor ability to predict unintentional
nonadherence, the model uses modifying factors such as recognising
patients’ cognitive decline, reliance on caregivers and poor medication
routines to be considered to better predict this form of nonadherence. At the
time of study writing there was no published literature examining
theoretically-applied interventions to improve medication adherence in PAH.

Figure 5. Constructs of the EHBM (adapted from article by (Bishop et al.
2015).
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2.6.3 Measuring health and medication-taking beliefs
Many of the behavioural models originated from thematic synthesis of
patients’ experiences obtained through interviews. Interviews are regarded
as the most complete means of uncovering beliefs and enable patients to
openly express concern and fears regarding their illness and treatment
strategies.
The study interview requires focus on medication-taking behaviours to
ensure all constructs of the EHBM are covered. The literature over the past
20 years describes only a few questionnaires that have been used within this
type of research. The most cited is the BMQ developed by Horne and
Weinman (Horne and Weinman 1999a). It has been validated in a wide
range of illnesses and displays good internal consistency (Mårdby et al.
2007; Percival et al. 2012; Andersson Sundell and Jönsson 2016). Its main
theoretical purpose is to uncover decisional balance, defined as an
individual’s balance between the benefits of taking medicines versus their
consequences, therefore aligns with the EHBM. It can be used to highlight or
screen patients for poor adherence, therefore suitable to be used prior to a
semi-structured interview to enable focussed exploration of themes.
Although BMQ has not been reported to have been validated in PAH, it has
been used effectively in a single Swedish PAH study alongside the MMAS-8
adherence questionnaire (Ivarsson et al. 2018) and in an unpublished UK
imPHact study (Yorke 2016). Validation of BMQ in conjunction with MARS
adherence scale has been undertaken in other conditions (Mårdby et al.
2007; Sjölander et al. 2013; de Vries et al. 2014; Alsous et al. 2017),
including a heart failure study with similar methodology to the current study
(Percival et al. 2012). The BMQ comprises two separate scales exploring
different beliefs: BMQ-specific (necessity and concern beliefs) and BMQgeneral (overuse and harm beliefs). Studies using the BMQ specific subscales have shown that respondents with stronger beliefs about the
necessity of their medication and fewer concerns about their medication are
more likely to use their medicines as recommended (Horne and Weinman
1999a; Horne et al. 1999; Bane et al. 2006). Studies have applied this as a
necessity-concerns framework (also known as necessity-concerns
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differential) that balances the two opposing beliefs regarding medicinestaking (Phatak and Thomas 2006; Clifford et al. 2008; Allen LaPointe et al.
2010; Allen LaPointe et al. 2011; Horne et al. 2013; de Vries et al. 2014;
Unni et al. 2015; Ivarsson et al. 2018).
There is a paucity of studies that measure changing medication beliefs over
time. One example is an American study that reported on patients’ beliefs
about medicines at 3 and 12-month post hospital discharge (Allen LaPointe
et al. 2010). The study found that 9.2% of patients had a reduction of their
medication necessity score (shifted from a high to low), and 20.7% of
patients showed an increase in their medication concern score (shifted from
a low to high). Overall, the study highlighted a third of patients reporting a
negative shift in necessity or concern beliefs over the 9-months. The
importance of this study is that it related to a period of hospitalisation where
patients are subjected to information overload. Patients had formed beliefs
based on new information within the hospital environment, but these may
have reverted to prior beliefs over time. The study implied that newly
acquired beliefs may be temporary.

2.6.4 Interventions selected using the EHBM
The most common forms of interventions reported in the literature can be
described as educational or cognitive. However, the World Health
Organization report Adherence to Long-Term Therapies: Evidence For
Action (WHO 2003), states that providing information alone is not sufficient to
improve adherence. It is recommended that interventions should use a
combination of educational / cognitive, counselling / behavioural, and
psychological components (Kardas et al. 2013).
The definition of interventions in the current PAH study refers to any
combination of strategies designed to produce a desirable change in
medication-taking behaviour. It is acknowledged that these interventions
must be within the control of researcher and patient, and be achievable. The
NICE clinical guidance document on behaviour change (NICE 2007)
provides recommendation on applying interventions to change behaviours,
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and specifies three aspects that need to be considered. Firstly, that the
intervention should be as specific as possible in its content. Secondly, to be
clear on when and by whom this intervention should be implemented and
lastly, to be clear which underlying theories will help make explicit the key
causal links between actions and outcomes.
The literature searches identified a spectrum of potential interventions
loosely based on those described by Kardas et al (Kardas et al. 2013). The
current PAH study proposed to select intervention(s) based on negative
health beliefs, as identified using constructs of the EHBM as a theoretical
framework. The EHBM constructs of barriers, benefits, cues to action, selfefficacy, severity and susceptibility represent distinct beliefs that may be
amenable to certain styles of interventions. For example, the constructs of
susceptibility, severity and benefits can be grouped together as they are
guided by factors such as incorrect prior knowledge or deficiencies in
knowledge. Interventions assigned to these constructs should therefore
contain educational / cognitive / motivation elements to correct any false
beliefs and provide new knowledge on PAH medicines and PAH. Signposting
to support groups has been shown in multiple diseases to facilitate
knowledge sharing and greater understanding of the condition. Barrier beliefs
to medication taking were shown in the literature to be amenable to
interventions that corrected physical barriers (e.g. dose frequency,
medication complexity, side effects), and improved medication routines (e.g.
medication rationalisation, use of compliance aids and reminders). There
was a paucity of studies that examined interventions that were designed to
overcome psychological barriers (e.g. understanding the need for change).
Cues to action beliefs are essential to understand the need for change and to
ensure regular reminders are in place. Literature provides examples of
interventions that set realistic treatment goals (goal setting), encourage selfawareness and self-management of the condition, and the use of medication
reminders. The literature search identified only three examples of
interventions aimed at increasing self-efficacy, all of which were delivered via
motivational interviewing or health coaching techniques in patients with
psychiatric conditions. Table 8 lists a selection of interventions assigned by
the lead researcher prior to study commencement, and made applicable to
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the PAH study population. It is noted that certain interventions may be
applicable to more than one construct and have therefore been grouped
accordingly. Table 8 is not an exhaustive list and inclusion of interventions
outside of this list within the study will require justification.

Table 8. Likely interventions that may influence EHBM constructs
Construct

Intervention(s)

Susceptibility

•

Provide base knowledge of PAH and use of medicines

Severity

•

Provide likely expectations of medicines

Benefits

•

Provide information on benefits of therapies

•

Reiteration on need to comply with therapies

•

Provide information on consequences of poor medication taking

•

Signposting to PAH patient groups

•

Provide education on overcoming barriers

•

Recommend use of compliance aid (e.g., medicines reminder chart, multi-

Barriers

dose system)

Cues to action

Self-efficacy

•

Undertake medication rationalisation

•

Change timing of medicines to fit patients’ and disease needs

•

Defining a routine for medication-taking behaviours

•

Delegate responsibilities on medication taking

•

Setting realistic achievable goals

•

Encouraging self-management

•

Registering with one community pharmacy

•

Making use of reminders

•

Well-structured treatment plan

•

Motivational interviewing / Health coaching

•

Improving self confidence in patients’ ability to take medicines

•

Written overall action plan that patient signs and keeps (copy kept by clinic)

Many of the interventions in the literature that are aimed at increasing patient
knowledge use widely available patient educational material. Two Cochrane
collaboration publications titled Interventions for enhancing medication
adherence (review) showed that there are no single interventions that are
successful in all patients, but studies using targeted information on the illness
and medication in the form of leaflets or delivered by healthcare
professionals had greater success (Haynes et al. 2008; Nieuwlaat et al.
2014). Reported in these review articles was the fact that intervention studies
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often had a high risk of bias which was unavoidable due to the nature in how
interventions were delivered (e.g. the role of the researcher), but were lowest
in studies reporting complex interventions with multiple components to try
and overcome barriers to adherence. Delivering interventions via intense
education, counselling, through daily support or using family support were
reported in these review articles. Reinforcing the educational material using
motivational interviewing is seen as a practical approach to behaviour
change, and has been used in earlier studies (Miller and Rollnick 1991). A
more recent broader technique is through health coaching (Wong-Rieger and
Rieger 2013; Lonie et al. 2017). Health coaching, while using the principles
of motivational interviewing, holistically examines patients’ own beliefs and
values regarding the need to change a behaviour and transforms their goals
into action. Key to this technique is that patients are an active part in
agreeing to the interventions prior to delivery. Both techniques provide the
basis for change by influencing self-efficacy beliefs. Recent technologies are
being introduced that provide patients with coaching tools to enhance their
self-efficacy. Used in psychiatry, web-based systems provide a platform for
patients to monitor their own health and record information that they believe
is important to their care. The Daybuilder® system is one example of this
(Lauritsen et al. 2017)
Several studies have used interventions that influence the barrier construct
that is often linked to unintentional nonadherence. Examples include the use
of medication reminders, daily routine, multi-dose packs to reinforce
medication-taking behaviours (Gallagher et al. 2011; Petrie et al. 2012), and
having a medication-taking routine (Gordon et al. 2009; Borgsteede et al.
2011; Chambers et al. 2011).
The current study aims to uncover patients’ beliefs using questionnaires and
interviews, and assesses which intervention(s) would be the most
appropriate and acceptable to the participants. The transparency of how
interventions are chosen and delivered is important to the design of the
study. There is a need to ensure that participants understand the
intervention(s) and how they will be delivered. The use of a written document
to inform participants of interventions is needed. The current study used an
action plan that stated why certain interventions had been selected.
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2.7 Summary of literature search
The literature searches identified a large volume of medication adherence
studies in other diseases where the focus had been to purely highlight the
scale of adherence using self-reported tools. Many of these earlier studies
did not differentiate between intentional or unintentional nonadherence nor
the inclusion of health beliefs. There was a paucity of studies that
implemented interventions (e.g. motivational interviewing or medication
reminders) to reduce nonadherence, and in many of these the specifics of
the interventions were not provided within the publication. This resulted in
limited information on how interventions were selected, and which had the
highest chance of improving nonadherent behaviours. The boundary of
knowledge relating to medication adherence recognises that adherence is
multifactorial, it can vary over time, and that patients’ beliefs play a vital role.
Over the last decade there has been many quantitative studies that have
measured patients’ medication beliefs using the BMQ and reported the
outcomes (e.g. necessity and concerns beliefs) without explaining their
significance or how these beliefs can be manipulated. Qualitative studies
examining medication beliefs in cardiology or respiratory conditions remain
limited. To fully understand medication beliefs and adherence behaviours in
the PAH population there was a need to interview participants. The EHBM
was chosen as the behavioural framework to measure beliefs based on its
broad constructs and previous studies.
Analysing research in other diseases has shown that there are physiological
consequences relating to poor medication adherence. Therefore, there is
justification to measuring appropriate physiological outcomes in the PAH
population as shown in Table 2 (e.g. 6MWT, functional class and N-terminal
pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP)). There were surprising results
from the literature search relating to adherence cofactors. For instance, the
complexity of medication regimens, the effect of previous medication side
effects on medication adherence, and the influence of psychological
wellbeing on motivation to implement change. Studies in other diseases
highlighted the strong influencing effect of psychological wellbeing on
adherence, justifying the measurement of this important factor in the current
study. Finally, the literature search provided evidence to support suitable
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tools to measure key study outcomes: medication adherence, QoL,
psychological wellbeing, and medication beliefs.

2.8 Aims and objectives of the study
It can be confidently stated that there are gaps within the PAH research that
include relationships between medication adherence, health beliefs,
medication-burden, QoL and psychosocial influences. Evidence from other
conditions strengthens the merit in the current study. Health beliefs have
been shown to play a significant role in patients’ medication-taking
behaviours in other long-term medical conditions, therefore can be used in
individualised interventions. The primary research question incorporates
many of these influences:
‘Does the use of a Health Belief derived intervention improve
medication-taking behaviours in patients with Pulmonary
Hypertension?’

The literature search also highlighted secondary research questions that will
be explored within the population, adding to the richness of this study:
i.

What is the relationship between psychosocial outcomes and
adherence to PAH medicines?

ii.

What is the relationship between periods of depression, stress or
anxiety with disease specific outcomes?

iii.

What is the relationship between medication-related burden and
medicines adherence?

iv.

Is there a change in participants’ individual health beliefs throughout
the study period?

The aims and objectives of the current study have been developed,
considering the advantages and disadvantages of other studies’
methodology and outcomes. How each aim will be met will be described in
chapter 3.
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Aims of the study
1. To determine patients’ health beliefs at baseline.
2. To develop tailored intervention strategies aimed at improving
medication-taking behaviours.
3. To determine patients’ physical and psychological wellbeing and
medication adherence and explore possible relationships between
these parameters.
4. To determine patients’ medication-related burden and its relationship
with medication adherence and QoL measurements.
5. To analyse patients’ perceptions of medication related burden and
medication health beliefs through semi-structured interview.
6. To identify changes in patients’ health-beliefs and medication-taking
behaviours from baseline to end of study, and to understand the
patients’ perceptions of the intervention and its effectiveness.

Objectives
The literature search identified appropriate tools capable of answering the
study questions. The objectives are thus:
1. To measure patients’ medication adherence to PAH medicines using
a monthly self-reported medicine questionnaire (MARS) in addition to
monthly medication pill counts, and determine percentage adherence
over 12-months.
2. To test the validity of the MARS questionnaire in measuring
medication adherence in the PAH population, by comparing with pill
counts and undertaking internal consistency analysis.
3. To measure patients’ psychological wellbeing using a monthly DASS21 questionnaire and explore its relationship with medication
adherence and disease-specific parameters throughout a 12-month
observation period.
4. To measure 6MWT, functional class and NT-proBNP over the study
period and assess for a relationship with DASS-21 and QoL.
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5. To determine patients’ medication burden at baseline and at each 3
monthly Pharmacist/Nurse-led clinic appointment and assess for
relationships with medication adherence and DASS-21.
6. To explore individual patients’ beliefs about medicines (month 3 and
12) via both questionnaire and interview, and present these through
thematic analysis and as a necessity-concerns differential.
7. To design tailored interventions derived based on individual health
beliefs, aimed at enhancing patients’ baseline level of medication
adherence.
8. To assess patients’ Quality of life (SF-36) and emPHasis-10 at each
3-monthly clinic visit and compare with medication adherence and
medication-related burden.
9. To describe patients’ perceptions of the intervention conducted
through a semi-structured interview at the end of the study.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Introduction to methodology
Although this study’s overall goals are unique to PAH research, the various
assessment tools have been chosen by assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of various methodologies from research conducted in other
diseases on medication adherence and health belief interventions.
This chapter will state the research paradigm adopted by the researcher
which has shaped the study methodology, specifically the need for a mixed
methods longitudinal study design to achieve study goals. Central to the
study is the justification for the chosen theoretical framework and how this
will be effectively implemented. The chapter discusses both quantitative and
qualitative methods and proposed analysis of results, concluding with
participant privacy and safety concerns and study timescale.

3.1.1 Research paradigm
The chosen paradigm adopted by a researcher provides a theoretical
framework and assumptions about: ontology, epistemology, methodology,
and methods (Babbie 2015; Kankam 2019). It also helps other researchers
to understand the importance and relevance of the study. There are several
recognised paradigms within research as stated by scholars. A review article
by Abdul Rehman and Alharthi (2016) outlined three established major
paradigms (positivism, interpretivism, and critical theory) (Abdul Rehman and
Alharthi 2016). Creswell (2014) in his book, A concise introduction to mixed
methods research, stated four main paradigms: post-positivism, participatory
/ advocacy, social constructivism and pragmatism (Creswell 2014). However,
Denzin and Lincoln (2011) acknowledged six paradigms: constructivism,
interpretivism, feminism, positivism, post-positivism and critical theory
(Denzin and Lincoln 2011). There is no one paradigm that is superior to
another, however the chosen paradigm adopted by the researcher must be
justified in the context of the study. The following discusses the ontology,
epistemology and methodology of the researcher’s chosen paradigm.
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Ontology, which refers to the nature of our beliefs about reality makes clear
to the reader the researcher’s reality within which the study is positioned
(Abdul Rehman and Alharthi 2016). The lead researcher believes in this
study that there is both a physical reality and one which we create in our
minds, thereby straddling realism and relativism. In addition, there is an
acceptance that all measurements have an analytical error depending upon
the chosen tool. The literature search was guided by this view to seek out
tools that reduced measurement error and the confounding factors that are
commonly reported in studies. The researcher’s belief is that two people
observing the same phenomenon will have different interpretations or
experiences that will forge their own unique beliefs. Experiencing new
phenomena will strengthen or change previous memories and beliefs, thus
becoming the foundation behind the use of interventions to change beliefs to
affect adherence. Here the researcher has adopted an interpretivism
paradigm that reality is also forged by individuals. The researcher’s viewpoint
about reality therefore exists in the middle of a continuum between postpositivism and interpretivism, which is identified in the literature as
pragmatism (Creswell 2013). Adopting a pragmatic stance about reality
increases the suitability of many research methods.
The epistemology refers to the branch of philosophy that studies the nature
of knowledge and the process by which knowledge is acquired and validated.
The epistemological position of the researcher in this study using a
pragmatism paradigm enables different approaches to obtain knowledge e.g.
a post-positivist approach when measuring medication adherence, and an
interpretivist approach when studying patients’ beliefs and behaviours. The
researcher understands that he cannot eliminate himself as an active
component of the research and views the transcribed data through a specific
viewpoint or ‘lens’. It is therefore accepted that the researcher’s own beliefs
and values will affect what is being observed.
The methodology within the paradigm is an articulated, theoretically
informed approach to the production of data (Abdul Rehman and Alharthi
2016). It is the methodological question that leads the researcher to ask how
the world should be studied. The researcher’s adoption of a pragmatism
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paradigm approach has enabled the use of multiple methods as directed by
the researcher and research questions (Feilzer 2010).
Pragmatism is seen as an established third methodological movement by
scholars (Creswell 2013), complementing existing traditions of quantitative
and qualitative movements (Tashakkori and Teddie 2010). It recognises that
reality is constructed by individuals but also at the same time this is a
reconstruction of something that is relatively stable, thus avoiding the
theoretical debates about the nature of reality and the incompatibility of
qualitative and quantitative methods. Adopting a pragmatic worldview places
the central focus on the idea of enhancing transferability based both on the
strength of the relationship between cause and effect in quantitative data and
on the trustworthiness and reliability of the qualitative data (Creswell and
Plano Clark 2011; Lincoln et al. 2011; Shannon-Baker 2016). A consecutive
design using both methodologies under a single worldview enables the
examination of the same phenomenon deductively and inductively (Ivankova
et al. 2006). Or as stated by Morgan (2007), a pragmatic approach is to rely
on a version of abductive reasoning that moves back and forth between
induction and deduction to connect theory and data (Morgan 2007; Goldkuhl
2012). This builds on the strengths and weaknesses of both methods
(Shannon-Baker 2016), being both confirmatory and complementary to meet
the needs of the research questions within the conceptual framework (figure
2) without the rigidity of a single paradigm. This is often referred to in a
mixed-methods design as triangulation (Kadushin et al. 2008).
Adopting the pragmatism paradigm as the worldview is not without
opposition from scholars and research challenges. There are scholars who
argue of the incompatibility of using two opposing paradigms (i.e. postpositivism and constructivism) in a single study (Guba and Lincoln 1994).
Others state that it is the lack of definition in pragmatism which leads to its
weakness (Lipscomb 2011). Glogowska (2011) added that mixed-methods
research design can lead to conflicts between findings that are unexpected,
such as lack of agreement between questionnaire and interview findings, due
partly to the context in which the study components were given to
participants (Glogowska 2011).
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Maximising the advantages and minimising the disadvantages of the
approach used in the current study was achieved via defining the exact
combination of used frameworks and the relative weighting of qualitative and
quantitative data. Consideration was given to the paradigm stance of the coresearcher who was utilised to enhance the validity and trustworthiness of
the qualitative data analysis. His adoption of a pragmatic stance was
compatible with the overall research design. The following sections within
this chapter provide further justification for a mixed-methods research
design.

3.1.2 Use of longitudinal study design
The aim of the study was to continuously assess study outcome measures
over time to account for fluctuations in medication adherence, psychological
and physiological changes. Through discussion with patient groups it was
decided that completing a data collection tool every month for 12-months
would meet the needs of the study without over burdening participants
(Appendix 8). Study interventions were applied at month six, allowing equal
pre and post intervention observational periods. The longitudinal study
design was chosen instead of a cross-sectional design, due to the projected
low patient population and need to monitor patients over several time points.
The advantages and disadvantages of this type of study have previously
been described in an overview article (Caruana et al. 2015).

The advantages of the longitudinal design in the current study are:
•

The ability to identify and relate events to particular exposures (e.g.
hospitalisations, clinical deterioration, medication changes) and to
further define these exposures with regards to timing and chronology.

•

To follow change over time in particular individuals within a cohort.
This was essential as it would account for cofactors such as changes
in disease symptoms on medication adherence, and vice versa.

•

To allow participants to act as their own control pre and post
intervention.
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•

To provide time for interventions to be introduced in a stepwise
approach over several clinic visits.

The disadvantages of the longitudinal design in current study are:
•

Introducing the possibility of incomplete and interrupted follow-up of
individuals, and attrition with loss to follow-up over time. Including a
criteria of life expectancy in the inclusion criteria attempted to
minimise this effect.

•

Difficulty in separation of the reciprocal impact of exposure and
outcome, in view of the potentiation of one by the other.

•

Increasing temporal and financial demands associated with this
approach.

•

The study was time sensitive, and there could be deterioration in the
clinical condition of the population over the 12-month period.

•

Increased participant exposure to the study increased study burden.
The use of patient involvement in the design of the study minimised
this impact.

3.1.3 Use of mixed research methodology
Most of the published research on medication adherence and beliefs uses a
purely quantitative research methodology using questionnaires to provide
statistical outcomes to answer their research questions. The objective of this
study was to examine relationships between beliefs, changes in disease
parameters, adherence and psychological wellbeing. To achieve this
objective required quantitative analysis of numerical data. Questionnaires
were selected that would effectively capture the required data, although it
was acknowledged that few have been validated in a PAH population. A
disadvantage of using questionnaires to uncover beliefs was that set
questions restrict patients’ views and opinions and do not uncover new
grounds or beliefs. The BMQ has been validated in many disease states but
it restricts participants’ views. For example, a participant stating ‘strongly
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agree’ to one question does not state why this is the case and what factors
led the participant to have this belief. In the current study there is a need to
delve deeper into patients’ beliefs as these will guide personalised
interventions. The use of in-depth interviews provides greater exploration of
beliefs as described by other researchers (Denscombe, 2010).
The other objective of the current study was to identify personalised
interventions to improve individual’s medication-taking behaviours.
Qualitative analysis of in-depth interview data was chosen as a way of
achieving this objective. It was necessary to conduct individual rather than
focus group interviews, in order to capture personalised beliefs, which then
formed the foundation of personalised interventions. To understand the
success of interventions each patient was interviewed twice by the
researcher, at baseline and at the end of the study. The interviewer was the
pharmacist responsible for the patients’ PAH treatment and had appropriate
research training. Separating the pharmacist’s role of researcher and
practitioner was possible due to blinding of study outputs to the researcher,
and was essential to ensure participants felt able to disclose information
freely without fear or repercussions. The theoretical base of the semistructured questions were concepts and themes contained in the EHBM.
Questions were designed to probe each component of the belief model whilst
still enabling broader discussion outside of this framework (see Appendix 9).
The interviewing style termed responsive interviewing, emphasised the
importance of building a relationship or trust with the interviewee to maximise
the quality and depth of data (Rubin and Rubin 2012).
Using the principles of triangulation (Patton 1999; Carter et al. 2014), this
research used both mixed quantitative and qualitative methods to ascertain a
more complete picture of medication-taking behaviours. In addition, the
ability to collect data from various sources generated better understanding of
the medication-taking phenomenon (Tashakkori and Teddie 2010).
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3.1.4 Theoretical framework for qualitative component
The literature search identified the EHBM as a suitable theoretical framework
for the qualitative component, that was compatible with a pragmatism
paradigm. Indeed, this was an established model amongst scholars and
became a major component of the conceptual framework. However, it was
unclear in the literature a suitable means of analysing the EHBM data. EHBM
constructs were well defined and would be used to organise data, but would
require a secondary framework or tool to analyse and interpret the data,
clustered around the EHBM constructs. The analytical methodology enabling
identification of commonalities and differences in the interview data, also
needed to be able to output data from the very first participant to inform
interventions, in addition to interpreting the whole population data after the
study completion. The dual output from the data limited the theoretical
analytical models that could be used. The most popular of the inductive
qualitative research methods, grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967)
which distils the data into theories and concepts (Bryant and Charmaz 2007)
is not suitable in the development of individual interventions. Its benefit is to
explain social processes or actions through analysis of the data from
participants who have experienced them (Ormston 2014). The process of
continuous data collection and analysis using comparative methods is also
not suitable for generating theory in individual participants. Phenomenology
methods were initially considered to describe individual patients’ experiences
of medication taking, thereby opening a window into their health beliefs and
medication-taking behaviours. It was acknowledged that a phenomenological
approach is concerned with describing how things are experienced rather
than explaining the causes of things (Rathbone et al. 2017). The benefit of
this approach was to provide a clear unfiltered picture rather than trying to
categorise, quantify or theorise them. However, the current study
methodology is using the EHBM constructs to inform interventions and
therefore required a structured approach without losing freedom to explore.
Although a phenomenological approach does minimise the researcher’s own
beliefs affecting the outcomes (Denscombe, 2010), it was felt that given the
researchers position in patients’ healthcare and that the patients would be
interviewed twice by the same researcher (phase 1 and 4), then
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phenomenological methodology would not meet the necessary requirements
of the study. Instead the study methodology acknowledged the position of
the researcher as a pharmacist with specialist knowledge in medication
adherence, and that this knowledge is beneficial to choosing the most
appropriate intervention(s). Framework analysis which was developed in
1994 (Ritchie 1994) provided the necessary approach to meet the study’s
dual output needs; that being the generation of individual participant data
within a limited timeframe, and the ability to derive conclusions on the study
population. The technique included a matrix output which allowed the
researcher to systematically reduce the data in order to analyse individual
transcripts line by line. The initial coding matrix was the EHBM constructs but
allowed new constructs to be developed to categorise the data, thereby
allowing the researcher to code using both deductive and inductive methods
(Gale et al. 2013). The flexibility of this technique retains the focus on the
EHBM as the theoretical backbone to the study, without interfering with the
EHBM assumptions. It also suited two researchers working on the same data
simultaneously, leading to increased reliability of the data from inter-rater
analysis. The main disadvantage of using the EHBM framework was that it
focussed on medicines taking behaviours, thereby ignoring other themes that
may be relevant to other PAH research. Interventions were aligned to one or
more constructs of the EHBM and delivered to the patient over a stated
period. The framework analysis technique has been successfully reported in
recent qualitative medication adherence studies in a variety of diseases, for
example in rheumatoid arthritis (Kobue 2017), psoriasis (Thorneloe et al.
2017), hormonal medicines (Iacorossi et al. 2019), tuberculosis (Woimo et al.
2017), and in patients surviving a cardiac event (Köhler et al. 2017).

3.1.5 Patient involvement in the mixed-methods design
The overall study methodology was scrutinised by several patient groups to
obtain opinions on study design and acceptance of study tools.
The first input was from a patient with PAH (Patient X) who agreed to discuss
various research questions and methodologies very early in study
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conception. Her advice was critical in shaping the overall research questions
and structure of the study towards a longitudinal design.
The second input was from a support group of 20 patients with
cardiovascular conditions, taking place after methodology had been chosen.
The group consisted of individuals with age ranging from 54 to 89 years and
from various professions. The 1.5hr discussion was not audio recorded but
written notes were taken. The audience were in agreement with the aims of
the study and the need for multiple methods to assess the complex
phenomenon. The audience directed the focus on participant burden which
demonstrated that the opinions were driven by what was functional and
acceptable to participants. Audience members read through the various
questionnaires and agreed with their content and style of questioning.
The third input was from ten cardiovascular patients resident in a local
hospital. Each patient timed their completion of study questionnaires and
provided opinion on the suitability of the study tools. This confirmed that the
study would be acceptable to patients will low study burden.

3.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The heterogeneity of the PAH population was known before study
development and had the potential to make comparative analysis difficult.
The inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed to maintain a
representative study population whilst trying to reduce heterogeneity. As
such the study recruited patients with PAH which was the largest group of
patients with PH. The small potential study population was a major limitation
in the design even when applying the following criteria:

Inclusion criteria:
•

Diagnosis of PAH.

•

Attending the regional outpatient PAH clinic in the Belfast and Social
Care Trust (BHSCT) hospitals.

•

Aged 18 years or over.
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•

Have life-expectancy of at least 1 year (assessed by consultant within
clinic).

•

Be receiving at least one targeted PAH medicine.

•

No history of dementia or learning disability, documented in their
primary care medical records.

•

Ability to provide full and informed consent.

•

Be fluent in verbal and written English.

Exclusion criteria:
•

Patients without the capacity to consent due to dementia or learning
disability.

•

Aged less than 18 years

•

Patients for whom there is a reason to believe that they will not
complete the study. For example, poor attendance at PAH clinic,
projected major surgery (with any comorbidity). Assessed through
discussion within PAH clinical team.

•

Current illicit drug use or dependency.

3.3 Power calculation
As this study was undertaken in a small population where all eligible patients
would be recruited, a power calculation was thought to be unnecessary.
Where differences in outcome measures are identified then the calculation of
effect size would be expressed as Cohen’s d (Sullivan and Feinn 2012) for
differences between parametric data groups and as Pearson’s r correlation
when measuring association between variables. The categorisation of
Cohen’s d sizes was set as: small (d=0.2), medium (d=0.5), and large
(d=0.8) (Cohen 2016). Due to the low sample size any comparisons are not
expected to have statistical significance (i.e. P <0.05). Therefore,
interpretation of any effect will be guarded and will take into account the
clinical significance and direction of such changes. Analysis of the
quantitative data will primarily be descriptive and reported where possible.
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3.4 Patient recruitment
The relatively small PAH population of NI had a major effect on the sampling
strategy and patient recruitment into the study. The goal as described in
section 3.2 was to include a representative population whilst minimising
biases.

Sampling
Using a mixed methodological approach posed a dilemma with regards to
sampling strategy. When conducting purely quantitative studies, it is
necessary to ensure the study sample is representative of the population
under investigation, using a stratification or random sampling structure.
Whereas sampling within a qualitative study may use a sampling strategy
that chooses participants that most likely will confirm or refute developing
codes and categories (Ritchie et al. 2014), and will ensure wide
representation of the population by including features or characteristics in the
study (Hagan 2006). The small prevalence of the overall Northern Ireland
PAH population makes using a random sampling strategy impractical. At the
time of recruitment there were 81 patients receiving targeted PAH treatments
of which 52 patients met the essential study criteria.
There was also an intention to represent all the various treatments, as both
inhaled and infusion prostacyclin analogues are known to impose significant
medication burden (Peloquin et al. 2007; Hall et al. 2012). Unlike certain
qualitative methods such as grounded theory, that requires enough
participants to ensure thematic saturation, the framework analysis method
coded each participant regardless of prior data saturation of themes, in order
to inform their personalised tailored intervention. Therefore, the study invited
all eligible patients to participate, to increase the possibility of obtaining a
representative study population. A maximum sample size of 48 participants
was based on researcher time and clinic availability of 4 patients per week to
be reviewed every 12 weeks, thus all 52 identified patients were invited to
participate, taking into account likely non-responders.
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Recruitment
The principal researcher conducting the data collection was not involved in
the study invitation stage to avoid coercion. Instead all eligible patients were
posted a study invitation letter (Appendix 10) and participant information
leaflet (Appendix 11) along with their next clinic appointment.
The information leaflet was designed to fully explain the rationale for the
study and to enable the patients to make decisions about informed consent.
The study used the guidelines on creating information leaflets from the
Health Research Authority (HRA 2014). Patients were asked to contact the
researcher if they were interested or required further information. Patient
consent was initially obtained by phone or in person and followed up as a
signed consent form (Appendix 12). Patients were given a cooling off period
of 2 days, with knowledge that not consenting would not impact on their
treatment or relationships with healthcare team.
After six weeks of study recruitment a follow-up study invitation reminder
letter was sent to those not responding to the first letter to further increase
the study population (Appendix 13).

3.5 Methods
The study tools were selected based on the following criteria:
•

Able to capture the required data within an acceptable level of error
and have published evidence to demonstrate their use in other studies

•

Available to the researcher within the allocated research funding

•

Tools that are completed by participants must be easy to use and
non-invasive

•

Where possible the study tools should be part of standard care.
Investigational tools should be seamlessly integrated into routine
follow-up appointments.

The main 3-monthly data collection periods were designed to coincide with
the current pharmacist/nurse-led PH clinic as can be seen in Figure 6.
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It was not always possible to review participants at set clinic visits therefore
there was a need for the lead researcher to visit participants outside of these
clinic times to undertake study assessments, participant interviews and
intervention delivery.
Figure 6 and Table 9 provide overviews of the data collections periods,
separated in 3-monthly phases (study phase 1 to 4), and differentiated
between routine or investigational standard of care. The study introduced
one investigational questionnaire (BMQ) and a semi-structured interview
during clinic slots at month 3 and 12 in addition to usual routine care.
Participants were asked to complete two investigational questionnaires
(MARS and DASS-21) at home each month, which were sealed in envelopes
to blind researchers. Only after study completion were the adherence and
psychological data unblinded for analysis. A detailed schedule of researcher
data collection can be found in Appendix 14.
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Figure 6. Overall study design.
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The study design needed to have flexibility to account for possible clinic nonattenders, and those who had delayed follow-up for various reasons. The
study aimed for a maximum of a 1-month variation in the timeline either side
of the planned 3-monthly clinic.
The overall study required four members of the pharmacy department
located in the BHSCT. The lead researcher and one additional research
pharmacist were involved in the qualitative components at the end of phases
1 and 4: independently coding participants’ transcripts and generated
interventions. The second researcher had no contact with participants
therefore provided an unbiased analysis of the data. Another pharmacist
provided monthly screening of the psychological questionnaires (DASS-21)
to ensure participant safety, and to maintain the blinding of the questionnaire
results to the researchers. A non-research pharmacist collected the monthly
PAH medicine pill count as part of a normal practice and ensured the results
remained blinded to the researchers.

The study tools for data collection are organised into the following
categories:
•

Patient demographic and disease data

•

Clinic and self-reported questionnaires

•

Pharmacy medication supply data

•

Conducting the semi-structured interview.
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Table 9. Function of each 3-monthly study period and data collection

Phase 1

Months 0-3

Study
period

Function in relation to overall study

Data collection / interventions

• Recruitment of participants

•

Baseline data on beliefs about

• Baseline population analysis

medicines, medication adherence,

• Stratification of population into two groups

psychological wellbeing, and Quality of
Life.

(adherent versus nonadherent participants)
based on self-reported MARS questionnaire
• Exploration of patients’ beliefs in medicines

•

Baseline demographic data

•

Patient will measure their medication
adherence and psychological wellbeing

as assessed via questionnaire and interview

on three occasions before being
interviewed. This will become the
baseline data
• Quantitative analysis of BMQ

•

• Qualitative analysis of patient interview on

intervention until month 6, the effect of
the verbal discussion on beliefs at

Phase 2

health beliefs

Months 4-6

Although the patient will not receive the

• Creation of interventions based on interview

month 3 will be captured during this
period. It is anticipated that medication

data
• Impact of the interview on patients’

adherence may improve during this
period.

adherence prior to receiving interventions
• Applying the interventions to patients and

•

Intervention to improve and maintain
good medication-taking behaviour will

caregivers.

be provided to all patients at month 6.

Month
6

• ACTION PLAN delivered to participant
written and verbally

Phase 3

• To assess for early changes in adherence

Months 7-9

Nil

•

following the intervention

psychological wellbeing will be
assessed throughout this period

• To assess for late and persistent changes in

•

adherence following the intervention

Medication adherence and
psychological wellbeing will be

• To assess for changes in beliefs

Phase 4

Months 10-12

Medication adherence and

assessed throughout this period

• To assess the acceptance and overall
satisfaction with chosen interventions

•

At the end of the study (month 12) all
patients will receive a BMQ and be
interviewed by the researcher to
identify any changes in health beliefs
and patients’ perceptions of the study
and interventions.
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3.5.1 Patient demographic and disease data
Patient data was collected using standard services available at each PAH
clinic. These were hospital medical notes, Northern Ireland Electronic Care
Records (NIECR), laboratory database, hospital electronic records
(Patientcentre) and cardiology imaging database (CIVIS) (Appendix 15).
Access to this data was available to individuals within the health service who
require access as part of their role. All data entered into the study database
by lead researcher was anonymised.

3.5.2 Clinic and self-reported questionnaires
Five questionnaires (two standard care and three used exclusively for the
study) were issued to participants to complete. Most participants completed
these at each routine 3-monthly clinic visit. If this was not possible then the
patient returned questionnaires by pre-paid envelopes or handed the sealed
envelopes during researcher home-visits. The researchers remained blinded
to the contents of the questionnaires (except BMQ) until the end of the study.
As a safety measure, the DASS-21 questionnaire was briefly screened by a
third pharmacist who had no input into their care, to ensure the participant
was not in immediate psychological danger. If there was suspicion of
psychological intensification, then the third pharmacist would bring this to the
attention of the PAH consultant. A clinical psychologist was available if
required for the duration of the study.
The number and type of questionnaires was carefully selected to provide a
balance between the required information without over-burdening the
patients or adding to clinic duration. The assessments and questionnaires
are listed in Appendices 16 to 20. Average completion times for each
questionnaire was assessed in six cardiology patients who attended a City
heart support group, three inpatient cardiology patients and one PAH patient.
During this study consultation phase the completion times for all
questionnaires ranged from 0.6 to 4.7 minutes and felt by all test subjects to
be simple to use and of low burden. The SF-36 questionnaire took the
longest time to complete at 4.7minutes.
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3.5.3 Pharmacy medication supply data
All patients entering the study received some or all their PAH medication
from the specialist service located in the Royal Victoria Hospital (RVH),
BHSCT. Patients consenting to the study were asked to count each of their
PAH medicines prior to them receiving next supply, and provide this verbally
to the pharmacy department, as per usual practice. This data was blinded to
the researchers until the study completion.

3.5.4 Conducting the semi-structured interviews
Patient interviews were undertaken in either hospital site or participants' own
home to identify medication beliefs using a theoretical framework
underpinned by the EHBM. Questions contained in the interview guide
(Appendix 9) whilst focussed on specific beliefs remained open-ended to
allow the participant to fully describe the behaviour or phenomenon in their
own words and therefore deemed to be semi-structured. The researcher
used language that was appropriate for the participant, allowing sufficient
time to explore a theme, as well as actively listening using clarification
questions to check participants’ responses and further explore meanings
(Benner 1994). Using a semi-structured interview guide was necessary to
remain focussed on exploring all themes within the allocated 60 min
interview to avoid undue fatigue on the participant. The interviews were
audio recorded and thereafter transcribed verbatim. A distress protocol was
available in case of participants becoming agitated or distressed during the
interview (see Appendix 21). To maintain confidentiality of the information,
the audio recording did not identify participant and was saved on a trust
approved encrypted laptop. Transcribing of interviews was undertaken by
two medical secretaries working within the NHS hospitals and having access
to the anonymised file.
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3.5.5 Methods enhancing trustworthiness of the qualitative results
The study design aimed to improve rigor and trustworthiness of the
qualitative data as described by Stanley and Nayar (Stanley and Nayar
2014). Credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability of the
methodological methodology was enhanced by including the following
processes:
•

The researcher undertaking the interview was not aware of the
adherence status of each participant. This ensured that all participants
received the same level of examination about medication-taking
behaviours

•

Clear transparency of how the research was undertaken to enable
another researcher to undertake the same study

•

Consistency of interview style was maintained by having the lead
researcher undertake all interviews

•

The credibility of the interview was increased using an interview guide
to ensure the experiences of patients within all concepts of the EHBM
were discussed; audio recording the interview; and by transcribing the
contents verbatim

•

Both researchers separately checked the accuracy of the whole
transcription

•

Field notes were used during the interviews to capture non-verbal
signs and additional participant details that may be relevant. These
are established methods of data collection as described by Berg and
Lune (Berg and Lune 2012)

•

Following each interview, the researcher completed a research diary
listing collected data, contextual information, and reflections. The
advantage of this has been described by other researchers (Altrichter
et al. 2008). Appendix 22 contains an example of a research diary
with field notes from a phase 1 interview

•

The thematic outcomes were separately reviewed by two researchers
to formulate the intervention for each patient

•

Interventions, codes and themes were later confirmed by inter-rater
checks on the transcripts by the lead researcher. This was undertaken
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by comparing both researchers’ coded transcripts and proposed
interventions (inter-rater) and expressed as percentage agreement.
Described by Seal, as confirmability and dependability (Seal 2012)
•

Confirmability was established by using an audit trail, composed of
detailed field notes, coding and analysis of the data.

3.6 Data analysis
The mixed-methods design included separate assumptions on how
qualitative and quantitative data would be synthesised to ensure rigor. These
are listed under each subsection. Quantitative data analysis was conducted
using IBM SPSS statistics version 26, to compare the study measures
between medication adherent and nonadherent groups in addition to withingroup differences. Chosen tests on the data variables were dependent upon
normality and type of data. It was anticipated that the number of participants
within the adherent group would be similar to previous PAH studies, i.e. 41%
(Yorke 2016) and 47.9% (Grady et al. 2018) to ensure statistical test
assumptions would be met. Qualitative data analysis was undertaken using
NVIVO version 12.
Although there was equal weighting between the two research methods,
quantitative and qualitative, the primary research question was initially
planned to be answered using mainly statistical data to demonstrate the
impact of the interventions. The reliance of using mainly statistical data to
answer the primary question was reflected upon on study completion, and
resulted in greater emphasis of the qualitative data. The qualitative
methodology was expected to generate a rich amount of data due to the
analysis of interview transcripts and created patient action plans. A second
researcher ensured rigor in the analysis of interview data, but did not have
input into the comparative analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data.
Blinding of both researchers to the quantitative data would remain until study
completion and analysis of qualitative data, except for the month 3 BMQ data
which was required in the generation of study interventions. This was to
ensure that the researcher was not influenced by quantitative data whilst the
analysis of the qualitative data was ongoing.
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Examining the same phenomenon from different viewpoints was compared
and reported on to further increase rigor through triangulation (Kadushin et
al. 2008) and explore explanations for confirmatory or opposing findings. The
interview transcripts contained additional themes relating to patients’ feelings
about PAH and their emotional wellbeing. This data was used to confirm the
findings from the QoL and DASS-21 questionnaires. Comparisons between
qualitative and quantitative data was undertaken in the following ways:
•

Participant responses to BMQ questions were confirmed during the
interview to assess correct understanding of the questions.

•

The outputs from the BMQ questionnaire were compared with themes
generated using the EHBM. Although the theoretical underpinnings of
the two methods were not completely aligned, the concerns and
necessity constructs of the BMQ corresponded to barrier and benefits
constructs of EHBM, and acted as a confirmatory measure.

•

The month 3 and 12 QoL (psychological and physiological) outputs
were compared with themes arising from the interview transcripts.
This was a confirmatory analysis of patients reported feelings as
important cofactors in the study. The interview transcripts were rich in
describing participants’ feelings and emotions.

•

Themes relating to medication-taking routines, beliefs and behaviours
were used to predict the potential for nonadherence, and compared
with MARS questionnaire and pill count data. This became an
important comparison within the study.

The comparative analysis required knowledge of the limitations of each
quantitative tool, and for these to be tested prior to the triangulation with the
qualitative data.

3.6.1 Test for inclusion of a representative sample
The demographics of consented study participants were compared with nonconsented eligible PAH patients. Comparative descriptive data analysis was
limited to the following routinely collected parameters: age, gender, form of
PAH, PAH medicine regimen, and years since diagnosis. Statistically
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significant differences between sample and population were reported. All
data was anonymised.

3.6.2 Analysis of MARS medication adherence questionnaire
The study’s main aim was to examine the effectiveness of an intervention on
patients’ ability to take medicines. The key outcome was medication
adherence as measured using the MARS questionnaire. MARS has five
questions answered using a 5-point Likert scale. The 5-point Likert questions
were analysed as ordinal data (always, often, sometimes, rarely, never) and
as a numerical total for each questionnaire. Individual questionnaire scores
ranged from 5 to 25. The higher score representing greater adherence to
medication.
Of the five questions, one is designed to note unintentional nonadherence,
whereas four targeted intentional nonadherence. There is no consensus on
the cut-off value to define high and low-adherence groups in the MARS
literature. A decision was made prior to any data collection on the exact cutoff used in the current study. Literature supports several values and
approaches. One approach to analysing MARS in a study in diabetes
(Borgsteede et al. 2011), defined nonadherence as a score <25. Other
studies considered nonadherent to be 5 to 22, and adherent 23 to 25
(Mårdby et al. 2007; Percival et al. 2012; Sjölander et al. 2013). However,
this study used a commonly quoted score of less than 24 to assign lowadherent behaviour (Chambers et al. 2011; Zwikker et al. 2014; Alhomoud et
al. 2016). The reason being that self-reported adherence scales are typically
overrated by the participants, therefore having a higher cut-off may increase
the ability to correctly classify nonadherence.
At each study milestone (i.e. phases 1-4) the previous three MARS results
were averaged and their values used in the analysis. This was in line with
activities conducted during these stages. Data was analysed as ordinal (i.e.
changes in numerical data distribution using Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test)
and dichotomised into low and high-adherence and analysed using ChiSquare.
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Averaged MARS scores at phase 1 were used to assign patients into two
groups dependent upon level of adherence (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Separation of participants into high and low-adherent groups
depending upon baseline self-reported medication adherence score.

3.6.3 Analysis of pharmacy pill counts
Pill count data was used to calculate the average percentage medication
consumption during phases 1-4. Data was reported both as continuous and
dichotomised measures, in that a value above 80% was considered adherent
(Hansen et al. 2009; Tang et al. 2017). This value considered the balance
between sensitivity and specificity. Values were capped at 100%.
The purpose of pill count data was to test reliability of the main objective
measurement of adherence (MARS self-reported questionnaire). The
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) test would be used to measure the
variability between the different measurements. A high ICC would indicate
that the test was reliable.
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3.6.4 Relationship between assigned medication adherence group at
phase 1 and other parameters
Month 3 assigned participants into two groups dependent upon dichotomised
MARS score. For the purpose of further comparative analysis, participants
assigned to each group remained in this group until the end of the study,
regardless of how adherence changed. Figure 8 shows an overview of the
proposed analysis of medication adherent groups with other study
parameters, and the relationship between both quantitative and qualitative at
key study phases. Parameters within Figure 8 are labelled with phase
number (i.e. 1 to 4) and adherent group (‘a’ high-adherence, ‘b’ lowadherence). Therefore label ‘1a’ is high-adherent group in phase 1.
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Figure 8. Overview of proposed analysis.
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3.6.5 Analysis of beliefs about medicines questionnaire
BMQ has four main sections that was analysed separately as the scores for
each belief are not weighted. Each question is on a 5-point Likert scale
(strongly disagree [1] to strongly agree [5]). A score greater than the midpoint
was taken as a strong belief in each construct. The breakdown of each belief
construct is shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Scoring of the BMQ constructs
Belief construct

No of

Maximum score for each question

Midpoint for total

questions

(total for construct)

score (range of
scores)

General-Harm

4

5 (20)

13 (5-20)

General-Overuse

4

5 (20)

13 (5-20)

Specific-Concerns

5

5 (25)

15 (5-25)

Specific-Necessity

5

5 (25)

15 (5-25)

Data treated as ordinal and analysed using Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Outputs compared BMQ constructs between high-adherent and low-adherent
groups and between populations at phase 1 and phase 4. The necessityconcerns differential was also reported, which quantifies participants’
balance of beliefs (a positive score indicating greater necessity in relation to
concerns). This measure is now commonly reported when analysing BMQ
(Byer and Myers 2000; Phatak and Thomas 2006; Clifford et al. 2008; Allen
LaPointe et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2016).

3.6.6 Analysis of Depression/Anxiety/Stress scale (DASS-21)
The DASS-21 questionnaire comprised seven questions relating to each of
the measure’s subscales: depression, anxiety and stress. Each question
score varied from 0-6. Table 11 categorises scores into degree of severity for
depression, anxiety and stress. Values for each study phase were the
average of three previous monthly DASS-21 questionnaires, in accordance
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to what was undertaken with MARS. Average scores for depression, anxiety
and stress were tested for correlation with MARS, QoL measures and
physiological variables (e.g. 6MWT, functional class). Data was analysed as
categorical and ordinal.

Table 11. Level of severity for components of DASS-21 (PsyToolkit)
Level of severity

Depression

Anxiety

Stress

0-9

0-7

0-14

Mild

10-13

8-9

15-18

Moderate

14-20

10-14

19-25

Severe

21-27

15-19

26-33

28+

20+

34+

Normal

Extremely Severe

3.6.7 Analysis of SF-36 and emPHasis-10 quality of life questionnaires
Quality of life data was obtained using SF-36 and emPHasis-10
questionnaires every 3-months. The emPHasis-10 has been shown to be
psychometrically valid and reliable in the target population (Yorke et al.,
2014b). Although not validated in PAH, the SF-36 has been widely included
in PAH medication clinical trials (Galiè et al. 2008; Galie et al. 2015; Mathai
et al. 2016).
The study examined the variation in QoL measures over the study period.
Questionnaire emPHasis-10 is reported as a simple unidimensional measure
of QoL, whereas, SF-36 consisting of 36 multiple-choice questions,
examines eight different health domains, constituting to the physical
component summary (PCS) and the mental component summary (MCS):
•

Physical functioning

•

Role limitation due to physical health

•

Bodily pain

•

General health

•

Role limitation due to emotional problems

•

Vitality
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•

Mental health.

A higher score for SF-36 domains indicated more positive participant
experience. Whereas, in emPHasis-10 a higher score indicated a worsening
quality of life.

3.6.8 Missing data in study questionnaires
As most studies now report QoL as an important clinical outcome, there has
been concerns that the quality of reporting is variable, especially in oncology
trials (Smith et al. 2014; Martini et al. 2016). The concerns are directed at the
lack of clinical significance of the reported quantitative data and a clear
description of how missing questionnaire data is processed. It is common in
longitudinal studies to have missing data due to a variety of reasons.
Patients may feel too unwell to complete the questionnaire or have missed
clinic visits. Missing data can threaten the validity of the results (Fairclough
2010). Due to the larger number of questions, the SF-36 had a greater risk of
missing data.
There are several approaches to deal with missing data. The most common
being a half-mean imputation approach, the last observation carried forward
(LOCF) method, and the multiple imputation model. Due to the expected
symptom fluctuations in PAH, it was felt that the LOCF method was not
appropriate for this patient population. Instead the half-mean imputation
approach was used due to homogeneity of the scales in QoL questionnaires
(Peyre et al. 2011). This method recognises that if half or more of the items
in the domain are missing, then the missing items will be imputed with the
mean of the remaining items. This is a valid approach because each domain
in psychometrically validated questionnaires usually measures the same
underlying construct, so items within the domain are correlated with one
another (Fairclough and Cella 1996). This method was applied to emPHasis10 and SF-36 missing data.
In all questionnaires, it was important that patterns of missing data were
reported and analysed. These may be random events or due to the style of
question.
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3.6.9 Measuring internal consistency of questionnaires
Reliability of questionnaire data, sometimes referred to as internal
consistency of psychometric components of each questionnaire, was
undertaken using Cronbach’s alpha. This was undertaken with knowledge of
the limitations of this estimate of internal consistency (Sijtsma 2009). For
example, the value of alpha tends to be underestimated with scales
consisting of fewer than 10 items (Taber 2017). For this reason, Cronbach’s
alpha has been reported along with inter-item correction matrix and corrected
item-total correlation. For Cronbach’s alpha, the Pearson covariance matrix
is routinely used in SPSS, and requires data that is continuous, unlike Likerttype responses. However, many authors treat Likert-type data as continuous
and report using Cronbach’s alpha (Gliem and Gliem 2003; Sullivan and
Artino 2013). For BMQ and DASS-21 questionnaires each subscale was
analysed and items within the scales that do not show internal consistency
were reported on. The current study uses a threshold of acceptable values of
alpha as >0.7 (Taber 2017).

3.6.10 Analysis of semi-structured interview data
Two researchers separately coded each transcript using the EHBM as a
theoretical framework. The analysis had two levels of scrutiny, which suited
the purpose of each level. The first level was a thematic overview undertaken
soon after the interview and was completed in order to generate intervention
action plans. The second was an in-depth analysis which reported all beliefs
and produced overall thematic outcomes using the EHBM framework for
phases 1 and 4.

Generation of interventions (personalised action plans) from belief models
Each participant at month 3 completed a BMQ and was interviewed by the
lead researcher. Although the BMQ constructs of necessity, concerns,
overuse and harm do not completely align with the EHBM constructs, there
was sufficient correlation for the BMQ responses to be used as interview
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questions. Proposed interventions as described in section 2.5.4 and in Table
8 were selected based only on the EHBM constructs.
Both researchers independently coded individual transcripts using the EHBM
constructs as a framework. Whole sentences were analysed to code
negative or untrue beliefs and assigned to EHBM constructs. A negative
belief was when participants’ beliefs or behaviours had the potential to or had
led to a reduction in medication adherence. Due to the wide scope of the
EHBM constructs, multiple negative beliefs were expected to be generated
via using this model. Both researchers judged the potential significance of
the code and assigned interventions using examples from Table 8. An
explanation was linked to each code to provide context and dimensions of
the intervention. Each transcript was read several times by each researcher
to understand the participants overall beliefs and medication-taking routines
as is recommended to improve rigor (Stanley and Nayar 2014), and to
ensure that the proposed interventions would provide a balance of efficacy
and participant acceptability. Both researchers compared coding frameworks
and potential interventions and agreed on interventions to take forward to the
next stage of the analysis. Differences in coding required the transcript to be
re-reviewed line-by-line by both researchers.
The researchers understood that providing participants many interventions
may not be acceptable to the participant, therefore undertook a rigorous
ranking to choose suitable interventions that had the potential to enhance
medication-taking behaviours whilst minimising participant burden. The
complexity of interventions was kept low to enhance patient acceptability and
understanding for the intervention. The ranking of interventions was based
on the researcher’s subjective opinion on the overall content of the interview
transcript using a bespoke criteria developed from the principles of
developing interventions (MRC 2019). The ranking criteria included: relative
importance in medication taking; ease of administration; likely willingness of
acceptance; timeframe for introduction and cost (Appendix 23). This
subjectivity was minimised by the use of two researchers and coding
framework. Using a coding framework resulted in several interventions being
frequently chosen and delivered in a consistent manner, thus aiding in the
reproducibility of interventions. A known limitation of this method of
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generating interventions was that there was no opportunity to pilot
interventions as recommended by the Medical Research Council guideline
on developing and evaluating complex interventions (MRC 2019) prior to
study commencement owing to these being personalised. Participants were
provided at their month 6 visit a printed personalised action plan (Appendix
24), detailing the proposed intervention; a statement of how and by whom
this will be delivered; and a clear timeframe for introduction and completion.
A clear explanation of each intervention was provided by the lead
researcher. Three copies of the action plan were produced and signed/dated
by the researcher and the participant. One copy retained in the clinic notes,
one copy in the study file and the other copy to the participant. The lead
researcher delivered the interventions over a 2-month timeframe beginning
on the day the action plan was given to the participant. Delivery of the
interventions required a maximum of two consultations between lead
researcher and participant over a 2-month period.

Thematic analysis of interview transcripts:
Pre-determined themes from the EHBM were used in the framework
analytical process. Initially each transcript was separately coded by two
researchers using both a deductive and inductive process, before agreeing
on emergent themes. Researcher’s field notes and diary were used to clarify
themes. The study used the five stages of framework analysis as outlined by
Ritchie & Spencer (Ritchie 1994): familiarization; identifying a framework;
indexing; charting; and mapping and interpretation:
1. Familiarisation: listening and reading each transcript to become
familiar with the general themes
2. Identifying a framework: constructs of the EHMB became the initial
themes
3. Indexing: NIVIVO-12 software was used to code transcripts using the
pre-determined constructs of the EHMB. Both researchers agreed on
additional emergent themes
4. Charting: data was organised into a thematic matrix using Microsoft
EXCEL. Both researchers agreed on the content prior to interpretation
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5. Mapping and interpretation: this step included describing and
clarification of concepts. Ritchie and Spencer (1994) stated that
researchers shouldn’t examine the data mechanistically but to assume
an intuitive and imaginative stance during this final stage.

3.7 Ethical considerations
This study did not employ the use of drugs or invasive procedures beyond
standard care. As described above, the only additional burden on patients
was the frequent completion of questionnaires, and the audio recording of
interviews. Patient involvement in the design of the study helped to minimise
additional burden on participants. Wherever possible data collection occurred
during routine appointments.
Patients were not coerced to take part in the study and there were no
consequences to routine care in those who did and did not take part in the
study. Participants were given the freedom to drop-out of the study at any
time without prejudice or consequence.
The safety of participant and researcher was paramount. Participants were
encouraged to bring a companion in case of emotional distress. The lead
researcher ensured participants were reviewed safely, confidentiality and in a
manner to protect both parties. The researcher contacted a PAH
nurse/pharmacist before and after reviewing participants in their own homes.
This was to ensure researcher safety due to long travel distance when
visiting rural areas.
The proposed intervention to enhance medication-taking behaviours was
undertaken by a pharmacist with knowledge and skills in motivational
interviewing, patient empathy and PAH.
The study gained ethical approval on May 2017 from the regional ethics
committee and local research and development committees (Appendix 25). A
minor study amendment was approved in November 2017 due to change in
second researcher prior to data analysis (Appendix 26). Research insurance
was provided by the University of Bradford ethical committee (Appendix 27).
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3.7.1 Participants’ privacy and clinical safety
The inclusion of interviews and self-reported questionnaires into the study
meant that considerations relating to privacy and confidentiality needed to be
taken into account. Participants agreed on suitable dates and times of visit,
undertaken to minimise intrusion into their personal lives. Due to the physical
and mental fragility of some participants assessments, interviews and
questionnaires were undertaken where possible in the hospital environment
in case of a sudden disease deterioration. A clinical psychologist agreed to
be contacted in case of sudden mental health problems.
Adverse events and any serious adverse drug reactions experienced during
the study were planned to be recorded and dealt with in accordance with
standard practice, including reporting to the Medicines and Healthcare
Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA).

3.8 Data protection and participant anonymity
The study applied the following procedures to ensure data protection of all
trial data (HRA 2018):
•

All participant data was identified by unique study numbers to provide
anonymity. Only the two researchers were aware of patients’ identity
to enable data accuracy checks

•

Data was stored on the BHSCT server in a password protected file
accessible only to the two researchers. This will be kept for 5 years
after the study has ended. This file cannot be accessed externally,
and all data input and analysis were undertaken on hospital location
by the two researchers

•

Semi-structured interviews were recorded via an external audio
recorder, and the anonymised file later stored on the hospital secure
server. The file was then deleted from audio recorder

•

Audio files were temporarily uploaded to a hospital approved
password encrypted Ironkey® (USB device) and given to hospital
secretaries to type transcripts
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•

Once the transcript had been accuracy checked by the second
researcher the audio file was deleted from the hospital server

•

Published articles will make reference to patients’ feelings,
perceptions and views. To make the reading of the publication easier
participant numbers were changed to a pseudonym name.

3.9 Costing plan and timescales (GANTT chart)
The study received financial assistance via an annual grant from the local
hospital Heart Trust Fund (Appendix 28), and by a one-off pharmaceutical
grant from Actelion pharmaceuticals. Financial support was provided as
dedicated one day per week researcher time; printing costs; researcher
transport; and consumables.
With regards to financial impact on other services, the study was planned
with the following assumptions:
•

Patients are not being called back to clinic more frequently than
standard care

•

That most of the tasks undertaken in the clinic are an extension to the
usual clinic

•

No additional blood tests or investigations are required

•

The pharmacist/nurse-led PH clinic can accommodate five patient
slots per afternoon session, and that all slots are occupied (no
missed appointments). Study patients are seen within 1-month either
side of the stated clinic appointment. Missed appointments are
rescheduled within this time window

•

Financial assistance is capable of covering the estimated study
duration of 22-months (see GANTT Chart in Appendix 29).
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Overview of results chapter
The mixed methods longitudinal study design generated a large volume of
data. Therefore, this chapter will present only data that is essential to
answering the key research questions. Due to a low number of participants
many of the originally intended quantitative statistical tests could not be
undertaken, resulting in the qualitative components of the study becoming a
major focus. This chapter will be separated into quantitative and qualitative
sections to examine the results from each of these methods.
The quantitative results section compared the participants’ baseline
characteristics with those PAH patients who did not consent to the study to
determine whether the former was representative of the PAH population of NI.
Analysis of the study questionnaires described changes in medication
adherence, mood, QoL, medication beliefs (BMQ) and disease parameters
over the study duration, with reference made to the aims of the study. For
each of these measures the validity of the questionnaires was tested using
Cronbach’s alpha, with the key outcomes presented within the results and
additional details in appendices. Physiological parameters (6MWT, NTproBNP) showed minimal nonsignificant variation over the study period for the
13 participants who completed the study. The functional class for the 13
participants also remained constant (mean=2, mode=2, range=1-3). It was
concluded that disease stability was maintained over the study duration for the
13 participants. Due to the physiological results showing minimal change, no
further analysis of this data will be presented in this dissertation.
The qualitative results section will be presented as individual EHBM constructs
detailing the phase 1 interview themes; the recommended interventions; and
the phase 4 beliefs pertinent to that construct. The reporting of phase 4
interview transcripts was originally to be undertaken as per phase 1. However,
analysis of the phase 4 interview demonstrated that participants answered
differently; with participants remembering prior discussion and omitting
historical details of their disease in preference for what had taken place
between interviews. Therefore, the reporting of phase 4 will only highlight key
changes and new codes.
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QUANTITATIVE STUDY RESULTS
4.2 General description of respondents
The study recruited participants from a small population of 89 patients with
PAH, of which 81 were receiving targeted treatments. Application of the study
eligibility criteria resulted in a total of 52 patients suitable for the study at that
time point (Figure 9).
The initial study invitation letter was posted to 52 eligible patients with a total
of 17 respondents (3 declined, 14 accepted, 35 did not respond) constituting a
reply rate of 33% (Figure 10). During this initial recruitment process 4 new
patients became eligible (2 accepted, 2 did not respond). At this stage the
study population was lower than expected, therefore reminder invitation letters
were sent to 26 of the 37 patients who had not provided any opinion on the
study participation. Eleven eligible patients were not sent reminders as they
informed their PAH healthcare professional that they did not wish to
participate. The response rate was 31% with only 8 replies (3 declined, 5
accepted). A total of 21 patients were consented to the study out of 56 eligible
participants (37.5%).
Baseline (phase 0) assessments were staggered through October 2017 to
April 2018. During this period 5 participants were lost (1 died, 4 removed
consent). The 4 that removed their consent were due to the following reasons:
•

Participant 3: “Seems too complex”, “too far to travel”

•

Participant 6: “I know him [researcher] too well”

•

Participant 14: “I have too many things on at the moment”

•

Participant 21: “I have no problems with taking my tablets.”

16 out of 21 participants (76%) successfully completed the phase 0 baseline
assessment. Fourteen participants reached the stage of month 3 and
completed the semi-structured interview (1 died, 1 patient with CTEPH
underwent curative surgery).
One participant at month 4 voluntary removed consent due to undergoing
complicated abdominal surgery and later died. Out of the total 21 participants
entering the study 13 (62%) completed all phases (Figure 11). Although the
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study was designed to analyse participants over 365 days, the study mean
duration was 496 days (min 412, max 592, SD 51.43) due to participant and
researcher delays.

Figure 9. Eligible study population.
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Figure 10. Study invitation responders.
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Figure 11. Study population over the duration of the study.

4.2.1 Comparison of the study participants to the total eligible population
The 3-monthly clinic visits required participants to travel to the PAH centre
located in the BHSCT. The geographic location of participants was assessed
to ensure that rural parts of NI were represented. Figure 12 shows the number
of consented participants (green arrow) alongside the number which did not
(red square), per county in NI. County Antrim had the highest population of
PAH patients and participants due to greater population density. The study
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included three participants from rural parts of NI, who although were limited
with travel had strong relationship with the PAH team.

Figure 12. Location of consented and non-consented eligible patients.

Green arrow=consented participants; red square =non-consented; blue star=PAH clinic

The study population (n=21) was compared with the total eligible PAH
population (n=56) to determine whether those who consented were
representative. All data was checked for normality prior to interpretation using
both P-P plot and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. The small sample sizes limited
the correlation of the two populations with statistical data. Statistical
differences (using Chi-Square) have been provided where this statistical test is
valid. Where this statistical test is not valid, results are presented using
descriptive statistics, as frequencies and percentages.
Comparison with eligible population was limited to data that was captured
routinely for all participants and hence available to the researcher. Table 12
shows that there was no statistical difference between study and nonconsented eligible populations for the parameters that could be tested. Table
13 compares the PAH treatment regimens between groups. The study
population did not include those receiving nebulised iloprost, selexipag or
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riociguat. The non-recruitment of patients using the inhaled iloprost was a
noticeable omission as this therapy is specifically problematic with regards to
adherence as shown in a recent inhaled formulation switch study (Richter et
al. 2018).

Table 12. Baseline characteristics of the consented and non-consented
eligible patient populations
Consented study
population
(n=21)

Non-consented eligible
population
(n=35)

53.35 (14.2)

56.49 (16.8)

Women

10 (48)

24 (68.6)

Men

11 (52)

11 (31.4)

14 (66.7)

19 (54.3)

5 to 10 years

1 (4.8)

4 (11.4)

Greater than 10 years

6 (28.6)

12 (34.3)

11.14 (16.5)

12.3 (17.8)

Age, mean (SD)

Statistical test
(where applicable)
Mann-Whitney U
between groups
p=0.356

Gender (%)
Chi-Square
p=0.120

Years of living with PAH, number (%)
Less than 5 years

Years with PAH, mean
(SD)

Mann-Whitney U
between groups
p=0.623

Pulmonary hypertension classification (%)
Idiopathic PAH

7 (33.3)

13 (37.1)

Heritable PAH

0 (0)

1 (2.9)

Port-pulmonary PAH

2 (9.5)

5 (14.3)

CTEPH

1 (4.8)

0 (0)

PVOD

1 (4.8)

2 (5.7)

PAH associated with CHD

7 (33.3)

10 (28.6)

PAH associated with CTD

3 (14.3)

2 (5.7)

PAH associated with HIV

0 (0)

2 (5.7)

PAH=pulmonary arterial hypertension, CTEPH=chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension, PVOD=Pulmonary
veno-occlusive disease, CHD=congenital heart disease, CTD=connective tissue disease, HIV=human immunedeficiency virus
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Table 13. Frequencies of medication regimens of the consented and nonconsented eligible populations

PAH treatment

Study population,
frequency (%) (n=21)

Sildenafil only

3 (14.3)

Tadalafil only

3 (14.3)

Ambrisentan only

0 (0)

Bosentan only

0 (0)

Macitentan only

0 (0)

Iloprost nebulised only

0 (0)

Sildenafil + Ambrisentan

1 (4.8)

Sildenafil + Bosentan

2 (9.5)

Sildenafil + Macitentan

6 (28.6)

Tadalafil + Ambrisentan

2 (9.5)

Tadalafil + Bosentan

Non-consented
eligible population,
frequency (%)
(n=35)
4 (11.4)

0 (0)

Tadalafil + Macitentan

2 (9.5)

Bosentan + Iloprost nebulised

0 (0)

Sildenafil + Macitentan + Iloprost nebulised

0 (0)

Sildenafil + Macitentan + Iloprost infusion

2 (9.5)

Tadalafil + Ambrisentan + Epoprostenol infusion

0 (0)

2 (5.7)
1 (2.8)
3 (8.6)
1 (2.8)
2 (5.7)
3 (8.6)
2 (5.7)
10 (28.6)
1 (2.8)
0 (0)
2 (5.7)
1 (2.8)
2 (5.7)
0 (0)
1 (2.8)

No statistical difference between the use of Mono/dual/triple regimens between groups. ChiSquare statistic. Value=0.754, p=0.686

4.2.2 Demographics of study participants at phase 0
Study participants completing baseline assessment (n=16) were asked
questions by the researcher relating to marital status, level of education, role
of caregiver and number of medicines. Thirteen participants were in a
relationship of which 5 required their partner to aid in daily activities relating to
PAH (Table 14). Three caregivers had an active role in medicines
management and provided logistic support in terms of prompting, ordering and
organisation of medication supplies. The number of participants experiencing
ongoing side effects relating to PAH medicines was 9 (56.3%). Participant
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ranking of side effects was mainly mild to moderate, with the most severe side
effects affecting those receiving iloprost infusion (Table 15).

Table 14. Demographics of the participants completing month 0 baseline
assessment (n=16)
Study variables

Statistic

Marital status (%) n=16
Married
Single

13 (81.3)
3 (18.8)

Level of education (%) n=16
High school or less
Some college
University graduate
Post University certificate

6 (37.5)
5 (31.3)
2 (12.5)
3 (18.8)

Using a caregiver in own home (%) n=16

5 (31.3)

Caregiver role in medicines (%) n=5
Always helps with medicines
Never helps with medicines

3 (60)
2 (40)

Maximum dose frequency Mean=2.63 (SD 0.72) n=16
Once daily dosing (%)
Twice daily dosing (%)
Three times a day dosing (%)

2 (12.5)
2 (12.5)
12 (75)

Medicines in compliance aid (%) n=16

8 (47.1)

Table 15. Nine participants out of 16 (56.3%) who experienced side
effects from PAH meds and their ranking of side effects at phase 0
Significance of side effects (patient-reported, using 4-point
Likert-type responses) n=9

Frequency (%)

Mild

3 (33.3)

Moderate

3 (33.3)

Major

1 (11.1)

Severe

2 (22.2)

The study population had a variation in the number of comorbidities as shown
in Figure 13. The type of comorbidities included the following: diabetes
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mellitus; Reynaud’s disease; coeliac disease; spinal stenosis; asthma; liver
cirrhosis, liver transplant; ulcerative colitis; gout; atrial fibrillation; supra
ventricular tachycardia (SVT); chronic kidney disease; lupus; glaucoma;
interstitial lung disease; transient ischaemic attack. Total number of medicines
and doses per day averaged 7.9 and 10.3 respectively as shown in Figure 14
and 15. These were mainly oral therapies with no participants requiring insulin
or inhaler treatments.

Figure 13. Number of participant comorbidities in addition to PAH.
Mean=2.31 (SD 1.45).
Number of comorbidities
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Figure 14. Number of regular medicines per day taken by study
participants at month 0. Mean=7.87 (SD 3.22).
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Figure 15. Number of regular doses per day taken by study participants
at month 0. Mean=10.25 (SD 3.51).
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4.2.3 Changes in medication over the study duration

There was a decline in participant numbers over the study duration and
interpretation of descriptive statistics must take this into account.
Frequent changes in medication routines have been shown to increase the
risk of nonadherence (Garcia et al. 2003). The current study measured the
change in all medicines over the study duration. For PAH medicines there
were two changes in sildenafil to tadalafil as per recommendations of the
researcher; an increase in dose of macitentan; and the introduction of
continuous oxygen therapy. However, for those participants who completed
the study (n=13) there were minimal changes in PAH disease severity. This is
reflected in the mean number of medicines and doses per day remaining
similar, as can be seen in the Table 16.

Table 16. Change in mean number of medicines and mean doses per day
over the study phases
Mean (SD)

Number of regular
medicines per day,
mean (SD)
min, max
Number of regular
doses per day
Mean (SD)
min, max

Phase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

N=16

N=14

N=13

N=13

N=13

7.87

8.14

7.85

8.08

8.08

(3.22)

(3.06)

(3.18)

(3.95)

(3.32)

2,14

2,13

3,14

3,14

3,14

10.25

10.50

10.31

10.54

10.38

(3.51)

(3.74)

(4.23)

(4.14)

(4.43)

4,17

4,19

5,21

5,21

4,19

4.2.4 Participants’ ranking of the importance of medication and disease
Data was collected over five study phases on participants’ perception of the
most important medicine they were taking and the disease that would have the
greatest impact on their health. The reasoning behind these questions was to
add to the understanding of benefit and severity constructs. Table 17 provides
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the number of participants who ranked certain classes of medicines as their
most important. PAH medicines dominated this belief which could be due to
actual importance or due to being enrolled into a PAH study therefore
providing false results (Hawthorne effect). There were very few changes in the
importance of medicines over the study phases.

Table 17. Participants’ ranking of most important medicine and condition
as assessed at each study phase
Frequency (%)

Parameter being selfPhase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

(n-16)

(n=14)

(n=13)

(n=13)

(n=13)

4 (25)

5 (35.7)

2 (15.4)

4 (30.8)

4 (30.8)

1 (6.25)

2 (14.3)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

2 (15.4)

Iloprost infusion

1 (6.25)

2 (14.3)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

All PAH medicines

5 (31.25)

2 (14.3)

5 (38.5)

3 (23.1)

2 (12.5)

Non-PAH medicine

5 (31.25)

3 (21.4)

4 (30.8)

4 (30.8)

4 (30.8)

reported

Medicine ranked as most needed
PDE-5 inhibitor
Endothelin receptor
antagonist

Disease ranked as most impact on their life
PAH

11 (68.8)

10 (71.4)

9 (69.2)

9 (69.2)

9 (69.2)

CHD

2 (12.5)

2 (14.3)

2 (15.4)

2 (15.4)

3 (23.1)

SVT

1 (6.3)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Liver transplant

1 (6.3)

1 (7.1)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1 (6.3)

1 (7.1)

2 (15.4)

2 (15.4)

1 (7.7)

PAH + other condition
equal

CHD= congenital heart disease, SVT= Supra Ventricular Tachycardia

4.2.5 Perceived medication complexity
Patients’ perception of the overall complexity of their daily medication routine
was assessed at every clinic visit, using the 5-point Likert-type measure,
ranging from very low to very high. The results did not show a statistically
significant relationship between medication complexity with number of
medicines taken per day, although the higher number of medicines per day
were contained in more complex regimens. Most participants rated their
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medication complexity as very low which was suggestive of an organised
medication routine with minimal impact on daily living. Figure 16 displays the
frequency of medication complexity linked to number of medication doses per
day and the PAH regimen (stated as mon/dual/triple therapy). Participants 5
and 10 who had the most significant PAH symptoms and receiving iloprost
infusion as part of triple therapy, ranked overall medication complexity as very
high. This was anticipated and denotes the large medication burden from this
treatment regimen. For all other patients there was no pattern in relation to
characteristics and medication complexity.

Figure 16. Participant perception of overall medication complexity at
phase 0.

Mono= monotherapy, Dual= dual PAH therapy, triple= triple PAH therapy

Over the study duration there were minimal changes in the perceived
complexity of medication regimens as is seen in Table 18. Most participants
remained in the very low to low complexity categories. It should be noted that
participant 10 who in phase 0 perceived her medication complexity as being
very high passed away after phase 1. Participant 5 ranked herself as very high
in phases 0,2,3,4.
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Table 18. Participants’ ranking of overall medication complexity

Patient perceived
overall complexity of

Phase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

(n-16)

(n=14)

(n=13)

(n=13)

(n=13)

Very low

8 (50)

9 (64.3)

10 (76.9)

6 (46.2)

8 (61.5)

Low

4 (25)

2 (14.3)

0 (0)

5 (38.5)

2 (15.4)

Medium

1 (6.3)

2 (14.3)

2 (15.4)

0 (0)

2 (15.4)

High

1 (6.3)

1 (7.1)

0 (0)

1 (7.7)

0 (0)

Very high

2 (12.5)

0 (0)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

daily medication
routine

Capturing overall medication complexity gave an interesting insight into
participants’ self-efficacy and barrier beliefs regarding medication-regimens.
This was further explored in the qualitative analysis as a major theme
perceived medication complexity. The delivery of the scale had limitations and
will be critiqued under barrier beliefs.

4.3 Adherence to PAH medicines
Measured PAH medication adherence using both the MARS questionnaire
and pill counts were the main outcome measures for the study. It was outside
the study remit to measure medication adherence to non-PAH medicines.
The availability of pill count data during phase 1 provided a second measure of
adherence to compare with questionnaire data. It is pointed out that both
questionnaire and pill counts were undertaken by the study participants and
therefore are both subject to participant errors.
As per the study design the phase 1 MARS data separated the 15 participants
into high-adherence or low -adherence groups using a score of ≥24 to assign
high-adherence. Overall, the level of high-adherence was attained in 12 (80%)
of participants. The number of low-adherence participants (n=3) was lower
than expected and thus prevented further comparison between groups and
meeting specific study aims.
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The following section will describe the changes in measured medication
adherence over the study and test the reliability of the MARS questionnaire
within the current population. Changes in MARS score for the low-adherence
group are explored to identify specific characteristics that may explain their
behaviours.

4.3.1 Results from MARS questionnaire
Data from the MARS questionnaire was treated as interval-scale in keeping
with other researchers who have reported MARS outcomes, as the questions
relate to one construct and therefore approached interval-scale properties
(Butler et al. 2004; Griva et al. 2018). The low number of participants in the
low-adherence group permitted only calculation of mean and SD of the study
population. The dichotomised analysis of high and low-adherence groups
(using Chi-square) was also not possible due to low numbers.
Limiting the data to descriptive values, the results demonstrate that the mean
MARS score for the study population did increase over the study phases
(Table 19) but could not be tested to see if this was statistically significant.

Table 19. MARS average score throughout all study phases

MARS average
score, mean (SD)

Phase 1
n=15

Phase 2
n=13

Phase 3
n=13

Phase 4
n=13

24.04 (1.38)

24.41 (0.86)

24.58 (0.75)

24.64 (0.69)

The maximum MARS score of 25 was attained by many of the participants.
The average score at phase 1 was 24.04 with a narrow confidence interval of
1.38, demonstrating a skewed population. The largest increase in mean score
occurred between phase 1 and 2, prior to the delivery of interventions.
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Low-adherence group
The MARS scores relating to the three participants in the low-adherence group
showed minimal changes in the level of medication adherence across the
study phases (Table 20). The values of MARS for participants 16 and 17
briefly became ≥24 thereby becoming classified as highadherence; however, this was not sustained.

Table 20. Changes in MARS score for participants assigned to lowadherence group
Participant

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

20.66

22.33

22.66

23.00

Participant 16

21.00

24.00

23.50

24.00

Participant 17

23.33

23.00

24.00

23.66

Participant 13

Table 20 also showed that only participant 16 progressed to high-adherence
by phase 4, with the greatest improvement being between phase 1 and 2 as
has been stated for most participants. This change was driven by education
despite ranking a non-PAH medicine and arrhythmia as most important to his
health (Table 21). All three participants were judged to be nonadherent based
on their answers to two MARS questions: one question assessing
unintentional nonadherence and the other assessing intentional
nonadherence:
•

‘I forgot to take my PAH medication’

•

‘I use my PAH medication less than is prescribed’

For participants 13 and 16 the MARS questionnaire highlighted only
unintentional behaviours being the target for interventions, but the interview
data added an extra level of detail showing the presence of both intentional
and unintentional nonadherent beliefs, which suited mixed interventions.
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The baseline characteristics of the three low-adherent participants is reported
in Table 21. All were less than 50 years of age and were educated having
received college, university and post-graduate qualifications. Participants 16
and 17 had CHD and had lived with PAH since childhood. Due to the low PAH
population size, no further demographic data can be provided to ensure
participant identity remains anonymised.

Table 21. Baseline characteristics of participants in low-adherence group
Participant 13

Participant 16

Participant 17

Female

Male

Female

7 regular medicines per
day

7 regular medicines per day

5 regular medicines per day

10 regular medication
doses per day

10 regular medication doses per
day

5 regular medication doses
per day

Maximum dose frequency
of TID

Maximum dose frequency of
TID

Maximum dose frequency
OD

Ranked medication-taking
complexity as Very Low

Ranked medication-taking
complexity as Medium

Ranked medication-taking
complexity as Very Low

Ranked Sildenafil as most
important medicine

Ranked non-PAH medicine as
most important

Ranked all PAH medicines
as most important

Ranked PAH as having
greatest impact on their life

Ranked arrhythmia as having
greatest impact

Ranked PAH as having
greatest impact

4.3.2 Reliability of MARS
A reliability analysis was carried out on the MARS questionnaire comprising 5
items. All available questionnaires across all study phases were included
(n=138). Cronbach’s alpha of ≥0.7 was used to state good reliability of the
questionnaire. The MARS data did not reach acceptable reliability, α= 0.633.
Scale mean= 24.38 (variance=1.202, SD=1.096).
It was proposed that individual questions within the scale may have been
interpreted differently within this population and led to the scale becoming
insensitive to change. To identify the relationship between questions, the
Cronbach’s alpha statistic generated both the inter-item correlation matrix and
item-total statistics as shown in Appendix 30. The question ‘I stop taking my
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PAH medication for a while’ was less favourable to the analysis. However, this
must be interpreted in light that the data was treated as continuous for this
analysis instead of ordinal. This question scored the highest mean value and
therefore could be suggested that it was of no benefit in the analysis (Table
A30a).
Dissecting the questionnaire further highlighted possible participant
interpretation bias when the questionnaire was repeated on a regular basis.
The interpretation of the word time in the scale was unclear to one participant
when recording her answers. She stated that the difference between ‘…for a
while’, ‘I decided to skip one…’ and ‘I use my PAH medication less…’ was
unclear. This misinterpretation could have factored into other participants
answers.
Figure 17 shows that there was little variation in individual MARS mean scores
over study phases. However, the question ‘I forget to take my PAH medication’
was the lowest scored question at phase 1 but had the greatest improvement.
This was an interesting finding as this was the only question that ascertained
unintentional nonadherence, thereby suggesting that participants with
unintentional nonadherence behaviours gained the most from the study
interventions.
Figure 17. Mean value of individual MARS questions over study phases.
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4.3.3 Results from medication pill counts and comparison with MARS
Medication pill counts provided a comparison with the MARS questionnaire.
Reliable tablet counts were available to provide comparison of phase 1 data
only (Table 22), as data for other study phases was of insufficient quality to be
useful. The results showed that MARS and pill count data did not identify the
same nonadherent participants. The medication pill count data for participant
13 was deemed to be unreliable but suggested low-adherence. Participant 16
was shown in both MARS and pill counts to have low-adherence. The MARS
questionnaire for participant 17 stated low-adherence whereas her pill count
suggested otherwise. Being the youngest of the participants she was
supervised by her mother for the first 6-months of the study before being
independent at university. The first interview transcript captured her insecurity
in moving away from home.

Table 22. Comparison of participant self-reported adherence with pill
counts for phase 1 (n=15)
Average Medication adherence to PAH medicines for Phase 1 (months 0-3)
Participant

MARS questionnaire
(High-adherence ≥24)

Percentage of days that medication was taken

1

24.6

Macitentan 98.8%

2

24.0

Macitentan 100%

4

25.0

Ambrisentan 100%, Tadalafil 96.4%

5

24.33

Ambrisentan 100%, Iloprost infusion 100%

7

25.0

Bosentan 85.7%

9

24.0

Macitentan 95.2%, Tadalafil 70.9%

10

25.0

Macitentan 100%, Iloprost infusion 100%

11

25.0

Macitentan 100%, Tadalafil 100%

12

25.0

No pill count data available

13

20.66

Macitentan, -%, Tadalafil -%

16

21.0

Sildenafil 64.8%

17

23.66

Ambrisentan 98.2%, Tadalafil 97.3%

18

25.0

Bosentan 100%, Sildenafil 98.7%

19

25.0

Sildenafil 100%

20

24.33

Ambrisentan 100%
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The pill count data also highlighted a trend towards greater adherence to ERA
medicines compared to PDE-5 inhibitors, which may simply be due to the
three times a day dosing of sildenafil in most examples.

4.4 Results from BMQ
The use of BMQ and semi-structured interview guide provided the tools to
ensure EHBM constructs were fully explored during interviews. The BMQ was
also important in answering the research questions as a quantitative measure
of beliefs. This section reports on the change in BMQ between phase 1 and 4.
The results have been displayed as four separate BMQ constructs: general
beliefs about all medicines (general-overuse, general-harm) and specific
beliefs about PAH medicines (specific-necessity, specific-concerns).
The results were analysed in a similar method to MARS in that the Likert type
scale contained at least 4 questions specific to each construct and therefore
treated as interval-scale data. Statistical outputs included descriptive analysis
and correlations between time points. The range of scores for general
constructs and specific constructs are 5-20 and 5-25 respectively. Values
above the midpoint of each construct denote strong beliefs, that is a score of
≥13 and ≥15 for general constructs and specific constructs respectively.
Comparisons between phases used only the 13 participants who completed
the full study.
Table 23 shows that general-overuse, general-harm and specific-concerns
beliefs were weak for both phases as the mean scores were lower than the
midpoint of each scale. However, mean specific-necessity scores denoted
strong beliefs in both phases. When analysed for changes in all beliefs from
phase 1 to 4, there was no statistical difference in participant beliefs as
identified using the questionnaire. However, there was a trend to lower
general-overuse beliefs (p=0.118), and a trend to higher specific-necessity
beliefs (p=0.125) as the study progressed. The necessity-concerns differential
is calculated by subtracting the mean value of specific-concerns from specificnecessity. This showed a small improvement in the necessity-concerns
differential from 7.57 to 9.08 for phases 1 and 4. These findings are in keeping
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with other researchers who have found specific-necessity belief to be
influenced by interventions. A larger dataset is required to fully test whether
this trend is significant.

Table 23. Changes in mean BMQ belief scores between phase 1 and
phase 4 (n=13)
Medication beliefs identified via Beliefs
about medication questionnaire (BMQ)

Mean (SD)

General-Overuse at phase 1

9.21 (2.39)

General-Overuse at phase 4

8.23 (3.02)

General-Harm at phase 1

5.79 (1.42)

General-Harm at phase 4

5.85 (1.63)

Specific-Necessity at phase 1

20.00 (4.17)

Specific-Necessity at phase 4

21.46 (3.33)

Specific-Concerns at phase 1

12.43 (2.65)

Specific-Concerns at phase 4

12.38 (3.91)

Correlation between
values, Wilcoxon Z (Sig.)

-1.564 (p=0.118)

-0.262 (p=0.794)

-1.535 (p=0.125)

-0.256 (p=0.798)

Some participants’ BMQ scores changed greater than others between the two
study phases, therefore further analysis was undertaken. Table 24 shows
participants’ BMQ beliefs categorised as improved, same and worsened.
Improved category refers to reduction in the value of general-overuse,
general-harm and specific-concerns, and/or an increase in the value of
specific-necessity score. This analysis shows that despite study interventions
participant BMQ beliefs did not always change or improve over the study
duration. General-overuse and specific-necessity beliefs improved in 8
participants (61.5%), whereas there were more participants whose specificconcerns belief worsened over the study period. The data on the specificconcerns belief seem to contradict the mean value change as seen in Table
23. This is explained because the individual change in specific-concerns belief
score was greatest in those that improved (i.e. value reduced) relative to those
that worsened (i.e. value increased).
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Table 24. Changes in individual participant’s beliefs between phase 1
and phase 4 (n=13)
BMQ belief

Change in BMQ score between phases, frequency (%)
Improved

Same

Worsened

General-Overuse

8 (61.5)

1 (7.7)

4 (30.8)

General-Harm

5 (38.5)

3 (23.1)

5 (38.5)

Specific-Necessity

8 (61.5)

3 (23.1)

2 (15.4)

Specific-Concerns

4 (30.8)

3 (23.1)

6 (46.2)

4.4.1 Reliability and suitability of the BMQ
BMQ is a widely utilised measure of beliefs that has not been fully validated in
PAH. This section will examine the internal reliability of the individual
constructs using a Cronbach’s alpha of ≥0.7 to assign good reliability and
ascertain the suitability of the questionnaire in the study. This study was able
to check participants’ responses to the BMQ during the semi-structured
interview and highlighted a concern with the completion of BMQ in relation to
participants’ understanding of the questions and accuracy of completion. The
results showed that three participants had misunderstood questions and
stated the opposite to what they meant. This study was able to rectify the
results prior to analysis. There was not one specific question that led to
misunderstanding. One participant stated “I don’t like double negative
questions, as they always confuse me” [participant 18].
When all the questionnaires were analysed together (n=27), the test for
internal consistency demonstrated that only the specific-necessity construct
exceeded α ≥0.7 but was inadequate for other constructs as shown in Table
25. Detailed analysis of specific questions within the scales is contained in
Appendix 31.
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Table 25. Internal consistency of BMQ beliefs as calculated using
Cronbach’s alpha (n=14)
Belief

Alpha

Mean

Variation

SD

General-Overuse

0.680

8.741

7.276

2.697

General-Harm

0.495

5.815

2.234

1.495

Specific-Necessity

0.825

20.704

14.370

3.791

Specific-Concerns

0.565

12.407

10.558

3.249

The Likert-scale included the response uncertain which is scored as 3 when
analysed in SPSS. The uncertainty of answers and the wording of the Likert
scale were further analysed, showing that the word strongly used in the Likert
scale could be interpreted differently by participants. Participant 11 stated “I
mention strongly disagree when I want to scream and say that it is
wrong…when I am not that passionate then I would say disagree.” This
difference in how participants perceived the questions was not consistent
between the two time points therefore the clinical significance of the change
from agree to strongly agree was questioned. Examining the data differently
by grouping the responses into three categories of disagree + strongly
disagree, uncertain and agree + strongly agree provided outcomes that are not
affected by the above participant observations. Tables 26 and 27 showed that
when responses are not weighted and categorised either side of uncertain,
then the frequency of uncertain across all constructs is shown to be high in
phase 1 and reduces in phase 4 for all except general-harm beliefs. It is
difficult to interpret from the questionnaire as to whether participants were
hesitant to answer questions in phase 1 but became more certain of their
responses in phase 4, or that this was a true result of study interventions.
There were no noticeable differences in BMQ answers for any one question
between groups as seen in appendices Tables A31a and A31b. Comparative
statistical analysis couldn’t be conducted due to the low population size of the
groups; therefore, it cannot be stated whether a true relationship exists.
Tables 26 and 27 report responses to individual questions within a construct at
phase 1 and 4. The reader is pointed to the rows marked percentage of belief
to show the percentage of responses that fall into each column.
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Table 26. Frequency of individual BMQ responses between study phases
for general-overuse and general-harm beliefs (n=13)
Phase 1 (baseline) BMQ
Strongly
disagree +

Strongly
Uncertain

disagree

Doctors use too many

agree

Strongly
disagree
+

Strongly
Uncertain

agree +
agree

disagree

9

3

1

12

1

0

9

3

1

10

2

1

6

3

4

4

4

5

7

6

0

10

3

0

59.6

28.9

11.5

69.2

19.3

11.5

13

0

0

13

0

0

10

3

0

11

2

0

13

0

0

12

1

0

All medicines are poison

12

1

0

12

1

0

Percentage for belief

92.3

7.7

0

92.3

7.7

0

medicines

General-Overuse Beliefs

agree +

Phase 4 (end of study) BMQ

Doctors place too much
trust on medicines
If doctors had more time
with their patients, they
would prescribe fewer
medicines
Natural remedies are
safer than medicines

Percentage for belief
People who take
medicines should stop

General-Harm Beliefs

their treatment for a
while every now and
then
Most medicines are
addictive
Medicines do more harm
than good
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Table 27. Frequency of individual BMQ responses between study phases
for specific necessity and concern beliefs (n=13)
Phase 1 (baseline) BMQ
Strongly
disagree +

Strongly
Uncertain

disagree

agree +
agree

Phase 4 (end of study) BMQ
Strongly
disagree
+

Strongly
Uncertain

agree +
agree

disagree

My health at present
depends on my PH

1

2

10

0

1

12

2

3

8

1

4

8

1

3

9

1

2

10

2

1

10

0

1

12

2

4

7

0

2

11

12.3

20

67.7

3.1

15.4

81.5

12

1

0

9

3

1

8

1

4

7

0

6

8

5

0

12

1

0

11

0

2

11

0

2

11

2

0

13

0

0

5

6

2

8

2

3

70.5

19.2

10.3

76.9

7.7

15.4

medicines
My life would be

Specific-Necessity Beliefs

impossible without my PH
medication
Without my PH
medication I would be
very ill
My health in the future will
depend upon my PH
medication
My PH medication
protects me from
becoming worse

Percentage for belief
Having to take PH
medication worries me
I sometimes worry about

Specific-Concerns Beliefs

long term effects of my
PH medication
My PH medication is a
mystery to me
My PH medication
disrupts my life
I sometimes worry about
becoming too dependent
on my PH medication
These medicines give me
unpleasant side effects

Percentage for belief
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4.4.2 Correlation between BMQ and MARS
One of the study aims was to determine if a change in beliefs (BMQ) over the
study duration would influence the level of medication adherence (as
determined by MARS). The number of low-adherent participants (n=3) did not
enable comparisons between these study outcome measures. The three
participants who were assigned to the low-adherence group did not have
significant changes in beliefs over the study duration. Therefore, this study
cannot make any conclusion on the relationship between medication
adherence and beliefs.

4.4.3 Correlation between BMQ and duration of PAH condition
Analysis of the interview transcripts at phase 1 observed that those who had
lived with PAH for more than 5 years reported less depth of knowledge about
their disease and treatment than those who had been recently diagnosed. This
was not a surprise as the group with PAH for more than 5 years comprised
mostly of CHD and had gained knowledge from childhood with disease details
being forgotten over time. Comparing the BMQ data between dichotomised
groups depending upon whether they had PAH for <5 years versus ≥5 years
showed minimal difference between groups. Specific-necessity and generaloveruse beliefs were marginally lower in the group living with PAH ≥5 years.

Conclusion of section 4.4 demonstrated that there was no statistical difference
in BMQ between phase 1 and 4 following study interventions. The reasons for
there being no change is uncertain from the questionnaire. There was a trend
towards more positive specific-necessity beliefs and reduction in generaloveruse beliefs. But this needs to be balanced against the increase in specificconcerns beliefs. The validity of the BMQ is questionable in terms of
participants’ ability to correctly record their beliefs. It is unclear whether this
has been noted in other studies.
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4.5 Results from DASS-21 questionnaire
Participants’ emotional wellbeing was self-reported each month using the
DASS-21 questionnaire. Since the study duration exceeded the planned 365
days, the scores from the last three questionnaires prior to each study phase
were averaged per participant. This provided a total of 54 averaged DASS-21
scores that are displayed in Table 28. Total scores for each psychological
state (depression, anxiety, stress) were categorised into the following levels of
severity (normal, mild, moderate, severe, extremely severe). There was
minimal variation in scores over the study duration, with the majority of
participants reporting normal psychological state.

Table 28. Levels of psychological state throughout the study phases
Phase 1 n=15

Phase 2 n=13

Phase 3 n=13

Phase 4 n=13

No (%)

No (%)

No (%)

No (%)

11 (73.3)

10 (76.9)

9 (69.2)

9 (69.2)

Mild

1 (6.7)

2 (15.4)

3 (23.1)

2 (15.4)

Moderate

2 (13.3)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

2 (15.4)

Severe

1 (6.7)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Normal

10 (66.7)

10 (76.9)

10 (76.9)

9 (69.2)

Mild

4 (26.7)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

Moderate

1 (6.7)

2 (15.4)

1 (7.7)

2 (15.4)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1 (7.7)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1 (7.7)

Normal

12 (80)

12 (92.3)

11 (84.6)

11 (84.6)

Mild

1 (6.7)

0 (0)

1 (7.7)

0 (0)

Moderate

2 (13.3)

1 (7.7)

1 (7.7)

2 (15.4)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Depression

Normal

Extremely

Anxiety

Severe

Severe
Extremely

Stress

Severe

Severe
Extremely
Severe
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4.5.1 Reliability of DASS-21
This study was the second to have used DASS-21 in PAH. The tool was
tested for internal reliability of each construct using Cronbach’s alpha. As with
other measures in this study, reliability of the scale was judged when α≥0.7. A
total of 140 completed DASS-21 questionnaires were used in the analysis.
Data was captured as numerical scores rather than assigned to categories as
in Table 28. Data was treated as interval-scale in the analysis. Table 29 shows
the reported alpha for each construct. Details of each construct are reported in
Appendix 32.

Table 29. Internal consistency of DASS-21 subscale using Cronbach’s
alpha
DASS-21 sub-score

Alpha

Mean

SD

Depression

0.933

5.94

7.17

Anxiety

0.661

6.31

5.32

Stress

0.885

7.75

7.35

The reported alpha for both depression and stress constructs exceed 0.7,
therefore classifying each scale as being of acceptable reliability. Anxiety
construct scale was classified as borderline reliability. Analysis of individual
questions as reported in Appendix 32 casts doubt on the validity of the
depression and anxiety scales in this population. The reasoning is that one
question included in depression scale and three questions from the anxiety
scales mirror physical symptoms of PAH that may be unrelated to
psychological stressors. For example, the questions below are those that
participants scored the highest in terms of impact. It is uncertain whether they
had been scored high because of disease symptoms or a manifestation of
psychological stressors.
1. Depression scale: ‘I found it difficult to work up the initiative to do things’
2. Anxiety scale: ‘I was aware of dryness of my mouth’
3. Anxiety scale: ‘I was aware of the action of my heart in the absence of
physical exertion (e.g. sense of heart rate increase, heart missing a
beat)’
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4. Anxiety scale: ‘I experienced breathing difficulty (e.g. excessively rapid
breathing, breathlessness in the absence of physical exertion)’
Inter-item correlation matrix of the subscales provides an indication of the
impact of individual questions within the scale. If an item contributes
substantially to the scale, then a reduction in Cronbach’s alpha will be noted
when this item is removed. Appendix 32 contains tables for each of the
constructs showing item statistics of each question and inter-item correlation
matrix. Table A32b shows that if the question ‘I found it difficult to work up the
initiative to do things’ is removed from the depression scale then alpha is
substantially reduced from 0.933 to 0.526. Therefore, the depression scale is
heavily weighted by this question that could be related to PAH symptoms of
lethargy and tiredness.
The inter-item correlation matrix for the anxiety construct (Appendix 32 Table
A32f) does not show the same reduction in alpha if the above anxiety
questions in the scale are removed as it was already low α=0.661. Instead
three questions are susceptible to PAH physical symptoms making this
subscale unsuitable. The following example demonstrates this point using
information collected from 3-monthly study visits. Participant 1 was an outlier
for the anxiety scale and displayed a steady increase in anxiety scores over
the treatment phases. Her escalation to severe anxiety in phase 3 and then to
extremely severe anxiety in phase 4 was not due to anxiety but to an increase
in dryness in her mouth and greater awareness of her heart beat, both being a
symptom of her PAH.
Conclusion from this section is that the DASS-21 scale contains questions that
can be misinterpreted by the participant and the researcher to show changes
in psychological stressors that may instead be symptoms of PAH. The analysis
of the subscales shows only the stress scale to be reliable. Regardless of the
cause of patients answering some of the questions in a particular way, all
three scales remained relatively consistent over the treatment period, thereby
confirming that the confounding factor of mood on medication adherence was
absent during the study. This statement is further confirmed during each of the
study visits where there were very few noted indications of change in
psychological dysfunction. Similarly, the emotional wellbeing domain of the
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SF-36 questionnaire (Table 31) recorded a high percentage wellbeing score of
greater than 70% for all phases which further validates the participants’
responses as having stable mood. This triangulation of observations does
provide reassurance to the overall results, but it doesn’t indicate that the
DASS-21 tool was appropriate to the population.

4.6 Results from QoL questionnaires
The following section will examine the results from both the disease specific
QoL questionnaire (emPHasis-10) and the much broader non-specific SF-36
questionnaire. Internal consistency testing was not performed on the SF-36
questionnaire as analysis was undertaken using online RAND program
(RAND-HEALTHCARE) and this function was not available on the website.
Investigation of any possible correlation between the emPHasis-10 values with
physical parameters such as 6MWT and functional class was not undertaken
due to low number of participants in the study and minimal fluctuation of study
results. Test-retest reliability was not undertaken due to 3-month period
between data points.
The results showed minimal variation in participants’ QoL scores throughout
the study period as assessed by emPHasis-10 and SF-36, demonstrating
relative physical and mental stability of the study population.

4.6.1 Results from emPHasis-10 questionnaire
The unidimensional QoL questionnaire (emPHasis-10) contained ten
questions related to physical limitations of PAH. Total scores could range from
0 to 50, with a higher score denoting more impact on physical functioning. The
Likert type scale was treated as interval-scale for the purpose of analysis,
generating mean, mode values and SD for each phase. Each participant
completed one form for each study phase, with a total of 69 questionnaires
used in the analysis. Table 30 shows that the mean score for each study
phase did not change statistically over the study phases. However, it can be
seen that mean, median and SD for phase 4 was greater, with no explanation
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for this result. There was good internal consistency of the questionnaire with a
Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.948, mean=18.10, variance=131.06, SD=11.45.
One of the study aims was to test the relationships between QoL and disease
parameters. The functional class, 6MWT and NT-proBNP of all participants
who completed the study showed minimal fluctuation over the study period.
Coupled with the low number of participants it was felt that to test for a
relationship between disease parameters with QoL scales was unsuitable
given limitations of the analytic test.

Table 30. Frequency statistics of emPHasis-10 score over study phases

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation

Phase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

(n=16)

(n=14)

(n=13)

(n=13)

(n=13)

18.62

14.79

17.62

17.54

20.08

16

13

16

13

23

10.87

9.79

11.68

12.46

13.69

4.6.2 Results from SF-36 questionnaire
Participant scores for SF-36 were calculated using the RAND program. This
generated an individual domain score related to 100% good health. Therefore,
the closer the score to 100% the less impact that domain has on overall ill
health. The mean value and SD for each domain over each study phase are
reported in Table 31. Mean values of the scores and variance between
participants were relatively consistent throughout the study phases.
Table 31 shows emotional wellbeing domain remaining relatively high
throughout the study with a narrow variation in values. However, the impact of
PAH is mainly felt in physical domains and this is demonstrated with lower
mean values and wider variations amongst the study participants. Although
the values do vary between study phases there is no overall pattern of
change.
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Table 31. Mean scores and SD for SF-36 questionnaire domains
throughout study phases. Higher values denote better health (max 100)
Domain
SF-36 Physical Functioning
(SD)
SF-36 Role limitations due to
physical health (SD)
SF-36 Role limitations due to
emotional problems (SD)
SF-36 Energy/fatigue (SD)

SF-36 Emotional wellbeing
(SD)
SF-36 Social functioning
(SD)
SF-36 Pain (SD)

SF-36 General health (SD)

SF-36 Health change (SD)

Phase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

46.87

51.07

52.92

50.76

53.08

(25.55)

(23.87)

(25.74)

(26.91)

(26.34)

37.50

57.14

41.85

53.85

57.69

(35.35)

(37.25)

(37.99)

(40.63)

(46.08)

79.16

78.57

66.66

87.18

82.05

(38.25)

(38.36)

(40.83)

(32.03)

(32.25)

52.50

53.57

52.38

48.08

45.38

(14.94)

(21.88)

(19.61)

(23.23)

(25.04)

81.25

73.74

75.23

72.31

75.38

(14.06)

(17.79)

(16.64)

(21.38)

(18.82)

82.03

83.03

76.19

75.00

71.15

(22.81)

(22.26)

(21.93)

(27.95)

(20.02)

70.00

64.11

72.31

69.81

66.73

(25.95)

(23.57)

(25.89)

(21.66)

(20.70)

39.06

36.07

34.54

35.38

34.62

(18.37)

(15.83)

(18.36)

(20.46)

(18.98)

64.06

66.07

61.53

61.54

55.77

(27.34)

(23.22)

(16.51)

(24.18)

(20.80)

The conclusion from the QoL study data is that there were minimal changes in
emotional and physical wellbeing over the study phases. The use of
emPhasis-10 questionnaire would seem to be reliable from its high value of
alpha. Interpretation of SF-36 is more difficult and it was not possible to
undertake internal consistency testing of the questionnaire due to logistical
reasons. However, the SF-36 correlated with emPHasis-10 in that both
showed relative stability of parameters over the study period.

The quantitative results section did not provide sufficient evidence to meet all
the study aims. However, this study was experimental and was undertaken to
also test suitable tools to be used in a larger study. The data showed
interesting observations within the style of questionnaires and will make
recommendations on their suitability in similar studies. The following section
will review the qualitative results which provided a rich insight into participants’
medication-taking beliefs and behaviours.
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QUALITATIVE STUDY RESULTS
4.7 Overview of findings from semi-structured interview
Each participant was interviewed at phase 1 and phase 4 using an interview
guide and BMQ. Interviews took place at routine clinic visits or in participants’
homes. Interviews at home provided an opportunity to visualise participants’
medication-taking routines and record additional information in field notes. The
duration of interview was acceptable to all participants and enabled
exploration of all EHBM constructs. Mean interview times were 51 minutes for
phase 1 and 47 minutes for phase 4. Participant engagement was generally
forthcoming with one exception: Participant 19 was difficult to interview due to
his apathy towards his illness, which severely limited the depth of the
interview. Analysis of the transcript showed that the researcher spoke 64% of
the word count in an attempt to explore themes. This contrasted with
participant 5 who was typical of others, with the researcher speaking 17% of
the word count.
Interview transcripts were transcribed verbatim by medical secretaries and
checked for accuracy by two researchers.
Both researchers independently coded transcripts using SPSS 26 software
before agreeing on themes and study interventions. Inter-rater analysis
showed strong agreement in codes and generation of themes. The EHBM
constructs (barriers, benefits, cues to action, self-efficacy, severity,
susceptibility) were used as the initial framework for the analysis, and each
transcript was coded against these in sequence, with revision made to the
framework after each participant transcript. The findings generated an in-depth
review of participants’ medication-taking behaviours. Two new modifying
factors emerged from the analysis: trust and supportive networks. Supportive
networks included the external physical support that was provided, in addition
to the belief in support being present. Trust was shown to influence both selfefficacy and cues to action and was added as an important new construct
within the EHBM (Figure 18).
It was noted that participants’ depth and focus of data was very different
between phase 1 and phase 4 even though the same interview guide was
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used. It appeared that participants remembered prior discussion and did not
want to recap information already provided. However, what was coded in
phase 4 demonstrated in most participants an improvement in overall disease
and medication knowledge and more robust medication routines. Only the new
theme of mental health was identified in phase 4 data.
This section will be divided into the various EHBM constructs. Each construct
will be explored to demonstrate how it described medication-taking behaviour
within the study population; what interventions were recommended; and
whether beliefs changed in phase 4. This will provide additional data to answer
the main study objective on the impact of personalised interventions on
medication-taking behaviours.

Figure 18. Inclusion of two modifying factors (in bold) within the EHBM
framework.
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4.7.1 Theory-based interventions delivered to participants
Prior to describing each construct, it is important to understand the type of
interventions that were recommended to participants. These were agreed
between the two researchers aimed at addressing weaknesses within the
medication-taking routines and the presence of false or uncertain beliefs that
could lead to poor adherent behaviours. Individual beliefs are not shown in this
section due to their variety. However, 14 categories of interventions that were
delivered to 13 participants are shown in Table 32. Many of the interventions
were directed at multiple EHBM constructs. The table lists the participant study
numbers who received this category of intervention.

Table 32. Applied theory-based interventions used in the study
Interventions derived from semistructured interview at month 3

Number of
participants
recommended for (%)
N=13
5 (38.5)

Participants who
received this intervention

Use of medication compliance aid

2 (15.4)

1,11

Personalised information on disease and
drug treatment
Signposting to PAH websites / support
groups
Use of mobile phone medication reminder
application (Medisafe®)
Network of support

13 (100)

All participants

8 (61.5)

1,2,7,13,16,17,19,20

10 (76.9)

1,2,4,7,9,13,16,17,18,20

7 (53.8)

1,2,5,7,11,16,20

Medication travel advice

5 (38.5)

1,2,4,19,20

Benefit from Pharmacist advice post PAH
consultant clinic appointment

6 (46.2)

1,4,9,13,16,18

Provide PAH traffic light chart to highlight
current illness markers, and explanation of
results
Target the consequences of
irregular/missed doses
Use of emergency/mobile medication
supply, or medication ordering
Use of medication alert card for specific
PAH treatment
Dealing with stress

6 (46.2)

1,2,4,13,17,20

11 (84.6)

1,2,4,7,9,11,13,16,17,18,20

6 (46.2)

2,4,5,9,13,18

1 (7.7)

5

3 (23.1)

2,7,16

2 (15.4)

7,20

Medication rationalisation

Set realistic exercise goals
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1,2,4,13,20

Personalised information on disease and drug treatment was provided by the
researcher using both the Pulmonary Hypertension Association (PHA) patient
leaflets, and a short presentation containing disease diagrams and simplified
mechanisms delivered via iPad. Motivational counselling was used throughout
to empower participants. The researcher adjusted the detail of delivered
information depending on the interviewed participant. The level of engagement
with the information was felt by the researcher to be generally good with the
exception of participant 19 who failed to engage with the study interventions.
Delivered information covered many specific interventions, e.g. travel advice,
dealing with stress, signposting of websites.
The use of a medication compliance aid was provided to two participants who
were at risk of missing their lunchtime sildenafil dose. Similarly, six participants
were provided with emergency mobile medication to use if needed when away
from their homes.
The Medisafe® mobile phone app had been successfully used in local practice
prior to the study and was recommended to be installed for ten participants
who had displayed problems with taking medicines at specific administration
times.
Six participants found that PAH clinic appointments provided many
unanswered questions and required time to process information. The
intervention was to restructure these participants’ appointments so that they
received a 5-10-minute debriefing session post consultant consultation with a
pharmacist or a nurse, to ensure all information was correct and that no false
beliefs were generated. This intervention was not delivered to all due to clinic
logistics.

4.7.2 Results relating to barrier construct
In the context of this study, perceived barriers refer to participants’ assessment
of the obstacles towards taking medicines as prescribed. The phase 1
interview identified a total of 215 individual accounts of barrier beliefs coded to
this construct, which resulted in six themes under this construct that were
important in participants’ medication-taking beliefs and behaviours. Table 33
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lists the six themes relating to barriers at phase 1, along with subthemes. Due
to the large number of codes, the table only shows codes in the third column
that are of interest for later discussion. Appendix 33 shows an example of how
each barrier theme/subtheme/code related to one another. Stated numbers in
Table 33 indicate the frequency of participants the theme/subtheme/code
related to. It should be noted that numbers in the subtheme column may not
add up to the number in the theme column, as participants may have
contributed to more than one subtheme or code, or coded directly to the
theme/subtheme. For example, seven participants’ comments were directly
coded to the perceived medication complexity theme. Whereas, two
participant comments were first coded to intensity of IV subtheme, and five
participant comments coded to dose frequency subtheme. Where a theme
fully describes the participants’ comments then no subthemes or codes will be
shown. This is the case for public perception of medication taking which
describes participants’ beliefs about how others perceive PAH patients taking
their medicines.
The six themes were present in both phase 1 and phase 4 data and were
shown post analysis to be recognised barriers to taking medicines in other
studies. Themes from phase 1 will be analysed first, followed by specific
interventions, with phase 4 data being discussed at the end of each construct
section. Due to the high volume of data there is insufficient space to describe
all themes/subthemes/codes reported in the construct tables. The descriptions
will be limited to evidence that is thought to be of importance to the study’s
overall aims and objectives.
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Table 33. Phase 1 interview data coded to barrier construct [numbers
indicate frequency of participants]
BARRIER CONSTRUCT
Theme

Subtheme

Important codes to mention

Perceived medication

Intensity of IV [2]

Fear of mistake with IV drugs [1]

complexity [14]

Dose frequency [5]

Concerns about side

Concern linked to dose [2]

Perception of dose size [1]

effects [12]

Long term impact [9]

Fear of taking medicines [3]

Short term impact [7]

Unsure of long-term effects [6]

Worry on changing therapy

Rationalising side effects [4]

[5]
Perception of drugs as toxic [2]
Patients’ dose dilemma [3]
Disruption to
medication routine [13]

Changes to daily routine [7]

Not taking diuretic if driving [1]

Knock on effect of delayed

Delayed/missed medicine due to

doses [3]

forgetfulness [5]

Unreliable supply [3]

Taking medicines around work
commitments [2]
Time zones and taking medicines [3]

Knowledge [14]

Fear of prognosis [12]

Information doesn’t apply to me [6]

Receiving information [14]

Information overload [1]
Minimal knowledge [13]

Public perception of

No subthemes

No codes

Complexity of reminders [3]

No codes

medication taking [7]
Technology [3]

Theme: Perceived medication complexity
All participants in phase 1 (n=14) provided comments relating to perceived
medication complexity. Specific issues with dose frequency relating to the
midday dose of sildenafil was reported by five participants resulting in delayed
or missed dosing. None of the participants experienced perceived
consequences due to missed doses. Reasons for delay consisted of the belief
that the medicine needed to be taken with food; not being prompted by
symptoms; work pattern doesn’t allow; or routine being affected by other
factors.
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“Sildenafil is a little bit hard to remember all the time. And I would rather
have a one a day drug. But if it doesn’t come like that, I just have to suck it up
and take it three times a day.” [participant 2]
“…eh, that mid-day, that afternoon tablet one, erm I would say 90% of
the time I remember about it…” [participant 5]

Injectable iloprost is known to be a complex medication regimen (Hall et al.
2012) and this was confirmed by both participants 5 and 10 taking it.
Medication adherence to injectable iloprost was 100%, driven by the perceived
catastrophic consequence of missed doses. The fear of getting the infusion
dose wrong was voiced by both participants.
“Oh, it was off the scale. I was absolutely petrified…but like anything
else in life you, the more you do it the more you become used to it and it’s just
second nature now.” [participant 10]
“…You know I sort of thought I was giving a wee bit of medication and
stick it in. I haven’t realised that I had to make up and the complexities of
getting that you know, you know 6.1ml and it has to be very precise...”
[participant 5]

Theme: Concern about side effects
There was a perception that PAH medicines were toxic so expected side
effects should be tolerated. Participants feared changes in treatment due to
the concern that changing a medication regimen would destabilise the
equilibrium and lead to side effects or escalation of existing side effects.
Participant 4 was concerned over potential side effects.
“…I’ve taken it [macitentan] for nearly a year, but I feel that the drugs I
am taking have been tested yes, but they haven’t been used for an awfully
long time. So, I, I have a nagging doubt about that.” [participant 4]
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The perception of a dose was interesting in relation to susceptibility to side
effects. Participant 16 had previously tolerated a higher dose of sildenafil,
therefore was more likely to take a delayed dose very close to the next
scheduled dose as there was no fear of toxicity in doing so.
“…they actually had me on a higher dose to start with so that kind of
makes me aware that well it mustn’t do anything terrible.” [participant 16].

The risk of long-term side effects was linked to a perception that the disease
will take her well before the drug has chance to cause toxicity.
“…if I was 30 or 40 even but at 60 you know I just think, well you know,
I’m not going to worry if there is a wee side effect there like…” [participant 1]

The perceived relative potency of a medication influenced the belief in side
effects. One participant judged the potency of sildenafil to be high due to the
need to split the dose through the day. Whereas, another participant stated
that macitentan was very toxic so the occasional missed dose wouldn’t cause
problems.
“I do think it [macitentan] must be very toxic if I have to come back for
liver function test which does worry me a little bit… but macitentan I wouldn’t
be so worried about missing, I know that sounds very bad, but in my mind, that
is a very toxic drug and must last in your system for such a long time.”
[participant 2]

Theme: Disruption to medication routine
Disruption to medication routines was due to a variety of internal and external
factors, which led participants to delay taking the next dose or omit the dose
altogether. The study examined the robustness of medication routines and
identified vulnerabilities in prompting, supply and self-efficacy. It was shown
that the potential for unintentional nonadherent behaviours was less likely to
occur in participants who demonstrated robust medication routines, that relied
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on several prompts subsequently minimising unplanned disruptions. Only four
participants practiced a robust routine based around specific meals with
reminder alarms. The midday dose of sildenafil was the most cited dose that
led to delayed or missed doses.
“If I’m out doing something, I know it has to be done. Strange but I’m
more inclined to forget the afternoon one if I’m at home than I would if I’m out.
If I’m out it’s a trigger to remember to take the tablet because I have it with
me.” [participant 20]

The decision to take a delayed medicine required judgement based on prior
information and beliefs. The extent of the judgement was not understood prior
to the study and provided an interesting insight into the dose dilemma faced by
participants. Whatever the reason for a delay in medication taking, those that
remembered faced weighing the risks of taking the dose nearer to the next
dose interval versus the repercussions of not taking it at all. In this scenario
the belief constructs of susceptibility to toxicity versus the benefits of taking
were also introduced. Participants who did not believe the medicine was
necessary made the decision to skip the medicine more easily. In this scenario
the intervention was to correct the misinformation, by ensuring participants
were aware of the benefit of treatment and the correct instructions for when to
take delayed medicines. The following examples demonstrate the dose
dilemma on whether to delay or omit.
“…it was later in the evening and I thought well it’s too close to take it
because I’ll be taking another in a couple of hours. I’ll leave it as opposed to
taking two, usually, usually, sometimes I might just take it except the fact that
I’m taking another one in about 3 hours.” [participant 16]
“…provided I remember, I will take it, there’s not really a point, probably
if I were in bed and it was 10 o’clock at night I probably wouldn’t if I’d forgotten
all day but aside from that I would always take it no matter how late I
remember it. And if I felt it was really late then I might make the time I take it
the next day slightly later but aside from that again it’s not a regular
occurrence…” [participant 17]
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“…you know if I forgot about [sildenafil] I wouldn’t take the two, I’d be
afraid to take the two of them together but a good drink of water gets it into my
system and then half an hour later I’d take the other one...” [participant 1]

Two participants expressed worry over delayed doses, to the extent that the
participant would stay up very late to ensure enough gap was given between
doses. A minimum of 3 hours between doses was reported by these two
individuals.
There was an interesting belief on taking medicines when travelling long
distance and entering different time zones. Although expressed in only two
participants [2 and 4], it exposed an area of education which is not often
provided in educational material.

Theme: Knowledge
Baseline knowledge of PAH was poor despite having been provided in the
past with standard educational material. Having poor understanding of illness
and medication, impacted on other constructs that influenced medication
adherence. Six participants felt that educational information did not apply to
them, and one participant expressed the information as being overloaded.
There was an acceptance that additional education could be provided, if it was
“positive, and not all gloom and doom” as voiced by one participant. An
example of this barrier to obtaining information came from a participant who
felt healthcare professionals know everything so why should he. His closing
remark was:
“Too much [information] can be dangerous” [participant 19]

Not wanting to take ownership of the condition featured in those who could
delegate responsibility to their partner or healthcare team. This was mainly
through fear of the illness and prognosis. Participant 1 stated that her
avoidance of education was to reduce her anxiety levels and to minimise worry
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in her children. Her husband was delegated the responsibility for worrying and
informing others.
“…you [husband] can bluff the children better than what I can bluff
them…if you look something up on the internet it could tell you you’ve cancer.”
[participant 1]

Not understanding the purpose of the PAH medicine was surprising given the
emphasis placed by the clinical team during medication initiation. Although
information is provided in the form of approved PHA leaflets and websites,
some participants did not read or remember the material. A barrier to online
groups was the sense of doom and despair from reading others’ tragedies.
“…well it, the, knowledge can be dangerous. You’re only here on this
earth for a certain time and if I find out too much about how long I’ve got I don’t
want to know…” [participant 4]
“…and I am on different Facebook groups for PAH, so you see all the
time all these people and honestly it is depressing, because every day…. no
every week, maybe one of two of the people from the group die.” [participant
2]
“I did at the beginning go onto the websites; it scared the life out of me.
You know and ya I know that somewhere along the line this is going to take
me.” [participant 10]

Knowledge was a prominent theme in all the constructs and influenced many
factors that led to medication-taking behaviours. Within this study population it
became an essential target for interventions in all participants.

Theme: Public perception of medication taking
The barrier to taking medication in public appeared a minor inconvenience to
four participants, but major inconvenience in participants receiving either
intravenous therapy or continuous oxygen treatment. The beliefs in how others
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view them, was grouped under the theme public perception of medication
taking. Its influence on medication-taking behaviours was similar to disruption
to medication routines.
A factor that wasn’t anticipated was the high resistance to using oxygen
therapy in those who clearly required this form of treatment to ease daily living.
The perception of oxygen therapy was frightening to many participants as it
was perceived as “last line”, and “nearer the end.” Participant 20 was very
resistant to using oxygen in public and would risk being without this just to look
normal in public places. Another participant displayed strong barriers towards
oxygen therapy as it reinforced the severity of her illness.
“I see people sometimes in shopping centres and they’re walking about
with oxygen and you know these nose oxygen things and that you know which
sort of, I try and look the other way, I don’t even want to look at them. You
know, sort of blank it out.” [participant 11]

The embarrassment of taking tablets in public resulted in one participant
missing or delaying his treatment if he was not at home.
“…If it’s someone who doesn’t know I’d be very conscious of just taking
out a tablet and taking it. So, that would be a barrier in the sense that I’d think
well I’ll wait till I get home or plenty of times I’ve slipped off to the bathroom
and took it and then came back.” [participant 16]

Theme: Technology
The use of mobile phone reminders was used in several of the participants as
a means of strengthening their medication-taking routines. The reminders had
significant limitations as they were easily silenced and not always acted upon.
In two cases the alarms were disengaged due to annoyance of others. Three
participants stated aversion to the use of mobile phone reminders because of
the perceived difficulty in using them.
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Personalised interventions delivered to correct barrier beliefs
There was not one intervention that could correct the large number of barrier
beliefs expressed by participants. Instead improvement in knowledge was
focussed on concerns with medication side effects and why participants felt
embarrassed with certain treatments. Polypharmacy reviews were undertaken
to rationalise medication burden; this included changing sildenafil to tadalafil in
two participants and amending non-PAH medicines to suit medication
routines. As some participants found the midday dose of sildenafil difficult to
take, interventions focussed on the use of medication reminders and
emergency medication supplies to avoid missed doses. Specific advice was
provided to participants on deciding whether to delay or omit medication
following missed doses, which overlapped with travel advice. The object of
these interventions was to reduce physical and cognitive barriers thereby
improving participants’ ability to take their own medicines. Delegation of
medication routines to a caregiver was not recommended in this study.

Barrier Belief at phase 4
The success of educational sessions was variable with several participants
expressing little gain in knowledge over the study period. In some cases, it
was evident in the interview that no knowledge was gained due to low selfefficacy in being able to read and digest the provided written material. Several
participants stated in their phase 4 interview that they had gained little
knowledge, but it was clear that greater detail was contained in their answers
and they had expressed changes in beliefs and medication routines. This may
be indicative of lack of awareness of new knowledge. For example, participant
18 at phase 4 interview demonstrated increased knowledge within his
answers, but stated that he had “gained nothing more than what I knew a year
ago”. When asked to summarise his interventions later in the interview he
responded that in fact he did gain new knowledge.
“I think looking at it and listening to what we’ve spoke about and
different things has improved my understanding of the condition…” [participant
18]
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There appeared to be a reduction in barrier beliefs through trust in the
researcher. Participant 18 had built up trust with the researcher and it is clear
that the trust belief was a powerful motivator in applying study interventions to
overcome barriers. This participant also showed an increase in his BMQ
necessity construct.
“…has given me more of an insight, um, I think I’m a lot more kind of
tuned in for want of a better sort of thing you know…” [participant 18]

The ability of participants to engage affected the outcomes of interventions,
reinforcing the self-efficacy construct in EHBM. Participant 19 demonstrated
minimal engagement in the study and subsequently did not show changes in
beliefs, however his medication-taking routine was flawless due to delegation
of role to others. His partner who had read the educational material stated a
great improvement in her knowledge but was not recorded during the
interview.
“I know very little about PAH…I just don’t tend to think about my
condition…I keep going day by day and make the most of things.” [participant
19]
For those who had high engagement the benefits were greater.
“Oh god aye, I know more about it now, you know that you explained…“
[participant 1]

Understanding the importance of PAH medication (increased benefit and cues
to action beliefs), acting through high self-efficacy and trust led to a reduction
in barrier beliefs to medication-taking behaviours. For example, participants
who were recommended a separate emergency medication pill box, stated
that this helped them to reduce the occasions of delayed and missed doses of
medication. For instance, participant 11 stated an increase in her social
interactions and freedom away from home without worry of missing her
medicines. Simply understanding that a symptom was not due to a PAH
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medication reduced the fear of taking a medicine as described by participants
2 and 5.
“…No, I’d accepted it. I have to take them, so I just have to not worry
about the long-term side effects of it.” [participant 2]
“I think, you know, probably beforehand I was more worried you know,
the Iloprost seemed to be such a strong drug and you know what was it doing
to me. It still worries me, but I wouldn’t be worrying as much.” [participant 5]

Knowledge gained on the action of PAH medicines enabled several
participants to make informed choices on when to take delayed medication.
Rather than lead to an increase in missed doses, there was motivation to
amend medication routines to avoid delaying the dose in the first place. This
was evidenced by participant 9 who although still rated his PAH medicines
inferior to liver medicines, had improved his medication routine to reduce but
not eliminate missed doses. He still displayed issues with the lunchtime
medicine times being variable, but he understood the importance of minimising
delays.
“…I’ve got this on my person, I can take my tablets at the time I need to
take them.” [participant 9]

The success of the mobile phone reminder application (Medisafe®) was mixed
with participants gaining much-needed prompting of doses [participants
4,7,11,20], especially with the midday dose of sildenafil. Participant 20 was
initially resistant to using his mobile phone as a reminder in phase 1 interview,
but his adoption of this has eliminated delayed and missed doses.
“…the app triggers me to take the midday ones…I haven’t forgotten
since you put me onto the app…I passed that onto a friend of mine who also
has to take regular medicines.” [participant 20]
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Barriers to using the mobile phone application were due to the application
requiring an investment in time to get it working. Some participants didn’t feel
the need to invest the time.
“I tried that before and I didn’t find it in anyway reliable, not even
reliable, beneficial to me, it was more fiddly than it was worth.” [participant 2]
“I do not rely on technology…phone apps are not something I go for.”
[participant 17]

The education provided to participants contributed to increase in the uptake of
oxygen treatment, through overcoming the fear and embarrassment barriers.
Participant 1 who was averse to going out in public with her oxygen
concentrator felt less embarrassed when asked by strangers what she was
carrying, and she stated an improvement in wellbeing.
“That’s my lifeline. If I don’t have that with me, I’d be dead, so that is
my lifeline so it’s a nuisance but it’s a bit of an inconvenience, but I need it.”
[participant 1]

However, participant 11 did not change her beliefs on oxygen therapy and
remained averse to using the treatment.
“I wouldn’t like it [oxygen therapy]…it would restrict me getting out of the
house…I would be very self-conscious of walking about with it….I see people
with oxygen in shopping centres, with oxygen in the trolly and I am horrified.”
[participant 11]

Improvement in medication routines was noted in the majority of the
participants, which was the culmination of all belief constructs. Those who did
improve their routines displayed specific techniques which were developed
throughout the study as described by participant 5.
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“So I have my wee rhyme, I take my pains, my mains, my fat legs, my
extras and then the other two and that is just something I have in my head and
I set them out in those wee groups whenever I am doing it…” [participant 5]

Mental health was seen in phase 4 interview as being a new code within the
barrier construct to implementing change. Participants 13 and 16 provided
new data to support this code as hindering the adoption of techniques and
advice to correct their regimens. This has been observed in mental health
studies which will be discussed further.
Conclusion from the phase 4 interview data is that barrier beliefs were not
entirely amended through the study. It was evidenced that low motivation (low
self-efficacy) modulated the ability to accept and implement change. For those
who did implement recommendations there was an improvement in confidence
and more robust medication-taking routines.
“I have found the whole thing useful…better understanding of my
tablets...better understanding of the PAH…” [participant 11]

4.7.3 Results relating to benefits construct
All participants at phase 1 interview expressed benefit beliefs totalling 191
individual references from the interview transcripts. However, the strength of
these beliefs varied between participants, with some participants expressing
low perceived benefits from their PAH medicines. It was clear from the
transcripts that the derived benefit was closely linked to perceived faith in the
medicine and symptom reflection. The themes, subthemes and important
codes are shown in Table 34.
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Table 34. Phase 1 interview data coded to benefits construct [numbers
indicate frequency of participants]
BENEFITS CONSTRUCT
Theme

Subtheme

Important codes to mention

Faith in treatment [14]

Perceived relative

Cannot function without medicines

importance of medication

[14]

[14]
Additional benefits from

Combination treatment superior [4]

sildenafil [2]
Information is beneficial [2]

My life-line [4]

Limited lifespan of medicine

Medicines slow down progression [4]

[7]
Life would be impossible without
medicines [7]
Exclusive medicine [1]
Ranking of medicines [12]
Medicines on the back burner [1]
Three times a day more powerful [1]
Positive beliefs [12]
Negative beliefs [13]
Taking medicines regularly makes
them less effective [1]
Fear of not working [1]
Complex action so must work [1]
Symptom reflection

Life wouldn’t be impossible

Don’t feel any difference when taking

[12]

without my medicines [7]

[4]

Occasional missed dose
won’t hurt me [5]

Due to limited space within this thesis, the following results for the benefits
construct will only report on important themes, subtheme and codes of interest
to study’s main aims and objectives.

Theme: Faith in treatment
Faced with an incurable condition and the prospect of organ transplantation,
both positive and negative faith in treatment was seen in participants
generating 155 of the 191 references. The word faith was felt to better
describe patients’ feelings (emotions) of perceived benefits. Within the theme
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there are several subthemes and codes or interest which require mention in
the following section. Faith in treatment was influenced by the trust in the
healthcare team, with some participants demonstrating hierarchical views on
only trusting the consultant rather than junior doctor or a nurse. Faith in
treatment was a large theme that encompassed important subthemes such as
perceived relative importance of medicines, the limited lifespan of medicines
and the ranking of medicines based on the experienced side effects and/or
clinical symptoms. An interesting code related to the perceived potency of
PAH medicines based on dose frequency. Participant data to support this
theme will be analysed below.

Subtheme: Perceived relative importance of medication
Data from the interview transcripts demonstrated the high importance of PAH
medicines, as voiced by participant 13. Whereas participant 11 summed up
her belief in the usefulness of tadalafil:
“With the medication it’s it’s kinda like, it’s like my fuel.” [participant 13]
“I think it’s because I take it [tadalafil] first thing in the morning so it sorts
of kick starts my day.” [participant 11]

Although knowledge about the PAH medicines was poor at baseline,
participants generally ranked PAH medicines above all other medicines in
terms of importance. The uncertainty of PAH led to participants’ perceived
benefit ranging from the belief that PAH medicines delay progression, to
complete faith in medicines preventing death. Due to the heterogenicity of
PAH it is often difficult to give participants an accurate prognosis, therefore
participants are left to build this belief influenced on experienced symptoms
(symptom reflection). The experienced symptoms and side effects provide
variable beliefs regarding the relative importance of treatment. For example, a
common theme amongst participants was that side effects prove the
medication is working, and therefore accept mild side effects.
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“…tadalafil made me feel rubbish because of side effects but the side
effects kind of proved something was going on, so that was my only reason it’s
the one where I could feel something was happening…” [participant 17]

Ranking of medicine was an interesting code within the subtheme which will
be discussed further. Participant 17 reinforced her previous statement in
accepting side effects, ranking tadalafil as most important as “it gave me side
effects, so must be very powerful.” Ambrisentan was ranked as second
important by participant 17 as “it costs more.” Two participants [participants 17
and 18] mentioned the high cost of medicine in their ranking. Participant 18 felt
he was receiving an exclusive medicine and had respected the healthcare
team for obtaining bosentan in a financially restricted healthcare system,
quoting “the first time around the funding was actually declined. He had fought
for it. And got it.” Having a strong belief in the importance of the PAH
medicine is suggested in the EHBM to enhance adherence. Field data from
the interview and audio recording showed that participants were more certain
in their answers when discussing importance of medicines, therefore
demonstrating greater emphasis of this construct in their medication beliefs. It
was expected that those who had a strong benefit belief in their medicine
would have a robust medication routine to ensure they always take their
medicine. However, this did not seem to be true, demonstrating the difficulty in
predicting medication adherence from one construct.
The ranking of medicines code within the importance of medication subtheme
appeared to have been influenced by the relative order in which medicines
were initiated. For two participants the ranking was simply due to being on the
medicine the longest.
“I have been on this [sildenafil] from the very beginning.” [participant 20]
“Emm well just because before that I had nothing…” [participant 13]

Another belief that reinforced the previous statement came from participant 7.
His belief was formed as a childhood memory based on prognosis. He had
been informed that lung and heart transplant would be needed within 10 years
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of diagnosis. Having exceeded this time point he has faith that the treatment is
keeping him steady, ranking the PAH medicines very highly. He is reluctant to
change to other therapies.
“…Well I just feel that obviously I’m still relatively good health and, you
know, haven’t needed my transplant yet. So, I do feel, you know, they must
be helping a bit and that’s, you know, that’s why I’ve agreed with it” [participant
7]
Participants who were using continuous oxygen therapy stated that they
benefitted enormously and placed high importance on this treatment.
Participants 1 and 10 were comfortable to use the oxygen within their own
homes but did not want to be seen in public due to embarrassment. This
limited their social interactions. Participant 1 stated several times in her
transcript the importance of oxygen.
“…the tablets are probably you can’t do without them nether, but the
oxygen is your lifeline.” [participant 1]

Subtheme: Limited lifespan of PAH medicines
Worry about the progressive nature of PAH hindered participants’ belief in the
longer-term benefits of treatment.
“…Sometimes you are given a drug and to have an expectation that it is
going to do…. doctor tells you that it definitely going to work, and it doesn’t
work.” [participant 2]

Participant 17 provided an account of misalignment in understanding of
medicines. As she felt no effects from the medicine then she couldn’t
understand why the medicine was still required. Understanding why a
medicine is given was provided as an intervention to this participant.
“… it links back into the medication I was on when I was little, I didn’t
really see why there was so much focus on them.” [participant 17]
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Losing faith in treatment was experienced by one participant as her illness
progressed towards transplantation. Her reliance upon iloprost infusion meant
that she believed the oral treatments had failed her and therefore more likely
to be missed.
“…you know that medicines can cure everything, can you know if you
take this medicine then you would be OK. Well I know for a fact that’s not the
case because I now need a transplant…” [participant 5]

Theme: Symptom reflection
The perception of symptoms and how they respond to treatment featured in
benefits, susceptibility and cues to action EHBM constructs and resulted in
both intentional and unintentional nonadherent behaviours. This theme is
comprised of symptom interpretation that led to conscious acts of medication
omission and the perceived symptoms resulting from delayed or omitted
doses.
Most participants at phase 1 had a basic understanding that high blood
pressure in the lungs requires PAH medicines to lower it. Therefore, it was
logical for some participants to interpret hypotension (feeling of lightheadedness, severe headache or simply a measured blood pressure reading)
to be the result of too much medication, resulting in a conscious decision to
lower or omit dose of medicine.
“…you just don’t know, some days you can take it [sildenafil] great and
then some days your body’s not working with the medication or I don’t know
why it is or else it is I just have low blood pressure anyway and I might just
skip the 25 [mg] at night…” [participant 13]

Symptom reflection could also be seen positively as a prompt to take
medicines. This occurred when the symptom was highly sensitive to the
delayed medicine. An example of this behaviour was provided by participant 1
who received most of her medicines in the morning. If the morning medicines
were delayed then the omission of lansoprazole led to heartburn in the
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afternoon, therefore prompting to take medicines. Participant 1 also gave an
example of a leaking oxygen tube during the night which led to her becoming
severely oxygen decompensated and tachycardic. The worry of this happening
again was remedied using a Fitbit® monitor to alert her to rising pulse levels.
She had learnt the physiological signs of decompensation (tachycardia) and
therefore put in place an action.
Experiencing decompensation can be worrying for patients, especially when it
is sudden and unexpected. Participant 5 had experienced a life-threatening
episode related to a faulty tube leading to leakage of intravenous iloprost,
making her unwell. This implanted the belief of iloprost being highly potent.
Occasional omission of sildenafil or macitentan without repercussions
lessened the importance of these oral medicines in this participant. However,
when she omitted macitentan for one week she experienced worsening of
symptoms, thereby providing a time limit on how long the medicine could be
delayed for.
“…so I stopped taking it [macitentan] and within about a week I was
blacking out again, so I know that that is obviously a powerful drug…”
[participant 5]
“…Erm, I wouldn’t notice if I missed to take sildenafil during the day, I’m
sure you know if I continued to miss it, I mean obviously I’m missing a third of
the sildenafil I’m meant to have. But it would be more the pain medication that
I would, I would notice…” [participant 5]

Seven participants stated that their life wouldn’t be impossible if the PAH
medicines were stopped. This belief was stated in participants whose
symptoms were mild when diagnosed, or had lived with PAH since childhood,
or there was a perceived minimal physical response to medicines.
Experiencing little noticeable change in symptoms was also noted to be
related to both perceived importance of the medicine and the risk of
complications when delayed or omitted. An example of this was participant 16
who did not feel any beneficial effects from medicines on his PAH symptoms
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therefore ranked these lower than a non-PAH medicines. Although the
beneficial effect of sildenafil on erectile dysfunction were noted.
“…I didn’t see any massive jump from where I was before and after, the
actual biggest effect it would have on my life is that side effect we mentioned
that is a beneficial one…” [participant 16]

Participant 17 had been initiated on PAH medicines since early childhood and
therefore had matured with the medicines being prescribed. As she does not
feel any different in adulthood, she questions the use of the medicines.
Analysis of interview data contradicted her completed BMQ when scoring high
necessity construct.
“…even when I started taking them I didn’t feel I was in some kind of
major decline, so again I am certain because I know that, I know it to be true
that I need them but at the same time it doesn’t always feel like it.” [participant
17]
Participant 19 had felt some improvement in his symptoms after starting
sildenafil, but his belief in the extent that the drug would improve his illness
was highlighted when asked whether he would feel deterioration if sildenafil
was stopped.
“…I would be, to a certain degree unwell, but before I started it I was
surviving but you know if they have other medicines then what they could use,
if you know what I mean, but just how long I’d last you know without it…”
[participant 19]

Subtheme: Three times a day medicines are more powerful
Sildenafil was the most prescribed PAH medicine. Thrice a day frequency led
to generation of beliefs regarding the correlation between dose frequency and
potency. These beliefs came from participants’ knowledge that a drug needs
to be spaced out if it is very potent or toxic.
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“…it’s because when you take three a day you think I must really need
them.” [participant 1]

Taking the sildenafil doses too close together was perceived as leading to
toxicity. Participants stated that these beliefs were acquired from education
and information leaflets. There was a variation in what was the safe minimum
time between doses and this varied between 30mins and 6 hours. Participant
2 relied on a mobile phone alarm to take midday dose. Failure to do this led to
moving the later doses to keep at least a minimum of 6 hours, to avoid side
effects.
“…that just make sure that it really only happens or in her [nurse’s]
experience it has happened to somebody who has been taking sildenafil too
close together and not spaced it out. That is why I am very concerned to
always spacing it out to at least six…eight hours if possible, but at least six
hours.” [participant 2]

Overall, the belief in the medicine’s efficacy appears to be a factor in
participants’ commitment to establish reliable and robust medicine routines.
Although there may be good intention (self-efficacy) to take the medicine,
testing out the repercussions of poor compliance can have a powerful effect
on the appreciation of the medicine. Participant 18 stated that he does take his
medicines most of the time, but when he forgets, he is not worried because
this happened to him before without any repercussions.
“Erm, I don’t, I don’t feel any better or any worse, erm, certainly when I
miss a dose my health doesn’t disintegrate, erm I just try and pick up the dose
along the line or whatever. I don’t collapse, I don’t, I don’t go long enough
without taking the medicines.” [participant 18]

Personalised interventions delivered to correct benefit beliefs
Interventions were delivered through education sessions to highlight the
benefits of treatment and the repercussions of omitted/delayed doses. It was
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clear that participants ranked the importance of medicines based on
symptoms and side effects. Therefore, the education ensured participants
understood what symptoms related to disease or drug.

Benefit belief at phase 4
Perceived benefits of PAH treatment generally increased over the study
duration, but there was also an increasing concern over the limitations of
treatment. As severity belief increased there was a subsequent increase in
benefits of treatment. The benefits beliefs were influenced by trust in the
researcher.
Even though education was provided on the benefits of treatment, some
participants still believed that not feeling any symptoms of PAH denoted a
stable and improving condition. Trusting the sources of information was
important to rationalise the facts. Participant 4 trusted a comment from nursing
staff when starting treatment stating that his form of PAH is different and not
as aggressive as others. His BMQ specific-necessity and concerns scores
reduced by phase 4 indicating a change in his beliefs. He understood the
benefit of the medicines but would now be keen to try to de-escalate treatment
under medical supervision. Participant 7 did not engage with the study
interventions and still held his low benefit beliefs in PAH medicines due to his
stable disease. When asked about the repercussions of stopping PAH
treatment his belief was an increase in symptoms only.
“I imagine I would get a lot tireder and um just more fatigued and tired.”
[participant 7]

At the end of the study there was a trust relationship between participants and
the researcher, which led to previous medication behaviours being disclosed
in greater detail. Although participants had a belief in the benefits of treatment,
most had experienced periods of occasional missed or delayed medication
taking with no repercussions. This belief in consequences of omitted
medicines still persisted by phase 4 despite interventions.
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4.7.4 Results relating to cues to action construct
The study identified 75 individual accounts of cues to action in all study
participants at phase 1. The main themes and subthemes are listed in Table
35. Due to overlap of participants’ comments between multiple constructs this
section will analyse themes and subthemes which reflect the essence of the
cues to action construct and have not previously been analysed. For example,
internal cues such as pain and heartburn which belong to the symptoms
prompt action theme have been described under symptom reflection in
benefits constructs. Therefore, several subthemes or codes will not be
displayed in the results section. Goal setting was a powerful focus as
described by two participants who set themselves a certain family event or
milestone. Although this encouraged engagement in self-reported activities
their medication-taking routines displayed vulnerabilities indicating that cues
are not necessary acted upon, or that participants did not possess the
knowledge on how to act. Cues to action was strongly linked with self-efficacy
beliefs.

Theme: Fear of repercussions
Although only expressed by 6 participants, this fear was the realisation that by
not doing something there would be a negative effect on the participant. This
belief included the fear of having no medication, thereby reinforcing the need
to organise prescriptions more carefully. The reason why this belief was so
prevalent was that PAH medicines are usually hospital only medications to
which participants perceived to be difficult to acquire. Participant 5 feared the
risk of infusion pump failure, therefore had acquired extra pumps in case of
failure. Remaining acceptable for organ transplant was a fear expressed by
participant 5. Therefore, she complied with her painkillers, PAH medicines and
antiemetics to ensure she remained in a state of permanent readiness.
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Table 35. Phase 1 interview data coded to cues to action construct
[numbers indicate frequency of participants]
CUES TO ACTION CONSTRUCT
Theme

Subtheme

Important codes to mention

Fear of repercussions

Fear of medication shortage

Infusion pump failure [1]

[6]

[3]
Being ready for transplant
[1]

Influence of others [8]

Influence of researcher [4]

Comparison with others [1]

Caregiver prompting [3]
Complying with healthcare
team [2]
Prompts to medication-

Making up weekly medicine

Compliance box reminds me I have

taking routine [13]

packs [2]

taken medicines [1]

Medication taking linked to
activities [9]
Alarms and reminder [5]
Carrying mobile medicines
[4]
Self-monitoring [5]

Symptoms prompts action

No code

[4]
Setting goals [2]

No subtheme

No code

High cost of medicine

No subtheme

No code

[2]

Theme: Influence of others
It is widely noted in the literature that prompting by healthcare professionals
encourages medication adherence, but this is often temporary due to not
correcting other factors. The influence of the researcher was described by four
participants. However, it is uncertain whether this was due to the engagement
with the researcher or due to the monthly reminder whilst completing study
questionnaires.
“…you’re making me face it more than anything, this questionnaire
making me……face it and rationalise it more than I’ve ever done. I don’t know
if I’ve ever you know had as much in-depth thought about it…” [participant 13]
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“…one of the things I will say that’s on tape….you are probably the first
person Michael in all of this, that have took time with me, and has went
through what each medication…you know that was probably the first time in
fifteen years that anyone has actually spent time with me…” [participant 18]

Theme: Prompts to medication-taking routine
Thirteen participants used some form of prompt or reminder as part of their
baseline medication-taking routines, generating 36 individual examples.
Medication compliance aids were used in 8 participants at baseline.
Participants expressed three separate reasons for using compliance aids: to
decant the medicines into a smaller container and place in a suitable location;
to prevent forgetfulness to take medicines; and as a means of providing a
mobile supply of medicines to take with them in case of changes in daily
routines. The use of mobile phone reminders helped participant 19 to take his
medicines:
“I just have my phone set for a midday one and just first thing in the
morning and last thing at night.” [participant 19]

Mobile phone reminders were simple alarms set to a certain time, but these
were judged by the participants to be unreliable as they were too easily
cancelled and forgotten about and kept no record of medicine being taken.
Routines generally occurred around mealtimes or after daily tasks.
Physiological prompts provided a mechanism of knowing whether medicines
were taken and shared codes with symptom reflection in benefits belief. These
included the feeling of pain due to delayed analgesics which were taken with a
participant’s PAH medicines [participant 5]; not experiencing the increased
urination throughout the day that confirmed the morning diuretic had not been
taken [participant 7].
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Personalised interventions delivered to correct cues to action
Information was provided on the signs and symptoms of PAH to ensure
participants could link changes in disease markers and side effects with taking
PAH medicines. The introduction of the PAH risk assessment chart (Galiè et
al. 2016) to six participants was to provide a visual way of tracking progress in
those who did not feel the effects of PAH. Seven participants became
registered to the PHA UK charity which sent a regular emPHasis magazine.
The recommendation for the mobile phone application was to provide a
regular cue to action in those whose medication routine was not robust.

Cues to action construct at phase 4
The use of the mobile phone application provided a new cue to action to
several participants with good effect. Other technology, such as blood
pressure and pulse monitors, was used less due to ongoing counselling by the
researcher on the signs and symptoms of the disease and medicines.
Participant 2 stated that she now feels less reliant on technology and stopped
over monitoring. On the other hand, participant 1 gave a negative comment
about receiving regular information.
“I read the pulmonary things that they sent me and I just believe that
there’s no point in me sitting here worrying and saying I’m going to die in two
years cos’ we’re all gonna die and could be hit by a bus tomorrow.” [participant
1]
The influence of the researcher and study questionnaires were voiced by
participants as strong cues to action: “…during the study it just kind of makes
you think more, you know and then you’re asking and then you’re thinking
have you done your, did you take your meds right this month, you know what I
mean and it kind of brings you to more focused about yourself…” [participant
13]
Overall, the number of cues to action increased over the study period, possibly
related to regular clinic visits and the role of the researcher. The use of the
intervention schedules also prompted participants to review their own health
and medication routines.
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4.7.5 Results relating to self-efficacy construct
Self-efficacy towards medication-taking behaviours occurred in all participants
with 152 coded examples as shown in Table 36. Since self-efficacy is
concerned with one’s ability to perform a behaviour then many of the
examples have already been described in earlier constructs. Only new themes
and subthemes will be described in this section. Participants’ comments were
coded to positive and negative self-efficacy themes as shown in Table 36, and
in some cases describe opposite responses to the same phenomenon. For
example, the code spacing out doses and pushing back times described the
negative beliefs relating to delayed doses and the low confidence to adjust the
medication routine within a limited timeframe. The opposite to this belief was
patients’ dose dilemma code under the positive self-efficacy theme, where
responses demonstrated correct beliefs and actions to medication-taking
dilemmas. Both these self-efficacy beliefs complement the barrier construct
also named patients’ dose dilemma.

Table 36. Phase 1 interview data coded to self-efficacy construct
[numbers indicate frequency of participants]
SELF-EFFICACY CONSTRUCT
Theme

Subtheme

Important codes to mention

Negative self-efficacy

Delegation of responsibility

Spacing out doses and pushing back

[12]

[3]

times [5]

Feeling that missing

Timing of medicines isn’t important

medicines is not harmful [5]

[5]

Timing of medicines [9]
Positive self-efficacy

Determination [10]

To be independent [6]

[14]

Using technology to monitor

Ownership of IV therapy [1]

and as a reminder [4]
Perceived control [3]

Seeking knowledge [2]

Following instructions [11]

Always carrying emergency supply
[4]

Making own judgements [11]

Determined to tolerate medication [4]

Medication-taking routine [3]

Patients’ dose dilemma [7]
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Participants expressed a variation in their ability to take medicines which was
based on prior knowledge and their ability to make judgements upon missing
or delaying medicines as has already been described. The following examples
demonstrate participants’ attitude to medication routine from the simple routine
to the difficulty of administering iloprost infusion.
“…no, it’s not difficult at all to take them it’s just a matter of firing
(participant starts to laugh) the tablets down my neck…” [participant 9]
“…I just have a rhythm. I just have to get up, do my walk, get home,
shower, breakfast, tablets, car, work…” [participant 18]
“…the main ones they’re all taken first thing in the morning and I have a
calendar alert on the phone and on the Fitbit, which vibrates which makes sure
I’m aware of the time and the need to take them…” [participant 4]
“…it’s just like getting up and part of your morning routine like getting
showered you know it’s something I do, this is me. This is part of me and this
has to be done [Iloprost infusion], yes, some mornings you get up and you
think uck here we go again you know but most of the time it’s just automatic.”
[participant 10]

Participant 19 provided an insight into his previous poor medication-taking
routine based on his inability to cope with frequent changes in medicines.
Delegating the role for organising changes in medicines to his community
pharmacist, led to a robust unit dose dispensed pill pack. Although this
participant had minimal knowledge of PAH his routine in taking medicines
improved significantly. This example demonstrates that knowledge is not
required for good medication compliance.

Theme: Negative self-efficacy
Twelve participants displayed a total of 34 negative self-efficacy beliefs and
behaviours, mainly relating to the timing of medication dosing and delegation
of responsibility.
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A common observation from phase 1 data was that the lack of consequences
from delayed or omitted medicines did not always lead to participants trying to
improve their medication-routine. One participant felt that missing the
occasional dose “doesn’t matter in the bigger picture”. It was noted that most
medication regimens failed to prevent delayed or omitted midday doses of
sildenafil. This has implications for other medicines taken three times a day or
at specific times. This led to the dilemma of whether to omit or take later dose
of the medicine.
“…it’s the middle one and I might get home and if it’s 8 o’clock at night
and I haven’t taken it yet, I’m thinking well it might be too late to take now
because I’ll be taking another in a couple of hours and then I’ll leave it just.”
[participant 16]

Participant 18 had overcome the problem with delaying or missing his
lunchtime sildenafil, by deciding to take two tablets in the morning and one at
night, thereby managing to take the prescribed number of pills each day. This
poor compliance behaviour would not be identified via pill counts.
Being able to verify that a dose had been taken was identified as both a barrier
and as a negative self-efficacy belief. This led participant 11 to occasionally
take a double dose of medicine if she was unsure if taken.
“…I was actually asking people in the house, did you see me taking
that tablet, because I couldn’t remember because it had just become so much
a part of my routine where you just lifted it and took it but whether you took it
or not you couldn’t remember.” [participant 11]

Theme: Positive self-efficacy
Many of the participants were determined to not let the condition control them
and displayed resilience against worsening symptoms. This led to participants
displaying beliefs that reinforced the need to take PAH medicines to prevent
disease deterioration.
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“I feel that when you let it take over you’ve had it (researcher says ok)
it’ll take you quicker…you almost fight it.” [participant 10]

The positive self-efficacy beliefs were: ensuring medicines were always
received on time; that an emergency supply was located elsewhere in case of
change in circumstances; and a determination to tolerate the side effects.
“…if in the evening we happen to be out at that time I carry a little
container with a spare one with me just in case I’m I’m not where the rest of
them are so I can take it when I’m outside…” [participant 4]

Personalised interventions delivered to correct self-efficacy construct
The use of motivation counselling emphasised the importance of participants
in being able to take an active role in their healthcare. The counselling
stressed the benefits of investing time into further reading and through
amendments in their medication-taking habits. The use of the action plan with
study interventions was aimed at reinforcing participants’ ability to undertake
the tasks and achieve set goals.

Self-efficacy construct at phase 4
Participants who engaged with the study action plan had an increased
awareness of the consequences of their medication-taking actions. However,
not all participants engaged with the action plan and this reflected poor selfefficacy. Participant 1 fully engaged with her ability to amend the oxygen flow
rate as per her symptoms.
The requirement to complete monthly study questionnaires acted as a prompt
in participant 5. This participant also displayed high goal setting and was able
to carry out tasks with ease.
Participant 9 had received a new compliance box as part of cues to action
interventions. However, he stated that motivation to fill the box in advance is
still a challenge that is influenced by external stressors.
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“…Oh yeah, oh yeah, that had definitely been a very positive thing, um
the only thing is, motivating myself to preload them, because things have got
so hectic the past couple of months since mum died um, I have fallen back to
daily basis final, whereas before I had got into a nice routine of doing them
weekly, or once or twice, or even done it fortnightly.” [participant 9]
Although participant 17 did not improve her medication routine by phase 4,
she highlighted the benefit of new information sources as part of the action
plan and now utilises these education sources when something isn’t quite
right.
A new self-efficacy theme in phase 4 was the impact of mental health on
taking medicines. Participant 13 explained that her mental health problem had
impacted on her ability to adjust to a new regimen (i.e. low motivation). This
had remained constant throughout the study as shown in her DASS-21
questionnaires. Her significant mental health problem and other stressors
prevented her full engagement in the action plan and limited the impact of the
interventions. Her low ability to motivate herself to utilise the study information
was shown in the statement, “you’ve given me the literature to read which I’m
going to do.” At phase 4 she incorrectly summed up the study aims as
measuring the “impact of PAH on working mothers”, rather than aiming to
improve her own medication understanding and adherence.

4.7.6 Results relating to severity and susceptibility constructs
Both researchers found that there was an overlap between susceptibility and
severity beliefs therefore they have been described together in this chapter.
The themes are shown in Tables 37 and 38. There were 132 references made
to severity, and 77 to susceptibility in phase 1.
Perceived severity and susceptibility of disease sits within the illness-related
factor in WHO 2003 five dimensions in medication adherence, and were
shown in the study to be strongly influenced by the participants’ knowledge
level about their illness. Participants’ judgement to take or amend a dose was
shown to be influenced by perceived importance (ranking) of illness and
medication. Participants who felt that their condition could be managed without
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medicines had a greater potential for nonadherent behaviours as predicted by
the EHBM. Because many of the codes are shared by other constructs and
have already been discussed, this section will describe new themes,
subthemes and codes originating from these constructs.
Table 37. Phase 1 interview data coded to severity construct [numbers
indicate frequency of participants]
SEVERITY CONSTRUCT
Theme

Subtheme

Important codes to mention

Accepting facts [13]

Accepting and coping with

Relief of diagnosis [1]

prognosis [5]
Understands severity and

Needing to know disease status [2]

always on mind [4]
Understands severity but

Shock of diagnosis [6]

doesn’t want to know or
delegates to others [4]
Plays down condition [5]
Changing medicine,

No subtheme

Apprehensive of clinic visits [1]

No subtheme

Not cancer [1]

disease progression
[7]
Comparing with others
[2]

Table 38. Phase 1 interview data coded to susceptibility construct
[numbers indicate frequency of participants]
SUSCEPTIBILITY CONSTRUCT
Theme

Subtheme

Important codes to mention

Susceptibility to

Perception of medication

Have perceived control over

adverse effects [12]

being very potent [2]

minimising side effects [4]

Living with adverse effects

Complications of medication regimen

[10]

[1]

Fear of getting infection [3]

Fear of pump failure [1]

Uncertainty of symptoms [7]

Uncertain cause, uncertain future [1]

Susceptibility to
complication and
symptoms [13]

Focus on perceived worst
comorbidity [8]
Missing a day or two in the
scale of things [6]
Obsession to monitor [2]
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Code: Shock of diagnosis
Receiving a diagnosis of a rare condition led to mixed emotions due to lack of
information on internet.
“…I still have no idea whether it’s going to affect my life expectancy or
not.” [participant 4]
“…there’s probably people who would see this as a serious thing but to
me it’s not and then to someone else who’d have my condition or something
worse again, you know, so it is all relative…” [participant 16]

This study showed that participants were in three groups depending on their
acceptance of the condition: those that were accepting the diagnosis and were
coping; those that understood the severity and did not cope; and those that
understood the severity but didn’t want to know or delegated to others. Three
participants expressed the relief in finally receiving a diagnosis due to being
passed from one doctor to the next. Participant 1 stated “at least it isn’t
cancer” showing her poor knowledge about PAH and the common belief about
the severity of cancer. The uncertainty of PAH affected participants’ QoL and
lack of control.
“I suppose not acknowledging that there is something wrong with me. I
don’t want it to ever control me, but I know it will at some point, and that really
scares me, but at this moment in time I feel…. I don’t feel I have any of control
over it, I know I have no control over it.” [participant 2]

Another participant was quite pragmatic and initially thought oral treatment
would cure the condition; “all you do is pop a couple of Viagra and you will be
fine.” [participant 5]

Theme: Changing medicines, disease progression
Quantitative data showed that 56.3% of participants experienced daily side
effects which were mild to moderate in two thirds of that group. The qualitative
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data showed that susceptibility and severity of side effects was reported by
participants as a reason for fearing changing therapies. The knowledge of the
potential toxicity of PAH medicines provided a barrier to dose amendments. It
was also perceived that changes in medication were a sign of disease
progression which caused anxiety as described by participant 2.
“…he started me on this [macitentan]..,to give me more aggressive
therapy. I hate that…. I don’t want to be on aggressive therapy…” [participant
2]
The results showed that resistance to initiating oxygen therapy was due to not
accepting disease progression and the embarrassment of using therapy in
public. Apprehension regarding disease progression was greater prior to clinic
appointments. Six participants felt that the clinic environment did not enable
processing of new information, therefore patients could benefit from additional
time with pharmacist or nurse, spent on debriefing on the essential facts after
the doctors’ consultation.

Theme: Susceptibility to complications and symptoms
Fear of infusion pump failure was a unique code that led to participant 5
becoming obsessional about the functioning of the pump and possessive over
who could interact with the pump. She expressed fear of being in hospital and
having to relinquish pump function responsibility to other healthcare
professionals. Her fear was legitimate as she had experienced infusion line
infection and accidental bolus dose of iloprost.
The unpredictability and uncertainty of symptoms was troublesome to
participants and affected participants’ faith in treatment. Uncertainty on
participants’ action regarding delayed medication was a key point from the
study.

Subtheme: Obsession to monitor
Patients are encouraged to take greater ownership over their health and make
judgements upon preventing deterioration. Many of the participants did
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monitor their health in the form of daily weights, fluid intake, blood pressure,
pulse rate and oxygen saturation. Monitoring gave participants comfort over
unpredictability of PAH. However, several participants became obsessed with
the use of these tests and over monitored. This behaviour occurred in those
with good medication routines and in those who made judgements to reduce
or omit their medicines.

Overall, the severity and susceptibility constructs influenced participants’
perceived severity of their PAH, and susceptibility to unpredictable symptoms
and side effects. The study showed that participants accepted minor side
effects as an indication that their medicines were working. Those participants
who didn’t feel any physiological effects from the medicines felt that they were
less important and that the repercussions of occasional missed medicine were
low, thereby not investing effort into ensuring their medication-taking regimen
was robust.

Personalised interventions delivered to correct severity and susceptibility
construct
Interventions were delivered via personalised educational sessions that
explored participants’ clinical status and disease trajectory. The focus was to
ensure participants correctly understood their current health and how their
PAH was monitored. Participants received information on the side effects of
PAH medicines and when to seek medical advice. Incorrect beliefs were
addressed and information regarding the consequences of irregular dosing
was provided.

Severity and susceptibility constructs at phase 4
Phase 4 transcripts reported an increase in concern beliefs over the limited
success of treatment and the severity of participants’ PAH. Participant 1 was
initially delegating her worry and responsibility for information searches to her
partner. Her phase 4 transcript demonstrated an improved knowledge of her
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condition but at the expense of ranking down the importance of all other nonPAH medicines she was taking.
“…I could probably go off clopidogrel, cos’ I don’ know what these are
for...simvastatin, folic acid, and there’s none of them I’m going to die off, you
know I’m not going to drop dead if I just stop taking them within a week,
whereas I do think about and take my wee sildenafil and my other one…”
[participant 1]
Participant 4 became more aware of online educational sites, thereby
increasing his appreciation of the heterogeneity of PAH and that his condition
may be less aggressive compared to other PAH patients. In the case of
Participant 11, her improved knowledge of her condition made her more aware
of other PAH patients. Seeing older people was more acceptable but she was
more concerned seeing people of her own age or younger.
“It is when I see the younger ones coming in with their lips a funny
colour, not a healthy colour and that sort of shocks me…It frightens me”
[participant 11]

Participant 5 had been on the heart and lung transplant list for the duration of
the study. Her beliefs towards transplant had changed in phase 4 from the fear
of not receiving transplant to the limitations of living with transplanted organs.
Her susceptibility beliefs changed from fear of infusion pump failure to fear of
infusion line sepsis which could cancel a planned transplant.
Participant 17, being the youngest participant in the study, expressed a new
belief based on the awareness of developing new PAH therapies. She felt that
her younger age gave her an advantage over older PAH patients as she had
time to benefit from future novel PAH treatments. This new belief reduced her
concerns over her condition subsequently leading to poor compliance.
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4.7.7 Results relating to trust construct
Coding interview transcripts to the EHBM framework resulted in the
identification of two additional modifying factors that influence other constructs
of the model (trust and supportive networks). However, during the testing of
the factors the supportive networks was mainly acting through physical
methods and therefore not classified as a belief. Support in medication
management is well established and is endorsed with NICE to help improve
medication adherence. Its effect within the model is justified and is listed in
Figure 17 as a modifying factor.
This section will describe perceived trust which was identified as a construct
acting with other modifying factors such as demographics, personality traits
and other psychological factors to improve the model’s ability to predict
adherence behaviours in the study population. The influence of trust can be
seen in the updated EHBM as shown in Figure 17. The next two sections will
justify the inclusion of both trust and supportive networks within the EHBM.
Perceived trust was dichotomised into two themes to reflect both positive and
negative influences on medication adherence as shown in Table 39.

Table 39. Phase 1 interview data coded to trust construct [numbers
indicate frequency of participants]
TRUST CONSTRUCT
Theme

Subtheme

Important codes to mention

Negative beliefs in

Accept limitations of

No codes

trust [9]

healthcare team [4]
Do not trust non-specialists
[3]
Feelings of
miscommunication [7]

Positive beliefs in trust

Exclusivity and feeling

[14]

special [3]

Honest and openness [4]

Faith in others monitoring me

Limitations of support hours [1]

[6]
In safe hands [14]

Lung specialist for lung condition [1]
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Theme: Positive beliefs in trust
Participants who reported positive beliefs in trust had a high level of
engagement with members of the clinical team and a greater understanding of
the available information, either through leaflets or online sources. An
observation from the transcripts was that participants actively compared and
judged different clinical teams caring for their comorbidities. Participant 1 had
formed trust in her rheumatology consultant for all illness information. She
emphasised the importance of the consultant and didn’t have faith in lower
graded staff.
“…when I go to see a consultant, I like to see a consultant you know,
because I say, I want to hear it from the horse’s mouth…” [participant 1]

The word pulmonary hypertension was interpreted by participant 17 as
needing a respiratory consultant, linking the body location of illness to the title
of the specialist. Knowing that there is a specialist healthcare professional
within a phone call away provided a safety net to those who displayed anxiety.
These comments were coded to the subtheme in safe hands and was stated
by all participants. Participant 5 specifically acknowledged the trust she had in
her consultant with the choice of PAH medicines. “I just know that people
cleaver than me with medications have decided they are for me”. As a result of
this trust she continued to use iloprost despite experiencing side effects. There
were several participants who placed so much trust in their healthcare team
that they relinquished all responsibility for their condition to them and became
less engaged. Participants 7 and 13 made the following statements in this
regard:
“…I don’t think if there was anything better out there that could be done
for me, I think it would be done for me you know so maybe I’m being
complacent but you know it’s just I’m ok with what it is and I trust, I have a lot
of faith in the health people that look after me…” [participant 13]
“No, it doesn’t really worry me at all I just need to take it. I’ve been told
basically to take it. Maybe I don’t know whether I’m just too trusting but, you
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know, if if someone’s who is trained to be a doctor in that specific thing, thinks
I should take it then that’s good enough for me.” [participant 7]

The trust belief was also extended to caregivers. Participant 19 commented
about his partner’s worry, and acknowledged her fears about his condition and
the trust she has in the clinical teams looking after him.
“…she knows that the doctors know what they’re at, and you know it’s
the best thing for me and they’re trying to do their best for me and everything
so she’s very happy with them…” [participant 19]

There were specific comments that reflected the trust participants had in the
PAH teams, monitoring their progress. However, this support was limited and
participants specified anguish when this resource was unavailable.
“I love that service [specialist PAH nurse phoneline], and it does freak
me out if they do not answer, because I know someone was off sick the day I
called, and I just called because I need that little bit of ‘oh you are ok’…”
[participant 2]
“I haven’t researched this at all, I tried not to, and I just take, I just really
learn whatever you guys tell me.” [participant 2]

Participant 10 who was in the last few months of her life understood that she
must also do her part in taking medicines as prescribed.
“I have faith in the team that have been around me from nearly the
beginning and I know everything they do is for the best for me. Mightn’t always
seem that way to me but em I know their doing their very very best and I’m I
have to do my best to keep myself on an even keel.” [participant 10]

One participant felt that the PAH consultant had “gone that extra mile” to
obtain funding for a specialist medicine. The fact that the doctor has “fought for
it” elevated the trust he had in the entire PAH service.
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Three participants highlighted a feeling of exclusivity and feeling special due to
attending the PAH clinic. This was difficult to interpret and was most likely a
personality trait.
Trust in a healthcare professionals’ knowledge lead to the acceptance of the
given information without questioning it. One example came from participant
16 who said that a nurse had stated that his “pulmonary hypertension is
slightly different from other people’s pulmonary hypertension…not the severe
one.” This information was true but was misinterpreted by the participant
without further clarification to mean that his condition was less severe, thereby
reducing both severity and susceptibility beliefs.

Negative beliefs in trust
Negative beliefs in trust incorporated feelings of miscommunication, the
mistrust in their GPs, and having to accept the limitations of healthcare. In all
participants there was the understanding that GPs had limited consultation
time. Most participants had greater expectations from specialist clinic
consultations in terms of the depth and duration.
“You’re lucky if you get 10 minutes and I mean really lucky. They
usually get you in and out as quickly as possible, so you actually feel rushed in
trying to tell them something.” [participant 11]

Low satisfaction levels were common amongst participants with respect to the
delays in diagnosing PAH and the speed of communication between
healthcare teams and participant. Participant 16 understood that
communication was slow within the health service so provided excuses for
why he hadn’t been informed within the stated timeframe.
“…he [consultant] said something to the effect of there are some new
techniques that will nip this in the bud now sort of and we’ll get to you and I
just haven’t heard anything in two months and then your like, right where do I
go now?” [participant 16]
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Participant 1 consented to the study so that she could receive frequent
researcher visits.
“…what else can they put their trust in…they maybe put too much
trust…they give you it and then they don’t do a call back.” [participant 1]

Participant 9 expressed frustration of not being heard, which led to the
participant going against medical advice and changing the dose of his own
anti-rejection medicines. His demeanour suggested confidence in his actions
and therefore he is likely to act in a similar manner in the future.
“…I kind of felt that they were they kept trying even though I kept saying
to them look it’s the anti-rejection tablets anti-rejection tablets look there killing
me, I felt like it was like they kind of kept trying to batter this square peg into a
round hole…” [participant 9]

There appeared to be a ceiling of trust depending on the intensity of
medicines. Participants 5 and 10 who were on complex medication regimens,
mistrusted anyone other than the PAH team in modifying therapies or
manipulating their iloprost infusion Hickman® lines. Participant 5 had greater
faith in larger PAH centre in Newcastle. Participant 18 who was taking less
complex oral PAH treatments, placed greater trust in the local BHSCT PAH
service versus PAH centre in Newcastle.
“…because I wasn’t allowed to work, wasn’t allowed do dance, wasn’t
allowed to do that and my retort to him [consultant in PAH centre] was, I may
as well go home and die, and he basically agreed with me. My retort back to
him was that this will certainly not be happening you know.” [participant 18]

The evidence from the transcripts highlighted the influencing effect of trust on
participants’ general belief towards medicines and illness. Trust construct is
present in other factors affecting medication adherence under the construct
name of professional-patient relationship (WHO 2003) and patient-clinician
relationship.
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Personalised interventions delivered to correct trust construct
Trust wasn’t a construct that had any pre-determined interventions as it wasn’t
included in the original EHBM framework used to generate interventions.
Instead trust was something that participants gained throughout the study.
Providing a regular clinic slot and personalised healthcare may have
influenced trust throughout the study.

Trust constructs at phase 4
The phase 4 transcripts demonstrated increased trust in the researcher and
the subsequent information that was provided. Those that did not engage with
the researcher had low self-efficacy and poor implementation of the study
interventions.
Participant 1 expressed her feelings of conflict in information between
healthcare teams. She provided an example of being talked at by the
professor rather than talked to. This was upsetting for her. This is similar to her
phase 1 example in that she wants to be spoken to in a friendly manner. The
same participant lost trust with her respiratory nurses for providing false
information.
“I’m going to a professor who is there, he’s away up there, he’s in with
lung transfusions, you know whatever you call that, he’s at that level, so when
I ever go and see him and anytime I’ve seen him he’s a lovely man don’t get
me wrong, but I, I feel I don’t get any information from him…” [participant 1]

Participant 1 had high trust with the researcher and was open and honest with
her views. This demonstrates that the interventions were greatly influenced by
high trust beliefs.
“You know, to be honest really and truthful because I can talk to you as
if like you’re just one of our ones, you know I think I does help because,
because probably I can talk to you because I think of you as a friend but not as
a family, so your not afraid as much to say something that would annoy maybe
somebody else, so I do think it has been very helpful.” [participant 1]
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Acknowledging the personality of the researcher is important in how the study
was undertaken. Both participant 1 and 18 expressed gratitude to the
researcher.
“I like these sessions, I like the one to one, I like the way you can talk
me through the blood results and the medications and um, but from, this was
all things everything I knew, I don’t think there was anything, I’d have to read it
all again.” [participant 1]
“I am aware more of what each tablets for…it’s a reflection on yourself
Michael, you have spent time with me in and explained all the medications,
you’ve shown me the screen, you’ve said look this is what this blood test is for,
this is your reading for this, this is your reading for that, so yes I do know a lot
more today than I would have known a year ago…” [participant 18]
Participant 11 increased her trust beliefs in healthcare teams throughout the
study.
“I don’t phone for the results of my tests [blood tests] because I know
that if they were wrong, they [PAH team] would phone me…” [participant 11]

4.7.8 Results relating to supportive network construct
Supportive networks were provided by either a caregiver or through
participation in online PAH forums. This construct was mentioned by thirteen
participants constituting 56 individual references as shown in Table 40.
Caregiver support constituted of medication routine reminders and medication
collection services. Three participants decided to delegate the worry about the
illness to their partners, as they were perceived to be the stronger person.
Having the support of a caregiver was shown to lead to participants becoming
less engaged, and may have negatively influenced their medication-taking
beliefs and behaviours.
“She’s happy enough like you know, um she doesn’t expect me to do a
terrible lot you know, just you know as long as I’m still here you know…she
worries, she’s a worrier, she’d worry for the both of us…” [participant 19]
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Interviews were not witnessed by family members and therefore provided an
environment to facilitate disclosure of sensitive beliefs. Seven participants did
not want to disclose information regarding their illness to family members and
friends. This led to participants avoiding contact with others and disengaging
from social activities. In relation to medicines this meant that participants felt
uncomfortable taking medicines in social areas leading to delayed and omitted
medication. Additional support to daily activities was available to three
participants but was not accepted because participant felt he/she did not want
to burden them.
“…we have that understanding that no you don’t always need to tell the
children…” [participant 1]
“…you want to keep yourself; you don’t want them to see how scared
you are because they are scared and stressed enough (researcher says yeah)
and you tend to try to hide it.” [participant 10]
“He [partner] sort of takes over the [iloprost] pump…” [participant 5]

Table 40. Phase 1 interview data coded to supportive networks construct
[numbers indicate frequency of participants]
SUPPORTIVE NETWORKS
Theme

Subtheme

Important codes to mention

Caregiver or partner

Caregiver or partners help

No codes

[9]

with medication routines [3]
Caregiver worry [7]
Reliance on partner or
caregiver [2]

Wider support network

Barrier to disclosure [7]

[10]
Support groups cause worry
[3]
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No codes

Online forums provided ideas to participants on how to deal with side effects
and was perceived by participants to be a reliable source of educational
material.
Supportive networks modified different constructs depending on how close the
support was to the participant. Caregivers enhanced self-efficacy, cues to
action, barriers beliefs and medication routines. Online support influenced
benefits, susceptibility, severity and cues to action beliefs, but had the
potential to upset participants through exposure to negative news from other
PAH forum users. Participants reported judging the risk of engagement in
online forums through discussing with family or viewing content without
committing.

Personalised interventions delivered to enhance supportive networks
Seven participants received advice on their level of support in medication
routines, and on the availability of support groups. Opening up emotionally to
family member and friends were recommended to help to deal with the
uncertain burden of PAH.

Supportive networks at phase 4
The interventions attempted to improve the physical and mental wellbeing of
participants and their ability to reduce barriers to medication routines.
Enhancing supportive networks through interventions was difficult with limited
successes. Participant 11 had taken on board the advice to be open and
honest about her condition to others resulting in new friendship groups. Her
statement that “they are more understanding of my condition” is more of a
reflection that by being open and honest, the participant feels less
embarrassment, and does not fear taking medicines in public.
Two participants specifically mentioned fear of job security if the extent of their
condition was disclosed. Work commitments often led to delays in their
medication taking. Both participants did not take on board the advice to be
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open and honest with their employer so that minor adjustments could be made
to reduce medication-taking barriers.
The largest change in supportive networks construct was seen in participant
17. Her medication-taking routine had become more vulnerable at phase 4
following her move to university and removal of her caregiver to prompt
medication taking.
Overall supportive networks were a relatively small component of the EHBM
and did not change in the majority of participants. It is proposed that a change
in supportive network as seen in participant 17 is more likely to become an
important modifying factor in the updated EHBM.

4.7.9 Triangulation of phase 1 qualitative and quantitative data
This section will describe a post-study analysis that was undertaken as a
result of the small number of low-adherent participants as measured using the
MARS questionnaire. It has already been discussed that the low number of
participants assigned to the low-adherence group could have been due to
recruitment bias, or participant bias whilst under observation as described by
another study (van Onzenoort et al. 2011), thereby resulting in an observed
(measured) behaviour that was not truthful of longer-term behaviours.
Both researchers re-analysed each transcript independently before agreeing
on the potential of intentional and unintentional nonadherence. Care was
undertaken to ensure there was a consistent definition of nonadherent
behaviour so that comparisons could be made between individuals and
measured levels of adherence. The analysis used the updated EHBM (Figure
17) as a means of predicting behaviours. Participants’ beliefs and behaviours
to each construct were rated for positive and negative influences, before
assigning an overall prediction of behaviour (i.e. low, medium, high). Whilst
separately analysing both phase 1 and phase 4 interview data, the risk of
intentional nonadherence behaviours was predicted to be increased in
participants with the following construct properties:
•

Low benefits construct on the use of and individual PAH medicine

•

High barrier beliefs to medication routine
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•

Low perceived severity and/or susceptibility of illness and consequence
of missed/omitted doses

•

Negative trust beliefs

•

High self-efficacy and confidence to make informed adjustments to
medicines based on symptoms (susceptibility)

•

Cues to action that was related to symptoms prompting conscious
action to omit doses.

The risk of unintentional nonadherence behaviours was predicted to be
increased in participants with the following beliefs:
•

Low self-efficacy to ensure robust medication-taking routine, especially
with multiple daily dose regimens

•

Limited cues to action and unreliable medication prompting of doses

•

Higher barrier beliefs to medication routine

•

Perceived low susceptibility to accidental omitted doses
(consequences)

•

Low supportive networks.

The results of the predicted analysis have been triangulated with the
measured levels of adherence (pill counts and MARS) and displayed in Table
41.
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Table 41. Triangulation between observed and potential adherence
behaviours
Observed adherence in Phase 1

Potential RISK for nonadherence behaviours from
interview transcripts
Phase 1

Phase 4

No

MARS

Pill counts

Intentional

Unintentional

Intentional

Unintentional

1

High

High adherence

Low

High

Low

Medium

High adherence

Low

Medium

Low

Low

High adherence

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

High adherence

Low

Low

Low

Low

High adherence

Low

Medium

Low

Low

High

Adherent to ERA

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

adherence

Nonadherent to

High adherence

Low

Low

-

-

High adherence

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Data appeared

High

Medium

High

Medium

adherence

low-adherent but

Low adherence

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

High adherence

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High adherence

Low

Medium

Low

Low

High adherence

Low

Low

Low

Low

High adherence

Medium

Low

Low

Low

adherence
2

High
adherence

4

High
adherence

5

High
adherence

7

High
adherence

9

PDE5 inhibitors
10

High
adherence

11

High
adherence

13

was not reliable
16

Low
adherence

17

Low
adherence

18

High
adherence

19

High
adherence

20

High
adherence

The analysis provided an interesting predictive analysis on the study
population and showed disparity between measures of adherence.
The results for predicted phase 1 versus observed (MARS and pill counts)
demonstrated an agreement on participants 13 and 16. Participant 9 was
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predicted through the interview to have high risk of unintentional
nonadherence, and medium risk of intentional nonadherence due to poor
medication routines coupled with low beliefs regarding the benefit of PAH
medicines and low perceived susceptibility and severity of his illness. This was
confirmed with the pill count data showing nonadherence to PDE5 inhibitor.
This participant may reflect either non-truthful completion of the MARS
questionnaire, or the MARS reliance on one question to probe unintentional
nonadherence behaviours.
Self-reported MARS questionnaire by participant 17 highlighted predominantly
unintentional nonadherent behaviours, whereas her pill count data showed
high-adherence. The results from her phase 1 interview highlighted that the
participant was self-conscious of her own abilities and displayed lower levels
of self-efficacy, cues to action, susceptibility, and severity beliefs. Her
medicine routine in phase 1 was under the control of her mother who took an
active part in prompting; therefore, she was exposed to a high supportive
network. Her potential for nonadherent behaviours using phase 1 data was
medium for unintentional and low for intentional.
Between phase 1 and 4 interviews both researchers coded for changes in the
potential for nonadherent behaviours. The participants who were nonadherent
by observed measures (participants 9,13,16,17) did not eliminate the potential
for nonadherence after study interventions which poses a question as to why
interventions failed. Participants 2 and 7 reduced their potential for
unintentional behaviours due to the use of the mobile phone app. Participants
9 and 18 used the mobile supply of medicines to reduce their potential
unintentional behaviours. New knowledge obtained by participant 16 regarding
his medicines reduced his potential unintentional nonadherent risk but couldn’t
reduce his capability of making informed decisions to omit his sildenafil.

4.7.10 Overall conclusion of qualitative findings
The results from the qualitative component of the research dominated the
overall study and provided many new themes and codes that directly or
indirectly affected medication-taking behaviours. The addition of both trust and
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supportive networks to the EHBM was a major finding that will require further
studies to establish these constructs. The phase 1 qualitative data was fully
presented within the EHBM constructs, whereas there was limited space within
the thesis to fully describe the phase 4 qualitative data. The barrier beliefs
were the most sited by participants and provided responses such as perceived
medication complexity, concerns about side effects and barriers to medication
routines. However, some responses such as patients’ dose dilemma and
perceptions of drugs as toxic provided a unique insight into the specific
barriers within this rare study cohort. Other new themes that came from the
data were perceived relative importance of medicines, symptom reflection, and
prompts to medication-taking routines.
The change in participants’ medication-taking beliefs provided new theories,
with some being specific to an individual participant, whereas most applied to
many study participants with PAH. This will influence the generalisability of the
study findings. The consequences of changed beliefs led to an increase in
concerns which was an expected response considering the incurable nature of
PAH. The main research outcomes will be discussed in the next section.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
5.1 Overview of the main discussion themes
This study did not meet all its primary and secondary aims and objectives due
to the low number of participants in the low-adherence group. This was
discovered after study completion and limited the amount of statistical analysis
of captured quantitative data, necessitating some data to be presented using
descriptive statistics only. As the focus of the study was on medication-taking
beliefs and behaviours, this discussion will place greater emphasis on the
qualitative components exploring medication beliefs to meet the aim of the
study in describing changes in beliefs and medication behaviours after health
belief derived interventions. The discussion will additionally explore the
difference between observed (quantitative) and predicted (qualitative) levels of
medication adherence which was an undertaken after study completion.
Study results have been able to describe the participants’ psychological, QoL
and demographic parameters. The participants’ medication-burden and health
beliefs are described, as is the impact of study interventions on medicationtaking behaviours; however, this has been undertaken through assessment
and interpretation of qualitative rather than quantitative measures. The
limitations of this analysis will be further discussed in this section. The study
was unable to answer research questions on relationships between levels of
medication adherence and psychosocial, medication and disease outcomes
due to several reasons: the population of low-adherent participants were too
low to undertake statistical analysis; both psychological and disease outcomes
did not statistically change over the treatment period.
The following discussion will bring together both quantitative and qualitative
results to answer the study research questions. The discussion section will
therefore be divided into sections that will explore specific elements of the
study:
•

Study population

•

Discussing the relationships between the key elements of the study.
Interpretation of the physical, psychological, medication-burden and
medication adherence data
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•

Influence of the research tools used within the study

•

Discussion on the EHBM constructs and key study themes.

The study methodology has greatly influenced the quality of captured data and
its interpretation. Therefore, the strengths and limitations of the methodological
approaches will be critiqued at the end of the discussion.

5.2 Study population
The low number of consented patients (37.5% of eligible population) was
unexpected and affected the study’s ability to demonstrate differences
between groups. Attrition within the study population was expected given the
severity and uncertainty of PAH and the duration of the study. Three
participants died and five withdrew. The reasons for not participating
highlighted potential problems with how the study invitation information was
understood by patients and what they perceived was the usefulness of the
study. Even after consenting to the study one participant removed consent
stating “I have no problems with taking my tablets” [participant 21]. This
statement captured participant’s belief that the study was only suitable for
those who perceived they had problems with medicines. Examining the study
invitation letter (Appendix 10) points to the words to find out why some
patients have problems with taking medicines. Indeed, the wording may have
ruled out patients if they perceived that they were good at taking medicines
and would gain little from the study. This explanation is backed up by
participant 18 who repeatedly stated that he was a fraud in the study as he
perceived his medication routine to be good and wouldn’t gain anything. There
were other potential reasons why specific populations may not have
consented to the study. For example, consented participants were not thought
by the clinical team to have pre-existing issues with medication-taking
behaviours, and all had strong relationships with the PAH healthcare team and
the lead researcher. This was confirmed by a high medication adherence at
baseline as captured by MARS questionnaire and pill counts. It appeared the
study population had an underrepresentation of low-adherence participants.
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However, the reasons for this are unclear but a participation biases could have
originated from the following factors:
•

Patients with low-adherent behaviours made a choice not to take part
in the study that would expose this behaviour. This is also seen as
mistrust in the outcomes of the study which can affect study
participation (Celestina 2018)

•

Those that consented were more motivated to understand their
condition and already possessed the tools to be able to take medicines
effectively. Motivation within the self-efficacy construct is a possibility,
but it would be expected that motivation continues throughout the
study. This wasn’t the case with certain participants showing low
engagement to study interventions

•

Participating under observation would have enhanced the cues to
action belief, therefore participants would have placed greater focus on
medication-taking behaviours, which may not be representative of longterm behaviours. The design of the study did not ascertain participants’
medication-adherence score at recruitment, but only after month 1.
One participant admitted her reliance on the monthly questionnaires to
reinforce medication-taking behaviours, adding weight to this argument
that the study design prompted good medication behaviours.

The study population was representative of the main treatment groups
including those receiving intravenous iloprost. However, no participants were
recruited that were using the inhaled iloprost, injectable epoprostenol,
selexipag, or riociguat. Not recruiting inhaled iloprost was disappointing as it is
known that adherence issues are present with this regimen due to the high
dose frequency (up to 9 times a day) (Gessler 2019). At the time of study
recruitment three of the four eligible patients using inhaled iloprost had known
compliance problems but did not consent to study participation and therefore
not captured in the study.
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5.2.1 Participant demographics
The study participants had a mean age of 53 years and ranged from 18 to 76.
Even in this small study cohort, age appeared to influence certain medication
beliefs expressed by participants. An example from the data was participant 1
who felt her older age ruled out worry of longer-term medication side effects,
thereby reducing her barrier beliefs. At the opposite end of the age scale,
participant 17 believed that her younger age living in a period of medical
advancements would cure her condition, thereby feared more about longer
term use of her medicines rather than the worsening of her illness. Her
severity beliefs were weaker than expected.
The study found no statistical differences in overall beliefs and medication
adherence (using the BMQ and MARS questionnaires) in those living longer
with PAH. However, a difference became apparent from interview data
showing those participants with PAH associated with CHD to have lower
severity and susceptibility beliefs. This most likely manifested from having
lived with and adapted to PAH from early childhood. Another observation from
this cohort of seven participants, was that education about PAH and
medication had been delivered many years before the study, thereby
explaining their poor knowledge of PAH. Participant 17 had the perception that
her medicines were temporary and ultimately would cease in adulthood. The
belief in the illness being less aggressive was also mentioned by other
participants with CHD. An example of low illness concern was from two
participants with CHD who felt their condition was stable because they had
both lived longer than their projected life expectancy. There is logic to this
belief as PAH associated with CHD has a lower disease progression than
IPAH but ultimately is incurable (Galiè et al. 2016). Expressing less
susceptibility and severity beliefs was shown in those with CHD to have a
negative impact on medication routines and potential for medication
nonadherence. This was more noticeable when participants experienced
minimal impact from their illness on daily living. There is no literature reporting
the impact of living longer with PAH on beliefs and medication adherence, nor
within heart failure or COPD studies. This observation of living longer with
PAH having a negative effect on beliefs and medication routines is contrary to
studies in other illnesses that shown that it is the younger and recently
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diagnosed who are more susceptible to nonadherent behaviours. A systematic
literature review conducted in 2015 in heart failure showed that more attention
on preventing nonadherence should be with younger newly diagnosed patients
with chronic heart failure (Krueger et al. 2015). An explanation for the disparity
between PAH and HF studies could be that patients with PAH associated with
CHD are a unique cohort of patients who have come to terms with their illness
from a young age and accept the limitations of their condition. Whereas HF is
predominantly a result of an event later in life.
All participants in the study were educated with 62.5% having college or
higher-level degree. The numbers were too small to make any generalisation,
however two of the low-adherent participant group had a university degree,
and a post-graduate qualification respectively. The link between education,
cognitive abilities and medication adherence is variable, with studies showing
a positive adherence with increasing cognitive ability (El-Missiry et al. 2015;
Wallert et al. 2017), whereas others show that intentional nonadherence is
more prevalent in those with higher cognitive abilities to rationalise control
over their medicine regimen (Huyard et al. 2017). The current study
discovered that possessing self-confidence and knowledge to amend the dose
of medication as per symptoms, greatly increased the potential for intentional
nonadherent behaviours. The known link between low medication knowledge
and nonadherence was not shown, perhaps due to the low number of
participants, but is prevalent in larger studies in those receiving oral therapy
for chronic diseases (Mekonnen and Gelayee 2020).

5.3 Relationship between physical parameters, psychological wellbeing,
medication-burden and medication adherence
The low number of participants limited the ability to test relationships between
study parameters, of which none could be found. Measurement of general
health within the population using the SF-36 questionnaire showed that
participants felt 39% of their optimal health at baseline assessment, showing
the impact that PAH had on their daily living. An observation from Table 31
was that SF-36 role limitations due to physical health improved from 37.5% at
phase 0 to 57.7% by phase 4. This increase occurred despite the SF-36
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energy/fatigue worsening from 52.5% at baseline to 45.4% by phase 4. The
emPHasis-10 questionnaire also showed a trend to deterioration in physical
health by phase 4 but was not statistically significant. Measurement of the
stability of participants’ illness and psychological wellbeing over the study
duration was the main strength of the study. The assumption made during
planning of the study was that changes in illness and psychological function
could fluctuate over time and influence medication adherence independent of
study interventions. Fluctuations in state of health as described in section 1.5
did lead to the attrition in the study population. However, for those who
completed the study the results from QoL questionnaires, DASS-21, functional
class and disease markers showed that participants’ overall health remained
relatively stable over the study duration. The combination of both a disease
specific and general QoL measures (emPHasis-10 and SF-36 retrospectively)
strengthen the reliability of these results. The presence of psychological
dysfunction was prevalent in the PAH study population and was in line with
observations made in other PAH studies (Löwe et al. 2004; McCollister et al.
2010; Harzheim et al. 2013; M M Vanhoof et al. 2014; Tartavoulle 2014). The
study also could not ascertain whether the three participants in the lowadherence group had unnecessary escalation in treatment regimen because
of prior poor medication adherence as postulated in chapter 1. It is possible
that this effect may exist at much lower levels of medication adherence which
is yet undefined.
The lack of variation in study outcomes over time posed a fundamental
problem with meeting the following study aims.
•

Relationship between patients’ physical and psychological wellbeing
and medication adherence

•

Relationship between patients’ medication-related burden, medication
adherence and QoL measurements.

The study cannot rule out whether a true relationship exists between QoL,
mood and medication adherence, as these outcome measures had minimal
fluctuation over the study period. A larger study population would be required
to test these relationships.
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The following sections will discuss the strengths and limitations of the study
questionnaires and key observations from physical and psychological
measures.

5.3.1 Accuracy of study questionnaires and impact on study outcomes
The findings of the study must be interpreted with the limitations and rigor of
questionnaires. Cronbach’s alpha of ≥0.7 was used as a cut off level for
reliability as this is most often quoted in the literature. The internal consistency
of emPHasis-10 was high (α=0.933), whereas SF-36 was unable to be tested.
The varying style of questions within each scale demonstrated the difference
in dimensionality of measures. The physical functioning subscale of SF-36
reported the same minimal variation in values as emPHasis-10 over study
duration, thereby increasing overall reliability of the data. It can therefore be
stated with a high level of reliability that there was minimal variation in QoL
over the study period.
The DASS-21 questionnaire was chosen due to this being used in the local
hospital by clinical psychologist. In retrospect this scale had limitations in
question style which resulted in blurring of PAH physical and psychological
symptoms. This was not identified in a ten-patient pilot study which tested the
time and suitability of the questionnaires. Although the internal reliability was
just below the cut-off level for the anxiety subscale (α=0.661) the results
cannot be interpreted due to confounding of physical versus psychological
symptoms within three subscale questions. Similarly, the DASS-21 depression
subscale was found to display an uncertainty of physical versus psychological
interpretation within a question even though it exhibited good internal reliability
(α=0.933). Only the DASS-21 stress subscale was found to not share
similarities between PAH physical and psychological symptoms and therefore
was a reliable questionnaire subsection within the study (α=0.885). This
observation has not been stated in any of the previous studies that have used
DASS-21 (Mahmoud et al. 2010; Osman et al. 2012; Ronk et al. 2013; Weiss
et al. 2015). The only other PAH study to use DASS questionnaire
demonstrated the tool to be a reliable measure (without reporting any measure
of internal reliability) and recommended its use in clinical practice (M M
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Vanhoof et al. 2014). However, in that study there was a disproportionately
high presence of anxiety symptoms (48% of patients) which the authors
acknowledged as unusual. It is possible that the authors failed to investigate
the scale questions and notice the same problem with the DASS-21-anxiety
scale that was found in the current PAH study. The measuring of
psychological wellbeing in patients with PAH needs to be appropriately
researched in future studies to ensure the tool considers PAH physical signs.
The BMQ has been validated in many other non-PAH studies (Pereira et al.
2019), but was seen in the current study to possess problems with participant
interpretation of questions leading to incorrect recording of the participants’
beliefs. These limitations were only identified due to the inclusion of participant
interview after completion of the questionnaire. This process of accurately
checking participants’ understanding of their answers to the questions would
seem to invalidate the reliability of BMQ within this population, unless the data
is cleaned through interview. This questions the reliability of BMQ in other
studies. After the BMQ results were amended to their true participant meaning
the internal reliability was poor, with only the specific-necessity score recording
an α=0.825. The study also highlighted issues with participant interpretation
between strongly disagree and disagree, and likewise with strongly agree and
agree. Although this is a well validated Likert-type scale, the interpretation by
participants was unexpected and not seen in other studies. The study
methodology was adapted to interpret the results to avoid this limitation. The
BMQ did not show statistically significant changes in beliefs between study
phases, and therefore was in contrast to the observations with qualitative data
that identified changes in medication beliefs and routines. Considering the
identified problems with the BMQ, it was not a suitable objective measure of
beliefs in this study to quantify changes. The BMQ would seem only to be
used as a screening tool, that required further clarity of beliefs through
discussion that could be linked to a framework of interventions.
The suitability of the MARS questionnaire was questioned following analysis
that triangulated the MARS adherence results with pill count data and
predicted medication-taking behaviours. The relationship between MARS and
pill counts at phase 1 was not identical highlighting the limitations of different
techniques in measuring adherence and mirrored that of other medication
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adherence studies (Grymonpre et al. 1998; Daniels et al. 2011). A
hypertension study by Tedla and Bautista provided an explanation to
overestimation of adherence using self-reported scales (Tedla and Bautista
2017). The authors state that social desirability bias is introduced due to
participants not wanting to be seen to vary from the prescribed path due to
social norms. The article highlighted that those who experience side effects
are more likely to admit to not taking medication as prescribed, since they may
not perceive lack of adherence as their personal failure. Social desirability with
medication-taking behaviours was found in two older studies. The first study
by Atkins and Fallowfield showed that forgetfulness to hormonal treatment for
breast cancer was socially more acceptable than admission that they chose
not to taken medicines, resulting in underreporting of intentional nonadherent
behaviour (Atkins and Fallowfield 2006). The second study reported social
desirability bias to be more frequent among the elderly, women, in certain
ethnicity groups (Simoni et al. 2002), and less frequent in depression and
anxiety populations (Zemore 2012). The small population of the current study
did not enable comparisons between groups to add to these observations.
However, the adherence levels assigned by MARS did appear to be higher
than other methods of measuring or predicting adherence.
The level of high-adherence with MARS (80%) was larger than predicted from
the two other UK studies, and more in line with the USA study (Shah et al.
2019). The stability of MARS scores throughout the study as shown in Table
19 may have been a sign that the measure was insensitive and resulted in low
prediction of nonadherent behaviours. Also, self-reporting adherence scales
often do not ascertain whether participants are taking the medicines at the
correct times. For example, participant 18 had been taking his midday
sildenafil along with his morning dose as it did not fit within his lifestyle.
However, he completed the MARS questionnaire as being completely
adherent.
The insensitivity of the MARS questionnaire to capture changes in adherence
was investigated in post-analysis. The MARS data was tested at an increased
threshold to define high-adherence as score of 25 and low-adherence as <25,
as was undertaken in other studies (Borgsteede et al. 2011; Stange et al.
2013). The results of increased threshold are reported in Appendix 34 and
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would have led to six participants being defined as high-adherence in phase 1
and ten participants in phase 4. Eight participants would have been defined as
low-adherence at phase 1 and three at phase 4, showing a benefit in
adherence over the treatment duration. However, as this was not prespecified
at study conception, then this cannot be amended, and used only as a
recommendation for future research. Appendix 34 also shows that even at this
higher cut-off value there is still low correlation with predicted adherence at
both phase 1 and 4. The study results therefore question the application of the
MARS questionnaire as a single measure of medication adherence. Its
integrity as a measure may be hindered over time and should be considered
when reviewing the findings.

Conclusion from the reliability of the study questionnaires is that there are
notable issues which need to be considered when interpreting the data in the
following sections. However, the qualitative data provides a novel viewpoint in
relation to potential adherence behaviours and uncovers beliefs and
behaviours that are unique to this study.

5.3.2 Impact of mental health problems on study outcomes
The literature search identified the importance of depression and other
psychiatric conditions on reducing medication adherence in a wide variety of
medical illnesses (Garcia et al. 2003; Chao et al. 2005; Achille et al. 2006;
Gonzalez et al. 2007; Gentil et al. 2012; Albrecht et al. 2016; Goldstein et al.
2017b). Two studies quantified the impact of depression on medication
adherence; the first reporting poor medication adherence to be three times
more likely in depressed individuals (DiMatteo et al. 2000); the second was a
meta-analysis and estimated the odds of depressed patients being
nonadherent at 1.76 times the odds of non-depressed patients (Grenard et al.
2011). The current study was not able to confirm these findings despite 33.3%
of study participants having moderate to severe mental health problems yet
achieving 80% high medication adherence. The high prevalence of mental
health problems in NI PAH population also contrasts with 22.8% identified in
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another PAH study (Harzheim et al. 2013). Symptoms of depression were
coded to 26.6% of the current study’s PAH participants which was lower than
32.5% in a different PAH study (Tartavoulle 2014).
A possible explanation for the disparity for higher than expected medication
adherence in the current study population lay in the insensitivity of the MARS
scale: two out of the three participants in the low-adherence group were the
only study participants with registered mental health problems prior to study
enrolment.
Previous studies have highlighted the negative influence of medication beliefs
in depressed patients on adherence (Chao et al. 2005; Hilliard et al. 2015;
Brandstetter et al. 2018). However, the small study population was unable to
show any difference in health beliefs (as measured by BMQ) between those
with or without mental health problems. Observation from the phase 4
interview showed that motivation to complete the study interventions were
lower in those with identified mental health problems, which mirrors the
increased barrier construct to motivate oneself as seen in a previous diabetes
study (Chao et al. 2005). The self-efficacy construct in the current study
highlighted mental health as a factor driving poor engagement and motivation
at phase 4.
Social desirability bias on completion of self-reported tools, may have led to
overestimation of adherent behaviours, in this case medication taking using
MARS and pill counts. Social desirability bias has been shown to be less
frequent among individuals with symptoms of anxiety and depression (Zemore
2012). Two participants with known mental health problems self-reported as
having low-adherence, and therefore may have demonstrated the effects of
social desirability.
The study was unable to prove the definite influence of mental health
problems on medication-taking beliefs and behaviours but supports the
findings of other researchers that an influence does exist. The study has
provided limited evidence that mental health problems may lead to more
accurate self-reporting of adherent behaviours, but that motivation to
implement study interventions is diminished.
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5.3.3 Influence of medication burden on study outcomes
The study results provided evidence on a limited number of parameters
relating to medication-related burden. These parameters were the maximum
frequency of taken medicines, total tablet count and patients’ perception of
medication complexity. It was not possible to study relationships between
these parameters and medication adherence.
Results on the numbers of medications and doses per day demonstrated a
relatively normal distribution despite the low number of participants (Table 16,
Figures 13 and 14). The mode of 7 medicines at phase 0 varied only by 1
throughout the study, demonstrating that there was relative stability of all
medicines in those who participated. Therefore, it was not possible to test
whether frequent changes in medication regimens would impact on medication
adherence.
Twelve of the sixteen (75%) participants at phase 0 were receiving sildenafil
three times a day, with the midday dose impacting on the potential for
nonadherent behaviours. This aligns with other research publications which
showed that increasing dose frequency led to reduced medication adherence
(Dunbar-Jacob et al. 2003; Bae et al. 2012; Coleman et al. 2012a; Coleman et
al. 2012b). Oral anticoagulants were used by 8 out of 14 participants at phase
1 and generated strong beliefs with respect to their importance. Two
participants rated their oral anticoagulant as the most important medicines in
their regimen, owing to the importance placed by their healthcare professional
and the fear of bleeding.
The study utilised two methods of assessing medication complexity. One
method related to overall complexity and was answered on a Likert-type score.
The second method was to explore what participants interpreted as complex
medication during interviews. This was to enable an understanding of
medication-burden from a patient’s perspective, and potential barriers to
regimen complexity. The study of perceived medication complexity in this
research is a novel way of looking at medication complexity, compared to
other studies where researchers used measures such as Medication Regimen
Complexity Index (MRCI) to provide objective values on complexity (Goldstein
et al. 2017a; Pantuzza et al. 2017; Alves-Conceição et al. 2018; Brysch et al.
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2018; Abada et al. 2019). Some studies simplified complexity by defining it as
amalgamation of the following factors: number of medicines, number of
prescribers, use of different pharmacies and frequency of pill refills (Choudhry
et al. 2011). Observations from the MRCI studies show that increasing MRCI
values are associated with increased mortality rates and medication
nonadherence. However, a review paper by Brysch et al highlighted that the
MRCI was not complete and does not take into account other factors such as
high-risk medications and comorbid conditions (Brysch et al. 2018). This point
of high-risk medications made by Brysch et al may have led participants to
develop specific beliefs related to these medicines, and may contribute to the
theme of perceived medication complexity found in the current PAH study.
Abada et al stated that nonadherence may not be the patients’ fault when
faced with a complex regimen, as adherence is a partnership between
healthcare team and patient (Abada et al. 2019). However, even with highly
complex medication regimens patients who have high self-efficacy to maintain
robust medication routines lessen this burden as seen in participants 5 and 10.
Both participants were able to minimise medication burden by maintaining a
structure to their medication routine and clear delegation of minor roles to
caregivers.
One other study was identified that examined perceived medication
complexity. The study by Calvo-Cidoncha et al found that healthcare
professionals’ expectations of complexity to closely align with participants in
that study (Calvo-Cidoncha et al. 2014). The current study showed no
relationship between healthcare professional and participants’ perceived
medication complexity, and requires further exploration in a larger PAH
population. To most participants in the current study the word complexity was
the intricate nature that medicines are taken at certain times; that multiple
medicines are given for multiple illnesses; that some medicines require
additional manipulation prior to administration; and that there may be
difficulties in ordering. These factors mirror those reported in a recent English
study that examined patients’ perceived medication burden to multiple
medicines (Krska et al. 2019), and to factors that are included in the MRCI.
The current study showed that the majority of participants rated overall
medication complexity as very low despite the average number of doses per
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day being 10.25 for phase 0. This would seem contrary to the usual
observation that increasing tablet counts increases complexity and medication
burden as indicated in the MRCI articles. The two main factors in the current
study that were stated by participants to influence a low level of perceived
medication complexity were: reduced frequency of medication changes and
participants acceptance of side effects. Higher perceived medication
complexity was stated in participants who experienced more severe side
effects. The relevance of these factors was shown in a HF study where
patients with HF required to take multiple secondary prevention medicines and
diuretics, requiring frequent dose adjustments, led to a higher risk of
medication confusion (Berliner and Bauersachs 2018). The link between
medication complexity and side effects is also similarly included in MRCI
calculations (George et al. 2004). The reasons for how the frequency of
medication changes influences medication-taking routines and the
establishment of a stable medication routine requires further study.
The midday dose of sildenafil proved a nuisance to many participants, despite
perceived medication complexity being very low. Meta-analysis of four heart
failure qualitative studies highlighted the belief of concerns with complex
regimens with multiple comorbidities, with participants only taking the
medicines they perceived most necessary (Riegel and Dickson 2016).
Participant 9, who had multiple comorbidities with associated polypharmacy,
perceived his liver rejection medicines as most necessary, hence ensuring that
these were always taken.
Overall, the current study was unable to state any clear relationship between
perceived medication complexity, medication frequency or medication-burden
with observed medication adherence. Future studies should compare
perceived medicines complexity with calculated complexity using MRCI.
Perceived medication complexity elicited many beliefs which relate to other
themes, such as uncertainty and ranking. These will be further discussed.
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5.4 Discussion on the EHBM constructs
The qualitative component of the study generated a rich dataset of lived
experiences on participants’ daily struggles with PAH which were similar to
other studies' themes, including coping with uncertainty (Flattery et al. 2005),
usefulness of information, and self-blame (Ivarsson et al. 2014). Only themes
related to medication-taking behaviours are relevant to this current study’s
aims and research questions.
Using the constructs of the EHBM, the study was able to probe into beliefs and
past and current behaviours to predict the participants’ ability to adhere to
PAH medication. The predictive power the EHBM was rated independently by
the two researchers, prior to agreeing on whether the potential risk of
nonadherence was low, medium or high (Table 41). The rating of potential
nonadherence behaviours is subjective, a key element is attaining and
maintaining a robust medication routine. The study did not try to quantify the
relative importance or direction of individual constructs within the updated
EHBM, as each construct interacted differently within individuals. Likewise, the
strength and impact of trust and supportive network constructs were not
calculated and would require a larger study population to validate these new
constructs to the model.
The self-efficacy construct was found to be critical to not only medication
routines but also to the ability of participants to engage with study
interventions. Those who appeared not to benefit from the study interventions
displayed lower levels of motivation rather than the interventions not being
appropriate. The barrier construct was found to influence medication
adherence on multiple levels and was multidimensional. The themes of
perceived medication complexity, concern about side effects and disruption to
medication routines were expected from published research. However,
participants’ perceptions on how others see them, and how these influence
medication behaviours were new to this study. Other new themes were
symptom reflection, patients’ dose dilemmas and relative importance which
have not been seen in published PAH research.
The following section will discuss the key themes that were developed from all
interview transcripts.
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5.4.1 Discussion on complexity of medication and perceived relative
importance of medicines
This section will discuss perceived themes relating to two opposing beliefs.
The complexity of medicines has briefly been described in section 5.3.3 and
fits within the barrier construct of the EHBM. Perceived relative importance of
medicines which was identified within the benefits beliefs, was shown in the
study to influence complexity therefore these constructs will be discussed
together. The interview data on perceived medication complexity showed this
theme to be multidimensional, and therefore difficult to interpret from a single
question. An example within the data was the reasoning behind the rating of
very high complexity in participants 5 and 10. Participant 10 rated very high
complexity due to the length of time to organise, set up and administer the
iloprost medication which resulted in her becoming confined within her home.
Her medication-taking routine was exceptional with clear responsibilities to her
caregiver. It was clear from the interview that medicines were a necessary
burden as judged by herself. Her medication routine attained high-adherence.
The role of her caregiver was reported in the field notes as being responsible
for collecting the medicines and oxygen canisters.
In contrast participant 5 was at a similar disease stage but was not restricted
(tethered) to continuous oxygen and had greater independence. Complexity
was interpreted as the impact of infusion pump and maintenance of Hickman ®
line. Her belief was that oral medicines had failed her so she was reliant on
iloprost infusion. The clinical need to take sildenafil was less strong and
therefore resulted in the occasional omitted doses due to forgetfulness. The
role of her caregiver showed a greater active participation in medication
organisation and medication administration.
Both participants commented on the intensity of training to enable the use of
iloprost infusion, imposing considerable responsibility to patients and
caregivers. Some of these findings have previously been captured in
prostacyclin qualitative studies (Péloquin et al. 1998; Flattery et al. 2005; Hall
et al. 2012). Even though medicines routines had been established, the
treatment still imposed on daily activities. The fear of this potent medicine was
clearly documented.
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“Oh, it was off the scale. I was absolutely petrified. You know this was
so alien to me, I’ve never had to do anything, was never on any medication
and you know totally responsible for administering this medication and getting
it right. It really was frightening. But like anything else in life you, the more
you do it the more you become used to it and it’s just second nature now.”
[participant 10]

The need for precision in making up the iloprost infusion syringe came as a
surprise to both participants, and is the reason why initiating this form of
treatment requires careful tuition and practice.
“…when someone tells you need something, and you know you have to
make this up……you don’t really think of what it actually means. You know I
sort of thought I was giving a wee bit of medication and stick it in. I haven’t
realised that I had to make up and the complexities of getting that you know,
you know 6.1ml and it has to be very precise…and you don’t think of these
complexities until you are actually then doing it.” [participant 5]

Despite what complexity meant to all participants, their individual score varied
slightly throughout the study, even though there was minimal change in all
treatments. The reasons for this observation are uncertain. Those who judged
their medication complexity as very low stated that this was due to being on
the medicine for a long time so it “just becomes routine” [participants 16, 18].
Interventions that improved medication routines and prompting mechanisms
did not appear to influence the perception of complexity. Given its
multidimensional nature complexity requires further exploration in future
studies.
Participants stated that a stable medication routine aided their ability to take
medicines at specific times and lessened the burden. This was demonstrated
in participant 19 whose knowledge about medicines was very poor, yet had
the highest adherence levels due to receiving medicines in a daily pillbox.
Although his ability to take medicines from a Medication Compliance Aid
(MCA) was good he was still provided with interventions directed on benefit
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and severity beliefs. This was because of known limitations of using MCAs.
Studies have shown that MCAs support people who find it difficult to take
medicines due to complexity of regimens, however they are unsuitable where
there are frequent changes in medication and they do not protect from
intentional nonadherence behaviours (Furmedge et al. 2018). The use of a
medication compliance aid in participant 19 was justified as he demonstrated
high self-efficacy to comply with a medication routine yet still required
interventions due to his low ability to deal with unpredictable situations.
Alongside complexity of medication, perceived relative importance of
medicines was a theme that was anticipated by the researcher early in the
study design yet there was no relevant literature identified to support its
inclusion. Hence, participants were asked to rank their most important
medicine and condition as a way of understanding their health focus. Health
focus was speculated to drive cues to action beliefs in increasing adherence to
certain classes of medicines, but by not recording adherence to all other
classes of medicines this was only an exploratory series of questions. The
impact of a comorbidity was seen to shift health focus. Comorbidities ranged
from low burden conditions such as Type 2 diabetes mellitus and Raynaud’s
syndrome to conditions that produced unplanned flare-ups such as SVT,
spinal stenosis and coeliac disease. The latter conditions influenced the
relative perceived importance of medication at certain time points due to
symptom load. For example, one participant saw her Raynaud’s syndrome as
a nuisance rather than life-threatening therefore placing less importance on
the condition and the treatment. It was hinted that these medicines were not
taken regularly.
“Most of my tablets are for the Raynaud’s, you know, so I never really
put that much importance on them.” [participant 1]

Only 68.75% of participants at baseline rated their PAH medicines as most
important in their care. Given that in all participants PAH was a life-limiting
illness, this is lower than expected. There are no published studies in PAH that
confirm this observation. The results showed that in some participants
receiving both an ERA and PDE-5 inhibitor, the participants’ ranking of the
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PDE-5 inhibitor was greater. An explanation derived from the interview data
suggested that the reduction in PAH symptom burden was highest during the
first few weeks following diagnosis. Because the PDE-5 inhibitor class of
medicines were initiated first, then there was the belief that this class of
medicine had greater potency. The addition of the ERA class of medicines to
an established PDE-5 inhibitor was not perceived by participants to produce
the same intensity of symptom suppression as previous medicines, therefore
ranked lower.
Non-PAH medicines included ciclosporin and oral anticoagulant which shared
the traits of important medicines with severe consequences if not taken as
prescribed. Participant data from the current study showed that perceived
importance of oral anticoagulants was derived through several mechanisms:
1. Warfarin required frequent contact with healthcare professionals,
ensuring that participants were reminded on the benefits and barriers of
treatment. One participant stated that he was informed by a nurse of
the importance of warfarin and therefore “takes this religiously”
2. There is a visualised quantifiable measure of action (International
normalised ration (INR)), ensuring that participants understand that the
medicine is working. As warfarin is to prevent thrombosis the only other
visual measure of action is bruising and bleeding
3. There are known beliefs and understanding on warfarin being “rat
poison”, thereby increasing susceptibility beliefs.

Although these mechanisms would be expected to increase the adherence
based on the EHBM, a qualitative study by Clarkesmith et al coded a theme of
inaccurate perception of harm while taking warfarin as showing to reduce
adherence to this medicine (Clarkesmith et al. 2013). Participant 16 shows the
high importance given to warfarin and his attitudes to other medicines.
“I’ve more or less been told, pretty explicitly, that if I was to miss any
medication try not to miss the warfarin because, to my knowledge, it’s the one
that is essentially for avoiding stroke pretty much is how I understand it.
Which is and then, so there’s the fact that they said the, that I was told by a
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doctor to try not to miss it and then the fact that it’s linked to stroke which is a
thing that just really scares me.” [participant 16]
“Often I’ve missed ones before, I’d certainly would be more relaxed
about missing one of my hypertension medicines versus say my warfarin but if
I was missing it for two days or something, I mean putting it in a real world
context, if I was on holiday or something like I would get to the point where I
would go right I really need to get this medicine.” [participant 16]

The visualisation of a measured INR result and logical sequence of events
needed to correct a deranged INR value helps to explain one other study
observation. Participant 16 had been trained to monitor his INR and adjust his
own dose of warfarin. He stated that the ability to see a “value,” and
understand how to adjust this value through changing dose had a powerful
effect on his perception of the medicine. This observation merges with another
study theme symptom reflection. The ability to take control over dose of a
medicine and adjust that dose in accordance with symptoms is a powerful
belief. A following hypothesis was derived from these observations: can
competence and confidence to adjust warfarin also provide a transferable skill
to adjust other medicines for conditions with recognisable symptoms. There
are extensive studies on warfarin which show variations in adherence (Cruess
et al. 2010; Bartoli-Abdou et al. 2018; Gillespie et al. 2018; Ozkaramanli Gur et
al. 2018; Xiang et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019; Mohan et al. 2019; Takeuchi et al.
2019; Tülek et al. 2019), but the repercussions of self-adjustment of warfarin in
relation to non-warfarin medications have not been described in other studies.
Visualised quantifiable measure of action was demonstrated to be of
perceived importance in participant 9 taking ciclosporin for liver transplant. The
participant was provided with regular ciclosporin plasma levels and this
increased his fear of organ rejection [participant 9].
“…yeah because like you know Christ in my case if I was to stop for
example my anti-rejection drugs it would be like playing Russian roulette with
my liver.” [participant 9]
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Interventions to increase perceived importance utilised motivational
interviewing with visual PAH aids to ensure participants understood the use of
disease markers and therefore an indication of overall disease severity. This
recommendation wasn’t effectively implemented in selected participants, so its
true value is uncertain. The reason for not implementing was logistical at the
research site.
The study identified that the order in which the PAH medicine was initiated had
an impact on relative importance. This has not been shown in any other PAH
or HF studies and may only be a single factor towards defining relative
importance. The source of relative importance belief appeared to be linked to
symptom reduction and was shown to be a fixed belief from prior experiences.
It is plausible to consider that the first medicine chosen has the best evidence
in achieving the desired outcome. Following the initial benefit addition of new
medicines generally shows less treatment gain until symptom plateau is
achieved. In all participants this was achieved with sildenafil as first line
therapy as per the clinical guidelines (Galiè et al. 2016). However, tolerance
and side effects become important in propagating the relative importance
belief. If the patient perceived the side effects to indicate that the dose had
exceeded it optimal drug level then nonadherence was more likely. This belief
was shared by several participants.
Connected to relative importance of medicines was the perceived importance
of illness, which showed 68.75% of participants at phase 0 rated their PAH
condition as having the biggest impact on their life. Importance was closely
linked to symptom reflection, with greater focus on illnesses which impacted
most at the point of assessment. Over the study duration the perceived
relative disease importance changed to PAH for two participants [participants
4, 9]; changed between two non-PAH categories [participant 16]; and
negatively changed from PAH to broader congenital heart disease (CHD) for
one participant [participant 19]. The changes in ranking were not attributed to
study interventions but rather to worsening of other comorbidities.
The value of ascertaining ranking of medication and illness was to identify the
focus and cues to action for each illness. The study showed that focus
followed symptom burden. As this was an exploratory finding it was not
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possible to conclude a definite correlation with medication adherence. Based
on the above this study opposes observations made by Kubica et al that
medication adherence, when measured in one medicine, is indicative of
nonadherent behaviours to all other medicines taken by the same patient
(Kubica et al. 2016). Larger studies measuring individual drug adherence
levels will be needed to ascertain the effect of ranking and health focus. It
must also be acknowledged that by consenting to a PAH study, there was an
increased cues to action for PAH and its treatment. It would be of interest for
future research to ascertain whether faced with a different illness, participant
focus on importance would shift to the illness being observed, with reciprocal
importance placed on required treatment. The link between perceived
importance and level of knowledge was not investigated in this current study,
although was shown to have positive correlation in another (Coyne et al.
2017).

5.4.2 Discussion on concern about side effects and symptom reflection
themes
Concern about side effects and symptom reflection were derived from different
constructs but share similarities and foundation beliefs. Knowledge was a key
intervention in fostering correct beliefs within these themes, but its success
was hindered by conflict in between these beliefs. An example was a deficit in
knowledge about side effects which led to several false beliefs; wrongly
associating physical symptoms with a medicine side effect. The strength of
these beliefs was strong and could not be amended in participant 2 who linked
her short-sightedness to sildenafil.
“I am definitely convinced that my eyesight is no way as good since I
started taking sildenafil. I went to the opticians to see, because honestly if it
was a toss-up between losing my sight and sildenafil, then I would forget
sildenafil.” [participant 2]

Side effects to PAH medicines are common so participants are given prior
warning. The need to initiate and titrate some PAH medicines in hospital with
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frequent blood pressure monitoring and pulse oximeter heightened the
susceptibility beliefs, but also the cues to action to self-monitor. Participant 2
stated that macitentan “must have lots of side effects if it needs to be initiated
in hospital.” This desire to self-monitor is well illustrated with other
technologies to provide a sense of safety and reassurance (Weiner et al.
2017). This study showed that fear of side effects drove the overuse of blood
pressure monitors and pulse oximeters.
Given the high medication adherence in the current study, it appears that there
was an acceptance of side effects as an indication of efficacy. This explains
the high percentage of participants who tolerated ongoing side effects (56.3%)
which isn’t dissimilar to the 47% who experienced side effects in another PAH
study (Shah et al. 2019). The potential for more severe side effects was
apparent for ERA class of medicines, given the need for regular liver function
blood tests. Although participant 2 improved her benefits beliefs by phase 4,
she still retained her negative belief on the use of macitentan.
“I have this toxic thing [macitentan] in my body which I am forced to
take…” [participant 2]

All participants possessed home blood pressure monitors with many also
using a pulse oximeter. It is unclear where this recommendation to self-monitor
originated from. Self-monitoring was more frequent during periods of
deterioration in their health and worsening of medication side effects. The
purpose of self-monitoring wasn’t always clear to participants leading to two
observations: participants did not know what to do with the data, leading to
anxiety; and self-confident participants adjusted the dose of medicine in
accordance with their monitored values and experienced side effects. In the
latter group those with in depth knowledge of their disease and medicines,
showed to be making rationale adjustments as judged by the researcher from
the interview data analysis. This observation was perceived by the researcher
to be a sign of personalising one’s care, whereas previous studies defined
such behaviours as intentional nonadherence without examining whether they
are benefitting patients. A study in elderly diabetic patients showed that higher
health literacy led to a greater risk of intentional nonadherent behaviours,
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without additional information of such behaviours on health outcomes
(Lindquist et al. 2012).
The current study identified three participants who utilised the values of BP
and pulse oximeters to adjust their medication. Although these participants
were classified as being nonadherent from interview data, it could be argued
that they had acted correctly in accordance with their body’s response to the
medication and had adjusted the drug levels to minimise side effects.
Similarities were also drawn from the literature on the self-monitoring of
diuretics in heart failure, where patients are informed that self-monitoring leads
to reduced hospitalisations (Jones et al. 2012). These observations are in line
with a previous study that identified a theme control which was similar to
symptom reflection. A qualitative study in chronic diseases showed that side
effects were often a trigger for temporary modifying behaviours, to exert
control over their illness (Huyard et al. 2017), often beginning as an
experiment to test consequences and causality. Participants in that study
amended their dose to control the development of side effects, believing that
this was acceptable. A meta-analysis in heart failure used the term symptom
interpretation to denote patients who used prior experiences and severity
beliefs to adjust medicine doses (Riegel and Dickson 2016). Patients in that
study skipped medicines after weighing up the benefits versus susceptibility.
Also, there was the belief that if there are no consequences then the medicine
isn’t needed. The study also mirrored the belief of concern with complex
regimens with multiple conditions, where only medicines which were most
needed were taken. This observation is in line with the ranking and importance
themes identified in the current study.
A recent study in heart failure introduced the themes connect the dots and I
am not nonadherent to explain similar observations (Meraz 2020). In that
study symptom reflection led to a rational response and therefore perceived by
patients as self-care rather than being nonadherent. The study also
highlighted that although trust in their doctors was high, patients felt they knew
their body best and decisions to omit medications were necessary to maintain
a personal standard of wellbeing. Although the study highlighted patients were
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acting in their best interest, it showed disconnect between prescriber and
patient.
Study interventions for concern about side effects and symptom reflection
consisted of education on benefits, cues to action, susceptibility and severity
beliefs. This successfully changed the beliefs and behaviours of participants
16 and 20 who ceased adjusting drug levels due to the knowledge of other
PAH monitoring parameters such as NT-proBNP. Participants 2 and 4 reduced
the frequency of self-monitoring.
Portable medical monitoring technology is more accessible to patients. If the
observations from the current study are applied to other conditions, then the
risk for intentional nonadherent behaviour as a result of excessive selfmonitoring is more likely. The confidence to self-adjust the doses of
medication requires good understanding in how the medication exerted its
effect and was apparent in those who had received higher education and had
reasonable baseline knowledge of their condition. It is possible that without
reasonable knowledge of the condition and medication, and understanding of
the consequences of self-adjustment, this behaviour may lead to negative
treatment outcomes.

5.4.3 Discussion on disruption to medication routine and prompts to
medication-taking routines themes
The theme prompts to medication-taking routines was pivotal in minimising
external influences effecting medication routines. This required a high selfefficacy to implement change. This section will discuss the robustness of
medication-taking routines as predicted by the EHBM framework and the
success and failure of interventions.
The results section briefly stated the code patients’ dose dilemma to describe
the participants’ decision process towards delayed doses. This was prevalent
amongst participants and extended to all other medicines. Participants used
prior experiences and beliefs to weigh the consequences of not taking the
medicine against the susceptibility to side effects. The EHBM was able to
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identify this dilemma and provide logical solutions. Central to this was
participants’ perceived importance of medicine and illness which mirrored the
benefits, susceptibility, and severity constructs. The decision to take a delayed
medicine introduced worry regarding the compounding effect of two doses
being taken close together. The transcripts showed that this was more
common with doses taken in the middle of the day or at specific times and
may extend to all medicines. It is possible that patients’ dose dilemma
contributed to observations made by Waxman et al in the increased
adherence to once daily tadalafil compared with thrice daily sildenafil
(Waxman et al. 2013).
Development of a robust medication routine was difficult for participants to
achieve even following study interventions. There was a diversity of external
and internal factors that could affect a regimen. Fundamental to developing a
robust medication routine was the benefit and severity beliefs. Benefit beliefs
mirrored those of the BMQ specific-necessity beliefs and ensured the
participant understood the need to take the treatment. Although the need for
the medicine was provided through interventions, participants still reflected on
prior experience and to the lack of consequences from missed doses. All
participants admitted to missing doses in the past, and all except those on
iloprost infusion and oxygen reported developing no consequences from this
action. A behaviour without consequences, especially when disease was
stable, resulted in not correcting a poor routine, thereby perpetuating the risk
for nonadherence. Literature refers to periods of forgetfulness of taking
medicines as being unintentional nonadherence, but this study showed that
intentional actions to not correct poor routines contribute to unintentional
nonadherence. This is confirming observations made by other researchers
that unintentional nonadherence is an active process influenced by beliefs
(Unni and Farris 2011).
The current study results showed a variation in acceptable times between
doses for sildenafil, which highlighted that there was no single source of
information, but rather information received from educational sources or
developed by participants. Of interest was participant 1 who believed that
30mins was acceptable to allow the drug to leave the stomach prior to
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receiving the next dose. Having prior knowledge that a higher dose was
previously tolerated lessened the worry of taking a delayed dose closer to next
scheduled dose.
The knock-on effect of a delayed dose resulted in several participants
rescheduling their routine to accommodate this action. In all these participants
there was a strong belief in the benefit for the medicine and the repercussions
if it is not taken. Participants would delay their evening dose of medicine to a
later time, often remaining awake longer than usual, then moving the
subsequent morning dose. In all these instances there was a sequence of
events that brought all the dosing times back to baseline. This was similar to
the disruption of routines by travel.
Prompts to establishing routine were around mealtimes, on leaving the house,
arriving into work, and when experiencing symptoms. Each participant utilised
a combination of prompts which were on most occasions inadequate to
prevent the occasional missed dose. The interventions were developed
specifically to improve routines but were only partially successful due to low
self-efficacy to implement change. The mobile phone reminder app had mixed
participant reviews driven by prior experience with similar technology and low
self-efficacy. Those that used the technology found that it introduced additional
features that complemented their self-monitoring. Literature shows that there
has been an increase in the use of mobile technologies within adherence
studies, underpinned by the availability of mobile phone apps in preference to
text alerts (Lancaster et al. 2018; McCormick et al. 2018). Their success is
also variable due to barriers in uptake and use, which was also clear in the
current PAH study. A study in diabetes showed that mobile phone reminders
provide only short-term improvement in medication adherence, as participant
persistence to using the application is often poor (Nelson et al. 2016),
therefore cannot be relied upon as the only prompt.
A recent qualitative study examined the barriers for the use of mobile
technology in patients with chronic disease using the EHBM as a framework
(Hincapie et al. 2017). The main barrier to the use of mobile reminders
included complexity of use which is commonly reported in other studies (Lopez
et al. 2016) . Computer literacy was only asked and not assessed in the
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current PAH study prior to recommending the use of Medisafe® app. User
retention of mobile applications has been highlighted as a concern with twothirds of people who download a mobile health app use it only once (Lee et al.
2018). As the current study only assessed the mobile app for 6-months it
cannot guarantee longer term efficacy. Helping to install and use this
technology could have increased its uptake.
In summary these two themes showed that unintentional nonadherence often
resulted in a clinical dilemma that utilised past experiences of consequences.
Accepting the consequences as being absent or minor did not result in a
change in routines to prevent this from recurring, confirming that unintentional
nonadherence is a cognitive process that is influenced by beliefs. The success
of interventions to improve routines pivots on understanding and accepting
that there are consequences, and that there is a need to change.

5.4.4 Discussion on trust construct
Trust was identified as a strong modifying factor to many of the constructs of
the EHBM: acting both directly and indirectly to influence medication
adherence through various pathways. The strongest influence was in relation
to receipt and acceptance of knowledge. Within the context of this study, trust
was demonstrated to be towards individuals and organisations that was
perceived by the participant to help modify their behaviours. This was distinct
from the cues to action construct where influence from others provided the
impetus to challenge a behaviour. There was a reciprocal trust that the
healthcare team had towards participants and this is seen in earlier models
that describe the professional-patient relationship (WHO 2003), as opposed to
purely describing the patients as patient centred factors (Garcia et al. 2003).
The construct was defined within the current study as the patient’s belief in
others’ ability to provide their specific healthcare needs.
A study by Waxman et al identified a higher level of adherence to PDE-5
inhibitors when medication was received from a specialist pharmacy service
rather than a generalist service provider (Waxman et al. 2013). The definition
of specialty service was one that provided additional benefits such as
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education programs, co-ordinated care and closer follow-up. The authors did
not elaborate on how this enhanced medication adherence, but participants’
perception of a specialist service could have resulted in greater trust. The role
of the healthcare team in enhancing adherence has been studied in other
conditions with variable results. In general, there is an appreciation by patients
that a specialist team provide exclusive levels of expertise and therefore have
faith in their care.
“ …before I started the clinic here I felt quite isolated because I had
only had Freemans [specialist PAH centre in England] and they were a flight
away, and you felt totally alone, whereas now I feel there’s a lot more people
here [BHSCT] that if I need I can turn to for advice. So, it does take an awful
lot of burden away.” [participant 10]

In the current study trust was shown to influence predicted medication
adherence positively (enhance medication adherence) and negatively (to
reduce medication adherence). The trust belief in study participants was a
combination of the following factors: told experiences, societal cultural norms
and previous lived experiences. Trust was enhanced through acts of kindness,
exceeding expectations, and communication. However, the data showed that
trust beliefs were also comparative, easily broken and very specific. The
results section provided examples of where participants made comparisons
between healthcare teams (i.e. between specialisms, between PAH centres)
and expressed variations in trust beliefs. These observations are in line with
literature in other diseases (Lin et al. 2018). An unexpected example was
derived from a participant’s interpretation of the word pulmonary hypertension,
to which her belief was that a respiratory consultant was needed rather than a
cardiologist. There were sufficient examples in the transcripts to demonstrate
that the type and grade of healthcare professional was important in how
information was received by participants.
Trust was an initial barrier to implementing change in participant 1 who had
trust only in her consultant rheumatologist. This participant dismissed
respiratory nurses as being incompetent and had only faith in this consultant.
The researcher gained trust by aligning her needs to study aims before
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recommending interventions. Without trust no interventions would have been
implemented in this participant because a certain level of trust was needed to
allow the participant to consider alternative explanations to her own specific
beliefs. Where an explanation was closely aligned with the participants’ own
beliefs it was more easily accepted and trust enhanced. Where a given
statement contradicts a prior belief, then trust will ultimately decide whether
the information is internalised. The phase 4 interview transcripts provided
evidence that despite participant engagement with the researcher the strong
beliefs of the participant and lack of faith in the health service resulted in no
change in adherence outcomes.
Trust was also present within the participants’ family unit (e. g. caregiver). In
several participants this was seen as a key modifier in delegation of
responsibility in psychological (i.e. worry) and physical roles (e.g. monitoring
and review). Delegation is worthy of further research as it is underpinned by
trust in providing support, in that a change in trust affects the patient’s
acceptance of the delegated task.
It is not possible to implement an intervention to gain trust, rather it is a belief
that must be acquired by the participant through interaction with the healthcare
professional. Providing personalised health, where the recipient feels valued
and appropriately managed could result in stronger relationships. The
inclusion of trust within the EHBM is essential to improve the prediction of
health changes using this model. A study in an elderly population
demonstrated that interpersonal trust (between patient and clinician) is a key
factor to enable patients to deal with uncertainties in medicines and make
decisions, thereby altering their overall attitudes (i.e. beliefs) toward medicines
(Clyne et al. 2017).

Influence of the researcher
The influence of the researcher has to be acknowledged as a key part in the
study. This was not a passive role, but active in monitoring and helping the
participants to gain benefits through interventions. The professional
relationship between the researcher and participants increased over the study
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period due to regular follow-up appointments, with an increased focus on
medication behaviours. The role of the researcher acting as a specialist
pharmacist clinician within the clinic may have led to a greater acceptance of
interventions. The influence of participant-clinician relationship in a HIV study
showed to increase participant medication self-efficacy (Flickinger et al. 2016).
Trust was apparent within the phase 1 and 4 transcripts and led to its
incorporation into the EHBM to predict adherence behaviours. The
researchers acknowledge that reproducibility of the current study would be
difficult unless the essence of the participant-clinician relationship is fully
understood.

5.4.5 Discussion on supportive networks construct
Supportive network was introduced into the EHBM as a modifier of other
beliefs. It is a multidimensional construct that can be present or perceived. It is
not a new finding in adherence research, with many studies showing a direct
relationship between support and medication adherence. One of the early
examples from the late 1980s introduced the construct of social support to
refer to belonging to a social network, perceived satisfaction with support,
emotional support and instrumental support (House et al. 1988). Although the
study was not focussed on medication adherence, the construct of social
support can be applied to those found in the current supportive networks
construct, and has been used in its interpretation.
There is a density of social support research for chronic illnesses such as HIV,
diabetes and chronic kidney disease treated with renal transplantation (Griva
et al. 2018). In some of these studies there was a positive influence of social
support on medication taking (Gallant 2003; DiMatteo 2004; Ncama et al.
2008; Johnson et al. 2010; Osborn and Egede 2012). One study in a diabetic
population showed that having perceived support improved both patients’
compliance with diabetic medication and dietary self-management (Mansyur et
al. 2015). A similar finding of positive association between perceived family
support and medication adherence was found in studies in HIV populations
(Rotheram-Borus et al. 2010; Poudel et al. 2015; Chandran et al. 2019), with
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themes of illness adaptation and coping strategies that were not seen in the
current PAH study. A mixed methods study by Johnson et al highlighted trust
belief in a caregiver as being important to patients care, but also the
importance of health literacy in the patient receiving the care (Johnson et al.
2010). That study showed that social support improved medication adherence
only when the patient receiving the care had adequate health literacy. In those
with limited health literacy there was a greater reliance on the caregiver with
no improvement in medication adherence. The authors stated that a possible
explanation for the lack of improvement was that those with limited health
literacy were less likely to question healthcare teams and neither did their
caregiver. However, in this study having a “trusted confidant” was the only
type of social support associated with better medication adherence for limitedliteracy patients. It is possible that the participants in the study by Johnson et
al with low health literacy did not understand the importance or the necessity
of medicines thereby not correcting poor medication routines. In the current
study the interaction of caregiver and participant was evident with participant
19, despite low health literacy, achieving good adherence due to the trust and
support from his “trusted confidant” (wife), confirming some of the findings by
Johnson et al. Other studies did not show an association between social
support and medication adherence. A large cardiovascular quantitative study
used a questionnaire to ascertain both functional and structural support from
close friends and family on medication adherence (Mondesir et al. 2018). The
study did not find any association between the frequency of visits from
caregivers and medication adherence.
A study examining supportive networks in patients with psychosis did not find
a correlation between the level of support with medication adherence, but
highlighted that a change in support led to changes in adherence (Rabinovitch
et al. 2013). The observation on change in support was shown in the current
study by participant 17 who lost her supportive network when moving to
university, with a subsequent worsening of her nonadherent behaviour.
Quantifying the level of support was undertaken in studies using the
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS) (Canty-Mitchell
and Zimet 2000; Dambi et al. 2018). Many of these studies did not ascertain
the medication and health beliefs of the caregiver which may become an
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important influence on medication adherence. There was also a paucity of
studies reporting on the influence of caregivers’ negative beliefs on patients’
medication adherence (Kronish and Ye 2013).
Perceived support from a caregiver, healthcare professional or online PAH
forum was found in the current study to link with trust, cues to action and selfefficacy constructs. For example, several participants felt that support from
healthcare team or caregiver (perceived support) involved delegation of all
aspects of their illness which included worry and need for understanding their
condition. Therefore, there was little necessity to gain knowledge or
understand the significance of disease and medication. Perceived support and
delegation of roles impacted on participants’ willingness to gain additional
knowledge through interventions.
Of interest from the data was that some participants chose not to engage with
supportive networks, even though this could have been beneficial to their
medication-taking routines. The barrier to disclose personal health information
to their family and friends was strongly expressed in seven of the participants.
There was a fear of disclosing to loved ones the true nature of their illness, or
not wanting to be treated differently as an ill person. Participants 2 and 5 felt
the need to remain visually well so not to upset their family.
The impact of supportive networks on medication adherence has been studied
in many illnesses and is an important determinant of medication-taking
behaviours, and therefore inclusion into the EHBM. Where direct support is
provided to medicines, then the beliefs of the caregiver should be ascertained.
This was not undertaken in the current study due to resource limitations and
will be taken forward as a recommendation for future research in PAH.

5.4.6 Discussion on severity and susceptibility constructs
Within the EHBM the severity and susceptibility constructs were of a similar
theoretical framework to the BMQ-specific-concerns beliefs. The results
showed that baseline knowledge of these beliefs was poor despite receiving
counselling by the PAH clinical teams, with multiple incorrect beliefs towards
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illness and medications. Improving knowledge led to the realisation of illness
severity in phase 4 expressing greater concern beliefs due to increased focus
on PAH severity. This was expected and built into the design of the current
study by having a clinical psychologist available in case of heightened anxiety.
None of the identified studies explicitly mention the consequence of improving
knowledge in these beliefs. The difficulty in clinical practice is the
heterogeneity of PAH and uncertainty of disease progression. Uncertainty also
affected the participation in support groups due to not being sure of the extent
of their disease. Not having a guide or reference point to compare to others
was a common theme and was addressed as an intervention, with both
positive and negative outcomes.
“…when someone dies, and I think…Gosh.. OK…so hum…yeh, so I
don’t know exactly where I am at, and how far down the line, I know that there
will be a finite number of drugs. It’s not forever…forever you can keep pulling
rabbits out of the hat. I do not know how far along that line I am.” [participant 2]

The impact of knowledge on medication behaviours was shown in a statin
therapy trial, where uncertainty of side effects and confusion about healthcare
information led to a greater tendency for nonadherence (Kriegbaum 2018).
The current study identified the theme uncertainty which captured participants’
prior experiences of information seeking behaviours. There was avoidance of
internet sites and reading PAH articles because of the fear of the unknown.
The heterogeneity of PAH also led to confusion in what part of the information
was relevant to them. Coping with uncertainty and life with treatment were
themes identified by a previous study (Flattery et al. 2005). Accepting what
was told without seeking additional knowledge was a common theme
predominantly with those living with PAH for less than 5 years.
“I just did not think that anything applied to me. No, there is some
leaflets about caregivers and about…. just things I didn’t need to know or
didn’t what to know.” [participant 2]
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The theme of changing medicines and disease progression was derived from
comments regarding the fear of changing treatments due to unseen changes
in disease progression. An example from participant 13 highlighted the
feelings of uncertainty and control.
“I have more control over colitis cause generally it’s about my eating
habits or emm like emotional and stress can bring it on too but the Pulmonary
Hypertension I can’t control it well even if I was resting all day.” [participant 13]

Reluctance to change treatment was also fostered from the belief that there is
a permanent susceptibility to side effects. Participants understood the need to
titrate medicines to optimise benefits, and that commencing new medicines
would require a new titration stage. This was seen as a barrier when applying
a study intervention to change some participants from sildenafil to tadalafil.
The limited lifespan of PAH medicines was a negative benefit belief but also a
susceptibility belief to clinical deterioration that coincided with the worry of
changing therapy. This was observed in individuals who had experienced
previous treatment escalation and failed treatment. However, despite
expressing a low faith in treatment they had a low tendency for nonadherent
behaviours.
“I sort of believe that you know through time my body will build up a
tolerance to it, or you know it’ll become less effective through time, but I would
like to think it’s at least slowing down any deterioration” [participant 9]

Coping with the uncertain trajectory of PAH led to worry in those attending
clinic visits. Participants judged their relative illness severity with other clinic
users. This had both positive and negative influences on medication
adherence; seeing a fellow sufferer worse off provided the realisation of the
severity of the condition (i.e. increased severity beliefs). However, the
visualised burden of others’ treatment (i.e. iloprost infusion and oxygen) led to
participants displaying increased barrier beliefs to the use of these medicines.
This was very evident for oxygen therapy and led to underuse of oxygen when
needed. Although oxygen treatment isn’t a targeted PAH therapy it is
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recommended within guidelines (Galiè et al. 2016). A recent study in patients
with COPD showed that only 60% of patients were compliant with oxygen, with
increasing age and ambulatory oxygen predicting better adherence (Gauthier
et al. 2019). The study by Gauthier et al was limited to quantitative methods
and did not explore beliefs, highlighting the paucity of research at
understanding patients’ barriers to using oxygen treatment. There were five
participants in phase 1 who had accepted the severity of PAH and coped with
the daily struggles of the illness. These participants were highly educated and
displayed a reasonable baseline knowledge of PAH. Although acceptance of
PAH was stated, their concern about longer term future were lower thereby
lessening severity beliefs toward PAH and increasing susceptibility beliefs
towards medication side effects. Providing additional education through
interventions led to a further reduction in two participants’ severity construct
and BMQ specific-necessity beliefs, with a reciprocal increase in BMQ
specific-concerns which increased the potential for intentional nonadherent
behaviours. Due to the limited number of recent studies using the EHBM as a
framework, there are no other studies which show this effect. Most studies
report the BMQ necessity-concern differential and show that increasing
necessity and lowering concern through interventions results in improvement
in adherence (Birand et al. 2019).
The current study captured the concerns of two participants using iloprost
infusion. Participants focused on the susceptibility beliefs to clinical
deterioration with pump malfunction or Hickman® line infections. The extent of
severity, susceptibility and trust beliefs were expressed by participant 5 who
would not allow non-specialist staff to touch her infusion pump or Hickman®
line. There were no studies to draw parallel with regards to patients’
heightened anxiety about their infusion devices. Qualitative PAH studies
examining prostacyclin infusions do not capture this worry.
The perception of medicines being very potent theme was not seen in other
literature sources mentioned in this dissertation. Participant 1 perceived that a
medicine given three times a day must be highly potent. This belief led the
participant to rate highly the importance of sildenafil, but it also induced fear
that the potent medicine would result in side effects if doses were to be taken
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too close together. Participant 2, on the other hand, viewed a once daily PAH
drug as potent as its action (i.e. macitentan) was much longer, thereby she
concluded that repercussions of a missed dose would be low, as “sufficient
medicine will still be in the system.” These were logical explanations from
patients and demonstrated the range of false beliefs that participants gathered
over time. Correcting these beliefs did not lead to a change in medication
adherence in the current study, demonstrating that medication adherence is
multifactorial.

5.4.7 The influence of EHBM derived interventions on medication-taking
beliefs and behaviours
The study proposed that interventions derived from exploring health beliefs
may affect medication adherence, and that there are relationships between
changes in health beliefs and change in adherence. The study’s central
questions used quantitative measures to test aims. Accepting the limitations of
BMQ and MARS questionnaires, there was no statistical association between
theory-derived interventions and medication adherence. However, the
association between health beliefs and change in medication adherence
cannot be determined as both measures did not significantly vary between
time points.
The small study population hindered the quantitative methodology. The
qualitative method examined the study’s aims from a different perspective
using the predictive power of the EHBM, in that it assessed the potential for
medication nonadherence based on beliefs and behaviours. Prediction of
behaviours is the primary function of the EHBM and therefore this was logical.
The study found that there was a benefit from delivering theory-derived
interventions in reducing the potential for medication nonadherence. There are
significant limitations to this conclusion in that quantifying potential adherence
was not pre-specified at study conception, and that the foundation of both
beliefs and interventions was derived from the same data source, therefore
leading to a significant bias. The conclusions from this methodology should
also acknowledge the subjective input of both researchers. Although the lead
researcher had contact with participants, the second researcher was impartial
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and ensured interventions were selected based on a strict criterion. Inter-rater
reliability was good. The fact that both researchers were pharmacists with a
specialist understanding of medication-taking behaviours added to the
suitability of study interventions. Failure to improve the observed medicationtaking behaviour through interventions could be result of several factors such
as: failure of the belief model to fully describe the behaviour (Kardas et al.,
2013); due to inadequate application of the interventions; due to selection of
inappropriate interventions; or insensitivity of the objective measure of
adherence (i.e. MARS).
This section will examine the success and failures of interventions to change
health beliefs and potential medication adherence, although it should be noted
that personalised information was required in all participants to supplement
other interventions.

Medication rationalisation
Baseline beliefs highlighted the dose dilemma of delayed sildenafil dosing, and
the false beliefs that led to an omitted medicine or to double dosing. The
specific issue was identified from beliefs and corrected through intervention.
However, in most instances the correction was a change in medicine and
therefore did not change the previous belief. The resultant regimen was easier
for participants and reduced the potential for nonadherence behaviours with
that medicine. This observation was highlighted in a recent overview of
medication adherence interventions, which demonstrated that dose
simplification was the most effective intervention (Anderson et al. 2020).
Although not stated by the authors this intervention may avoid the need to
change beliefs which may be more challenging.

Use of medication reminders and compliance devices
The study demonstrated that multiple EHBM constructs are influential in the
ability and willingness to formulate an effective medication routine. Participants
who did not perceive the PAH medicines to be needed or had a low severity
belief in their disease failed to put in place a robust medication routine, thereby
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increasing the probability for forgetting to take the medicine. Routine
reminders and compliance devices were recommended to remedy poor
medication behaviours. These interventions relied upon self-efficacy and cues
to action to ensure participants integrated these into their life. It was shown
that those who had low self-efficacy and mental health problems did not
integrate these into routines. The longevity of such interventions in this
population is unknown and will rely on continued perceived benefit. The phase
4 data demonstrated that the benefits and BMQ specific-necessity beliefs
increased between study phases and would have helped their implementation.
Although the increased BMQ concern beliefs attempted to balance this gain.

Personalised education and signposting to supportive networks
A study in patients with chronic illnesses found that greater than 80% of
patients receive conflicting information from physicians, media and the
internet, with conflicting information leading to lower medication adherence
(Carpenter et al. 2014). The current study ensured participants had verified
sources of information to avoid conflicting views, but this did not prevent
contact with other healthcare professionals providing information. The dual
role of researcher and pharmacist aided the implementation of personalised
information and therefore impacts on the reproducibility of the study
interventions. Knowledge was focussed on key deficiencies and false beliefs
identified in the phase 1 interview data. The results section demonstrated that
knowledge was not always gained despite the delivery of the information in
line with participant intellect. Participants who gained knowledge were
successful in implementing other interventions, and showed an improvement
in benefits, barrier, severity and susceptibility beliefs at phase 4. However, a
low self-efficacy hampered the internalisation of information and
implementation of other interventions. This was a critical finding with all
interventions hinging on self-efficacy. A study recommendation is that low selfefficacy should be identified first, and these participants should be followed up
more closely. Different interventions may be required in these patients.
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PAH risk assessment chart
Severity and benefit beliefs where targeted with the use of the clinic PAH risk
assessment chart (Table 3) which was introduced into the 2015 ESC
guidelines (Galiè et al. 2016) to aid clinical decisions. The logic to providing a
simplified version to participants was to help them to visualise and understand
disease measures and therefore their own clinical progress. This was
recommended to participants who experienced minimal PAH symptoms and
questioned both the severity of their illness and possible benefits from
treatments.

Field notes completed after each study visit recorded participants’ difficulty in
understanding the reason why the researcher placed emphasis on certain
aspects of PAH and medication. Retrospectively, the researcher should have
made it clear to participants the origin of all interventions, and the intended
target beliefs and behaviours. The action plan provided to participants was to
enhance cues to action and focus on specific interventions. A limitation was
that failure to be transparent on the origin of the intervention may have led to
misalignment of the researcher’s intentions to participants’ expectations.
The ranking of interventions by two researchers utilised a bespoke scoring
system (Appendix 23) that included participant acceptability, efficacy on
medication-taking behaviours, and how feasible the intervention was to apply
within the timescales of the study. An overall rating score selected which
interventions to be applied. Feasibility and ease of application was critical as
there was a maximum of two study visits to ensure all interventions were
applied. Acceptability to participants was judged through the transcript barrier
beliefs and was subjective. The literature search did not identify any prior
study that utilised this method of intervention selection. Its purpose was to
prioritise interventions in a limited timeframe. Several interventions belonging
to network of support, medication ordering, and dealing with stress were not
successfully implemented due to the intervention being outside of the control
of the researcher.
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In conclusion the study showed that multiple interventions are required to
change beliefs and behaviours, but whether participants retain the information
and beliefs is uncertain. The concept of health focus in this study would predict
that gaining a symptomatic comorbidity has the potential to change the ranking
of medication and illness and thereby possibly lead to nonadherence in a
group of medicines, but this would be dependent upon level of robust
medication-taking routine. These hypotheses need to be tested in further
studies.
Although the interventions were agreed with the participants, this was
undertaken at the time of their next appointment and may have not enabled
participants time to understand their need and structure. Providing the action
plan in advance may have enhanced participant understanding prior to
discussion and agreement, and improved uptake of the interventions.
This section has highlighted that the modified EHBM framework and
subsequent analysis has the potential to predict interventions that could
improve medication-taking behaviours. However, the study highlighted that a
key success for interventions is the ability and willingness of participants to
change their practices. A low self-efficacy to implement change was a key
element that did not change predicted medication-taking behaviours at phase
4. This was in line with other studies that show a high degree of motivation is
required to implement change processes in healthcare (Schüz et al. 2011;
Zogg et al. 2012). In retrospect, the study should have incorporated the views
of participants in selecting interventions that they felt were possible to achieve
and being more aware of how participants were progressing.

5.5 Strengths and limitations
The chosen methodology was designed to overcome many research
challenges in controlling co-variables outside of the control of the researcher,
but also had the potential to introduce factors specific to the methodology.
Despite the success of the study in being able to maintain quality of the
research process, it is acknowledged that the study did have limitations in its
overall design that impacted in the study’s ability to meet its aims and
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objectives. This section discusses the design of the study and whether it was
able to reduce potential covariables, so that rigor was maintained. Key
strengths of the study will be briefly discussed before focussing on the study
limitations.

5.5.1 Strengths of the study
The current study was complex in that its aims were broad requiring a mixed
methods study design. However, despite the challenges there were strengths
in the design that are listed below:

Low participant attrition in those who initiated the study
The study acknowledged the severity and unpredictability of PAH and the
possibility of participant attrition throughout the study. The introduction of a 1year life expectancy led to a low participant attrition due to death throughout
the study, even considering that the study duration exceeded the planned 12months duration. The largest attrition in study population took place before
phase 0, with 5 patients not beginning the study. For participants who
commenced the study the attrition was only 3. The study recognises that by
limiting to greater than 1-year life expectancy it removed additional patient
numbers and those with the highest medication burden. However, the study
recruited two participants receiving iloprost infusion which provided an insight
into the beliefs and medication behaviours of intravenous PAH therapy. In
reflection, some of the study’s aims (relationships between psychological,
physical and medication adherence outputs) could have been achieved in a
single timepoint study that would not have been affected by participant
attrition. Although this would have included a wider group of participants the
study wouldn’t have been able to assess study outputs over time and the
effect of personalised interventions.
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Monitoring possible fluctuating medication adherence due to cofactors
A strength of the study was that the longitudinal design enabled the effects of
known cofactors to medication adherence to be measured and analysed. This
was in response to other researchers who demonstrated that medication
adherence fluctuates due to many factors (Vrijens et al., 2012). The study
could not account for all variables and therefore led to the possibility that other
factors that were not measured could impact on medication adherence.

Selection of questionnaires in PAH research
PAH medication adherence research is limited with few studies able to fully
validate questionnaires within the PAH population. The current study
considered the advantages and disadvantages of study questionnaires in PAH
and other conditions prior to use. A strength was that the current study used
the emPHasis-10 quality of life questionnaire which has been validated in PAH
(Yorke et al. 2014b). The small population of the current study was not able to
fully validate the questionnaires in PAH but instead identified limitations in the
use of DASS-21, BMQ, and MARS in PAH, thereby providing this information
to other researchers for future studies.

Triangulation of self-reporting of study tools
The study acknowledged the known limitations of self-reporting tools such as
MARS, DASS-21, emPHasis-10 and SF-36, in that participants are known to
over represent good practice or good health. The methodology built multiple
measures to triangulate each questionnaire thereby enhancing the accuracy
and reliability of observed parameters. The use of the pill counting was able to
assess the reliability of MARS; the use of SF-36 was able to add a second
measure of physical and emotional wellbeing to emphasis-10 and DASS-21
respectively.
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Patient involvement in study design to lessen burden
The planning of this study included patient representation which has been
shown to strengthen the ethical considerations and design of a study (Parkes
et al., 2014, Snape et al., 2014). Opinions were gathered by the lead
researcher from a cardiology support group (Cityheart, Belfast) and a patient
with PAH (Mrs X). This input was critical in predicting an acceptable level of
study burden on patients’ lives, the quantity and frequency of questionnaires,
the overall duration of the study and the possibility of recall bias (Appendix 8).
All participants were happy with the frequency of questionnaires and felt
honoured to have been part of the current study.

Predicted medication-taking behaviours from thematic outcomes

The generation of predicted medication-taking adherent behaviours was
independently assessed by two researchers using the interview transcripts. As
this is a key element of the project it should be made clear that although the
researchers had used an objective decision-making tool to generate
outcomes, this analysis does have limitations in terms of rigor. The first is that
although there was a good agreement in rating of nonadherent behaviour
between the two researchers, this analysis was undertaken after all other
transcripts (phase 1 and phase 4) had been seen, therefore there was a
potential for bias. Secondly, one researcher had visited several participant
homes and visualised the medication-taking behaviours and interactions with
caregiver/partner before recording these in the field notes. Being able to
visualise the behaviour could have led to increased weighting of the predicted
behaviour.

5.5.2 Limitations of the study
Despite careful selection of study tools and design there were inevitable
factors that could not be controlled. These limitations are acknowledged as
important components of the study. Understanding the limitations in this
section will enable the reader to make informed opinions regarding the
reliability and rigor of data which has been used to meet the study aims.
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Small diverse population
The population of PAH in NI was known to be small and of different PH
classifications prior to study conception. Acknowledging this limitation resulted
in the study being designed as a longitudinal study to examine trends within
the study outcome measures. However, the longitudinal design did introduce
the possibility that other factors could influence overall health and medication
adherence other than study interventions over the 12-months data collection
period. The stability of both DASS-21 and QoL questionnaires over the study
period provided reassurance that PAH symptoms did remain at a constant
level, but the study did not examine the impact of other comorbidities and
whether these fluctuated. The motivation of participants towards implementing
change within their medication routines was shown to be variable and
impacted on the success of interventions and the strength of the observation
within a small population. This led to limitation in the generalisability of the
study results.

Exclusion criteria may have removed some non-adherent patients
The decision to exclude patients who were known to be poor clinic attenders
was discussed at length and the repercussions of this action accepted. The
reason for the exclusion criteria was driven by resources and completion of
study data points. The longitudinal nature of the study required regular
attendance at clinic and the completion of study questionnaires. Patients who
were known to regularly skip clinic visits were felt by the researcher unlikely to
engage in the study. On reflection, these patients may have also been poor at
adhering to PAH medication. Using the EHBM as a framework then the
inability to regularly attend clinic visits reflects low self-efficacy, low severity
and susceptibility, and high barrier constructs, all of which increase the
possibility for nonadherent behaviours. Including these patients may have
enriched the nonadherent population of the study, and provided the
opportunity to undertake statistical tests that could not be undertaken due to
low number of participants.
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Participant and researcher delays
Throughout the study there were several delays due to both participant and
researcher, that led to lengthening of the study duration beyond 12-months.
Participant delays were due to episodes of feeling unwell and being unable to
attend clinic; minor procedures; holidays and other forms of leave; relocation
to England; forgetfulness in completing questionnaires at stated times;
movement of clinic days to coincide with other appointments due to long
distance of travel; and visiting PAH centres in England. Researcher delays
were due to periods of leave; personal issue; and availability of second
researcher. This did not reduce the integrity of the study as each study phase
was clearly demarcated with study clinic visits where physical parameters
were assessed. To ensure the study self-reported questionnaires matched the
periods of physical examination, the last 3-months of questionnaires were
used prior to the end of each phase.

Influence of patient-clinician bias
Many of the study participants were under the care of clinicians and specialist
healthcare teams in BHSCT and in a UK PAH centre. Having contact with
multiple healthcare professionals in different locations was a potential barrier
to interventions as it was unknown if contradictory information was given by
the different teams, or if trust in one team was more prominent.

Transferability of results

Like other medication adherence studies in heart failure and PAH, the
demographics and characteristics of the research population can limit the
transferability of the study outcomes. The current study succeeded in
recruiting a study population which was similar to that of the NI population with
PAH. However, this population may be different to other areas. For example,
there was no ethnic group representation within the population, which is
specific to Northern Ireland’s mainly Caucasian population. There was also no
representation of participants receiving nebulised iloprost, selexipag or
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riociguat. These factors may limit the transferability of the results outside of the
study area.

Adherence to all medicines
This study limited the measurement of adherence to PAH medicines, knowing
that other medicines were taken by participants for multiple comorbidities. The
decision to limit the measurement to PAH medicines was due to logistics,
resource limitations, and to minimise additional questions to patients. It is
acknowledged that assigning a patient as adherent to PAH medicines did not
indicate adherence to other medicines. Indeed, the results provided evidence
that medicines that participants felt to be unimportant were often not taken.

Observed medication-taking behaviour may not be true behaviour
It is widely acknowledged in research that participants may behave differently
when enrolled within a study, and therefore not be representative of their true
behaviours (the Hawthorne effect) (McCambridge et al. 2014). This is a
limitation of observational studies, therefore the current study introduced two
mechanisms to minimise this effect: firstly, the duration of the study was such
that participants would become desensitised to the observation over time and
revert back to their own native medication-taking behaviours. Secondly, that
the use of triangulation as built into the study, through interview to uncover
medication beliefs would provide a different lens through which to observe
these behaviours. If the Hawthorne effect is acknowledged in the current
study, then the maintenance of a high level of medication adherence until
study end may represent not a failure of the intervention, but rather a benefit in
maintaining a high level of medication adherence throughout the study.
Several participants provided evidence during phase 4 study interview that the
completion of the monthly questionnaires provided ongoing prompting towards
better medication adherence behaviours, thereby influencing their usual
behaviours.
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Self-reporting of pill count data

The results of the pill count data showed that the quality of reporting was
acceptable only for phase 1. All other study phases reported tablet counts that
varied widely from what was expected. It was decided that the poor quality of
other phases meant that comparison between pill counts and MARS could be
undertaken only for phase 1. An explanation for the lack of pill data was that
participants became less accurate in pill counting over time. Early in the study
there was strong participant engagement that resulted in questionnaires and
pill counts being provided on time. This would suggest that study burden was
too demanding, but this was not noted or expressed when explored through
interview transcripts. The pill count data was also prone to participant counting
errors and was a limitation of the study.

5.6 Summary of discussion section
Due to the large volume of study data this discussion section focussed on the
main study findings derived from both qualitative and quantitative methods.
Discussion was presented on key outcomes and themes which did not
necessarily match the aims of the study, but was to ensure the reader gained
focussed analysis of the results. The main study limitation was the low number
of study participants which resulted in the discussion of quantitative results
being limited and, in some places, exploratory. However, the qualitative
themes both confirmed and opposed other researchers’ observations leading
to the generation of new research questions.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
6.1 Introduction to conclusion
The study aimed to identify the interactions between health beliefs, medication
adherence and personalised interventions in a rare heterogenous PAH
population within NI. This was in response to published literature on other
conditions that questioned the impact of beliefs in medication-taking
behaviours, and from PAH clinical guidelines that proposed medication
adherence research in this disease. The study aligns with the current direction
of adherence research which places the patients’ beliefs at the forefront of
prediction and management of adherent behaviours. Being able to predict
sufficient factors to affect medication adherence has been challenging,
however the current research demonstrates that personalised interventions
can have an impact on adherence behaviours.
The conclusion section will be structured on what has been learnt from the
design of the study before answering the research questions below. The
section will conclude with research recommendations and the researcher’s
reflective account.
Main study question
•

Does the use of a Health Belief derived intervention improve medicationtaking behaviours in patients with Pulmonary Hypertension?

Secondary research questions
•

What is the relationship between psychosocial outcomes and
adherence to PAH medicines?

•

What is the relationship between periods of depression, stress or
anxiety with disease specific outcomes?

•

What is the relationship between medication-related burden and
medicines adherence?

•

Is there a change in participants’ individual health beliefs throughout the
study period?
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6.2 Lessons learnt from the study design
Given the paucity of adherence studies in PAH, this study set out to identify
the beliefs that are pertinent to this unique population. Rather than follow a
prior published study design, the local PAH service was process mapped to
identify key moderators of adherence, and potential logistical challenges.
Reflecting on this stage of study design, it was an iterative process of
researching all applicable studies and identifying methodologies and tools to
answer the study questions. The study design was then adapted to overcome
the challenges of researching in a small population. However, it was
acknowledged that certain challenges were unavoidable, such as ensuring
meaningful outputs from a small population. Using both quantitative and
qualitative methods, this study successfully recruited participants with a variety
of treatments and therefore representative of the total PAH population of NI.
The study was heavily influenced by well-established research which has
distilled patients’ medication beliefs into the benefits of taking medicines
versus the consequences. This balancing of beliefs is contained in the BMQ
as a necessity-concern differential, which has been used but not validated in
previous PAH trials. The BMQ was retrospectively found to have several
limitations and suitable only for focussing the interview discussion. The study
used the EHBM as a theoretical framework to decipher and interpret individual
beliefs to formulate personalised interventions. This model is still used by
other researchers and was found to offer logical solutions to adherence
issues. However, this model was not all encompassing and required the
addition of two new modifying factors (trust and supportive networks).
Reflecting on the choice of health model after study completion, it was felt that
the clarity of the modified EHBM constructs aligned with medication-taking
behaviours in this PAH population and performed as expected. The transtheoretical model (TTM) (Prochaska and DiClemente 1983) although felt to be
less descriptive, did have an advantage of assessing the degree of selfefficacy through its stages of change constructs, which would have benefitted
the analysis of beliefs and delivery of interventions. Belief models have been
shown to have low predictive power when previous experience isn’t taken onto
account (NICE 2007). However, when the EHBM is applied to an individual
participant, taking into account their previous health and medication
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experience, the predictive capabilities appeared logical and able to identify
suitable interventions. Furthermore, it was felt by the lead researcher that by
using a framework analytical process to assess the modified EHBM constructs
there could be adaptation of this model to enable quick coding and its adoption
into clinical practice. This could be in the form of a tool designed to rationalise
medication beliefs and generate personalised interventions.
The study adopted recommendations from previous research to assess
variations in medication adherence over time. This was challenging and led to
a longitudinal design that resulted in a large quantity of data but at the
expense of increased researcher and participant time, and research costs.
The frequency of monitoring did not increase participant burden, in fact it was
shown to behave as a cue to action, thereby continuously highlighting the
study’s aims to the participants. This may have resulted in the participants not
returning to pre-study adherence levels and contributed to the continuously
high-adherence levels as measured in this study.
This study confirmed the observations by others that highlight the disparity
between self-reported adherence and pill counts, but also that the recorded
adherence (MARS and pill counts) is different to the predicted adherence
using the EHBM constructs. There are several conclusions that can be drawn
from this latter observation: the most relevant is whether this reflects the
modified EHBM as a poor predictor of adherence within the population or a
true reflection of adherence patterns when participants are not under
investigation. The researcher, having observed participants both within their
homes and through in-depth discussions, believes that the modified EHBM
more closely fits the participants’ true nonadherent potential, despite known
limitations with predictive value of belief models. This observation is further
confirmed when the vulnerabilities of participants’ medication routines is taken
into account. The current study was exploratory and requires further research
to identify the reasons for differences between observed and predicted
medication-taking behaviours. This will require a larger study cohort and the
use of electronic pill monitoring in addition to other methods of measuring
medication adherence.
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6.3 Main study findings
The use of the modified EHBM demonstrated the ability to generate
personalised interventions that were targeted at specific beliefs and
behaviours.
This study was the first to examine theory-derived interventions aimed at
improving medication behaviours in this rare PAH population. The main study
findings are exploratory and are summarised in the following sections.

6.3.1 Does the use of a Health Belief derived intervention improve
medication-taking behaviours in patients with PAH?

There was a non-statistical benefit in utilising the EHBM to provide
targeted interventions that improved medication-taking behaviours.

The main research question was to demonstrate the relationship between
medication adherence and health derived interventions. Given the limitations
of MARS and BMQ in addition to the low number of participants it was not
possible to obtain statistical data to confirm this observation. However, the
trajectory of change was an improvement in MARS adherence scores with
theory-derived interventions, and a positive change in certain health beliefs.
Evidence for this comes from a small non-statistical rise in MARS score over
the study phases, and an improvement in participants’ potential for
nonadherent beliefs and behaviours through BMQ questionnaire analysis.
Specific BMQ changes were an increase in specific-necessity beliefs, a
lowering of general-overuse beliefs, but also a worsening in concern beliefs.
Qualitative data provided evidence for increased knowledge, positive change
in EHBM constructs and strengthening of participants’ medication routines at
phase 4.
The delivery of the interventions was provided via motivational interviewing
which raises the question whether the delivery method provided the greatest
influence on outcomes through cue to action and self-efficacy rather than the
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components of the interventions. Interventions which appeared to provide
greater impact on medication adherence were those that personalised disease
and illness information to ensure participants could understand the severity of
their illness and the benefit and concerns of their medication. Ensuring that
participants understood the information was critical to other interventions
which provided advice on dealing with delayed medication doses. Having an
understanding of participants’ underlying health beliefs enabled the researcher
to structure information and deliver it at an appropriate level of understanding.
The study focussed on the robustness of medication routines as a means of
reducing future nonadherent behaviours.

6.3.2 What is the relationship between psychosocial outcomes and
adherence to PAH medicines

The study showed a complex relationship between psychosocial
outcomes and medication adherence but could not be quantified

Current PAH treatment guidelines and previous QoL studies highlighted the
impact of psychological, social, emotional functioning on patients and their
families. This study agreed with previous studies on the high prevalence of
psychological burden in PAH, but also identified significant problem with the
DASS-21 measuring tool not observed in any other study. Therefore, this
study was unable to quantify the relationship between psychosocial outcomes
and medication adherence. The study did however, identify a complex
relationship between mental health problems on medication beliefs and
behaviours, and was able to concur with several observations made by other
researchers on negative influence of mental health problems on medication
adherence (Allen LaPointe et al. 2010; Hilliard et al. 2015; Brandstetter et al.
2018). The latter observations were referenced in the current study with the
potential for nonadherent behaviours rather than measured values. The
current study also demonstrated reduced self-efficacy and motivation as key
factors and therefore was in line with other investigators who showed these to
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be important in adherence (Chao et al. 2005) and in implementing
interventions (Elderon and Whooley 2013).

6.3.3 What is the relationship between periods of depression, stress or
anxiety with disease specific outcomes

The study could not clarify a relationship between periods or depression,
stress or anxiety with disease specific outcomes

The disease specific outcomes (e.g. 6MWT, functional class, NT-proBNP) did
not statistically vary throughout the study observation period nor demonstrated
a trend towards change. As such their values were not stated in the results
section. The study cannot determine whether a relationship exists between
these parameters and psychosocial outcomes. The study proposed a one-way
interaction between mental health problems and self-efficacy. It is uncertain
whether this relationship is in fact two-way, in that treatment of mental health
problems could increase self-efficacy and therefore the ability to motivate
oneself and implement recommended interventions. This relationship requires
further research.

6.3.4 What is the relationship between medication-related burden and
medication adherence

The study could not clarify a relationship between medication-related
burden and medication adherence.

Due to a variety of reasons, participants were taking multiple medicines and
therefore were more likely to possess high medication and disease burden as
shown from the study data. The current study assessed medication-related
burden from an objective measure (e.g. number of medicines and doses, dose
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frequency, route of treatment, frequency of medication changes) in addition to
subjective (e.g. medication complexity). Due to the limitations in low population
numbers the study was unable to demonstrate any relationship between these
factors. Because the potential for medication adherent behaviours using the
EHBM was not part of the initial study design, these results could not be
analysed with other study measures.
Therefore, medication complexity was not shown to directly influence
medication adherence as shown in other studies (George et al. 2004;
Pantuzza et al. 2018). Neither was the study able to prove that frequent
changes in medication affected medication adherence. The study did prove
that medication complexity is subjective, and that participants’ views are
different to that of healthcare professionals’ views. Participants tended to
judge complexity based on their medication-taking routine rather than the
number of medicines. There was a noted advantage in switching participants
from a thrice daily medicine to a once daily medicine in terms of reducing
delay and omitted doses, but this did not appear in the self-reported measures
of adherence.

6.3.5 Is there a change in participants’ individual health beliefs
throughout the study period

The study demonstrated a change in participants’ individual health
beliefs throughout the study period

To answer this study question required both quantitative and qualitative
methods, examining beliefs through different pathways. Both methods proved
that there was a change in beliefs between phase 1 and 4. The researcher
cannot be certain that the change in beliefs was solely the result of the study
interventions or also a result of other factors. Quantitatively there was a nonstatistical positive change in BMQ specific-necessity and general-overuse
beliefs, and a negative change in BMQ specific-concerns beliefs. The
qualitative results demonstrated an increase in participants understanding of
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the benefits of treatment and the severity of PAH. The qualitative data also
confirmed the increase in concern belief but could not determine whether this
increased or reduced the potential for nonadherent behaviours.

6.4 Comparison with other PAH medication adherence research
Before concluding the main study findings, it should be made clear where this
study fits with the observations made by other PAH adherence researchers.
There was an agreement with the associations made by Grady et al that
medication adherence was lower in those taking a higher dose frequency and
in the disparity between self-reported adherence scales and pill counts (Grady
et al. 2018). In the current PAH study, the midday dose of sildenafil was
shown to be the most liable to be omitted or delayed when analysed through
interviews. Grady et al made an association with lower adherence in those
who had received PAH medicines longer with little explanation given to the
reason. The current study agreed with this observation during interviews
stating that this was noted in participants with CHD whose knowledge of PAH
was less despite having lived with PAH since childhood. These participants
had lower perceived benefit and severity beliefs and displayed greater
potential for nonadherent behaviours. Both current and stated study made the
conclusion that the development of a robust medication routine was essential
to improve adherence. Grady et al stated an increase adherence with
increasing age which may have been due to the much larger study population.
This association could not be seen in the current study due to limitations on
statistical tests.
An observation made by Ivarsson et al in a PAH study showed that BMQ
specific-necessity for single PAH medicines was lower than the necessity
score for multiple PAH medicines (Ivarsson et al. 2018). This was not found in
the current study due to low participants receiving monotherapy, however the
belief data can be applied to describe possible reasons for this behaviour.
Firstly, the current study showed that with multiple medicines there is potential
for greater side effects and increased concern and barrier beliefs. Secondly,
that participants receiving monotherapy have more stable disease (i.e.
unstable disease would receive a minimum of dual therapy). The further away
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in time from diagnosis in those receiving monotherapy the lower the perceived
severity and susceptibility beliefs would become. This may also coincide with a
lower necessity (i.e. benefit) belief. The overall effect of this, as predicted by
the EHBM, is an increased potential for nonadherent behaviours. The study by
Ivarsson et al observed that a greater concern with side effects was linked to
poor adherence. The current study showed that benefit beliefs of PAH
medicines (i.e. necessity) were reduced in those experiencing no side effects
with low perceived clinical benefit. Experiencing minor side effects showed a
reciprocal positive effect on the benefit belief as participants felt that the drug
must be working. This was not in keeping with the data in a different PAH
study examining pill counts for PDE-5 inhibitors (Shar 2019) which showed a
reduction in adherence in those who had experienced a side effect. That study
did not add whether the side effect was minor and whether this was ongoing,
which are important considerations when interpreting the observations from
the current study.
The imPHact study was pivotal in steering the current study’s design and
utilised both BMQ and a self-reported adherence measure. The current study
could not statistically confirm the observations by Yorke (2016) regarding
reduced adherence in those with anxiety and depression (Yorke 2016).
However, the current study was able to state that the level of self-efficacy and
motivation was lower in those with depression, and this impacted on reduced
levels of engagement with interventions, and therefore this observation is of
clinical consideration.
Compared to non-PAH studies, the current study was not able to map the
consequences of poor adherence with clinical outcomes which was shown in
other disease studies (Lee et al, 2015, Kubica et al 2016, Mazzaglia et al
2009, Murray et al 2009). There was insufficient data to show whether
treatment complexity relating to escalation in treatment from oral to inhaled to
injectable would impact on QoL and increased treatment burden. The study
was unable to observe the distinct stages of change in embedding medicines
into routines as observed in an early study: initiation, implementation and
persistence (Vrijens et al. 2012). What the current study added was that the
titration stage of medicines was an important stage when participants
accepted a given level of side effects and the degree to which symptoms were
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reduced (i.e. symptom reflection). This is an intriguing observation and
warrants further exploration in future PAH research were the majority of newly
licensed PAH medicines require titration and dose individualisation.
The current study recruited participants who could read and write in English
and therefore attained a high level of literacy. There were no participants with
poor literacy and therefore cannot add to the data found in HF studies on the
influence of poor literacy on poor adherence (Murray et al 2009). It is of
interest as to whether the observations of the current study on self-adjustment
and confidence would have been different in those with poor literacy. This is
separate from health-literacy which refers to one’s knowledge about their own
illness. The current study uncovered interesting beliefs in patients who openly
self-adjusted their doses of PAH medicines to suit symptoms and side effects.
This posed a new research question as to whether self-adjustment improves
QoL without effecting predicted clinical outcomes, rather than this being
dismissed as purely poor adherence. This may veer from the whole purpose
for maintaining high-adherence, but this should be seen differently to being
nonadherent and seen from a patient’s point of view as personalised care.
This behaviour, if not recognised, leads the patient to take one of several
actions if the side effects of medication outweigh the benefits: continue with
their perceived strategy unseen by healthcare teams; stop taking the medicine
and see what the perceived consequences are (if any); be honest with the
prescriber and to change to a less potent medicine or permanently lower dose
which is more easily tolerated but maybe less effective in treating the
condition. Any of these strategies may impact on clinical outcomes. Allowing
the patient to temporarily reduce to the lower dose as per symptoms is
analogous to the practice of diuretic dosing in HF. This could be beneficial to
highly motivated and educated patients who have high perceived benefit,
severity and susceptibility beliefs. The use of the modified EHBM in
uncovering these beliefs would suit clinical practice when applied by
pharmacists and specialist nurses.
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6.5 Key study themes and future research
Although the focus of this conclusion was to answer the study research
questions, the qualitative data identified several key study themes that justify
being highlighted for future research. The following section will briefly list other
key themes and outcomes that may influence future research.

6.5.1 Trust construct to be added to the EHBM
Trust (or faith) in treatment or in healthcare was added to the EHBM to better
encapsulate beliefs towards medication adherence. This was derived from the
phase 1 data and improved by phase 4. The study demonstrated the
mechanism by which trust can be broken between patient and healthcare
team due to patients’ beliefs not aligning with given information, and the grade
and position of healthcare provider. This theme wasn’t new to adherence
literature but mirrored similar themes stated in other studies that examined the
patient-clinician relationship and its impact on medication adherence (Garcia
et al. 2003; Kressin et al. 2007; Vandermause et al. 2016). The act of
delegation in both illness and medication was expressed in many participants
and provided an interesting observation with regards the trust construct. The
implications of this are that the information provided by healthcare
professionals have greater importance in patients who express trust beliefs.
This concept is important and should be examined in larger studies.
The role of caregivers’ beliefs and their medication-giving behaviours is
recognised as an important aspect of overall patient care (Flattery et al. 2005;
Hall et al. 2012; Ivarsson et al. 2014). Most patients with PAH will require the
help of a caregiver in some element of their care, ranging from physical help to
medication taking. The role of the caregiver was not an aim of the study due to
financial constraints. An intervention that targets the patient’s beliefs may not
necessarily lead to changes in adherence if control of medication taking is
outside the control of the patient. This consideration was important as three
participants within the study had a caregiver that aided medication-taking
routines, of which one caregiver gained enhanced knowledge through reading
study interventions. A study in stroke survivors, assessing adherence to
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secondary prevention medication, highlighted the caregiver’s role in
medication adherence as an important cofactor in clinical trials. The study
recommended for caregiver self-efficacy, cognitive functioning and health
knowledge to be assessed (Rohde et al. 2019). A novel study examining
caregivers’ medication-giving abilities in dementia patients highlighted the
value of interventions to improve caregivers’ problem-solving medication skills
through education, thereby enhancing self-efficacy and reducing
nonadherence (Erlen et al. 2019). The current study also reported on the
effect of change in caregiver on medication adherence. Future studies should
assess caregiver beliefs and attitudes towards medications and to identify the
impact of change in caregiver. This is important in elderly patients who may
receive multiple caregivers.

6.5.2 Medication complexity was found to be subjective
Medication complexity was not shown to directly influence medication
adherence as was shown in other studies (George et al. 2004; Pantuzza et al.
2018). But the study’s limitations must be considered. The current study was
unable to prove that frequent changes in medication affect adherence. The
study proved the researcher’s observation that complexity is subjective, and
that participants view this differently to healthcare professionals. The study
contained examples where participants judged complexity based on their
medication-taking routine rather than the number of medicines taken. A future
study should compare the perceived medication complexity with measured
complexity using a validated tool (e.g. MRCI) to more accurately assess the
relationship between the two measures. Both may then be compared with
medication adherence.

6.5.3 Symptom reflection and patients’ dose dilemma are important
considerations in medication adherence
The act of symptom reflection was apparent in the small sample size and led
to the saturation of this belief due to the number of participants who practiced
this behaviour. This confirms findings from other studies who have identified
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similar themes. What the current study adds is that patients’ dose dilemma
acts in a similar fashion to the necessity-concerns differential which is seen in
other studies. The dilemma was shown to incorporate all the EHBM constructs
including trust and therefore requires multiple interventions to affect enough
beliefs to change this behaviour. The study data wasn’t sufficient to make
conclusions about non-PAH medicines, but the underlying beliefs would seem
to be transferable to other medicines and therefore influenced by participants’
perceived relative importance of each medicine. The potential for nonadherent
beliefs and behaviours was stronger in participants who experienced minimal
gain from their medicines (low perceived benefit belief) or had minimal
symptoms from PAH (low perceived severity and susceptibility beliefs).
Symptom reflection and patients’ dose dilemma led to tendency for medication
self-adjustment. Self-adjustment of medicines was seen in those with greater
understanding of their condition. The researcher proposes that this should not
be classified as nonadherent behaviour in a select number of patients. Future
research may assess whether self-adjustment in PAH population can be safely
undertaken in those who experience side effects and are highly motivated and
competent to undertake this action.

6.5.4 Participants’ perceived health focus and knowledge have
unpredictable effects on medication adherence
The data did not show a statistical relationship between medication adherence
and the ranking and relative importance of both illness and medicines. Nor did
it concur with the association between medication adherence and knowledge
as shown in a large study (Coyne et al. 2017). In the current study knowledge
behaved in an unpredictable way with regards to it’s influence on medicationtaking behaviours. In some participants increasing knowledge led to enhanced
benefit beliefs, but in others to an increase in concerns beliefs, therefore it was
apparent that the mode of intervention delivery was critical to the overall
balance of beliefs and influence on medication adherence. The current study
added to the knowledge theme the role of participants’ confidence to selfadjust medicines in line with their own goals and desires. Ranking of illness
and medicines led to the theme of health focus to describe participants’
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perceived importance and therefore their likelihood to comply with that
medicine. Health focus on a specific illness has the potential to change the
level of importance and adherence away from other medicines. Incorrect
knowledge and false beliefs require correction to ensure correct actions are
taken by participants. There were some interesting beliefs relating to the
potency of medicines as judged from their dosing interval: once daily
medicines last longer in the body so have less consequence when missed;
whereas a drug given three times was perceived to be toxic and therefore
needed split dosing, leading to a dilemma on whether to take a delayed
medicine. These interesting themes raised the potential for future research.
One future research question could be to ascertain whether health focus exists
in relation to different medicines and comorbidities, thereby leading to variable
levels of medication adherence within an individual’s regimen. Measurement
of the severity of each comorbidity would provide an objective data which can
be used to compare against participants’ perceived values.

6.5.5 Mental health problems were shown to impact on the ability to
implement interventions
Influence of mental health problems on medication beliefs and behaviours was
demonstrated in the current study to have a complex relationship with
medication adherence. The study was not powered enough to verify
observations made by other researchers on reduced adherence with
increasing mental health problems, but was able to draw parallels with other
studies which showed changes in beliefs to have major effects on adherence
(Allen LaPointe et al. 2010; Hilliard et al. 2015; Brandstetter et al. 2018).
Reduced self-efficacy and motivation were a key factor in this study and
concurred with other investigators who showed these to be important factors
aiding medication adherence (Chao et al. 2005) and implementing
interventions (Elderon and Whooley 2013). A future study could implement a
strategy to enhance self-efficacy prior to implementing any intervention.
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6.5.6 Unintentional nonadherence was influenced by beliefs
Unintentional nonadherence was thought of as the patient’s forgetfulness to
take medicines. The current study adds to the increasing number of studies
that see unintentional nonadherence as a cognitive process (Unni and Farris
2011). This is evidenced by patients having the ability and opportunity to
change their medication routines to prevent further nonadherence, but making
a choice not to do so. Their choice is defined by value of medication and
severity and susceptibility of the illness being treated. The modified EHBM
predicts that unless participants rank highly both illness and medication, then a
robust medication routine is difficult to achieve. Making a choice to use dose
reminders (e.g. mobile phone reminder apps) to further improve the
robustness of medication routines was recommended in the current study.
Future research should aim to incorporate digital technology into daily living
without becoming a burden to patients.

6.5.7 Impact of oxygen therapy on daily living
The study highlighted specific beliefs with the initiation of oxygen therapy and
its adherence. Oxygen therapy is disruptive to personal living in that it changes
participants’ projected persona and therefore becomes difficult for participants
to accept. Even though oxygen therapy provided relief to participants, a
perception of public embarrassment prevents its optimal use. The study
highlighted the misinformation on oxygen therapy, especially with those who
observe others receiving this treatment. These observations highlight the need
to provide supportive care to those receiving or to be considered for oxygen
therapy. Future studies should examine means of breaking down the stigma of
using oxygen therapy and by using equipment which has greater concealment
and therefore more acceptable to potential patients.

6.5.8 Mobile technology may improve the medication-taking behaviours
in PAH
In view of limited PAH population, the current study was not able to test the
modified EHBM in those receiving inhaled iloprost, selexipag or riociguat. A
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future study should include all PAH agents to assess whether a difference in
beliefs exist between therapies. Inhaled iloprost requires frequent inhalations
and it can be difficult for participants to incorporate this into their routines. New
Bluetooth® technologies embedded into these devices could be linked to
smartphone apps or watches to inform patients when the next inhalation is
due, thereby providing prompts if a prespecified dosing time is exceeded.
The use of technology can be helpful to patients who travel. The use of mobile
apps that recognise the difference in time zones could prompt patients to
slowly adjust the timing of medication based on each medicine’s
pharmacodynamics, thereby providing guidance to patients.

6.6 Practical application of study themes
The purpose of the study was to assess whether patient beliefs could be easily
assessed and whether these could direct targeted interventions to improve
medication-taking behaviours. Having confirmed that there is benefit in the
identification of beliefs, the next stage is to downscale the study tools to be
used in an everyday clinical environment. A recommendation from this study is
for patients who are deemed to have nonadherent behaviours to be
interviewed using a framework of questions adopting the modified EHBM
constructs. The purpose would be to assess each EHBM construct and the
robustness of medication routines. Rather than being transcribed and
analysed within NVIVO software, the results would need to be generated in
real-time using construct headings to generate potential interventions. The
patient would then discuss the results with the interviewer and agree which
interventions would best suit their own medication routine and lifestyle. This
would be suitable not just within the PAH population but with other high-risk
medicines. This would require an investment in both healthcare professional
and patient time so only suitable for those receiving critical medicines where
the consequences of nonadherence are expected to be high.
The assessment for self-efficacy and motivation should be made in all patients
suitable for any interventions selected in the previous paragraph. This may
require the use of motivational interviewing to uncover patients desire to
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change practice and engage in interventions. The healthcare professional
should be aware that there will be greater investment in time needed to
implement such changes with regular follow-up.

6.7 Personal reflection
Prior to undertaking the research, I was similar to most prescribing
pharmacists, in that I had an excellent appreciation of the risks of medication
nonadherence. Over many years’ experience I have been able to identify
patients who were not taking the medicines simply by asking them a few
simple questions. A series of simple deductive well-placed questions seemed
to uncover something hidden, out of sight about their ability to comply with
medicines. I had come to realise that there are no stereotypical nonadherent
patients, in fact a nonadherent patient could be highly educated who comes
across as attentive, asking many questions and behaving as if everything is
under control. My experience prescribing in a warfarin clinic provided an
opportunity to test my assumptions with hard endpoints such as INR
measuring. I became proficient at proactive warfarin prescribing instead of the
traditional reactive prescribing. Understanding that there are patterns to
behaviours formed from beliefs made me realise that there is a need to delve
deeper into the subject.
The subjective nature of medication adherence is fascinating, with the
potential to change people’s views and beliefs, to enhance their care and to
prevent money wastage on medicines which patients do not take. The process
of understanding belief models and medication-taking behaviours has been
exhaustive, at times beyond my capabilities to juggle a part time doctorate with
a busy specialist role. However, I have gained many research and clinical
skills. I have mapped my doctorate progress to the Advanced and Consultant
Pharmacist Framework (ACLF) and this shows a clear increase in knowledge.
Appendix 35 shows that I have gained Mastery in many of the aspect of the
framework. The ability to apply my research into different clinical practices has
had far reaching effects with recent ventures in assessing adherence to direct
acting oral anticoagulants (DOACs). Not only will my research benefit the PAH
clinical service in the local hospital but may help the next researcher in putting
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into practice some of what I have achieved and further advance the subject
area.
I was disappointed at the initial findings of my research with a much higher
rate of adherence than expected. But with guidance and innovation I was able
to see beneath the initial results to uncover some very interesting findings
embedded within the qualitative data. The small population of this study may
have hidden the statistical outcomes as is predicted by a Cochrane database
article (Haynes et al. 2008), but this was an investigative study to prove that
the modified EHBM could be applied to this population. Taking on board the
methodological limitations of the study, I aim to continue to further the
research into beliefs and medication-taking behaviours. I wish to thank my
supervisors and colleagues for the support in enabling me to undertake this
exciting research. My enthusiasm has rubbed off onto my staff who have
started exploring medication adherence using qualitative methods. We live in
exciting times of technological innovations where personalised health, eHealth
and increased self-awareness are placing more responsibility onto the patient
to monitor and in the future modify their own medicines. One of the study’s
findings I am excited to explore is to what extent are patients their own
prescribers? Have we now reached a time where having the technology, the
competence and confidence to self-adjust medicines may improve outcomes?

6.8 Proposed outputs following study completion
This study will add to the growing body of knowledge on health belief models
and medication adherence. At the time of thesis completion, the study has not
yet been published or presented at a large conference.
The lead researcher acknowledges that the study is too large to be presented
in its entirety, therefore the findings have been presented into two distinct
research questions which will be presented (either oral or poster) and
published in suitable journals over the next few months.
Titles for publication:
1. The use of Health Belief Model derived interventions to improve
medication-taking behaviours in patients with PAH
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2. A qualitative study on medication-taking beliefs in patients with PAH in
Northern Ireland.
Due to the Corona virus pandemic of 2020 many of the conferences have
been postponed or cancelled. Depending upon availability of these
conferences the study findings will be presented at the UK Pulmonary
Hypertension Association symposium (2020/21), the All-Ireland Pulmonary
Hypertension Annual meeting (2020/21). The research has been accepted for
a poster presentation at the European Society of Cardiology annual congress
in Amsterdam on Sunday 30th August 2020.
Application has also been made for the second title to be published by the
European Respiratory Journal. Decision still pending.
At the point of the study completion, this is the first study to examine a healthbelief derived intervention aimed at improving medication-taking behaviours in
patients with PAH. The strength of the study is that it reflects a population not
included in UK research, and that it will inform changes to local services.
Specifically adding to the role of other pharmacist/nurse-led clinics within the
local hospitals to enhance patients’ medication-taking behaviour in their
specific areas.
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Appendix 1: Condensed clinical classification of Pulmonary
Hypertension (Galiè et al. 2016).
Table A1. Condensed clinical classification of PH (taken from ESC clinic
guidelines, 2016)
1. Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH)
1.1 Idiopathic
1.2 Heritable
1.2.1 BMPR2 mutation
1.2.2 Other mutations
1.3 Drugs and toxins induced
1.4 Associated with:
1.4.1 Connective tissue disease
1.4.2 HIV infection
1.4.3 Portal hypertension
1.4.4 Congenital heart disease (Table 6)
1.4.5 Schistosomiasis
1’. Pulmonary veno-occlusive disease and/or pulmonary capillary
haemangiomatosis
1”. Persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn
2. Pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease
2.1 Left ventricular systolic dysfunction
2.2 Left ventricular diastolic dysfunction
2.3 Valvular disease obstruction and congenital cardiomyopathies
2.5 Other
3. Pulmonary hypertension due to lung diseases and/or hypoxia
3.1 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
3.2 Interstitial lung disease
3.3 Other pulmonary diseases with mixed restrictive and
obstructive pattern
3.4 Sleep-disordered breathing
3.5 Alveolar hypoventilation disorders
3.6 Chronic exposure to high altitude
3.7 Developmental lung diseases
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4. Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension and other pulmonary
artery obstructions
4.1 Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension
4.2 Other pulmonary artery obstructions
5. Pulmonary hypertension with unclear and/or multifactorial mechanisms
5.1 Haematological disorders
5.2 Systemic disorders
5.3 Metabolic disorders
5.4 Others
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Appendix 2: Causal link between drugs and PAH

Table A2. Causal risk of medicines thought to induce PAH. From ESC
2015 guidelines on PH (Galiè et al. 2016)
Definite association

Likely association

Possible association

• Aminorex

• Amphetamine

• Cocaine

• Fenfluramine

• Dasatinib

• Phenylpropanolamine

• Dexfenfluramine

• L-tryptophan

• St John’s Wort

• Toxic rapeseed

• Methamphetamines

• Amphetamine-like

oil

drugs

• Benfluorex

• Interferon  and 

• Selective

• Chemotherapy agents

serotonin

such as alkylating

reuptake

agents (mitomycin C,

inhibitors

cyclophosphamide)

(maternal
exposure)
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Appendix 3: Measures of PAH disease status
The following appendix describes some of the measures of disease status
that are undertaken during routine clinic visit.
Functional classification
The degree to which PAH affects patients’ everyday function is assessed
according to the World Health Organisation (WHO) classification of functional
status (Table A5).
Table A3. WHO functional classification of symptoms (Galiè et al. 2016)
Class I

Patients with pulmonary hypertension but without resulting
limitation of physical activity. Ordinary physical activity does
not cause undue dyspnoea or fatigue, chest pain or near
syncope.

Class II

Patients with pulmonary hypertension resulting in slight
limitation of physical activity. They are comfortable at rest.
Ordinary physical activity causes undue dyspnoea or fatigue,
chest pain or near syncope.

Class III

Patients with pulmonary hypertension resulting in marked
limitation of physical activity. They are comfortable at rest.
Less than ordinary activity causes undue dyspnoea or
fatigue, chest pain or near syncope.

Class IV

Patients with pulmonary hypertension with inability to carry
out any physical activity without symptoms. These patients’
manifest signs of right heart failure. Dyspnoea and/or fatigue
may even be present at rest. Discomfort is increased by any
physical activity.

Assessing functional class also serves as a strong prognostic tool. The
REVEAL dataset reported functional classes I, II, III, and IV having an
estimated 5-year survival rate of 72.2%, 71.7%, 60.0%, and 43.8%
respectively (Farber et al., 2015). An improvement in functional class is
therefore a key indicator of wellbeing. Conversely, worsening of functional
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class may require escalation in therapies with resultant increase in side
effects and treatment burden.
A limitation of this system is that functional class is subjective as well as
adaptive: patients may simply feel better because of subconsciously
reducing the level of exercise. Likewise lack of exercise reduces muscle tone
and conditioning resulting in weakness and lethargy. Using functional class
in association with other measures of disease status is therefore
recommended (Galiè et al. 2016).

6-minute walk test (6MWT)
6MWT is used in PH as a marker of disease functional status with limited
interpretation (Savarese et al., 2012; Gabler et al., 2012). This should not be
the sole measure of physical function and needs to be interpreted in the
clinical context. There are several factors known to influence the test,
including sex, age, height, weight, comorbidities, and the use of
supplementary oxygen during the test. Even between repeated individual
tests, the ability of a patient to walk a flat distance within 6 minutes is prone
to error. For example, the need to motivate oneself on the day of the test; the
view that the condition fluctuates each week and that the test day may not be
representative of the past 3-months; that walking on the flat may not stress
some previously fit patients to cause meaningful fluctuations until disease
has advanced.
Nevertheless, the 6MWT has prognostic value and can indicate changes in
physical function. The modified Borg dyspnoea scale (MBS) at the end of the
6MWT provides details on the level of effort the patient has undertaken whilst
performing the test, but on its own does not predict hospitalisation (Banerjee
et al. 2017).
6MWT was used in many of the early PAH medicines trials as a primary
outcome measure. Despite its well-publicised limitations, targeted PH
medicines have generally been shown to increase the 6MWT from baseline
by as much as 50m. Although this may sound a small increase in distance,
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the ability of patients to retain daily functions was significant in the following
trials:
•

In ARIES study 1 and 2, the addition of Ambrisentan 5mg to baseline
therapy increased the mean 6MWT at week 12 by 45m (95% CI, 24 to
65; P<0.001) (Galiè et al. 2008).

•

In the SERAPHIN trial, the use of Macitentan 10mg demonstrated a
treatment effect versus placebo of 22m (97.5% CI, 3.2 to 40.8,
P=0.008) after 6-months of treatment (Pulido et al. 2013).

A meta-analysis of 6MWT in PH did not show individual changes in distance
to predict reduction of major clinical events. Rather, thresholds of reached
distance have prognostic value (Savarese et al. 2012). The goal is to ensure
patients consistently reach the higher threshold value of >440m.

Biomarkers in PH
Serum blood tests are useful in monitoring the bodies response to advancing
disease. Neurohormonal activation and endothelial dysfunction are present
in PH. Certain biomarkers have been identified which serve as prognostic
markers of late disease severity. N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NTproBNP) and B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) are useful in monitoring
haemodynamic strain on the right ventricle (Warwick et al. 2008; Andersen et
al. 2012; Giannakoulas et al. 2014).

Anaemia and iron deficiency
Unexplained iron deficiency is common in patients with chronic conditions,
and has shown correlations with functional status in heart failure (Filippatos
et al. 2013) and PAH (Soon et al. 2011; van Empel et al. 2014). The study by
Soon et al., (2011) in an IPAH population showed iron deficiency to affect
50% pre-menopausal women and 28% men. In PAH due to congenital heart
disease, the cause of anaemia is due to a permanent right-to-left heart shunt
creating a state of chronic hypoxia. The result is increased stimulation of
erythrocyte formation and a subsequent depletion of iron stores. In this group
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of PAH, iron replacement has been shown to improve symptoms and
functional class (Anker et al. 2009).
Van Empel et al., (2014) found that in patients with IPAH, 44.8% possessed
iron deficiency but 13.8% resulted in anaemia. Those who were iron deficient
displayed a higher functional class (46.2% versus 12.5% NYHA functional
class ≥3 in iron deficient versus normal iron state) and reduced cardiac
index. The association between iron profile, anaemia and functional class is
therefore important when assessing the effect of interventions in PAH. All
patients in the BHSCT PAH centre are assessed for iron deficiency and are
treated accordingly.

Liver function tests
Raised hepatic function as assessed by hepatic aminotransferases, can be
due to an increase in hepatic venous pressure or as a direct consequence of
targeted PH drug therapies. The ERA group of medicines have been shown
to increase aminotransferases in a dose dependent manner. The BREATHE1 study using bosentan (Rubin et al. 2002) reported 3% of patients taking
125mg twice daily to have abnormal hepatic aminotransferase levels more
than eight times the upper limit of normal (p<0.05). Since this early trial all
endothelin receptor antagonist drugs require monthly hepatic monitoring.
However, more recent drugs in this class have reported the incidence of
abnormal hepatic function to be comparable to placebo (Galiè et al. 2008;
Pulido et al. 2013). Although this measurement has no prognostic value, it is
essential to monitor drug toxicities during treatment escalation. Patients are
subjected to the burden of monthly blood sampling.

Arterial blood gases
Arterial blood gas analysis is used to measure the partial arterial pressures
of oxygen (PaO2), and carbon dioxide (PaCO2), and therefore the level of
gas exchange in the lungs and the degree of respiratory-heart dysfunction.
This requires blood sampling which is appropriate were accurate
measurement is required i.e. intensive care situations. Pulse oximeters
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measure oxyhaemoglobin saturation (SpO2) which substitutes for PaO2.
Pulse oximeters are easy to use during routine PH clinic visits and provide
an estimation of clinical severity. However, many studies have shown these
devices to be a less reliable indicator of pulmonary-heart function, tending to
overestimate PaO2 value (Perkins et al. 2003; Kohyama et al. 2015). Despite
these limitations, they are beneficial in assessing trends over time.
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Appendix 4: Local commissioning guidelines for targeted PH
medicines.
Clinical commission policy: National policy for targeted therapies within the
UK (NHS 2014).

First line therapy
•
•
•
•

Monotherapy with an oral PDE5 inhibitor will be routinely
commissioned as first line therapy.
Where a PDE5 inhibitor is not clinically appropriate, an endothelin
receptor antagonist (i.e. Macitentan) may be substituted.
The choice of medicine is subject to clinical discretion bearing in mind
relative safety, evidence of efficacy, and cost of treatment.
Monotherapy with a prostanoid will be routinely commissioned for
patients at WHO FC-IV with clinical classification 1.

Second line therapy
•

•

•

•

•

Patients who have failed to respond to a trial of therapy of adequate
dose and duration (typically 8-12 weeks treatment) or failed to tolerate
one of the oral therapies should be switched to an alternative oral
product as monotherapy.
Patients who have initially responded to first-line therapy but then
deteriorated despite dose escalation (if appropriate) may be
considered for dual therapy (see below).
Patients who have had a suboptimal response to first-line therapy
(with dose escalation where appropriate) may be considered for dual
therapy.
A prostanoid will be routinely commissioned for patients with clinical
classification 1 with WHO FC-III who have failed to respond
adequately or tolerate dual therapy with an oral PDE5 inhibitor and an
oral endothelin receptor antagonist. [NB in exceptional cases, where
an acutely unwell patient requires inpatient treatment, monotherapy
with a prostanoid may be initiated as an alternative to dual therapy].
A prostanoid will not be routinely commissioned for use in patients
with other clinical classification

Dual therapy
Dual therapy will only be funded in combinations involving a PDE5 inhibitor
unless there are exceptional circumstances.
Dual therapy will be commissioned for patients with progressive disease:
•

who have failed to respond to 1st and 2nd-line monotherapy.
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•
•

who have initially responded to monotherapy but subsequently
deteriorated despite dose escalation (if appropriate).
who have had a suboptimal response to monotherapy (with dose
escalation, where appropriate) In exceptional cases, where a patient
is acutely unwell and hospitalised, the progression to dual therapy
may be accelerated.

Triple therapy
• Triple therapy will be routinely commissioned only for patients who
have been accepted as suitable for transplant.
Pregnancy
•

PH in pregnancy is associated with high mortality. Disease-targeted
therapies may be used alone, or in combination, according to clinical
signs and symptoms at the discretion of the treating clinician,
irrespective of functional class.
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Appendix 5: Level of clinical evidence for targeted PAH therapies

The European Society of Cardiology (ESC) release clinical guidance on
cardiovascular conditions. Although this is not a commissioning guideline it
provides a comprehensive overview of the disease and recommends
treatment decisions based on level of evidence. This is then considered by
each European country on what can be afforded. The latest guidance for
PAH provided a class of recommendation for each drug (Table A5a). The
definition for recommendations is provided in table A5b.
Table A5a. Recommendations for drug monotherapy based on
consensus report contained in the European Society of Cardiology
clinical guidelines on PAH (Galiè et al. 2016)
Measure/treatment

Class of recommendation and level of evidence
WHO-FC II

WHO-FC III

WHO-FC IV

Endothelin receptor

Ambrisentan oral

I

A

I

A

IIb

C

antagonists

Bosentan oral

I

A

I

A

IIb

C

Macitentan oral*

I

B

I

B

IIb

C

Phosphodiesterase type 5

Sildenafil oral

I

A

I

A

IIb

C

inhibitors

Tadalafil oral

I

B

I

B

IIb

C

Vardenafil oral

IIb

B

IIb

B

IIb

C

Riociguat oral

I

B

I

B

IIb

C

Epoprostenol IV*

-

-

I

A

I

A

Iloprost Inhaled

-

-

I

B

IIb

C

Iloprost IV

-

-

IIa

C

IIb

C

Tropostinil SC

-

-

I

B

IIb

C

Tropostinil inhaled

-

-

I

B

IIb

C

Tropostinil IV

-

-

IIa

C

IIb

C

Tropostinil oral

-

-

IIb

B

-

-

Beraprost

-

-

IIb

B

-

-

Selexipag oral

I

B

I

B

-

-

Guanylate cyclase
stimulators
Prostacyclin analogues

IP receptor agonists

*Drugs that have demonstrated a reduction in all-cause mortality or where time to clinical
worsening as primary endpoint in randomised controlled trials
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Table A5b. Definition of class and levels of evidence from ESC clinical
guidelines
Classes of recommendation
Classes of

Definition

Suggested wording to

recommendations

Class I

use
Evidence and/or general agreement

Is recommended/is

that a given treatment or procedure is

indicated

beneficial, useful, effective.

Class II

Conflicting evidence and/or a
divergence of opinion about the
usefulness/efficacy of the given
treatment or procedure.

Class IIa

Weight of evidence /opinion is in

Should be considered

favour of usefulness/efficacy.

Class IIb

Usefulness/efficacy is well established

May be considered

by evidence/opinion.

Class III

Evidence or general agreement that the

Is not recommended

given treatment or procedure is not
useful/effective, and in some cases may
be harmful.

Level of evidence

Level of evidence
A
Level of evidence
B
Level of evidence
C

Data derived from multiple randomized clinical trials or metaanalyses.
Data derived from a single randomized clinical trial or large
non-randomized studies.
Consensus of opinion of the experts and/ or small studies,
retrospective studies, registries.
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Appendix 6: Comparison of the MARS and MMAS self-reported
medication adherence scales
MARS and MMAS are the most used self-reported medication adherence
scales identified in the literature. Each of the scales is available in many
different forms. Table A6 compares the commonly used MARS-5 and
MMAS-8 in terms of specific questions.
There are several noted differences:
•

MMAS-8 includes questions on medication adherence and beliefs.
Both intentional and non-intentional nonadherence are captured but
not fully explored, and beliefs are directed towards necessity to take
the medicine. I feel that two questions would require amendment in
the current study: Firstly, the wording on stopping medicine without
telling your doctor is specific to side effects which may not always be
the case, in addition to leading the patient to a more socially
acceptable no answer. Secondly, the question on travel is not relevant
to many patients and may be misconstrued. As these questions form
part of the scoring system then this puts in doubt the accuracy of the
scale in this population.
MARS-5 is a much shorter scale and focusses mainly on patient’s
medication behaviours. Three questions relate to specific intentional
nonadherent behaviours (daily dose change, stopping for a certain
period, and skipping some days). One question is specific to nonintentional nonadherence. Although there are no specific beliefs being
explored through this model the medication behaviours are equally
relevant.

•

Both scales score differently. MMAS-8 is largely dichotomised to
Yes/No, whereas MARS-5 allows patients a variation in answer,
thereby making this socially more acceptable. A criticism of MARS is
that what patients understand by ‘Often/Sometime/Rarely’ can be
open to interpretation, whereas the dichotomised ‘Yes/No’ answers of
MMAS are specific and do not require interpretation by the participant.
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Table A6. Comparison of MARS-5 and MMAS-8 adherence scales
Description of factors
Non-adherence (general)

MMAS-8
Do you sometimes forget to take your
medicines?

MARS-5
I use my medication less than is prescribed:
Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never

Non-adherence (over short
Did you take your medicines yesterday?
time frame)

Assessment of medicines taken

People sometimes miss taking their
medications for reasons other than
Intentional non-adherence
forgetting. Thinking over the past four
(over specific time frame)
weeks, were there any days when you
did not take your medicines?

Intentional non-adherence
(general)

I change the dosage of my medication:
Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never

Intentional nonadherence: (drug holiday)

I stop taking my medication for a while:
Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never

Intentional nonadherence: (skipping
individual doses)

I decide to skip one of my medicine
dosages:
Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never

Non-intentional nonadherence (general)

How often do you have difficulty
remembering to take all your
I forget to take your medicine:
medications - Please circle your answer?
Always/often/sometimes/rarely/never
Never/rarely; once in a while;
sometimes; usually; all the time

Beliefs/Behaviours

Have you ever cut back or stopped taking
Specific behaviour
your medication without telling your
influenced by side effects
doctor because you felt worse when you
(not time bound)
took it?

Beliefs about necessity for When you feel like your condition is
medicine (specific when
under control, do you sometimes stop
disease under control)
taking your medicine?

Taking medication every day is a real
Beliefs about necessity for
inconvienience for some people. Do you
medicine (specific to
ever feel hassled about sticking to your
feelings/mood)
treatment plan?

Forgetfullness aimed at
necessity belief
(medication behaviour)

When you travel or leave home, do you
sometimes forget to bring along your
medication?
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Appendix 7: Literature search on common health belief models
The following appendix briefly describes the behavioural/theoretical models
considered in the current project.

A7.1 Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TPB)
TRA and TPB are closely related theories and are therefore described
together. TRA was developed after HBM and describes a certain behaviour
as being directly influenced by the intentions of the participant (Ajzen and
Fishbein 1980). The intention of the individual is influenced by patients’ prior
knowledge/beliefs about whether to undertake the behaviour (behavioural
beliefs) in addition to what is socially acceptable (social norms). TPB
recognises that external factors exist that can inhibit and facilitate the
behaviour such as patients’ self-efficacy, described as perceived behavioural
control (Ajzen 1985). An intention to undertake the behaviour is therefore
more likely if the patient believes he/she has control over the behaviour and
has sufficient motivation.
TPB has many similarities to the HBM, however it separates the intention
from the behaviour which can be useful when describing non-healthcare
processes. TPB is not as descriptive as HBM for healthcare which is the
purpose of the model in this study. Figure A7a shows the differences
between TRA and TPB.
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Figure A7a. Schematic representation of differences between TRA and
TPB (adapted from article by (Ajzen 1991).

Both TRA and TPB have been used to identify patterns of beliefs and
attitudes which if changed could lead to many individuals taking up a
behaviour, in addition to retrospectively analysing the uptake of an
intervention. In this context the TPM is superior to TRA (Hausenblas et al.
1997). However, it should be noted that in many of the studies in which TRA
and TPB have been used, the behaviours included weight gain, smoking,
alcohol intake or use of condoms in HIV populations, rather than taking of
medication.
The TRA was applied in a study by Miller et al., (1992) who hypothesised
that intention would affect compliance behaviour in hypertensive patients
(Miller et al. 1992).
The study tested the variables of TRA to predict compliance behaviour on
life-style outcomes including medication taking, smoking and diet. Although
the results did show predictive effects for life-style factors, the results for
medication did not support the use of TRA as a suitable model.
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A7.2 Trans-Theoretical Model (TTM)
The trans-theoretical model (TTM) examines a person’s ability to change a
behaviour (Prochaska and DiClemente 1983). The model adapts key
constructs from other theories into a comprehensive theory of change and
can be applied to a variety of behaviours and populations (see Figure A7b).
Its assumption is that people move through a series of stages when
modifying a specific behaviour. A disadvantage is that it is solely focussed on
change processing and does not have the required broad application to
discover other beliefs that may be relevant to medication-behaviours
(multidimensional behaviours). Although an advantage is that self-efficacy
remains prominent in the model and provides a strong focus for
interventions.
The stages of change assume certain behavioural techniques are more
effective for patients who are early in the stages of change, while other
techniques are more effective later. TTM recognises change as a process
that unfolds over time.
The TTM has four constructs of change:
•

Processes of change
Contains ten processes that assesses the reasons for change:
cognitive, affective and behavioural processes. For example,
increasing knowledge, making a commitment, and recognising where
help is required.

•

Decisional balance
Whilst individuals move through the stages of change, decision
balance plays a part in weighting up the pros and cons of each
decision. The theory recognises that a patient must have a positive
balance to maintain the behaviour.

•

Self-efficacy
Reflects the degree of confidence that a patient must have to maintain
on the path of change. This is a vulnerable construct and will halt a
change process if patient does not believe the change in possible.
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•

Stages of change:
People will move through a series of stages to undertake the
behaviour. Whist the time within each stage can vary between
individuals, the tasks required to move to through the stages do not.
The various stages are: precontemplation (Not ready); contemplation
(getting ready); preparation (ready); action; maintenance.

TTM was first applied to promote change in tobacco smoking behaviour. It
has been applied in other areas within healthcare such as cancer (Choi et al.
2013), and has been used as a tool to enable interventional programs to
effect changes in behaviour. It requires the patient’s stage to be first defined
and a goal of the intervention applied to each stage.
The theory has come under scrutiny due to lack of validity with the stages of
change construct (Herzog and Blagg 2007), that does not correlate with
changes in motivation (Prochaska et al. 2008).

Figure A7b. shows the four main constructs of the TTM (adapted from
article by (Taylor 2007).
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A7.3 Self-Regulatory Model (SRM)
The SRM, initially described in the 1980s as the common sense model by
Leventhal and colleagues (Leventhal 1980), provides a framework to
understand how patients previous experienced symptoms and emotions
influence perception of illness and coping mechanisms (see Figure A7c).
Individuals’ beliefs about their illness are formed from personal experience
and can be influenced either positively or negatively.
The essence of self-regulatory models is that an individual responds to
illness symptoms and other behaviours in the same way they would
approach other problems (Jones et al. 2016).

Figure A7c: showing the Common sense self-regulation model (adapted
from article (Browning et al. 2009).

A meta-analysis of the Common Sense Self-Regulatory Model (Jones et al.
2016) described the utility of this model to deliver healthcare interventions.
The conclusion from the meta-analysis was that there was benefit in applying
the model, with statistically significant improvements in adherence
behaviours capable of being achieved. Several of the studies used goal
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setting and action planning to deliver interventions (Petrie et al. 2002;
Broadbent et al. 2009). One criticism was that studies did not report on a
measure of coping.
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Appendix 8: Patient and support group feedback.
The following appendix records feedback from both patient and support
groups on the methodology and study tools used in the current PAH study.
The field notes below were made by the lead researcher following each
consultation.

Patient support group: Cityheart (20 patients):
•

The study of health beliefs was of interest to the group. All audience
members could relate to the fact that they have their own health
beliefs, and that these influence their capacity to follow and comply
with instructions. These beliefs are heavily influenced by prior
experience. One member stated that it is possible that his caregiver
had an influence on his own health beliefs.

•

One member of the group raised the issue regarding medication
adherence. He felt that the main issue was the differences in generic
packaging and that this causes most distress. “Elderly people get
used to one brand [branded generic]…this can change at the drop of a
hat and cause confusion in medicines….” This is an important project
consideration as it will be difficult to control this practice though
intervention. It is possible that periods of change in generic medicines
coincides with periods of nonadherence and increased medication
burden. This is a confounding issue that has not been fully examined
in studies.

•

A member of the group asked the question “what do you class as
being compliant with?” Patients will interpret this to mean all
medicines and not just the PAH medicines but are under investigation.
Need to decide which adherence focus is required for the study. Clinic
pill counts will only be for the PAH disease specific medicines.
Therefore, to use pill counts to correlate with self-reported adherence I
would need to make the self-reporting for PAH medicines only.

•

The lead researcher asked the question about honesty of self-reported
compliance questionnaire. Unsurprisingly all patients stated they
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would complete honestly. I was not too convinced by this and felt it
was biased by their high regard for my input into their group. As selfreported compliance is a primary measure the accuracy of this
measurement requires cross-referencing with pill count.
•

How long would patients feel is maximum to complete a
questionnaire? I provided patients with certain times. Several
members added a comment that if they felt it was beneficial then they
would make time. Results: 5mins (2 patients); 10mins (12 patients); 15
mins (6 patients); 20 mins (0 patients).

•

Is measuring patient’s depression score beneficial to the project? Yes
(13 patients); No (2 patients); not answered (5 patients).

•

Would you have any objectives if a researcher asked your caregiver
questions relating to you condition? All audience members would be
happy to name their caregiver if required. One patient stated that “not
all elderly people have the luxury of a carer.” I am aware that not all
PAH patients have caregivers. The caregivers’ role becomes more
involved as the condition progresses. The relationship of the caregiver
to the patient and their role was felt to be distracting from the main
study aim. The caregivers’ perceptions have been removed from the
study.

Patient feedback with PAH (Mrs X):
Patient involvement in the design of the research was undertaken on
29/2/2016. Patient (Mrs X) consented to a formal interview to examine the
research proposal. She did not take part in the study. Her views and opinions
have been summarised below:
•

Mrs X believed the close monitoring of patients was an excellent idea.
She stated that patients with life-limiting illnesses like to receive
continuous reassurance that everything is going well. “Knowing that a
healthcare professional (HCP) is looking after you is comforting.”

•

She stated that patients require a higher quality of information rather
than searching the internet. She has found many out-of-date articles
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when she was first diagnosed, and these painted a very short lifeexpectancy. Good sources of information should be pointed out.
•

Communication between primary and secondary care HCPs is
currently poor. Her GP does not really understand what is going on.
Patients feel a sense of isolation waiting on test results. This needs to
be improved.

•

The proposed 3-monthly Pharmacist/Nurse led clinic is at an ideal
frequency. Most patients would feel secure at this and not be too
burdened.

•

Mrs X questioned why the 6MWT was to be undertaken every 3months. This is not something patients look forward to. Currently this
is undertaken once or twice a year. She acknowledged that the
increased frequency would provide more information. It is uncertain
whether this would be accepted by all patients. [Following this
comment the 6MWT component was removed from the study].

•

Similarly, Mrs X felt the daily weight measurement was too frequent
and would be problematic for most patients to follow. Twice weekly
monitoring is suitable for most except those in acute heart failure.
Informing the patient to measure body weight at least twice a week
may suffice. [Following this comment the inclusion of self-monitoring
has been removed from the study].

•

The proposal was to have a mixture of internet and paper recording of
outcomes. Mrs X stated that the elderly may not always be technically
minded, and this may impose stress. A paper recording system is
simpler. [The questionnaire has only been developed in paper form].

•

I stated that the study would recruit patients from the PAH clinics by
leaving leaflets and through consultant word of mouth. Mrs X felt this
too passive approach and would lead to low numbers of patients.
Patients have many things on their mind when at clinics. They may
simply forget. It would be better that they are recruited whilst attending
clinic. A cooling off time was accepted.

•

She felt the posting of questionnaires was superior to patients being
asked to bring to clinic. Patients will forget and then feel bad for doing
this. Providing pre-paid envelopes is a good idea. However, she felt
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completing of questionnaires should where possible be undertaken at
the clinic. Again, patients may have other commitments and simply
will not have time or desire at home.
•

Patients should be informed in advance of the 3-monthly clinic visit
how much time the questionnaire will take. This is to ensure patients
carers can set aside sufficient time. In addition to this it is a good idea
to contact the patient beforehand to remind them of the 30mins extra
to complete the questionnaires.

•

Where possible self-reported outcomes (e.g. medicines adherence
scale, DASS) should be undertaken on a set day each week. Weekly
reporting is better. Mrs X stated that doing daily measurements could
make you paranoid.

•

Mrs X thought the inclusion of a qualitative interview for both patients
and carers was a good idea to understand perceptions.

•

The original design of the study was to use technology to record
patients 6MWT in their own environment so that this would be more
indicative of their level of fitness. GPS and step counting would
provide an indication of fitness. Wearing a pulse oximeter would also
record oxygen saturation. Mrs X had mixed views regarding the use of
the Fitbit® in the study. Patients will feel the need to prove themselves
and “not been seen as being lazy.” For several patients this may tip
them too far. She stated “wearing then out.” In addition, the weather
has a greater impact on activity when monitored. She states that with
bad weather she would like to sit and watch films. If wearing the Fitbit ®
she may venture out when not intending to do so. [Following her
comment, the progress towards including 6MWT in the study was
removed].

•

Mrs X provided an overview of her recommendations:
o Provide patients with sufficient time and warnings.
o Ideally have patient complete questionnaires at the clinic. If
sending them with patient there is a chance it will not be
undertaken.
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o Calculate the amount of extra time is needed to complete the
questionnaires at clinic. The provision of a free car-parking
ticket is a good gesture.

It is acknowledged that completion of questionnaires provides additional
patient burden. The type of questionnaire, length and time to complete has
been carefully factored to minimise burden. Following patient feedback in the
design of the study, weekly monitoring was too excessive to patients.
Ensuring completion time of <10mins was deemed acceptable. Survey
fatigue has been highlighted as a significant factor in patients completing
studies (Denscombe 2010).
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Appendix 9: Semi-structured interview plan
The following are questions to be used in the interview between researcher
and patient ± caregiver. The BMQ will be used to guide the interview
structure.
Initial interview at month three:
1. Thank you for taking the time to participate – overview of what I am
going to ask. Statement of confidential material and anonymous
recording. Also, statement that if you feel unwell or need a break then
to just say.
2. Tell me a little about what you know about PH. How serious is this
condition?
3. Which of your conditions do you believe is the most severe?
4. Which of your medicines would you rank as being the most important?
5. How do you feel from day to day?
6. How does your condition impact on your daily activities and outlook in
life?
7. Thinking about the medicines you take; can you describe how you feel
about the medicines you are taking?
8. Do you know what each of the medicines is doing?
9. What benefit do you think these medicines will give you?
10. Tell me about any side affects you may have experienced? If so has
this changed your views on taking medicines?
11. Have there been any occasions where you may have forgotten to take
medicines?
12. Do you ever stop taking a medicine for one of your chronic illnesses
because you feel better?
13. How you remember to take medicines?
14. How confident are you that you will take your tablets each month as
directed?
15. Is there anything that stops you taking the medicines on time?
16. Do you experience changes in mood? Do you get stressed?
17. If so, how does it affect your condition?
18. Could you state the overall complex of the medicines -very low, low,
medium, high, very high.
19. Is there anything I can do to help you take your medicines?
20. What can I do to improve the care you receive?
Interview at month twelve (questions to be asked in addition to the above):
1. How have you been over the past 9-months?
2. Cast your mind back to the action plan, do you feel any of the
interventions made any difference? If so why?
3. Is there anything else you have done to improve how you take your
tablets?
4. What do you think about completing the questionnaires?
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Appendix 10: Participant invitation letter
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Appendix 11: Participant information leaflet
Version 2.1: 4/3/2017
Date:

Pharmacy Department
Royal Victoria Hospital
Grosvenor Road
Belfast
BT12 6BJ

Regional Pulmonary Hypertension Centre

Telephone: 028 90634674
Email: michael.jackson@belfasttrust.hscni.net

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
The use of personalised interventions to improve patients’ ability to take
Pulmonary Hypertension medicines.
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide it is
important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will
involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it
with others if you wish. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like
more information. Take the time you need to decide whether or not you wish to take
part. Thank you for reading this.
1.
What is the purpose of the study?
Taking medicines on a regular basis can be difficult. It is known that many people do
not take their medicines as instructed due to a variety of reasons. Forgetfulness,
significant side effects, and the thought that the medicine may be doing harm are
examples of such reasons.
Whilst it is known that at least half of patients do not take their medicines correctly,
the consequences are often poorly understood or unknown. It is thought that the
medicine may not reach its full potential, leading to the doctor changing to a stronger
medicine with greater potential for side effects. There is also the financial cost of
wasted medicines.
Pulmonary Hypertension is a condition with a limited number of medicines. Examples
of these medicines are sildenafil, tadalafil, bosentan, ambrisentan, macitentan,
iloprost and epoprostenol. It is important that gain the maximum benefit from these
medicines.
The study understands that patients’ have different needs in their ability to take
medicines. It is thought that providing personalised recommendations to improve or
maintain good medication-taking behaviours could have positive outcomes.
The goal of this project is to produce an individualised set of recommendations
(termed ‘ACTION PLAN’) that is aimed to improve how you take your medicines. This
study will test how effective these recommendations are over the course of 12months.
The study will also capture your thoughts and feelings about taking Pulmonary
Hypertension medicines. This is a unique perspective that is not often recorded in
studies.
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2.
Why have I been chosen?
You have been chosen because you are attending a doctor at the Pulmonary
Hypertension Clinic and have been diagnosed with Pulmonary Hypertension. All
patients with your condition will have their medical records checked and asked to
participate. Even if you are already good at taking medicines, you may find the
knowledge gained beneficial in preparing you for future treatments.

3.
Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part, you
should contact one of the researchers (details in section 19) who will answer any
questions and ask you to sign a consent form. If you decide to take part, you are free
to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
If you do not want to take part then this will not affect your care or relationship with
the clinic staff.
4.
What will happen to me if I take part?
If you decide to take part you will meet with a researcher at your next clinic visit. The
researcher for this study has expertise in pulmonary hypertension, and may already
be known to you.
As usual, you will be asked to attend the Nurse/Pharmacist-led Pulmonary
Hypertension clinic every 3-months for 12-months. This is a standard clinic and not
unique to the study. The clinic is designed to provide advice on your condition and
medicines. It will also review your progress, providing an opportunity for you to ask
both a specialist nurse and pharmacist questions.
The study will assess your progress in the following areas:
•

Your ability to take the pulmonary hypertension medicines. This is
additional to usual care and will be undertaken by asking you to complete a
simple questionnaire at home every month for 12-months.

•

Your mood every month. It is known that depression, anxiety and stress
can impact on physical abilities. You will be asked to complete a simple
questionnaire at home every month for 12-months. This is additional to usual
care.

•

Your quality of life. Living with Pulmonary Hypertension can be difficult. Two
questionnaires will be completed by you at each 3-monthly clinic visit. The
nurse and pharmacist will be there to help you with this. This will assess your
quality of life score. This is usual clinical care and will be undertaken even if
you do not take part in the study.

•

The total amount of medicines you have to take. This is often referred to
as ‘treatment or drug burden’. It takes into account all the medicines you have
to take, number of doses per day as well as how complex the medicine is.
This will be assessed by a researcher at the 3-monthly clinic visit. This is
additional to usual care.

The study will also assess your previous beliefs about medicines to understand how
you take medicines and what can be improved. This will be assessed by the
researcher speaking to you for up to 60 minutes at month 3 and also at the end of the
study. The interview will be audio recorded with your consent to ensure accuracy of
information. The recording will be deleted once it is typed and made anonymous. You
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will not be identified in the typed information. If you wish, you can bring a companion
with you to the interview.
The researcher will arrange a time with you that is convenient. This can be undertaken
at the hospital clinic, in your home, or elsewhere if that is more convenient. If this is
undertaken in the hospital then you will not have to pay for any car parking.
The diagram at the end of this leaflet shows the different stages of the study.
5.
What do I have to do?
You will not have to take any additional medicines or have any additional blood tests.
Your involvement will be to attend the Nurse/Pharmacist-led Pulmonary Hypertension
clinic every 3-months and complete the required questionnaires.
If you decide not to consent to the study it would not have any influence on your
involvement in any future research study and will not affect any standard of care that
you receive.
6.
What is the drug or procedure that is being tested?
There are no drugs being tested in this study. Your views and opinions on medicines
will lead to a personalised intervention at month six to improve and reinforce your
ability to take medicines. How effective this intervention is will be assessed.
7.
What are the side effects of any treatment received when taking part?
No additional treatment is being given.

8.
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
There are no major disadvantages and risks of taking part in this study. The need to
attend a 3-monthly Pulmonary Hypertension clinic could be more frequent than you
are currently attending. There is a possibility that you may become upset or distressed
when discussing your condition with the researcher, and whilst completing the
questionnaires. You may find that having someone you know with you can help.
9.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
The study has been designed to understand how you take medicines, and your
thoughts and views on medicines. The potential benefits to you are:
•

You will receive more dedicated time with a researcher and nurse with
expertise in Pulmonary Hypertension to discuss all issues.

•

You will receive more information on your medicines and be able to discuss
your expectations of medicines.

•

You will gain the opportunity to discuss your beliefs about medicines with a
researcher. This will help identify any difficulties you may have with taking
medicines as instructed. The researcher will not be judgemental. It is to help
you gain full potential from taking medicines.

•

You will be provided with a personalised set of recommendations (known as
the ‘ACTION PLAN’) to further improve how you take medicines. This is
planned to improve not only your understanding of Pulmonary Hypertension
medicines but all your medicines. This may help you become more confident
in reducing the burden of future treatments.
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•

Your participation will enable the study to answer its research question. The
outcome will provide important information on medication-taking behaviours
in Pulmonary Hypertension. This may lead to beneficial changes in future
medication regimens and changes in services.

10.
What happens when the research study stops?
After the 12-months, you will have completed your participation in the study. You will
still be asked to attend the 3-monthly Nurse/Pharmacist-led clinics, as this is now
standard practice in the clinic. All recorded details will not identify you in any way. Any
quotes in publications will use a made-up name.

11.
What if there is a problem?
Complaints: If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, you should ask to
speak to the researchers who will do their best to answer your questions. If a
satisfactory explanation is not provided, then you should contact the chief
investigator, Professor Tim Palmer, Head of Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics, Bradford University, Bradford (see contact details on next page).
Harm: If you are harmed by taking part in this research project, there are no special
compensation arrangements. If you are harmed due to someone’s negligence, then
you may have grounds for a legal action but you may have to pay for it.
12.
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research study
will be kept strictly confidential. With your consent, your GP will be informed of your
participation in the study. This is important in case you attend your GP for other
reasons. Information may be looked at by responsible individuals from the Belfast
hospitals, from regulatory authorities or from HSC trust and retained on University
and HSC trust premises.
13.
Research training
This study forms part of an academic qualification (Doctorate in Pharmacy) for the
lead researcher, Michael Jackson. He will be involved in the 3-monthly clinic, the
delivery of recommendations and analysis of the results.
14.
What will happen if I do not wish to carry on with the study?
If you decide to withdraw from the study and with your consent, any questionnaires
which you have already completed will be used in the final analysis, but no further
study questionnaires will be collected.
If you lose the capacity to consent during the study, data already taken would be
retained and used but no further data would be collected.
15.
What will happen to the results of the research study?
In any publications/reports that arise from this study, volunteers will be acknowledged
for their participation. Names of volunteers, however, will not be published in any of
these releases. Any information published will be anonymised.
16.
Who is organising and funding the research?
The research is funded by the Heart Trust Fund, Royal Victoria Hospital. The study
is being sponsored by the University of Bradford, England. The members of the
research team will not receive any payments for including you in this study.
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17.
Who has reviewed the study?
This study has been reviewed by the Office for Research Ethics Committees Northern
Ireland and by the supervisors at the University of Bradford, England.

18.
Summary
The researchers wish to thank you for taking time to read this Information Sheet. If
you decide to participate, you should contact one of the researchers below who will
give you a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent Form for your own records.

19.

Contact for Further Information

(a) Mr Michael Jackson (Lead Cardiology Pharmacist), Doctoral Researcher,
Pharmacy Department, Royal Victoria Hospital, Grosvenor Road, Belfast. BT12 6BJ.
E-mail: michael.jackson@belfasttrust.hscni.net

(b) Mrs Louise Campbell (Specialist Pulmonary Hypertension Nurse), Royal Victoria
Hospital, Grosvenor Road, Belfast, BT12 6BJ.
Mobile: 07846364448
E-mail: louise.campbell@belfasttrust.hscni.net

(c) Dr Damian McCall (Consultant Cardiologist), Belfast City Hospital, Lisburn Road,
Belfast, BT9 7AB.
E-mail: damian.mccall@belfasttrust.hscni.net

(d) Professor Tim Palmer (Chief Investigator / Head of Pharmacology and
Experimental Therapeutics), University of Bradford School of Pharmacy, 2.16b
Norcroft Building, Bradford, BD7 1DP
E-mail: t.palmer1@bradford.ac.uk
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Overview of Study
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Appendix 12: Patient consent form
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Appendix 13: Participant invitation reminder letter
Version 1: 11/4/2017
Pharmacy Department
Royal Victoria Hospital
Grosvenor Road
Belfast
BT12 6BJ

Date: 9/2/18

Regional Pulmonary Hypertension Centre

Telephone: 028 90634674
Email: michael.jackson@belfasttrust.hscni.net

PATIENT INVITATION LETTER
Reminder
[Patient Name and Address]

Dear [insert patients forename]
Some time ago you will have received a letter inviting you to take part in a study
taking place in the Pulmonary Hypertension clinic, Belfast Trust. This reminder letter
is to ensure you have been made fully aware of the study if you wish to participate.
Information on the study is listed below.
Study Title: The use of personalised interventions to improve patients’ ability to
take Pulmonary Hypertension medicines.
The study is being conducted by the lead Pharmacist, Michael Jackson as part of a
Doctorate in Pharmacy qualification.
The study aims to find out why some patients have problems with taking medicines
on a regular basis and how this can be improved. It is a known fact that at least half
of patients do not take their medicines as prescribed by their doctors. The
consequences of this can lead to medicines not reaching their full potential.
There has been no study assessing the impact of medication-taking behaviours in
patients with Pulmonary Hypertension. As there are limited treatments in this
condition, it is very important to assess ways to optimise existing treatments. This
study will assess your ability to take medicines as prescribed over the course of 12
months using simple questionnaires. You will receive personalised
recommendations from the lead Pharmacist, which will help you in taking medicines.
I have enclosed a participant information leaflet for you to look over and carefully
consider.
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. Not taking part will not affect
your treatment or relationship with the clinic staff. If you decide not to take part then
you do not need to do anything, and no further letters regarding the study will be
sent to you.
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If you require more information please do not hesitate to contact me or any of the
clinic staff. Our names and contact details are below.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter

Yours Sincerely

Dr Damian McCall
Consultant Cardiologist
Belfast City Hospital
Tel: 028 95040730
Email: damian.mccall@belfasttrust.hscni.net

Contact for Further Information
(a) Mr Michael Jackson (Pulmonary Hypertension Pharmacist), Doctoral Researcher,
Pharmacy Department, Royal Victoria Hospital, Grosvenor Road, Belfast. BT12 6BJ.
Mobile: 07729849197
E-mail: michael.jackson@belfasttrust.hscni.net

(b) Mrs Louise Campbell (Specialist Pulmonary Hypertension Nurse), Royal Victoria
Hospital, Grosvenor Road, Belfast, BT12 6BJ.
Mobile: 07584139685
E-mail: louise.campbell@belfasttrust.hscni.net

(c) Dr Damian McCall (Consultant Cardiologist), Belfast City Hospital, Lisburn Road,
Belfast, BT9 7AB.
Tel: 028 95040730
E-mail: damian.mccall@belfasttrust.hscni.net

(d) Professor Tim Palmer (Chief Investigator / Head of Pharmacology and
Experimental Therapeutics), University of Bradford School of Pharmacy, 2.16b
Norcroft Building, Bradford, BD7 1DP
E-mail: t.palmer1@bradford.ac.uk
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Appendix 14: Schedule of researcher data collection
Table A15: showing the collection tools used during study clinic visits
Baseline

Clinic

Clinic

Clinic

Clinic

Final

Visit

visit 3

visit 6

visit 9

visit 12

Interview

months

months

months

months

R

R

R

R

R

Weight

R

R

R

R

R

Blood pressure

R

R

R

R

R

6MWT

R

Biochemistry and LFTs

R

R

R

R

R

NT-ProBNP

R

R

R

R

R

Short-Form 36

R

R

R

R

R

PAH disease questionnaire

R

R

R

R

R

Baseline Demographics

I

Medication Burden
Medication-related burden
assessment
Clinical measures

R

R

Quality of Life

(emPHasis 10)
Health Belief
Medication-taking behaviour

I

I

Belief about Medicines

I

I

I

I

questionnaire (BMQ)
Semi-structured interview
Explore health beliefs

Reasons for change in health

I

belief and/or medication-taking
behaviour
Intervention
Patients provided with a written

I

action plan to improve
medication-taking behaviours
Patients Monthly Self-reported
questionnaires
Medication adherence (MARS)
Psychological wellbeing (DASS)

Patients will repeat the two Investigational questionnaires each
month for the duration of the study. These will either be collected
at clinic visits or posted to the principal investigator

R= denotes were the data is recorded as Routine standard of care.
I = denotes were the data is Investigational, that is in addition to standard care.
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Appendix 15: Location of demographic and medical data
Table A16. Sources of participant study information
Patient

Medical notes (cardiology

Hospital databases

demographics

and PAH notes)

(accessed via secure login)

•

D.O.B

• Form of PH

• Current medication

•

Postcode

• Date of diagnosis of PH

• U&Es, LFTs, FBC

•

Level of

• PH functional class

• Iron profile

education

• Number of

• Biomarker (NT-

•

Caregiver role
in medicines

Comorbidities
• Periods of

• Proposed changes in

•

Family support

•

Visual/hearing

• Learning / social issues

problems

• Previous interventions

•

Family status

ProBNP)

hospitalisation

to improve adherence

treatment
• Haemodynamic
imaging results
• 6MWT

• Referrals to specialist
centres

To aid in the interpretation of the data, several of the demographics will be
expressed as one of several categories. e.g.:
•

The level of education will be restricted to the following: high school or
less; some college; university graduate; postgraduate qualification.

•

The role of the caregivers in medication taking will be defined as:
o No involvement (does not have any involvement in medicines)
o Collects medication
o Sets out medicines
o Prompts medication times
o Administration of medicines
o Other involvement (anything else)

•

The relationship of caregiver to the patient will be restricted to:
partner; other family member; friend; healthcare provider.
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•

The family status will be restricted to: Couple; Couple living with
children; single living with children; living alone (children nearby to
help); living alone (children faraway/no children and no help provided).

Assessing medication burden:
At each clinic, patients’ medication list will be reconciled as usual practice.
Patients are asked about side effects experienced on PH medicines and
whether any changes have taken place in overall medicines. The following
data will be collected on each patients’ medication regimen:
•

Number of daily regular medicines

•

Number of daily regular doses

•

Maximum dose frequency

•

Number of injections per day

•

Number of inhaled devices per day

•

Use of antidepressant / anxiolytic (these specific medicines are
important when defining changes in mood)

•

Use of medicines compliance box

•

Compliance box filled by pharmacy

•

All PAH medicines in compliance box

•

Significance of side effects experienced from PAH medicines

•

Medicines administered by self

•

PAH medication supplied from hospital

•

Changes to PAH medicines since last visit

•

Changes to non-PAH medicines since last visit
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Appendix 16: MARS medication adherence scale questionnaire
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Appendix 17: DASS-21 questionnaire
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Appendix 18: Short form (SF-36) Quality of life questionnaire

The remainder of the SF-36 questionnaire can be viewed from the RAND
website (RAND-HEALTHCARE). RAND corporation webpage also states
how to score the questionnaire (RAND-HEALTHCARE).
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Appendix 19: emPHasis-10 Disease specific QoL questionnaire
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Appendix 20: Beliefs about medicines questionnaire (BMQ)
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Appendix 21: Distress protocol (Version 1.0 4/3/2017)
Evaluating the use of a theory-based intervention to improve medication-taking
behaviours: A Longitudinal study in patients with Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension
The protocol for managing distress in the context of research interview
The following protocol outlines the actions of the researcher if, during the course of the
discussion/interview, a participant exhibits acute distress or safety concerns
Distress

•
•

Stage 1
Response

•
•
•

•

Review

•
•

Stage 2
Response

•
•
•
•

Follow up
(next few
days)

•

Continued
involvement
in study

•
•

•

•

A participant indicates they are experiencing a high level of stress or
emotional distress
OR
Exhibit behaviours suggestive that the discussion/interview is too
stressful such as uncontrolled crying, shaking, incoherent speech, etc…
Stop the discussion/interview
The researcher (who is a healthcare professional) will offer immediate
support
Assess mental status:
• Tell me what thoughts you are having?
• Tell me what you are feeling right now?
• Do you feel you are able to go on about your day?
• Do you feel safe?
Determine if the person is experiencing acute emotional distress
beyond what would be normally expected in an interview about a
sensitive topic.
If participant feels able to carry on:
• Resume interview/discussion
If participant feels unable to carry on
• Go to stage 2
Remove participant from discussion and accompany to quiet area or
discontinue interview
Encourage the participant to contact their GP or mental health
provider
OR
Offer, with participant consent, for a member of the research team to
do so
OR
With participant consent contact a member of healthcare team
treating them for further advice/support
Follow up participant with a courtesy call (if participant consents)
OR
Encourage the participant to call if he/he experiences increased
distress in the hours/days following the interview
Ask participant if he/she would like to reschedule discussion/interview
If participant feels would be keen to reschedule
• Ask where they would like to be seen
• Encourage a caregiver or relative to be present to offer support
If participant feels would not be keen to continue study
• Support decision and state that this will not affect ongoing care
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Appendix 22: Example of research diary following participant interview
Following every interview, the researcher completed a research diary that
contained relevant information such as: location, filed notes, mood, body
language and patients’ feelings of the interview. Participants were informed
that some notes would be taken during the interview to clarify certain points.
However, in practice the majority of field notes were written immediately after
the interview was conducted. The reason was that taking notes during the
interview was felt by the researcher to distract focus from the participants
and may have led to reduced engagement.
The example below was written by the researcher immediately after the
interview and was attached to the interview transcripts for all researchers to
see during coding.
Example from phase 1 interview research diary
Interview date: Thursday 23rd August 2018 at 2pm
Location: Clinical room 4, Outpatients department, Royal Victoria Hospital
Duration: 53 mins
Clinic very quiet and suited the interview. Participant feeling cold and so
keep her coat and scarf on for the duration of the interview. Clinic was warm
therefore this could be her illness or to hide her emotions. She was a little
short of breath from walking to the outpatient department. Didn’t start
interview until recovered. Glass of water provided.
BP = 105/66mmHg, pulse rate = 95bpm regular, oxygen saturation = 94%,
clear lung sounds, no wheeze. All in keeping with previous results.
Has brought her study folder to the appointment with three months
questionnaires in sealed envelopes.
The interview took place a month after her dad died of heart failure. This was
a particularly emotional time for her, and I felt some of the standard
questions were not suitable when asked. I felt particularly uncomfortable
asking her about how her PAH will affect her, under the current situation of
her recent loss. However, we got through these questions quickly. She was
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happy to spend greater time discussing her medication routine and answers
from BMQ. I did not ask her about changes in mood as she was clearly
upset. Before the interview started, she warned me that she would cry and
asked me to ignore this as much as possible to get it over with. In retrospect
I should have postponed the interview, but I didn’t know this information in
advance, and the participant insisted that she wanted to get on with it. The
participant kept relatively composed throughout the interview but frequently
wiped away tears after every question. Her dad developed heart failure from
a prior heart attack. She is aware of heart failure and its final result. There is
a little fear in her with regards her own illness which was magnified by a
realisation that she has right sided heart failure like her dad. There were
episodes of fidgeting with her scarf during the interview which was a sign of
her anxiety.
She will shortly be studying English at university and her language was very
well chosen and clearly spoken. Listened carefully to each question prior to
answering.
I did not feel that there was anything being hidden or kept back by the
participant. All answers felt genuine and truthful. She engaged in eye contact
for most questions, but when asked about disease severity she looked away
when speaking, showing how uncomfortable she was feeling. Overall
knowledge of PAH and medication was low despite participant having PAH
since childhood.
Interview ended with participant feeling better and smiling. She was glad to
have completed this and admitted to feeling apprehensive as she knew it
would bring up all current feelings about her dad
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Appendix 23: Example of interventions derived from patient interview
The generation of theory-based interventions was independently undertaken
by two researchers. Inter-rater agreement was high demonstrating that the
interventions were selected based on the data rather than researcher’s own
opinion. Suitability of the interventions was based on three criteria:
acceptability to the participant; efficacy on medication-taking behaviours; and
feasibility. Each criteria was scored as low, medium or high. The definitions
of these scales are reported below.
Acceptability – Re-reading each transcript provided the researchers with an
overall opinion on the participants’ beliefs and attitudes towards
interventions. This was used to rate whether an intervention was likely to be
accepted by the participant. For instance, providing education on disease or
medication in a participant who explicitly stated they did not want to receive
this type of information was scored low. Other interventions which were
scored low acceptability included being more honest and open with family
members, participation in support groups, or the use of compliance aid in
participants who stated they did not wish to receive these interventions.
Efficacy on medication-taking behaviours - High score was reported on
interventions which had a clear benefit on medication behaviours. A low
score was given to interventions which had no direct impact on medication
behaviours but would improve the overall wellbeing of the participant. The
example below showed ‘low’ for supportive networks as in this instance
participation in patient support groups could help the participant feel less
isolated.
Feasibility – The intervention needed to be under the control of researcher or
participant. The example below scored low for changing working patterns as
this was not able to be undertaken in the timeframe of the study.
Overall scores were graphically represented as green/amber/red to denote
the priority of interventions. Interventions which were red were typically not
provided to participants.
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Appendix 24: Personalised action plan
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Appendix 25: ORECNI approval letter
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Appendix 26: Minor Amendment of ORECNI
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Appendix 27: University of Bradford study approval insurance for study
Confirmation of University of Bradford ethics submission was made on
29/7/2016. The university agreed to insure the research project. Page 1 of
the document is shown below. Policy number: NHE-03CA01-0023
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Appendix 28: Letter of funding from Heart Trust Fund

Heart Trust Fund
(Royal Victoria Hospital)

Email: hearttrustfund@btconnect.com

9b Castle Street
Comber

Web:

Co. Down

Tel:

028 9187 3899

www.hearttrustfund.org.uk

BT23 5DY

11 January 2017

Mr. Michael Jackson
Pharmacy Department
Royal Victoria Hospital
BELFAST
BT12 6BA

Dear Mr. Jackson,

Re: “Evaluating the use of a theory-based intervention to improve medicationtaking behaviours: A Longitudinal study in patients with Pulmonary Arterial
Hypertension (PAH)”

I can report that at the meeting of the Trustees on 8 December 2016 your
application for funding was considered. The Trustees agreed to make a grant of
£13,137.00 for the first year from November 2016. With this type of grant we pay
against a quarterly invoice for each portion of the salary. The remainder of the sum
agreed is allocated to additional consumable items. Such items are paid on receipt
of certified Invoices.
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If you are agreeable to this offer, we would require a progress report after 9months from commencement of the study. At this point, the Trustees may give
consideration to the funding required for the second year. I would be grateful if you
could indicate if you are willing to accept the funding as outlined.

As you may know, we cannot financially support any project except insofar as
the funds needed for it are not available from any Government Department or other
statutory body. Accordingly, I must ask you to certify in writing that your application
satisfies this condition.

Yours sincerely,

H.A. ALGEO :
Chairman of Trustees
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Appendix 29: GANTT Chart for study

Appendix 30: Showing internal reliability of MARS using Cronbach’s
alpha
The following tables show the internal reliability of the MARS questionnaire
Table A30a. Individual MARS scale item statistics
Item statistics (Cronbach’s alpha)

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

I forget to take my PAH medication

4.6087

0.59725

138

I change the dosage of my PAH

4.9348

0.24781

138

4.9928

0.08513

138

4.9638

0.18755

138

4.8841

0.36393

138

medication
I stop taking my PAH medication for
a while
I decide to skip one of my PAH
medication dosages
I use my PAH medication less than is
prescribed

Table A30b. Inter-item correlation matric for MARS scale

Inter-Item Correlation
Matrix

I forget to take my

I forget to
take my
PAH
medication

I change the
dosage of
my PAH
medication

I stop taking
my PAH
medication
for a while

I decide to
skip one of
my PAH
medication
dosages

I use my
PAH
medication
less than
is
prescribed

1.000

0.418

0.087

0.263

0.562

0.418

1.000

0.323

0.420

0.239

0.087

0.323

1.000

0.441

0.208

0.263

0.420

0.441

1.000

0.366

0.562

0.239

0.208

0.366

1.000

PAH medication
I change the dosage
of my PAH
medication
I stop taking my PAH
medication for a
while
I decide to skip one
of my PAH
medication dosages
I use my PAH
medication less than
is prescribed
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Table A30c. Implications of removing questions on overall scale
reliability

Item-Total Statistics

I forget to take my

Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

19.7754

0.409

0.571

0.416

0.563

19.4493

0.921

0.462

0.315

0.564

19.3913

1.145

0.272

0.234

0.651

19.4203

1.005

0.431

0.333

0.593

19.5000

0.719

0.568

0.381

0.479

PAH medication
I change the dosage
of my PAH
medication
I stop taking my PAH
medication for a
while
I decide to skip one
of my PAH
medication dosages
I use my PAH
medication less than
is prescribed
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Appendix 31: Internal consistency of the BMQ beliefs using Cronbach’s
alpha
This appendix details the internal consistency of BMQ subscales
General-overuse belief
Table A31a. Item statistic for general-overuse belief
Item statistic for General-overuse

Mean

SD

N

Doctors use too many medicines

1.8889

0.80064

27

Doctors place too much trust on medicines

2.0370

0.89792

27

2.7407

1.22765

27

2.0741

0.78082

27

If doctors had more time with their patients,
they would prescribe fewer medicines
Natural remedies are safer than medicines

Table A31b. Inter-item correlation Matrix for general-overuse belief
Inter-Item Correlation
Matrix for Generaloveruse

Doctors use too many

Doctors use
too many
medicines

Doctors place
too much trust
on medicines

If doctors had
more time with
their patients,
they would
prescribe fewer
medicines

Natural
remedies are
safer than
medicines

1.000

0.273

0.361

0.137

0.273

1.000

0.498

0.490

0.361

0.498

1.000

0.342

0.137

0.490

0.342

1.000

medicines
Doctors place too much
trust on medicines
If doctors had more time
with their patients, they
would prescribe fewer
medicines
Natural remedies are
safer than medicines
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Table A31c. Item-total statistic for general-overuse belief
Item-Total Statistics
for General-overuse

Doctors use too

Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

6.8519

5.362

0.343

0.143

0.682

6.7037

4.293

0.585

0.372

0.536

6.0000

3.308

0.551

0.315

0.567

6.6667

5.154

0.427

0.253

0.640

many medicines
Doctors place too
much trust on
medicines
If doctors had more
time with their
patients, they would
prescribe fewer
medicines
Natural remedies are
safer than medicines

General-harm belief
Table A31d. Item statistics for general-harm belief
Item Statistics for General-harm

Mean

SD

N

1.1481

0.36201

27

Most medicines are addictive

1.8148

0.73574

27

Medicines do more harm than good

1.4815

0.57981

27

All medicines are poison

1.3704

0.62929

27

People who take medicines should stop
their treatment for a while every now
and then
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Table A31e. Inter-item correlation matrix for general-harm belief

Inter-Item Correlation
Matrix for General-harm

People who take
medicines should
stop their treatment
for a while every
now and then

Most
medicines are
addictive

Medicines do
more harm than
good

All medicines
are poison

1.000

-0.326

-0.170

-0.081

-0.326

1.000

0.488

0.320

-0.170

0.488

1.000

0.547

-0.081

0.320

0.547

1.000

People who take
medicines should stop
their treatment for a
while every now and
then
Most medicines are
addictive
Medicines do more harm
than good
All medicines are poison

Table A31f Item-total statistics for general-harm belief
Item-Total Statistics
for General-harm

Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

People who take
medicines should
stop their treatment

4.6667

2.385

-0.252

0.108

0.699

4.0000

1.154

0.341

0.303

0.378

4.3333

1.154

0.597

0.408

0.111

4.4444

1.179

0.481

0.303

0.217

for a while every now
and then
Most medicines are
addictive
Medicines do more
harm than good
All medicines are
poison
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Specific-Necessity belief

Table A31g. Item statistics for specific-necessity belief
Item Statistics for Specific-necessity

Mean

SD

N

4.2593

0.94432

27

4.0000

1.10940

27

Without my PH medication I would be very ill

4.0741

0.95780

27

My health in the future will depend upon my PH

4.1111

0.97402

27

4.2593

0.94432

27

My health at present depends on my PH
medicines
My life would be impossible without my PH
medication

medication
My PH medication protects me from becoming
worse

Table A31h. Inter-item correlation matrix for specific-necessity belief

Inter-Item Correlation
Matrix for Specificnecessity

My health at
present
depends on
my PH
medicines

My life
would be
impossible
without my
PH
medication

Without my
PH
medication I
would be
very ill

My health in
the future
will depend
upon my PH
medication

My PH
medication
protects me
from
becoming
worse

My health at present
depends on my PH

1.000

0.404

0.361

0.887

0.741

0.404

1.000

0.615

0.392

0.147

0.361

0.615

1.000

0.486

0.148

0.887

0.392

0.486

1.000

0.762

0.741

0.147

0.148

0.762

1.000

medicines
My life would be
impossible without
my PH medication
Without my PH
medication I would
be very ill
My health in the
future will depend
upon my PH
medication
My PH medication
protects me from
becoming worse
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Table A31i. Item-total statistics for specific-necessity belief
Item-Total Statistics
for Specificnecessity

Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

16.4444

9.026

0.785

0.816

0.744

16.7037

9.832

0.475

0.441

0.838

16.6296

10.319

0.509

0.529

0.821

16.5926

8.635

0.836

0.858

0.726

16.4444

10.179

0.548

0.659

0.811

My health at present
depends on my PH
medicines
My life would be
impossible without
my PH medication
Without my PH
medication I would
be very ill
My health in the
future will depend
upon my PH
medication
My PH medication
protects me from
becoming worse

Specific-concerns belief

Table A31j. Item statistics for specific-concerns belief

Item Statistics for Specific-concerns

Mean

SD

N

1.8148

0.83376

27

2.5926

1.30853

27

My PH medication is a mystery to me

2.0000

0.67937

27

My PH medication disrupts my life

1.8519

1.02671

27

1.5556

0.64051

27

2.5926

1.11835

27

Having to take PH medication worries me
I sometimes worry about long term effects of
my PH medication

I sometimes worry about becoming too
dependent on my PH medication
These medicines give me unpleasant side
effects
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Table A31k. Inter-item correlation matrix for specific-concerns belief

Inter-Item
Correlation
Matrix for
Specificconcerns

Having to
take PH
medication
worries me

I sometimes
worry about
long term
effects of my
PH
medication

My PH
medication
is a
mystery to
me

My PH
medicati
on
disrupts
my life

I sometimes
worry about
becoming
too
dependent
on my PH
medication

These
medicines
give me
unpleasant
side effects

1.000

0.281

0.407

0.057

0.200

0.081

0.281

1.000

0.130

0.068

0.510

0.171

0.407

0.130

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.057

0.068

0.000

1.000

0.188

0.414

0.200

0.510

0.000

0.188

1.000

0.328

0.081

0.171

0.000

0.414

0.328

1.000

Having to take PH
medication
worries me
I sometimes worry
about long term
effects of my PH
medication
My PH medication
is a mystery to me
My PH medication
disrupts my life
I sometimes worry
about becoming
too dependent on
my PH medication
These medicines
give me
unpleasant side
effects
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Table A31l. Item-total statistics for specific-concerns belief

Item-Total Statistics
for Specific-concerns

Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

10.5926

8.328

0.319

0.229

0.516

9.8148

6.464

0.358

0.298

0.501

10.4074

9.405

0.166

0.177

0.569

10.5556

8.026

0.254

0.176

0.544

10.8519

8.362

0.482

0.333

0.477

9.8148

7.234

0.345

0.237

0.501

Having to take PH
medication worries
me
I sometimes worry
about long term
effects of my PH
medication

My PH medication is
a mystery to me

My PH medication
disrupts my life

I sometimes worry
about becoming too
dependent on my PH
medication
These medicines give
me unpleasant side
effects
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Appendix 32. Internal consistency of the DASS-21 Depression
subscales using Cronbach’s alpha
The following tables describe the internal consistency statistics generated
from using Cronbach’s alpha. The reported data is presented for each of the
three subscales: depression, anxiety and stress.

DASS-21 Depression subscale

Table A32a. Item statistic for DASS-21 depression subscale

Item Statistics for DASS-21 Depression subscale

Mean

SD

N

I couldn’t seem to experience any positive feeling at all

0.9286

1.30104

140

I found it difficult to work up the initiative to do things

1.3143

1.35225

140

I felt that I had nothing to look forward to

0.6714

1.19014

140

I felt down-hearted and blue

1.1857

1.31174

140

I was unable to become enthusiastic about anything

0.7714

1.23698

140

I felt I wasn’t worth much as a person

0.6143

1.09666

140

I felt that life was meaningless

0.4571

0.96984

140
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I couldn’t seem to

I felt that life was meaningless

person

I felt I wasn’ t worth much as a

enthusiastic about anything

I was unable to become

I felt down-hearted and blue

forward to

I felt that I had nothing to look

initiative to do things

I found it difficult to work up the

any positive feeling at all

Inter-Item
Correlation Matrix
for DASS-21
Depression
subscale

I couldn’ t seem to experience

Table A32b. Inter-item correlation Matric for DASS-21 depression
Subscale

1.000

0.724

0.784

0.767

0.714

0.666

0.665

0.724

1.000

0.592

0.608

0.611

0.519

0.526

0.784

0.592

1.000

0.685

0.682

0.762

0.754

0.767

0.608

0.685

1.000

0.620

0.630

0.611

0.714

0.611

0.682

0.620

1.000

0.751

0.639

0.666

0.519

00.762

0.630

0.751

1.000

0.870

0.665

0.526

0.754

0.611

0.639

0.870

1.000

experience any
positive feeling at
all
I found it difficult to
work up the
initiative to do
things
I felt that I had
nothing to look
forward to

I felt down-hearted
and blue

I was unable to
become
enthusiastic about
anything

I felt I wasn’t worth
much as a person

I felt that life was
meaningless
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Table A32c. Item-total statistics for DASS-21 depression subscale

Item-Total Statistics
for DASS-21
Depression subscale
I couldn’t seem to

Scale
Mean if
Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

5.0143

36.345

0.859

0.779

0.915

4.6286

38.106

0.693

0.551

0.932

5.2714

37.883

0.833

0.731

0.918

4.7571

37.495

0.765

0.621

00.924

5.1714

38.042

0.782

0.670

0.922

5.3286

39.172

0.811

0.831

0.920

40.827

0.786

0.787

0.924

experience any
positive feeling at all

I found it difficult to
work up the initiative
to do things
I felt that I had nothing
to look forward to
I felt down-hearted
and blue
I was unable to
become enthusiastic
about anything
I felt I wasn’t worth
much as a person
I felt that life was

5.4857

meaningless
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DASS-21 Anxiety subscale

Table A32d. Item statistics for the DASS-21 Anxiety subscale

Item Statistics for DASS-21 Anxiety subscale

I was aware of dryness of my mouth
I experienced breathing difficulty (e.g. excessively rapid
breathing, breathlessness in the absence of physical exertion)
I experience trembling (e.g. in the hands)
I was worried about situations in which I might panic and make
a fool of myself
I felt I was close to panic

Mean

SD

N

2.2000

2.01148

140

0.9500

1.43605

140

0.6143

1.01489

140

0.3286

0.88507

140

0.4286

0.95317

140

1.6286

1.77246

140

0.1571

0.54007

140

I was aware of the action of my heart in the absence of
physical exertion (e.g. sense of heart rate increase, heart
missing a beat)
I was scared without any good reason
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I was scared without any good
reason

I was aware of the action of my heart
in the absence of physical exertion
(e.g. sense of heart rate increase,
heart missing a beat)

I felt I was close to panic

I was worried about situations in
which I might panic and make a fool
of myself

I experience trembling (e.g. in the
hands)

I was aware of dryness of my mouth

Inter-Item
Correlation
Matrix
For DASS-21
Anxiety subscale

I experienced breathing difficulty (e.g.
excessively rapid breathing,
breathlessness in the absence of
physical exertion)

Table A32e. Inter-item correlation matrix for DASS-21 Anxiety subscale

1.000

0.258

0.348

0.141

0.120

0.279

-0.135

0.258

1.000

0.416

0.081

0.110

0.660

0.029

I experience
trembling (e.g. in
the hands)

0.348

0.416

1.000

0.126

0.113

0.400

0.190

I was worried about
situations in which I
might panic and
make a fool of
myself

0.141

0.081

0.126

1.000

0.685

0.170

0.252

0.120

0.110

0.113

0.685

1.000

0.146

0.483

0.279

0.660

0.400

0.170

0.146

1.000

0.182

-0.135

0.029

0.190

0.252

0.483

0.182

1.000

I was aware of
dryness of my
mouth
I experienced
breathing difficulty
(e.g. excessively
rapid breathing,
breathlessness in
the absence of
physical exertion)

I felt I was close to
panic
I was aware of the
action of my heart
in the absence of
physical exertion
(e.g. sense of heart
rate increase, heart
missing a beat)
I was scared
without any good
reason
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Table A32f. Item-total statistics for DASS-21 Anxiety subscale
Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale Variance
if Item Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item
Deleted

I was aware of
dryness of my mouth

4.1071

18.701

0.320

0.232

0.673

I experienced
breathing difficulty
(e.g. excessively
rapid breathing,
breathlessness in the
absence of physical
exertion)

5.3571

19.641

0.519

0.487

0.577

I experience
trembling (e.g. in the
hands)

5.6929

22.560

0.490

0.298

0.602

I was worried about
situations in which I
might panic and
make a fool of myself

5.9786

24.669

0.326

0.491

0.642

I felt I was close to
panic

5.8786

24.280

0.333

0.591

0.639

I was aware of the
action of my heart in
the absence of
physical exertion (e.g.
sense of heart rate
increase, heart
missing a beat)

4.6786

17.011

0.558

0.496

0.557

I was scared without
any good reason

6.1500

26.977

0.186

0.364

0.667

Item-Total Statistics
for DASS-21 Anxiety
subscale
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DASS-21 Stress subscale
Table A32g. Item statistics for DASS-21 Stress subscale

Item Statistics for DASS-21 Stress subscale

Mean

SD

N

I found it hard to wind down

1.3286

1.45158

140

I tended to over-react to situations

1.1857

1.43735

140

I felt that I was using a lot of nervous energy

0.6143

1.12260

140

I found myself getting agitated

1.1571

1.29343

140

I found it difficult to relax

1.2143

1.30734

140

1.2143

1.60389

140

1.0429

1.28001

140

I was intolerant of anything that kept me from getting on with
what I was doing
I felt that I was rather touchy
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I was intolerant of
anything that kept
me from getting on
with what I was
doing

0.481

0.485

0.539

0.660

0.563

0.411

I tended to over-react to
situations

0.481

1.000

0.419

0.712

0.530

0.657

0.762

I felt that I was using a lot
of nervous energy

0.485

0.419

1.000

0.399

0.508

0.414

0.312

I found myself getting
agitated

0.539

0.712

0.399

1.000

0.644

0.455

0.691

I found it difficult to relax

0.660

0.530

0.508

0.644

1.000

0.499

0.459

I was intolerant of
anything that kept me
from getting on with what
I was doing

0.563

0.657

0.414

0.455

0.499

1.000

0.458

I felt that I was rather
touchy

0.411

00.762

0.312

0.691

0.459

0.458

1.000

I felt that I was
rather touchy

I found it difficult to
relax

1.000

I tended to overreact to situations

I found it hard to wind
down

Inter-Item Correlation
Matrix for DASS-21
Stress subscale

I found it hard to
wind down

I found myself
getting agitated

I felt that I was using
a lot of nervous
energy

Table A32h. Inter-item correlation matrix for DASS-21 Stress subscale

Table A32i. Item-total statistics for DASS-21 stress subscale
Item-Total Statistics for
DASS-21 Stress subscale

Scale
Mean if
Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach'
s Alpha if
Item
Deleted

I found it hard to wind down

6.4286

39.642

0.671

0.534

0.869

I tended to over-react to situations

6.5714

38.117

0.779

0.740

0.855

I felt that I was using a lot of
nervous energy

7.1429

44.785

0.530

0.322

0.885

I found myself getting agitated

6.6000

40.155

0.743

0.657

0.861

I found it difficult to relax

6.5429

40.509

0.709

0.580

0.865

I was intolerant of anything that
kept me from getting on with what
I was doing

6.5429

38.437

0.654

0.533

0.874

I felt that I was rather touchy

6.7143

41.443

0.663

0.630

0.870
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Appendix 34: Relationship between observed adherence and MARS at
higher adherence threshold
A post-study analysis raised the threshold for MARS questionnaire to define
high-adherence. The results showed an increased number of participants
who were classified as low-adherence.

Table A34. showing the relationship between observed adherence
(MARS high-adherence=25) and potential adherence behaviours
Observed adherent behaviour

Potential risk for nonadherence behaviours from

using MARS=25 to define high-

interview transcripts

adherence

Phase 1

Phase 4

Pt

Phase 1

Phase 4

Intentional

Unintentional

Intentional

Unintentional

1

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Medium

adherence

adherence

Low

High

Low

Medium

Low

Low

adherence

adherence

High

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

adherence

adherence

Low

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

adherence

adherence

High

High

Low

Medium

Low

Low

adherence

adherence

Low

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

adherence

adherence

High

-

Low

Low

-

-

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

adherence

adherence

Low

Low

High

Medium

High

Medium

adherence

adherence

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

adherence

adherence

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

adherence

adherence

High

High

Low

Medium

Low

Low

adherence

adherence

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

adherence

adherence

Low

High

Medium

Low

Low

Low

adherence

adherence

2

4

5

7

9

10

adherence
11

13

16

17

18

19

20
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